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INDIAN EDUCATION

SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1968
U.S. SENATE,

SPECIAL SuEcomairrrEE ON INDIAN EDUCATION OF TIIE
COM/KrrrEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Flagstaff, Ariz.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :10 a.m., in the Stu-

dent Activity Building, Northern Arizona University, Senator Robert
F. Kennedy, chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.

Present : Senators Kennedy (presiding) and Fannin.
Committee staff present : Adrian Parmeter and John Gray, profes-

sional staff members of the subcommittee.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT F. KENNEDY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Senator KENNEDY of New York. The hearings will come to order.
I am delighted to be in the State of my colleague, Senator Fannin.

It was the mitiative of Senator Fannin that established our committee
on Indian education. He was greatly interested, I know, as Governor
of this State. Ha has been very much committed to this subject since
he has been in the Senate of the United States.

I think between Senator Fannin, Senator Harris, of Oklahoma, and
Senato:- McGovern, of South Dakota, more effort has been made on
behalf of the Indian than at any other previous time. We recognize our
special responsibility to the first citizens. We reCognize also that we
haven't met that obho.ation. We have had treaty obligations and made
promiSes to the Ineans which we have not kept.

We are here to examine the subject to see if we can make some sug-
gestion, not only to the legislative branch of the Government, but to
the executive branch of the Government as well, to improve the educa-
tion of the Indian child.

Statistics show quite clearly how we have failed-65 percent of the
Indian children dropping out of school, a high unemployment rate in
many parts of the United States, a feeling of hopelessness and despair
among Indian children, and we have not done what we should have
done to encourage the Indian child to improve his education, to increase
his educational possibilities, to go on to a university or college, indeed,
to become the lawyers, doctors, engineers, and teachers that they are
capable of becoming.

The whole history and culture of the Indian here in the United
States has shown that they can take on this position of leadership, take
on the position of direction and responsibility, and it is by the fact that
we have failed the Indian child th.at he has not in some cases, and in
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many areas, lived up to his potential. We want to rectify that, and both
Senator Fannin and I are committed to that.

I am sorry that I personally have missed the lf'_st 2 days of field-
work. We had scheduled some hearings and then something came
up, such as my running for President, so I am involved in that en-
deavor. At times, I want to assure you, that I'd rather be with the
Indians, but I also feel that although I want to do all I can as chair-
man of the Special Subcommittee on Indian Education that I think it
is very likely that I could do more for the Indians as President of the
United States. But, in any case, whatever it might be I am delighted to
be here with my colleague and I just give that as an explanation as
to why I haven't been here during the full period of fieldwork, how
interested I am, and I know how much Senator Fannin has accom-
plished by proceeding. So, I am delighted to be here and I am looking
forward to hearing from the witnesses and I am pleased to be in the
State of my colleague, Senator Fannin, whom I now turn the hearing
over to.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL J. FANNIN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF ARIZONA

Senator F.ANNIN. Thank you Chairman Kennedy. It is a privilege
to have you here with us in Arizona and to have had the opportunity
to work with you in this endeavor.

We have, Senator Kennedy, seine very famous people here in this
room, many that are very well informed in the programs that we are
discussing here today. We have Annie Wauneka who won the Presi-
dent's Freedom Award. She is a great leader.

Would you mind just standing?
I think you had the privilege of meeting her last night at Window

Rock.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. And previously also.
Senator FANNIN. Previously, fine.
We have a program that has taken us to many areas of the country,

but I think most importantly here in Arizona. We are here to listen
to the people who have a vital interest in Indian education. This
committee was formed for the specific purpose of going to you, the
leaders throughout the Nation, to get your ideas and your thoughts
as to what can best be done to educate our Indian youngsters. We
are very proud of these youngsters and I know that as we have
traveled around, both here in Arizona and in other States, I know
that as Senator Kennedy has been in Idaho and Califortha and other
States, we have observed that these youngsters have abilities.

In the last 2 days I have had the privilege of visiting four major
Indian Reservations here in my home State to talk with the Indian
leaders, parents, children, and school officers and this is what we
wanted to do and what we are going to do. ?We have learned very
much, both in the past 2 days and our past trips to California, Okla-
homa, and other places. We have seen successes and failuresmedi-
ocrity and excellence on the part of schools, teachers, and. others
working with these children.

There are many of you here in this room whom I would like to rec-
ognize but we do not have time. But, I would like to say that I could
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give an illustration of what can be done b3r a person serving on a school
board. At the Rough Rock demonstration school, this person, Mr.
Dick, came to my office in Washington. and I think 1k3 visted Senator
Kennedy's office. Although he does not have a formal education he is

a wise man. He is a dedicated individual desirous of helping children.
I will just give one illustration as to why I say he is a wise man, an
intellectual man in observing what is best for the future of these
children.

When we talked to him about one of the progrrams he came back
and said a program is just as good as the foIlowup. He said we
want to know that our program can last for 5 years or more.

These dedicated people can do a great deal. As we have said con-
tinuously, we must have the cooperation of all the Government agen-
cies the cooperation of the school authorities, the State officials, all
working together with the parents for one purpose. And, that is to
train our children, to educate our children so that they can o forward
and be leaders of tomorrow. We want them to be doctors, lawyers,
engineers, and I would say that this morning I had several of the In-
dian youngsters at the boarding school say that they wanted to be engi-
neers, and some of the girls said they wanted to be nurses. I was a little
disappointed that more of them. did not want to be teachers, but the
wisdom of all history has shown that a people divided cannot be strong
and division breeds distrust for child and adult alike, so we cannot
stand aside and not bring everyone working together on this problem.

On the Navajo Reservation in our travels we saw two sehoolsside-
by-sideboth with dedicated teachers and concerned administrators.
One of these schools was trying all sorts of new ideas applying imagi-
nation and creativity to the solution of its problems. The other seemed
to be just like many others on the reservatioL, the same routines, the
same solutions, no real spark of ima.gination to kindle a fire of creative
dedication in the hearts of every staff member. Understaffed and under-
financed, and perhaps too large to do a really first-rate job. I am sure
that you do not want that to continue.

A key factor is that even though these schools are only a few
hundred yards apart, they hardly ever speak to each other in any
organized or meaningful way about their common problems and.
interests. Teachers in one school knew very little about what was going
on in the other. This is indeed unfortunate, for both have dedicated
people who could profit by such an exchang-e.

When we visited the Papago Reservation I watched with excite-
ment and pleasure the progress made by the Papago in the past 10
years or so in education and in the development of commumty and
tribal leadership.

I saw the evidence of that in a young lady who is with us here
today, and I invited her here, Mr. Chairman, Marian Antone, to tell
you and all the people here what is really needed in our program of
education for Indian children.

The Theodore Roosevelt Boarding School at Fort Apache has
struggled valiantly since the 1920's to provide a decent education
and a home for Indian children from. several tribes. But, there we
witnessed a school that has never had adequate funds or adequate
staffing. These are the things that we want to help correct. We may
only be able to make recommendations, but I am sure as the chair-
man has indicated that they will be strong recommendations.
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Senator KEN NEDY of New York. May I add, if things change maybe
we can even put those recommendations into effect.

Senator FANNIN. If realistic necessity dictates that we must have
boarding schools for these children, then they deserve the best, the
best talent and professional expertise, the best facilities and as close to a
warm homelike environment as we can get for them. Let us move now
to utilize the many possibilities and opportunities this site offers and
show the Nation what can and must be done.

I wish to express my thanks to some of you here in this room and
I can look around_ and see quite a number of you that have been so
helpful in this work.

Now, we know that you are going to speak from your hearts and
that you are going to open your minds to the problems that we face,
all of us together. We certainly will do everything we can to carry
through with your recommendations and the recommendation of
others as to what can be done in this regard.

Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. The first witness is Mr. Peter

McDonald, Director of the Office of Navajo Economic Opportunity,
Window Rock, Ariz.

Proceed, Mr. McDonald.

STATEMENT OF PETER MCDONALD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF NAVAJO ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, FORT DEFIANCE, ARIZ.

Mr. MCDONALD. Senator Kennedy, Senator Fannin, first I would
like to preface my remarks to the subcommittee with thanks for their
interest in American Indian education. The statement I have here is
from the Navajo Tribe, and it relates to the needs and desires of the
Navisjo people :for the education of their young people.

First I would like to comment about the Navajo Education Com-
mittee of whom Mr. Allen A. Yazzi is the chairman, and he was
scheduled to be here this morning but was unable to make it.

The Navajo Education Committee appreciates the importance of
the task of educating all of these young Indian iDeople, the Navajo
young people, and since 1966 the Bureau and the Education Committee
have -been working to improve the education of the Navajo people.
The goals have been to 'attack the unique problems of the Indian stu-
dents by the provision of unique programs suited to the needs of
these studen,ts as with the English as a second language program.
There has been an effort to seek maximum involvement of the parents
and tribal leaders in the education program to develop and to endeavor
in every way -possible to have the full utilization of the resources in-
cluding the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, Public Law 89-10
and other similar programs which benefit the Indian people.

The committee in the past 2 years has sought and seen involvement
of parents and tribal leaders reach a new height, and the committee
had set aside several days during the year for honoring parents and
tribal leaders.

I would like to then go to some of the recommendations. I have a
prepared statement.

Senator KA2NNEDY of New York. That's fine, the whole statement
will go into the record.

(The prepared statement of Mr. McDonald follows :)
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PREPARED ST ATEM EN T OF PETER M A CDONALD, ERECT-TV' VE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
NAVAJO ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, FORT DEFIAN CE, Antz.

Members of the U.S. Senate Subcommitee on Indian Education : I am thankful
that I was given this opportunity to testify to the Committee regarding ail,
Bureau of Indian Affairs Education on Indian reservations.

My name is Peter MacDonald, Executive Director of the Office of NaNajo
Economic Opportunity, Fort Defiance, Arizona. I am a full Blood Navajo Indian,
born and reared on the Navajo Reservation. I received my elementary education
in the Bureau of Indian Affairs school system. I attended the beginner grade,
1st grade and 2nd grade at the Teecnospos Day School, Teecnospos, Ar!zona, on
a day basis. I attended the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th grades at the Shiprock Boarding
School, Shiprock, New Mexico.There are several points on which I should like to make comments regarding
the educational system of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and they are as follows :

1. Boarding schools.It has been the philosophy of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to bring Indian students from their homes to some central location and
keep the students for nine months on a boarding basis. The justification for this
is generally rationalized to be necessary because there are no roads to buss the
children, on a daily basis, and secondly, it Is an economic necessity for it helps
the family by having the child fed and eared for at a boarding school. I am sure
that the aforementioned justification is true, but my own, personal opinion is
that, through imaginative and creative administration, the lack of roads can be
overcome and, if indeed, the majority of the families need welfare assistance
to care for and feed their children, it should not be done through the Education
Program but through a properly administered social program for the price that
the children must pay to attend boarding schools at an early age far exceeds
the justification.

The child at the boarding school is completely de-vrived of parental supervision
and, as a consequence, his future is effected to the extent that his understanding
of humanity, the real purpose of life, etc., is either deprived, diminished or
distorted and, as a result, the child becomes merely a Charley McCarthy or a
dummy which mimics the white man's ways. This kind of education has pro-
duced, within the last twenty years, a reservoir of young men and women who
are having a difficult time finding the right handle on what life is all about.
Yes, there are a few, because of various circumstances, who have made it
through to the other side and are making adequate progress and are self-de-
pendent. I oppose Boarding Schools for children under the age of 15 years.
Efforts can be made to make the dormitory living suitable, but we cannot sub-
stitute parental supervision no matter what we do.

2. Education objectives and goals.The educational goals and objectives of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs need to be defined in terms of what are they
trying to accomplish. I sa.y this because, for the last 100 years, it seems that
the Bureau of Indian Affairs has taken the education of the Indian children
as their secondary effort to their purpose and function on the Indian reservations.

Often times, if one can .review the activities of the Bureau, in the past, it
seems that there is more concern for the land and the manipulation of trustee-
ship than the education of the American Indians with the idea that, through
education (proper educational goals) Indians can become self-sufficient by
creating an economic activity through the creation of new wealth on the Indian
reservation with imaginatory and creativity rather than to depend upon distribu-
tion of the existing meager resources and wealth of the Indian reservations.
If the philosophy is to educate American Indians so that they can generate new
wealth through creativity and ,imaginativity, the kind of education on the part
of educators should be restructured, restructured so that it can do exactly
just that. I say this because, just merely processing Indian children through
high school and college without special attention to their deficiencies and needs
will not accomplish this goal until after another 100 years. To accomplish this
within the next 15 or 20 years, a massive educational program structured to
produce massive results is necessary.

We can take a lesson from our own American society. America is independent
and self-sufficient because she has excess of leadership. It is only because we
do have excess leadership that democracy works for America. If the American
Indians are to have democracy on the reservations, they must also have an
excess of leadership (at the present time, there are economic dictatorship and
no evidence of free enterprise ; therefore, the only resemblance of democracy
is the fact that every four years, the Imlians are required to vote for a repre-
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sentative to the Tribal Comicil). What I believe to be an excess of leadership
is that there must be an excess of leadership at every level of expertise. We
must have an excess amount of doctors, lawyers, educators, bankers, econo-
mists, technicians, and various sub-professionals. If the Indians have a suffi-
cient number of leaders in the aforementioned categories, they can establish
their own communities, create their own water systems, develop their owr
economy through their own development of their own resources and industri-
alization for commercial enterprise.

Today, we do have some college graduates with degrecG in various fields but
leadership is still lacking because not everyone who receives a college degree will
become the kind of leader who will create new wealth through new ideas and
imagination. Many of us will receive our degrees and resign to teaching second
grade for the rest of our lives or reach our professional limitation and plateau
at some level and only one or two percent of us will be those who will have the
extra quality to lead the rest of us to a new level. Today, because there are
about only 75 to 100 Indians graduating from college, we can only look to perhaps
one out of this 100 to be the kind of a leader that will lead the remainder and if
we are to remain with the present system, we will wait many, many years before
we can achieve what we want to achieve, with the American Indians, regarding
self-sufficiency. This means that we must shoot for better percentage of leader-
ship material and the only way we can do this is through a very comprehensive
educntional program for the Indians.

3. Shcnild the Bureau of Indian Affairs continue to operate schools on the
Indian reservationsPAs I have said earlier, it appears that the Bureau of
India r. Affairs more-or-less, operated Indian education as a secondary function.
Therefore, perhaps, the quality of education has never really caught up to what
it should be on the basis of the difficulty and the challenge of educating a deprived
group of people with different social and cultural values, as well as, an unde-
veloped land base.

I believe the educational program for American Indians deserves the greatest
of minds that can be enlisted as well as the involvement and participation of
the people being served. In this respect, I do not believe that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs can do an effective job if it is also concerned with land manage-
ment, welfare, and economic development on the Navajo Indian reservations. I
feel that the education of the Indians on a broad and long-range basis requires
a full-time effort so that progress and results can be measured against the goals
and objectives.Perhaps, a separate Department of Indian Education is the answer to a con-
certed effort on Indian education just as there is a Division of Indian Health
in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. We must keep always in
mind that the Indians do not want termination unless they feel that they are
ready for termination. Therefore, any consideration to abolish the Bureau of
Indian Affairs must be approached with prior discussions with Indian people
themselves.My statement regarding taking the education out of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs' hands does not mean termination, but rather leave land management,
welfare, economic development, etc. out of education. Education of Indian children
should be left to the Indian people and Educators. I am available to further
elaborate on any of the above statement.

Mr. McDozrAnD. So, I will not bother to read the statement but
rather to give you few highlights of some of the needs as expressed
by the Naval o people.

The concern of this Senwte committee, as I understand, that it
is necessary for students, young and old, to attend boarding school
or rather not to attend boarding school is shared by the Navajo Reser-
vation Education Committee. The attempt and the effort on the
part of the Education Committee of the Navajo Tribe is to have as
many day schools for its young children as possible.

Also, I would like to say here that so far as the Navajo Tribe is con-
cerned, I am as you said the executive director of the Navajo
Economic Opportunity. We have had the Headstart program for the
4- and. 5-year-olds, all of whom are on a day basis, and there "is
involvement of parents and it appears that this is the kind of educa-
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tion. that is most needed on the reservation. Although the Buzeau, the
ptblic schools, and mission schools have made progress in the area of

-:,ducation, Navajo education, I believe that the quality and the
quantity of education has not kept pace with the need of the Navajo
young people. What I mean here is that there is a need. for total edu-
cation of the young people. It is not good enough just to learn to read,
to wriie and to speak English. This is not the end of education so far
as the leavajo parents are concerned. They want total education where
the child has an experience of learning what life is, how to cope with
life as it is today, and much of this education must and should come
from the parents. Therefore, I believe that the kind of education that
the Navajo people would like to have for their children, as I said, is
total education beyond learning to read, to write, and speak English.
And then the quality of education must be such that there is a pro-
gression in the area of professions that are needed on the reservation.

The Navajo Reservation, as you know, is the largest reservation,
about the size of the State of West Virginia, and if the Indian people
in this case Navajo peopleif they are to become self-sufficient and
self-determining then we must have the professionals and the tech-
nicians who go along in making a community and making this State
and making the Nation. If we d.o not have this, we do not have law-yers,.
if we do not have engineers, the doctors and the civil engineers, the
city administrators, to make the Navajo Nation an economy whicn the
Navajo people can depend on, then we cannot hope to see this in the
near future. What I am sayingis that in order for us to be self-suffi-
cient then we must have trained people. And, with as large a
geographic area as the Navajo Reservation, we do not even have
a junior college, a university, or even a technical school to foster this,
and many times the development of the reservation is hampered be-
cause the school facilities, the educational facilities, are not the kind
of facilities that industry would like to come to on the reservation.

That is tall I have right now unless you have some questions to ask.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. McDonald, I understand that you have done

some planning as far as roads are concerned whereby you could have
community centers with the school as its central item of endeavor. That
you would have roads across the reservation to promote the overall
programs, but it would also give you an opportunity to have schools
m various areas of the reservation. Do you have any explanation of
your proo-ram that is planned ?

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes, there are plans now to put in schools so that
more of the young people can be served on a daylmsis and I think this
is one of the moves in the right direction, because we, as I said, the
Navajo people would prefer if it is possible to have the young people
0-o to school from home I and rio-ht now one of the biggest aro-uments
is that they cannot because there are no roads, and no roadAecause
there isn't any money. So, you might -say we want money to build
roads and to build better schools and better facilities. But, this is not
the total answer. I think the quality of the education goes right along
with this.

Senator FANNIN. I certainly agree. We are working toward that, as
we have both stated, but at the same time we do want to go forward
with the program so the youngsters, if possible, can live at home and
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receive an excellent education at a community center school where that
there might be just a g-eneral store, a service station or whatever might
be needed, and could be utilized beneficially. But also from the stand-
point of industry, you - ...e not going to be able to promote industries
unless you have people available to work in those industries, so it is a
very important factor M. your overall planning.

o that is why, Mr. Chairman I hope that they can furnish us an
explanation of what they are working to do.

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes, I think we can furnish you this information.
It is not in the testimony right now.

Senator FANNIN. I understand.
Mr. MCDONALD. But, it is a necessary thing, as you said, and the

tribe is very much interested in this program. I would like to say that
the education program is very necessary. It is the thing which the
tribe looks to for a solution of its many social and economic problems.

Senator FANNIN. Well, I have talked to the Bureau of Public Roads
people and also the BIA representatives with the hope that we could
go forward with this program not only on the Navajo Reservation
but on other reservations because I feel that this is the key factor in
our education program, that this will permit our youngsters to be edu-
cated and the parents to take a part in the education program.

Senator KENNIMY of New York. I offered some legislation a year
ago to give tax incentives and tax credits to industry to locate on
Indian reservations and thus employ Indians who are presently un-
employed. Do you think that kind of effort would be productive?

Mr. MCDONALD. Very much so: I have in this testimony here, which
I would like to read, remarks pertaining to taxes on the reservation
and tax incentives for industry.

The State and the Bureau of Indian Affairs school systems have for
some time been emphasizing shifting the schools responsibility and
financing to the State, and as the State and the county take over part
of this responsibility when the Public Law 815 and the 874 and
Johnson-O'Malley money does not meet the total required program
for that ticular school then the county_ and the State puts in the
money. grere do they get their money? 'They get their money from
the taxpayers who are on the reservation.

Let's take the Apache County on the Navajo. In the Apache County
there are only two taxpayers on the Navajo Reservation. One is the
El Paso Natural Gas and the other one is a small trader post, the
Carrigan Trading Post, and it is these two taxpayers who are assessed
probably four or five times the normal school tax assessment outside
the reservation. So, they are carrying a very heavy burden and because
of this we cannot say to industry that you have a tax leeway, a
protection

Senator KENNEDY of New York. That is why we gave some special
tax incentive and tax credit to locate on the reservation and in turn
there would be greater incentive to build the roads and beyond that
we would perhaps have these community centers with the schools
which might be advisable.

Mr. McDoNALD Yes I think it would be a great help.
Senator KENNEDY oiNew York. Could I ask you another question ?

How many Navajos graduate from college, university, each year?
Mr. MCDONALD. I would say about 30.

1 2
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Senator K-racNv:ny of New York. And how many children are there,
I mean altogether ?

Mr. MCDONALD. About 40,000 school age children.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. But you have about 30 that. grad-

uate each year that are Navajos ?

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. How many of the 30 go on to post-

graduate studies to be doctors, lawyers, or engineers ? Do you have any
figures on that ?

Mr. MCDONALD. Probably- about 1 percent or something like that,
very small. For one thing, the scholarship program isn't available for
the graduate students

Senator KENNEDY of New York. You mean just three or four a year
go on to--

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes, go on; but maybe every other year maybe one
or two do get advanced degrees.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. And then out of the 40 in the col-
lege, how many of them stay on the reservation ? Do most of them
leave the reservation and go on to the cities ?

Mr. MCDONALD. No ; I would say about 50-50, 50 percent come back.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Some of them stay ?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Now, there are approximately 130

different education programs in the Federal Government. I have a list
of some of them and perhaps some are applicable to the Indians. Do
you think the people have difficulty sorting out which educational
programs are available for them and which ones they should apply
for ?

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes. I think that is one problem but I think that
isn't all the problem. A lot of fAmes with all the assistance that is in
the Federal program that has been made available to the individual
often times the individual is not prepared so therefore there is a high
dropout rate. This is probably the fault of the preparation of the
individual.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. How many of your Navajos start
in college ? Do you have any figures on that ?

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes. Each -year at least between 350 to '400 start.
Senator KENNEDY. And you have only 40 that finish ?
Mr. MCDONALD. Around 30 or 40 finish.
Senator KENNEEr-: of New York. That is a very, very high dropout

rate; isn't it
Mr. MCDONALD. It is. Oftentimes I tend to believe that there are

many factors that lead to this. One of the factors I know is probably
the identity. Everyone talks about identity, but I believe that if a per-
son started a good root in his own culture and formed a ithilosophy
and aspirations then. he can achieve. One of the things that I know is
that there is a false start all the time in many of these young people.
You want to get fa ceztain place but then you don't have the necessary
foundation or preparation to ge t there, so it becomes a frustration.
And, second, is the value of seeing some other Indians of high posi-
tion, capacity ; then you want to aspire to that level.. If you don't
see this,-then there is no incentive or aspiration toward that goal .
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Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you, Mr. McDonald.
Senator :FANNIN. I was just going to ask how much improvement

has there been in the past 10 years as far as the percentage of high
schocl_ students on the Navajo Reservation that are going on to college ?
Has it changed very much ?

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes ; I think the last 10 years probably the increase
has been almost double. One of the reasons is because we have more
young kids and second, there is more desire to get a higher education.

Senator FANavarr. One of the complaints that we had from some of
the Papago youngsters was that the scholarships did not provide
sufficient funds for them. For instance, they would only be able to
pay for their tuition and for the room and board, but the incidental
expenses were not covered and they could not get by, especially the
-trirls. Many of them do find employment, but it is very difficult, and
a large percentage of the men perhaps find employmenu, although this
is one of the serious problems they explained to us.

Is that tho same problem on your reservation ?
Mr. McDorTAI.D. Yes. The Navaho tribal scholarship program em-

phasizes the issuing of scholarships to the undergraduate, so when
you get to a postgraduate situation then you have to find your own
scholarship and oftentimes these scholarships are not in the amount
that you want to have. First of all, those who want to go into oraduate
work are often married and have children, therefore, $4,00 '6 a year
scholarship in a graduate school is oftentimes discouraging and not
a very good incentive for those who want togo on. I would like to see

scnolarship program to develop leadership on the graduate level,
to develop professionals and managers and administrators who can
then provide the necessary movement so that the young people can
move along.

Senator FANNIN. Well, that is a commendable goal and I know
and that is why I was asking the question. And, it is a serious prob-
lem because of the low income that is prevalent on the reservation
with the familiesso they cannot supplement the needs of the chil-
dren as most of the other families of the non-Indians can. So, it is a
serious problem and I did want your thoughts on that.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you very much, Mr. Mc-
Donald.

Mr. McDorrAmp. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Could we have Annie Wauneke

come forward? Could you just make a short statement as one of the
most respected members of the Navaho Tribe, and one of our most re-
spected citizens in the United States, could you just make a short
statement about the problems of the Indian education ? You were not
scheduled as a witness and perhaps it comes somewhat as a surprise,
but if you could just make a statement.

Senator FANNIN. She is accustomed to surprises.

STATEMENT OF MRS. ANNIE WAITNEKA, REPRESENTAlavE,
NAVAHO TRIBE, KLAGETOH, ARIZ.

Mrs. WAUNEKA. Thank you very much, Senator Kennedy and Sen-
ator Fannin. Yes, I am not authorized to sit here and make some kind
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of a statement, but I think us Indians that are sitting here, we have
crreat interest in so-called education. So, I don't see wiry I have to
1=,speak so many minutes, since I am a problem of the U.S. Government,

I think I need to be looked at in the eyes and see how fast I could be-
come one of the citizens and where I will be appreciated and know
that I am among the fellow Americans.

I would say that what I would recommend would. be. that in order
tc make a change as Senator Kennedy had stated in last night's ban-
quet and also he has said that there ought to be a change, I know that
will not take place overnight because these boarding schools that
our Navaho children are attending, which some of them I think need
to be looked into very carefully because some of them are very useful,
then some of them of course need to be liquidated to a certain extent.
I would recommend that an independent, what would you call it,
board or commission, look into all this Indian education to give
you a good, clear, fair survey to our problems, and I think that should
be done, an independent group or whether it is from your office, and
some educators; that are really sincere and s3rmpathetic with the In-
dian education, because there really needs to be some kind of a change.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. What do you think is the biggest
problem of Indian education ?

Mrs. WAITNEICA. The biggest problem is that we haven't had much
success in this Indian education. This is our 100th year.

iSenator KENNEDY of New York. We all agree it s a failure. What
is the reason for this ?

Mrs. WATINEK.A. Well, there is the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I felt we dealt with that last night.

. Mrs. WAUNEIKA. The reason why I say the Bureau of Indian .Af-
fairs is some of us look at this thing of all the years that has gone by
ever since the treaty was made with the Navaho Tribe and the Navaho
people agreed that every third child will have a teacher, ta-tat was
made by the Government and the Navaho people, and that hasn't
been met for so long, and of course I don't think it has been met to
the extent where it is preached, and this has been done by force.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. What do you mean by that ?
Mrs. WATTNEKA. The reason why I say by force is a superintendent

was placed for the Indians that the Indian be educated. Of course that
force is 100 years old now and we would like to get to the point where
the Indians, I am talking about the Indians which include the Navajos,
that it is about time that we get ourselves involved and plan some of
this education, plan what is needed for our Navajo children to better
themselves. I think we need to get ourselves involved. If we are going
to a successful community, I think a school should be within the
community and the community could be developed aroimd this par-
ticular area. The reason why I am saying this is I have a heartache
today. At Clattico, that is Where I am from, there was an old Bureau
community school there for years and years. My people voted not to
abandon it. We did everything we can not to abandon the school be-
cause that is where the mo.rale of the parents were, but it is abandoned.
And of course there is no water, but Klagetoh means water in the
crround, and there is good example. There is a community left with
no school and the kids were sent away 50 miles to Toya and to Grease-
wood and somewhere else which are miles away, and the parents don't
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see their children like they are supposed to, and there is where the
family relation, there is a big gap.

So, I think the connnumty should have a school within the area
where they can develop around it, so the Indians would know that
there is an education they can depend on, they know that there is
an education that their children are at, they imow where their chil-
dren are. At the moment the Bureau schools only go up to a. certain
grade, let's say the fifth grade, which I think is a shame. I think that
these schools that are located, are presently in existence and those that
are to be built should at least go up to the eighth grade where the
youngsters are still close to the home where they reach the eighth
grade and at least they have grown into where they.know what is going
on in the outside world. These are some of our concerns, very much.

Senatem KENNEDY of New York. How would you summarize the
way the white man has treated the Indian and the education of his
children?

Mrs. WAUNEKA. I don't know.
Senater FANNIN. You could tell us in the Indian language, could

you not?
Mrs. WATINEKA. Well, I don't think we are after that, how we were

treated in the past. I believe we should let it be the past. Of course
there is some treatment, yes, but I think we should be looking forward
to some of the good things that needs to come. Another thing that I am
very much concerned about is the civil service regulation, talking about
treatment. So, I am going to answer your question the best I lmow how.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. I thought you might get around
to it.

Mr. WA-crivE.KA. I would recommend very strongly that some of this
civil service regulation be looked into, maybe there are to be some
changes in it, for this reason. We have so-called civil service em-
ployees which of course are the Bureau of Indian Affairs, maybe there
are other kinds of civil service einployees but I am talking about
Bureau of Indian Affairs now. I want to give you a good example.
Over at Steamboat, which is on the Navajo Reservation, they had a
problem with the Bureau school, and there was certain personnel2 the
top official, the top echelon which means the superintendent, the princi-
pal, and so forth, the community didn't like these individuals. They
were unfair to the children:, they were unfair to the employees, they
were unfair to the community in certain ways, so they recommended
that they have a 'big gathering which we usually do. We call these
chapter houses. We h.ave a chapter meeting, and we call this grassroot
organization, and so if they don't feel like that they should have a
certain person there running that school or trying to teach the chil-
dren some kind of education, if they have a certain discrimination or
don't have some kind of awell, these are Indian kids, we can march
them around any time we want to, but that shouldn't be the feeling:

So, they voted there at the chapter meeting, 171 to 0, none unop-
posed, asking that the responsible people at Window Rock, which is
the area office, Mr. Graham Holmes and his staff, to transfer these
individuals out and replace th-un with somebody else who they can
work with. We were unsuccessful. They said civil service regulations
says we can't move these people unless you have facts to show us what
is wrong with these people. Well, we are 'beaten just like on the tele-
vision, the Indians are always beaten. So, I would say that you
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Senator KENNEDY of New York. As I said before I have been made
an honorary Indian and now I am rooting for your side.

Mrs. WATTNEKA. I believe that should be looked into very carefully,.
If we are to educate our young Indians and to go into a society such
as yours, of all races, I think we are thinking about civil rights. If we
need to remove this person, upon the wishes of the Indians, I think
they should be removed and replaced with a better person. This we
can't do. So, I bring- this up to your attention.

And another thing that we see is, I don't know but I will make the
statement also, I for myself, I see these things onwhy are these
schools running on what I would say, maybe this isn't the right word
to say but I will say it, on a competitive way of thinkino-. I wish you
would go to Chinle. They have a nice installation of a igureau school
and then on the other side, just across the street, a State public school
comes in with all kinds of schools going up, and they have gone up to
the high school which is wonderf-ul, we appreciate this. But, on this
side the Bureau decides to put in an installation, beautiful buildhig,
but they don't go as high as high school so there is two 0-roups that
seems to be competing against each other, looking at each o'7ther across
the street. Why, he is constructing some more why shouM I live in
this old building, I will construct some more. Now, I think that needs
to be resolved and all those schools and little communities, some are
closed2 not only my school that is closed, some are closed, and instead
of trying to pay attention to these modern communities where they
have a morale, and where they are involved themselves in education
for the Indian children and instead, these two schools are competing
against each other. But, as far as the standard of education, I woukhi't
say what each side is contending with, so that is -what your committee
has to look into. And, I think this will be about the last statement I
will make.

Another thing that I think is in the wrong direction, as far as con-
stniction of sch.00ls are the Navajo Tribal Council has never been
asked where will they have the school built, never. They just build
them anywhere they wish. I think it is about time that the Navajo
Tribal Council with its people decide now this is where we want it.
We haven't done that,for this reason. I am complaining. They build
these big institutions, like at Toyei. I wish you folks would go out there,
this big institution at Toyei, Ariz., which I understand will bring
about a thousand children. That means takhig away little kids from
other schools, these little tots that should remain at the other area until
they reach eighth grade, yet they say you have crot to fill the school.
There is lots of empty space, so they round up these kids and fill them
up. The demand is there, they think that Cono-ress is going to get
after them because they don't fill those spaces. !And, so Toyei school
isn't filled. yet, so they are going to come around and take some more
of these little bittie ones to fill that school so they can keep the Con-
gress happy.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. It is not keeping me happy, I will
tell you that. It is a disgrace.

Mrs. W.Aux-ExA. This institution that t1-1,:..y are building now to
round up kids from all the areas, I think that will be a 13roblem as
time goes on because -this big institution doesn't serve the purpose,
I don't think. How can they care like they should., for these smaller
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kids, even these big ones don't actually care about themselves when
they are grown up.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. I couldn't agree with you more
and I think it is an outrag-e to have this system.

Mrs. WAUNEKA. SO, thiS building of these institutions, I think that
ought to be looked. into.

Senator FANNIN. Annie, as far as keeping the Congress satisfied,
and I think Senator Kennedy will bear me out, they would rather
have the Indian children going to regular schools, staying at home
with their families where it is possible to have the Indian children
g-oing to public schools. Of course, if it is necessary that the Federal
Government stand the expense that is involved, that is one thing, but
as far a-s when you say what Congress wants, I think if you ha-d the
voice of Congress it would be on that basis, and that is why we are
out talkM0- to you and talking to others to determine what you think
about it sci'that we can carry liack to Congress your thinking and your
recommendations.

Now, do you feel that the Rough Rock demonstration school is
proving some of your points?

MrS. WAUNEICA. I would say about a fourth of it.
Senator FANNIN. But it is a step in the right direction?
Mrs. WA-uNEH.A. It is a step in the right direction, and by your con-

tract with that particular demonstration school, maybe that is the
right thing, I don't know. Maybe that is a short term, because we give
out leases to certain commercial people and we try to keep their
leases with shorter years, and they say I can't accomplish anything

iwithin 10 years, give me more years, so I don't know. Maybe that s
the problem with-demonstrations. If you give them more years maybe
their roots vill grow. I know their roots haven't grown yet.

Those are some of the things that I would like to bring out.
Now, the Bureau of Indian Affairs at this moment is trying to in-

volve the Navajo and they are recommending that we should have
a school board from a chapter area to represent the certain schools
and come and discuss the problems which is a good idea, but we have
no authority. I don't mean the total authority; we don't have very
much to say. We just sit there and, of course, what changes we are
sup-posed to make, we haven't made them yet because these are strong
policies that are set that we really have to look into. I believe, that
some kind of a board that may work locally within the schools may
be helpful, too, if they are given the privilege to do so.

Senator FANNIN. Well, Annie along that direction. of course, maybe
I shouldn't mention this but 'president Johnson in his message to
Congress did recommend that the Indian parents and the Indian citi-
zens serve on school boards and that they should provide a way e;ven
for the BIA schools, but he didn't spell out what authority they
would have and just to have them on the school board, if they did
not have authority, would not achieve your objectives.

Mrs. WAUNEKA. It will leave us as puppets.
Senator FANNIN. That is what I am concerned about. It must be

spelled out that you would be in authority and that you would have
something to do about the education program of that school on which
school boards they are serving.

Mrs. WAUNEKA. And what would Senator Kennedy think about this
since he is running for President?

1 8
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Senator KENNEDY of New York. I am with you, Annie. I thought
that what Senator Fannin was finally going to get to was the only
way to rectify this was to--

Senator FANNIN. I mean we need a chancre ; I might agree with you.
Mrs. WAUNMIA. Thank you very much7
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you very. much. Mr. Logan

Koopee, vice chairman of the Hopi Tribal Council.
Mr. Koopee, you are vice chairman of the Hopi Tribal Council?
Mr. KOOPEE. .Right, sir.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. And this gentleman, could you

identify this man ?
Mr. KOOPEE. The man sittino- next to me is Emory Sekaquaptewa,'

Jr., executive director of the ifopi Tribe.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF LOGAN XOOPEE, VICE CHAIRMAN, HOPI TRIBAL
COUNCIL; ACCOMPANIED BY EMORY SEKAQUAPTEWA, YR., EXEC-
UTIVE DIRECTOR, HOPI TRIBE
Mr. KOOPEE. Hon. Senator Kennedy, Hon. Senator Fannin, and

ladies and gentlemen, my name is Logan Koopee, vice chairman of
the Hopi Tribal Council. I feel honored to have this opportunity to
testify before the Special Subcommittee on Indian Education. I have
a written statement here which I will follow.

Indian education has today become the subject of much contro-
versy and speculation among the people in government, in the teach-
ing professions, and not the least, among the Indian people them-
selves. For the first time in history, the problems of the American
Indian in his educational and economic endeavors may come to the
special attention of officials of Government at the national level.
Aoencies of all descriptions, public and private, State and Federal,

tz,have come into the picture, offering programs that range in ambition
from technical advice to the complete replacement and abolition of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs as the school administrator on Indian
reservations. The Indian, convinced that he is being shortchanged,
now finds himself in the midst of controversies and the semantics over
the matter in politics and the academics, hoping to learn what his
problem is and how he can overcome it.

If we have not had any enlightenment from all this concentration
on Indian education, we have at least come into closer scrutiny of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs in its operation of the Indian schools.
Our appraisal of the operation -now prompts us to apprise this com-
mittee of our desire to help direct the BIA school operation. In his
recent message to Congress, the President emphasized a program of
self-help and self-determination as the greatest hope for Indian prog-
ress. This has been and will continue to be the most fundamental desire
of the Hopi people in all educational undertakings. But to do this,
an approach with realism is the basic g-aide, especially where changes
require the participation of the Indian and the Indian community.

The Hopipeople need no convincing that education is necessary and
desirable. Hopi students are scattered throughout the United States
as participants in colleges and universities, secondary schools, voca-
tional and technical training schools. They are experiencing every de-
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°Tee of success and failure. For every success, the Hopi people are en-
couraged by the realization that Chey have the ability. For every
failure, the realization is that some changes are necessary to better pre-
pare the Hopi student to overcome the causes for failure.

I will go down the line with education as No. 1.
(1) A. preschool program to give Hopi children a headstart has

now bi ecome an absolute necessity. In order to best carry out the pro-
gram, it should be integrated into the regular Hopi school system
rather than be operated. as an appendage to it by another agency.
The administrative problem created by this situation and the uncer-
tainty of continued financing under parasitic agencies makes inte-
gration necessary and urgent.

(2) Prompt steps should be taken to establish school boards for
all FIopi schools, including provisions for training the Hopi board
members to enable them to carry out their responsibilities.

(3) The hiring and pa3ring of teachers should be done by contract
and be based on the academic year and upon professional ability
as reflected in their training and experience. As much as is adminis-
tratively feasible, the local Indians should be involved in the hiring
and paying of teachers.

(4) Teachers in Indian communities should participate in civic
activities to the same extent as they would elsewhere. Any policy
which puts undue restrictions on the teacher's role in the community
should be abolished, so that the Indian will observe him and associate
with him in his capacity as a citizen as well as a professional.

(5) Administrative responsibility and authority should become
more localized into tribal groups so that the educational program
may be more receptive to the special needs and ability at such local
level. No longer should the BIA administer any program that would
tend to stereotype the Indian. No longer should. the Indian be forced
to tolerate a teacher or administrator who demonstrates unwilling-
ness or inability to function as a professional.

(6) There should be a program to permit non-Indian residents
and their children to fully participate in all Hopi schools. No policy
of segregation based on administrative or financing convenience
should prevail over the desire of the Hopi people for an opportunity
to carry on a full exchange of life experiences with their non-Indian
neighb->m

(7) 72here should be instituted within the Hopi school system a
positive prograni to constantly improve the efficiency of teachers, ad-
ministrators, and methods. The organization and funding of this
program should take full recognition of opportunities for profession-
al advancement through a cooperative program with colleges and
universities. Important and necessary is a program Z-,o train Hopi peo-
ple for semiprofessional functions in classrooms.

(8) The administrative problems and the consequent disharmony
created by the split of authority resulting from the amalgamation of
the BIA -and pulalic school at the Hopi _Agency demonstrate a need
for a program under one general administration. This requires of the
Government a school system which will not imply anv form of, or
reason for, segregation, and at the same time meet equally the needs of
both the Hopi an d. non-Indian child.
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The appropriation of funds to carry out programs consistent with
the desires of the Hopi people as stated must be based on the notion
that (a) the educational needs of the Hopi people are no less than the
needs of any other group or community of Americans everywhere and
that such needs are changed by the same elements as affects other
people's needs.

(b) Congress has both the moral and legal duty to provide for a
first-class educational program for the Hopi people.

(c) Any action which falls short of meeting the needs and which
diminishes the responsibility of the Federal Government toward Hopi
education is repugnant to the essence inherent in self-help and self-
determination.

The Hopi people know that some special problems in education are
presented because of the language barrier. They know that the re-
moteness of the Hopi Reservation presents a problem of obtaining and
retaining quality teachers. But these must be taken as a special chal-
lenge to the teacher and as a special duty to provide for by Congress.
There is no question here but that the Bureau of Indian Affairs is
the proper and logical a,gency to carry out the Hopi ambition of edu-
cational improvement.

The end. to which we aspire is no longer just the training of doctors,
lawyers, engineers, and teachers, but the end now mu9t be nothing less
than the training of citizens in two cultures, affluent in both and
worthy contributors to each.

Now, we realize that the Indian education is a big problem which
requires everybody's support and cooperation, and we respectfully ask
the U.S. Congress for this help. We want our children to have the
kind and same quality of education like the other children of the
country enjoy. If the U.S. Congress is really interested in the educa-
tion ot the Indian people, then he has plenty of time and money to
educate our children.

Thank you.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Vice Chairman Koopee for a very

comprehensive aind informative statement. You and. others of your
tribe explained to us that the Hopis have been very successful in
getting the youngsters to go on into high school and into college,
much more successful than most any other tribes. I understand that
last year every Hopi child that was going to grammar school in your
schools went on to high school ; is that right ?

Mr. KOOPEE. That's right. We have all graduates from our local
schools.

Senator FANNIN. And more than 100 Hopis are presently in higher
education?

Mr. Koop-m. Right.
Senator FANNIN. You also said that another 80 or 90 are in post-

hi h education.
. KOOPEE. Right.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Can you give us an idea as to why
you have been so e,tecessful and others have not ?

Mr. KoorEE. Well, you may or we may recall that we have been
called or sometimes known as opposing progress. This is not true. And,
we have tried our very best to get away from that, and very strongly
go after educational programs for our children. We have encouraged
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our children to go to school, we have encouraged them to take Hopi
in the schools and we have encouraged them to talk Hopi when they
go home in the evening.

Senator FANNIN. They have had the advantage of going to school
and you are concerned even though you do not have the problems with
the boarding schools and with the children being away from homes
for long lengths of time.

Mr. KOOPEE. Maybe the executive director will give you that answer.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. How many c-hildren do you have

away at boarding schools? Do you have any really small children?
Mr. KOOPEE. NO; we have children away from the reservation after

they reach the age of 11.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I can see that that mio-ht very well

make some sense and might be very valuable. Education is more than
just reading a book and by sending the child away at the age of 5
or 6 years of age--

Mr. KoopEn. We hold our children home until about that age and
then we allow them to go off the reservation.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. I don't see how the child is possi-
bly going to survive being taken away from its home and being put
into a different environment, and I don't see how we can expect that
the child is going to be able to survive mentally or any other way
under the present system.

Mr. KOOPEE. We have more of our people becoming interested in
higher education. I think that information was given

Senator FANNIN. Yes; we have full information that was furnished
to the committee and we were very impressed with that information.

Also, I was impressed with the determination and cause with which
your people have maintained their heritage, their customs and their
traditions. This is very important to all the Indian tribes I have
visited. They certainly are determined to retain these traditions. The
Hopis, I just remember one that I wrote down because it was so im-
pressive : that Hopis believe that their tribe will never fail but will
stand as long as th.e corn rocks do. I think this says something to the
non-Indians about 'the strength and resolution of the Indian people
and how little we outside the reservation'know of the Indian people.

Do you feel that the teachers even on the Hopi Reservation bring
this out to as great an extent as they should ?

Mr. KoopEE. Can you answer that?
Senator FANNIN. Do you feel that they bring out the history and

traditions of your people?
Mr. SEIKAQUAPTEWA. Senator Fannin, generally I would say, "Yes."

I don't want to mislead you because we do have problems in isolated
areas and again there is no doubt but that all Hopis are proud of
the Hopi children's interest in education and also th.e parenth interest
in education. But---

SenatOr FANNIN'. I am wondering about the teachers who come
in to teach these -children, do they recognize the importance of this
fact ?

Mr. SEICAQTTAPTENVA. Yes; the teachers do recognize the unique situ-
ation of the Hopis and the Hopi community and their cultural pro-
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grams, and in many cases try to integrate that, or, that is, gear the
classroom situation to the local cultural program.

Senator FANNIN. Do you feel this is followed throughout the BIA
schools?

Mr. SEICAQUAPTEWA. I cannot say for all BIA schools but we are
interested in trying to emphasize it on the Hopi Reservation. Again
I say this is not a successful program now from our point of view.

Senator .FAllasTix. Thank you very much.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I understand the Hopis have the

oldest community in the country. Is that right ?
Mr. SEIKAQUAPTEWA. The town of old Oraibi dates back to A.D.

1100 and perhaps further back if we were to make additional re-
search in archeology and technology.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you very much.
Mr. Ronnie Lupe, chairman of the White Mountain Apache Tribe.

Mr. Lupe, I welcome you to testify before the subcommittee. I am
sorry I missed my scheduled visit to your area and I hope that some-
time after my present struggles are finished I will be able to come
back.

I welcome you here before the subcommittee.
Mr. LUPE. Senator Kennedy, Senator Fannin., I have a prepared

statement which involves a great deal of the Indian people through-
out the United States, prepared by the education committee of the
White Mountain Apache Tribe an the Apache Indian Reservation.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Would you like to read that state-
ment or would you like to summarize it ?

Mr. LUPE. I think I had better read it because there are some
points here that were brought out in more different versions than
previous--

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Please proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF RONNIE LUPE, =AIRMAN, WHITE MOUNTAIN
APACHE TRIBE, WHITERIVER, ARIZ.

Mr. LUPE. Gentlemen, this is trulyan age of contrast. We are con-
fronted and awed daily by the amazing things which are happening
to this great Nation of ours, things so technical and so complex that
we cannot comprehend or understand. We are further confused
when we take a hard look at our own backyard and the people living
there. We have to face the fact that an important segment of our
population, we, the Indian people, are so poorly equipped to cope
with the problems of this day and age.

Before I proceed with my comments on Indian education_, I want
to make it very clear that we are not shortsighted enough to em-
brace the "throw the rascals out" theory, and think that this will
solve anything. Fighting and bickering between the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs, tribes and public school people, or anyone else who
now shares a part °If the responsibility fOr our children's education,
will only further complicate the existing problems and our Indian
children will suffer in the long run.

Education is a beautiful.word and a part of our language, whether
we speak, English, Apache, or Pima. Indian education is a phrase
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which has a good sound. It is sometimes touted as a cure-all for prob-
lems, large and small, but we must keep it in the proper perspective
because it means a thousand different things to as many different
people.

To the professional educators, it means a career and a job to be
done. To the parent and the layman and the general public, it means
a system and a method of providing our children with the training
and equipment they need to live out their lives in a productive man-
ner. To the dedicated classroom teacher and instructor, it means an
opportunity to do something of lasting value as they guide and mold
and inspire the young people each d.ay. To the Indian people, and
I say this in all sincerity, it might very well mean survival or oblivion.
We have had Indian education in many forms and many combinations
for a long, long time now. A hundred pars or more. Yet, somehow,
somewhere down the line, we either failed to do the total job or we
took some wrong turns and wound up spinning our wheels.

None of these statements are made to be critical or to cry over
spilled milk. They are made to point up and emphasize the fact that
if Indians are not only to survive, but also keep up with this fast-
moving age, more and better things must be done in the field of Indian
education and done quickly.

I know my own people, 5,300 White Mountain Apaches who live
on the Fort Apache Indian Reservation, and the harsh conditions
they have lived under for many years. I know that the unemploy-
ment rate still stands at almost 50 percent. We are all aware of the
health conditions and the infant mortality rate, and the despair peo-
ple face when there is no food, or no heat in the wickiup, and. no
hope for a job tomorrow, so that a wage can be earned and the
necessities of life purchased.

My tribe has made some wonderful advancements and much progress
in the development of our natural resources during the past few
years. Progress we are very proud of, but I relate many of the prob-
lems which still exist to lack of educational opportunities or to poor
education.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Could I just interrupt you there?
Do you have any figures on the infant mortality rate as it comparesto the

Mr. LITPE. The infant mortality rate on my reServation is the high-
est in the Southwest, I believe 99.2 per thousand, which wOuld -be
about 10 percent of our populAion, 10.percent of the infants born.

Senator KENNEDY of New York It is 99 out of a
Mr. LUPE. 99.2 out of a thousand. .

Senator KENNEDY of New York. And across the country it is what,
I think about 26 ?

Mr. Lurm. Something like that.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. You are 15th in the world So that

is astronomically high. The ghettos in the United States go up to
about 45 or 50 which is about twice as high as it is for the white people
and yours is 99

Mr. LUPE. 99.2.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. The unemployment is about 50 per-

cent. What is the dropout rate for schools, do you have anything on
that ?

2 4
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Mr. LUPE. We have 2,374 students, elementary through high school.
Out of that the dropout rate is 68, somewhere around there.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. It is what ?
Mr. LUPE. Sixty-eight, that is both in the public school and the BIA.

The public school is taking a big share of the dropout.
SellatOr KENNEDY of New York. And is there hunger among your

people?
Mr. Luz.E. We have quite a number of our people on welfare pro-

grams.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Well, is there actual hunger, mal-

nutrition ?
Mr. LUPE. Almost to that extent, yes.
Senator KP,NNEDY of New York. What about the housing conditions ?
Mr. DJ-pm The housing condition isSenator Fannin was able to

observe
Senator FANNIN. May I say this ? I think it would be very good if

you could explain your observations of what happens after a family
does move from a very substandard home into one of the new
homes that are now being provided which you have been working
on for some time.

Mr. LurE. We have a revolving program system on our reservation
and also the self-help program. This involves houses, three bedrooms,
living room, utility, kitchen, modern. When an Indian family moves
out of the oppressed and hopeless wickiup atmosphere and moves into
the brand new house. the whole, the entire family changes. Their
spirit is raised, education falls in line, their outlook to live, their atti-
tude, the way they live, they have something to hope for, something
to live for, when they move into this brand new house, which they
have never had the experience of before in the many years.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Are the delapidated substandard
housing conditions widespread among your tribe ?

Mr. LUPE. I wish you had been on my reservation, Senator, I would
have shown you firsthand what we mean by a wickiup. It is bear grass,
about 16 poles made into a kind of tepee, and that has been home for a
lot of people and they still call it home.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. How cold does it get on your
reservation V

Mr. LUPE. There is no windbreak to speak of. The only heat is a
little bit of fire right in the middle of the center of the wicldup.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. How cold does it get outside?
Mr. LUPE. In the wintertime parts of our reservation are about 10 de-

grees. We live up in a high altitthie.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. What is the average life expect-

ancy ?
Mr. LUPE. The average life expectancy is between 40 and 46.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Which is about 30 years less, about

25 years less than the rest of us ?.
Mr. LUPE. Right.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Excuse me for interrupting.
Senator FANNIN. You might explain that even some of the new

homes do not have running water.
Mr. LUPE. We would like to develop subdivisions and plan for new

housing projects. We could build a hundred houses today if we had
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water facilities and sanitation. This is the reason why there is infant
mortality, a lot of deaths among our people, unsanitary conditions. 7

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Is there bitterness among your
people ?

Mr. LupE. There is no bitterness at all. My people, the grassroots
people have learned to accept this way of life. They have lived with it
so many years, so very long. We are now trying to change a lot of that
with education, with housing, making jobs available to our people, and
there is a tremendous difference between these people that have a job
and have something to give to their family, clothes and food and
education.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you. Will you continue
please.

Mr. LUPE. Even today, when it is so evident that most of our unem-
ployed people cannot find work because they are unskilled or under-
educatecl, even when we have both Government and public schools in
operation on the reservation, many of our high school students are
looking toward ,0-raduation with only one thought in mind, to get their
high school certificate and be done with it.

We all know that today a high schrlol diploma is not enough. That if
a person is to compete and to succeed, this diploma is only a stepping
stone to higher education. We also know that more scholarships and
opportunities for higher education are available than are presently
beingutilized by Indian students.

This being the case, where then have we failed ? Or where has the
system failed, in properly preparing and properly training 1,,nd prop-
erly motivatino- the Indian student during his early years and during
his high schooPyears ?.

It appears to me and the people on my reservation who are concerned
about this problem, that a new examination must be made and new
emphasis must be placed, not only on Indian education but also on
upgrading the economic standard of living and the rapiddevelopment
of more jth-producing industries on the reservation., In this way, every
head of a household can earn sufficient money to provide a decent living
standard for his family. When this is accomplished, I do not feel that
we will have too much of a problem rnotiva-ding the Indian children to
want to better themselves educationally,. With better home conditions
and decent income in the home, their self-confidence will make the In-
dian a better person, and paeoud that he is an Indian. Until something
is done for the benefit of the individual, we are still going to have diffi-
culty motivating the youngster to continue with his ed.ucation.

What then are some of- the specific things which can be done now,
and in the future? Some of the things which will give us an iimnediate
headstart while the long-range goals are being refined and the long-
range machinery being geared to meet them ?

First, we must insist on teachers and administrators of the highest
quality in our Bureau schools and the public schools located on the
reservations. Mere academic qualifications are not nearly enough. They
must have drive and dedication, 'and a willingness to apply themselves
daily to the task of recognizing and meeting the Special needs of Indian
children.

All too often, it seems, we wind up with some teachers who come itO

our s3hools only because they cannot secure more desirable, positions
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elsewhere. Remote locations, poor housino- conditions, and limited
budgets for salaries all tend to make it more.difficult to secure and keep
these highly qualified people at the time and in the places they are most
needed. We must demand the best and accept nothing less.

Education must be related to the child's own world. The educator
must know something about that world and he must become involved
in the Indian community life, must learn something about and learn
to appreciate the Indian heritage and culture.

Indians, as a rule, are very proud of their heritage and culture. This
pride must be developed to give the Indian child self-confidence and
confidence in his ability to meet the demands placed upon him during
his school years.

We frequently talk of the problems which a-Ilse with bffingual chil-
dren and their difficulty in adopting "second ta,nguages." We must
realize that English is th.e second languago to 51 t oat 3ndiart .children and
it is absolutely essential that they be in mustering the use of
English in their very early years if thy ',dope to ever gain the full bene-
fits from their educational efforts.

The average Indian 1)arent has not had the opportunity to become
well educated, through no fault of his own, yet, it is a fact these
parents appreciate the value of education and they want their children
to get a good education, yet they are not attuned to the educational
environment and find themselves at a loss on how to help and advise
their children at the times it is most needed. Because of this handicap,
all too often the parent will withdraw and leave the important deci-
sions to the chila or depend entirely on the non-Indian teacher to
guide the child.

There are so many things which can and must be done now, such as
special teacher training centers, special textbooks, smaller student-
teacher ratios, special tutoring and colmseling programs, increased
emphasis on Indian history, heritage, and culture and many, many
more.

Soma fine paw plonfs ha v41 recently hAen ckom pl ekte:d on reservations in
the area, but more are badly needed and soon. We are still saddled
with many outdated and antiquated facilities. .We are still, using
make-do classrooms in community buildings, churches, and other
temporary locations. We are still short of badly needed supplies, spe-
cialized equipment, and specially trained personnel in some, of our
boarding schools.

There has been much talk about closing the boarding schools and
converting to a public school system on all levels. This may or mav
not be beneficial as a long-range goal, but we must be, realistic ana
not lose sight of the immediate neeels.' In my humble opinion, our own
Theodore Roosevelt Boarding School is now fulfilling a vital need,
serving students who simply cannot be immediately served elsewhere
if the school -were closed. With our present inadequate road system,
the long distance pupils would have to be transported to reach a public
school, it is just not practiCal to consider an immediate conversion to
a purely public schooi system for all Indian children.

We must all realize that we are, at the crossroads where we must
choose between active cooperation or a gradual erosion of the trust
that is ours. The time. for remedial measun.s is now and if we cannot
find the right remedies and work together to see that they are imple-
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mented, the entire issue may be of small importance 20 years from now.
We are pleased and encouraged that the President and Congress

and you, gentlemen on this committee, are at this particular time,
taking such an active interest in the timely and pressing problems of
Indian education. We are pleased that some of the very things we
have been asking for are specifically mentioned as immediate croals.
We accept in good faith the recent pledges that have been ma'-de to
Indians across the land, and we feel that we would be derelict in our
duty to our own people if we failed to keep this issue before the public
arid if we failed to do all in our power to see that these pledges are
fulfilled.

Gentlemen, I want you to know that it is a personal pleasure for
me to appear before this committee, and I want to thank you for the
time you have given me.

Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. One of the your'', Indian boys I

talked to when I was up at Sherman School was a boffrom your area.
His father was very sad, filled with despair

'
unemployed and with

many personal difficulties, and his mother had burned herself to
ideath n front of all the rest of the children including this little boy.

And, it seems to me what you said here today just indicates once again
what our responsibilities are to the small children who have to lead
these kind of lives and try to adjust. All of what we say we stand for
around the rest of the world and we ignore so much in our backyard
and if there is any group of the citizens that deserve attention and de-
serve help it is the Indians who were actually our first citizens.

Your testimony has been very helpful and very eloquent and I think
again a cry to all of our own consciences as American citizens to rectify
the situation.

Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Yes, you did make a very impressive statement and

I was very impressed with what you had to say when we were visit-
ing on the reservation and very alarmed when you pointed out the
homes where the large number of cliildren were living all crowded
into one room. I think you had examples where six, seven, and eight
children of a family would all be living in one small room. I don't re-
call the size of the room but I think you told me some of them were
very small.

Mr. LUPE. It is less than 12 by 12.
Senator FANNIN. Less than 12 by 12, and a family of five or six or

seven children and the parents V
Mr. LUPE. Seven children.
Senator Farming. Yes. One thing that did impress meyou told me

and others have told mewhile we were visiting on the reservations
that the Indian people do not want charity ; they want jobs and oppor-
tunity. I think you

.crave
an example, maybe you would like to repeat it,

about some peoplethat would not even go in for the welfare pay-
ments for assistance until they knew they could do some work.

Mr. LUPE. The people that are unemployed are reluctant to be on
welfare. They despise the condition they are in. They have always
been a proud people and they are ashamed to go to welfare. They need
jobs, they need job opportunities so that they can earn money for their
children and for themselves.
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Senator FANNIN. How many of your Indian people are employed
by the BIA schools or the public. schools in your area '?

Mr. LurE. Very fortunately in the Southwest nrea I think we have
the second highest Indian employment on the Fort Apache Indian
Agency in regard to public schools and Public Health hospital and
the BIA agency. I don't know the number.

Senator FANNIN. Would you have an idea of what percentage of
the employees are Indian ?

Mr. LUPE. If I were to give you a number. I would say in the neigh-
borhood of about 100, 100 Apaches in all these three agencies.

Senator FANNIN. Out of a total of
Mr. LUPE. Out of a total, I just don't know how many jobs there

are.
Senator FANNIN. Several hundred?
Mr. LUPE. We have more Indian people on all of these agencies.
Senator FANNIN. Very good.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thaia you very much.
Mr. Henry Montague, president of Quechan Tribal Council.

STATEMENT OF HENRY MONTAGUE, SR., PRESIDENT, Q1TECHAN
TRIBAL COUNCIL, FORT YUMA, CALIF.

Mr. MONTAGUE. First let me introduce myself. I am Henry Mon-
tague, Sr. president of the Quechan Tribal Council, which is governed
by the Qtiechan Tribal Council in Imperial County which is located.
in the southeastern, tip of California.

Senator Kennedy and Senator Fannin, it gives me a pleasure to be
able to be given the opportunity to speak in behalf of the Quechan
Tribe. I think a lot of the problems that exist on our reservation
have been well covered by others who have been here this morning and
I am rather glad that they were taken care of rather than my having
to go through the whole problem.

I have here a short statement that I was directed to submit. to the
committee by the tribal council at Fort Yuma.

The parents and members of the Quechan Tribal Council at Fort
Yuma, Calif. are very displeased with the Indian education program
carried, out for our Indian students who attend schools in Imperial
County, Calif. Some of the evident reasons are given as follows. The
administration of this school does not seem to be interested in whether
our children receive an education or not. They seem to be more con-
cerned that our children attend school daily so that the school will
not lose out on the Federal moneys that are received by the school
because our children are federally connected. . .

Teachers of the school staff are of very low caliber and their attitudes
toward our Indian children seem to be that of discrimination. Our
children do not receive the help needed from the teacher when they
don't understand some of their school work.

No. 3tmembers of the administrative and teaching staff of the school
do not live in the community, therefore, there are no home visits made
by the staff members. Because of this, the relationship between the
teachers and parents are limited. The only visits made by some of the
school officials occur when there is ,a problem concerning the enrolled
student. We feel that since the staff members live in the community
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of Yuma, Ariz., their interests lie where they live and not where they
work. Interest on the part of the staff members would play a major
role in the upgrading on our education program.

I might elaborate a little on that. It seems like since they are not
living m the community they do not take any active part in any of
the civic programs that go on on the reservation itself. They more or
less tend to be what they call clock watchers. They watch the clock to
see what time to go to work and watch the clock to see what time they
should get home. This is their only concern. All of their interest is in
where they live and not where they work.

When our children grraduate from the public high school and enter
into an institution of higher learnincr it is noted that they are from 2
to 3 years behind in their grade lever This, of course, creates dejection
on the part of the students, because they cannot do the work in school,
and in tbe end the student is a dropout. If our children are to become
successful and productive citizens, they still have to be given the same
opportunities as the students who are well educated in other schools.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Let me just ask you and interrupt
there, what is your dropout rate? Do you have any figures on that ?

Mr. MONTAGUE. Those that have attended college, we have a junior
college there at Yuma, they attend this school, there is approximately
80 attending, enrolled at the beginning of the year and we are lucky
to get maybe half of those people to stay on.

iSenator KENNEDY of New York. That s where, at the college ?
Mr. MONTAGUE. Yes, sir.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. You don't know what the dropout

rate is until they gst to the school ?
Mr. MONTAGUE. No, I don't.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Could I just interrupt and ask Mr.

Lupe, do you know how many boys in your tribe finished college each
year ?

Mr. LUPE. At the present time we have 26 in college. Out of the 26
in college I believe two will finish this year.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Two of them ?
Mr. L1WE. The interest in higher education, let's say, has just 13.3gnn

about 3 years ago.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Do you have many college gradu-

ates on your reservation or in your area ?
Mr. LUPE. We have very few.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I am sorry .to interrupt.
Are they interested in staying or are they interested in leaving

there or can you tell me that?
Mr. LUPE. We have one that came back. She is teaching on the

reservation now. One that is interested in going to work for the
Southern Arizona Bank in Tucson.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. How many people do you have
all together ?

Mr. LUPE. 5,300.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. How many college graduates do

you have out of the 5,300?
Mc. LUPE. There must be about six out of the whole 5,300.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. How many people do you have all

together ?

o
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Mr. MONTAGUE. We have 1,686 enrolled tribal members.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. How many college graduates?
Mr. MONTAGUE. I would say approximately to date we have only

three.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Continue I am sorry to--
Senator FANNIN. How many are going to A.rizona Western College

now at Yuma ?
Mr. MONTAGUE. This year we started off with eight students, and

I believe that we have already had two dropouts.
Senator FANNIN. Who pays the tuition?
Mr. MONTAGUE. This is through your Federal assistance, BIA, but

the amount of money received by the student isn't quite enough.
Senator FANNIN. Sir?
Mr. MONTAGUE. It is not enough. The money received through the

BIA is not enough to get them through.
Senator FANNIN. In other words, they pay the tuition but they do

not assist the students?
Mr. MONTAGUE. Yes.
Senator FA.N-N-IN-. Do the students live in Yuma or out away
Mr. MONTAGUE. No they live on Campus.
Senator FANNIN. Bill the BIA does pay for their boarding and forother-
Mr. MONTAGUE. Right.
Senator FANNIN. But does not pay the incidental expenses that you

refer to?
Mr. MONTAGUE'. This is absolutely right.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
Mr. MONTAGUE. This brings me to the end of the presentation here.

The last sentence here is we are pleading our case in hopes _for the
betterment of our childrZn's education to this subcommittee hearing.

I might also state that in drivin.g up here I didn't know whether
this committee hearing was to be held or not. The reports that I lis-
tened to over the car radio and then buying the Phoenix paper I
didn't know whether I was headed in the right direction or not. It
seems that the statement was made in the paper that the Indians
were disappointed. Well, we may have been to a certain degree, but I
believe our disappointment would be in coming here and presenting
our case to the committee and finding out that nothing is ever done
about our presentation and what our problems are. This has always
been the case. I feel that I have been sent here by my people to present
our case. I have presented it to the committee and I do hope that we
get results. This as what we want, end results.

thank you.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. You have represented your tribe

very commendably and they should be very proud of you.
Mr. MONTAGUE. Thank you.
Senator FANNIN. I would just like to say this, that we certainly

agree with you that any program is just as good as the followup, and
if we do not follow up with this program it will be of very little
value but, of course, this committee was organized for this very reason
and we hope that we will be able to make recommendations that will
be sound and acceptable.
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Mr. MONTAGUE. Thank you. I might say that there have been sev-
eral committees that have been made for several reasons, but we as
Indians have always found out that we go to these committees and
nothing is ever done.

Let me say one thing. The statement was made that the Bureau
of Indian Affairs always wants to have a conference once a year with
Indian leaders. Someone said it seems like the liidian leaders have so
much animosity against the Bureau of Indian Affairs or against the
Federal Government that they call them once a year and let them
speak out their animosities and send them home and say that will
hold them for another year. Thank you. [Applause.]

Senator KENNEDY of New York. The white man is having a bad
time today. Not completely undeserving, I might add.

Mr. Thomas Segundo, chairman of the Papago Tribe, Sells, Ariz.
Would you identify yourself, please?
STATEMENT OF THOMAS SEGUNDO, CHAIRMAN, PAPAGO TRIBE,

SELLS, ARIZ. ; ACCOMPANIED BY MANUEL LOPEZ, MENBER, GU
ACHI DISTRICT COUNCIL, SANTA ROSA VILLAGE, ARIZ. ; AND
MISS MARIAN ANTONE, STUDENT, INDIAN OASIS PUBLIC SCHOOL,
SELLS, ARIZ.

Mr. SEGUNDO. Senator Kennedy, Senator Fannin, members of the
Senate staff, the Papago presentation will be made in three parts. The
first part will be taken by Mr. Manuel Lopez who has been a member
of the Gu Achi District Council. and also the Papao-o Council for
many years. Because of his limited knowledge of the English lan-
guage his remarks will be interpreted.

Th.e second portion will be made by Miss Marian Antone who is a
high school student at the Indian Oasis public school.

Time permitting, Mr. Moore who is the Director of the Papago
Office of Economic Opportuniey, will submit a brief statement and
comments, including the set of recommendations which may be either
stated or submitted for the record.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you very much.
Mr. SEGUNDO. I would like at this time to turn the microphone

over to Mr. Manuel Lopez of Gu Achi District, Santa Rosa Village.
(Statement of Mr. Lopez, interpreted by Mr. Thomas Segundo,

follows :)

STATEMENT OF MANUEL LOPEZ, MEMBER OF THE GU ACHI
DISTRICT COUNCIL, SANTA ROSA VILLAGE, ARIZ.

Mr. LOPEZ. Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, my name
is Manuel Lopez. I would like to thank you first for the very special
privilege of appearing here before you. I come before you because
I know you have authority and that you are a part of our Govern-
ment and can help. I have consulted with members of my people, I
have talked, about this ethicational process with people. I feel
very bad myself because I can't speak English, I cainot address you
in English and, therefore, I want to see something done about edu-
cation for our people.

3 4
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The younger members of our tribe --. ho have received some edu-
cation are at this time leading us'

helping us with our plannincr. We
have some here with us today who can bear witness with me tat we
are making some progress, but we have a long way to go. And I feel,
therefore that I must come befoie you to plead the case of the
Papagos for more help in education.

I completely endorse the statement of the Navajos, the Hopis, the
Yumas, and the Apaches and all of the others who have stated their
educational needs and their particular situations, because we, too,
are greatly in need. Our young people are coming along, (-ar younger
people are assuming a place of leadership among our people, but yet
we come from a very poor area. Our lands are poor, they need de-
velopment. I, therefore, feel that I should come here and place before
you this statement of our needs.

Our poveriy-stricken lands have always been blessed with vegeta-
tion and wildlife. We utilized the vegetation, the plants, and the wild-
life for our sur-,Tival, even though there was little to find otherwise.
But, with the event of the Indian Reorganization Act changes came
about. We had always the medicine man and other ceremonial special-
ists who served our people's needs. We could always consult a cere-
monial man we could always look to the ceremonial specialist to fill
the role and'serve the needs of the people and their communities. But,
with the event of Indian reorganization, the Indian Reorganization
Act and therefore self-government for the Papago people we saw also
the event of new people.

We now know that there are among all people as there must surely
be here today, doctors, lawyers, engineers, livestock men, and people
of all specialities and abilities, and we know that we too must develop
our paths. We must educate them to meet these modern needs of our
Papago people.We had always assumed what we had on our lands was all we
would ever have, the poor lands of ours, the fauna the flora, but yet
with education, with the development of the technical sldlls, the knowl-
edge which we are beginning to accumulate now, and which we now
understand we must acquire-for this modern age, we now know that
beneath our lands may be riches which are yet undeveloped. So, we
are now in the process of developing the know-how to tap other re-
sources which heretofore were even unknown to us.

Senator KEN/NMI:VI' of New York. Could I just interrupt a moment?
We are going to be limited to time. We have about four more wit-
nesses and we are only scheduled for 10 or 15 more minutes. I think
we just should decide how you would like to proceed.

Mr. SEGUNDO. Yes, I would like to turn the rest of the time over
to Miss Marian Antone.

Senator KENN-Eery of New York. If there is anything further you
would like to add we would like to place it in the record., other than
what you have already presented. I am sorry that our time is limited.

Would you present-
Senator FANNIN. Yes I would just like to commend Mr. Manuel

Lopez as-being a very fine American, a. great leader and I have ob-
served his work and I am very proud of him.

Today we are very privileged to have with us a talented young lady
that has worked very hard to achieve success. It is very evident as
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you will witness when she makes her remarks. She is a Papago Indian
student at the high school at Indian Oasis, at Sells, Ariz. She is speak-
ing from her heart and yesterday when we heard her messacre I felt
it important enough a message to place in the Congressional''Record.

Marian, we are very pleased to have you with us today. Would you
please give us your message now as you did then on the reservation.

STATEMENT OF MISS MARIAN ANTONE, STUDENT, INDIAN OASIS
PUBLIC SCHOOL, SELLS, ARIZ.

Miss ANTONE. Hon. Senator Kennedy, Hon. Senator Fannin, mem-
bers of the Senate committee, parents and students, my name is Marian
Antone, I go to school at Indian Oasis Public School at Sells. I have
been asked to come before you today to represent our high school boys
and girls from this reservation. I am supposed to be able to tell you
what we, the Papago boys and girls of high school age, want for edu-
cational opportunities.

Realizing that I cannot possibly speak the minds of all my fellow
students I will attempt to tell you how I feel, and I am sure most
other Papa(ro boys and girls must feel.

First of *all I want to make it extremely clear that we do not like
our present position of poverty and ignorance caused by the lack of
educational opportunities. We'(lo not want charity. We do want op-
portunity. We want the opportunity to help ourselves. We want the
opportunity for f,rood education and we can help ourselves.

To me education means more than a diploma Ii!:any of our people
have had diplomas from high school, many of these same people were
not educated.

During the entire history of our Papago people less than 10 people
have graduated from college, so I am told by Mr. Ray Narcho.

Gentlemen, does this tell you anything ? Some people have said that
the Papago people are dumb. Some people have said that the Papago
people 'don't care. I care, I am not dumb and I don't believe that any
other boys and girls on this reservation are any more dumb or care any
less than children anywhere.

What is this education about which I speak ? I cannot define it. I do
know that it has something to do with knowledge. We need knowledge.
We need knowledge about ourselves, about our country and about how
to do things like all other Americans.

Education cannot be bought with money. Education cannot be
bought with need. Education cannot be bought with desire. Education
cannot be bought with dedication. It can be bought by all of the things
I just mentioned.

Money has been too often used as a measurement of educational
opportunity. Not far from this spot you can see a new school building
being built. As you travel over this reservation you can see many other
school buildings. The old saying, "A house doesn't make a home"
applies here. Buildings do not make schools.

It is true that we need these buildings 'but we also need more dedi-
cated teachers who believe in us. We need leaders who seek our opin-
ions. We need leaders who respect us.

34
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We do appreciate what others have tried to do, especially OD the
national level. But we cannot tell other people what is best for them
any more than they can tell us what is best for us.

I am sorry that I cannot tell you just what our schools should be
like. I do not have the experience. I do know that all of us want an
opportunity to become whatever we desire, limited only by our abilities.

Give us these opportunities and we will give you in return, responsi-
ble, productive young American citizens instead of wards of the U.S.
Government.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. An exceptional statement, Miss
Antone, very good.

Mr. Loyd.e Allison, governor of the Gila River Indian Community.

STATEMENT OF LOYDE ALLISON, GOVERNOR, GILA RIVER INDIAN
COMMUNITY

Mr. ALLISON. M3r name is Loyde Allison, I am the governor of the
Gila River Indian Commur ;ty.

Senator Fannin Senator Kennedy, I am not going to talk very long.
I am a boy with a s'hort few words and I have a package here and I will
hand it to you after I get through and then you can read it for your-
selves because that is too much reading being done this mornincr.

But anyway, my location is in a very unique position. I am focated
between. Chandler, Casa Grande, Coolidge, Tolleson, Phoenix, Tempe,
Mesa, centered right in that area there, and I am something like the
Henry Montague Reservation, and I am a little different from the
Navaj os anu Hopi:: where they travel long distances. But here we have
buses running to Casa Grande to Coolidge and Tolleson. Every morn-
ing buses cro either direction. 7But we still have these Bureau schools in
our midst'', and we are so crowded with our younger very small kids
and what I am after is some new plants there. I have pictures in here
and you can look at how crowded they are. I have done about every-
thing I could to get some new facilities there. I believe in sa mg
that the younger you teach the kids the better they learn and I think
that is what we are heading to do now. I know this Indian education
is movina in that direction and these old Government facilities that
are there"have been there in 1930, the earlier part of the thirties, and
they are just about gone and I have done about everything I could.

I had the Commissioner of Indian Affairs twice in there, showed
him the crowded conditions in there and one time I even had the Secre-
tary of the Interior in a helicopter and put him right on the lawn
there, and I went over there and I talked to the Commissioner again
and he said, why don't you go and talk to Hayden or Fannin about it.
I said I don't like to do that yet, Commissioner, because that would be
too drastic and the time is coming when I will do it, and I think the
time is here. It is here in this package and you can look at the pictures.
The desks so close together you can't get around and the buildings are
so old and

Senator FANNIN. But you are doing it now, is that right, Governor ?
Mr. ALLISON. Yes. The other thing I wanted to point out, we are

doing something about our housing, that is the important part. We are
doing it in our program that was started here sometime back, and there
are 51 programs in there which is now, we are through 18 months time
and we are putting in our different projects.
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Senator KENNEDY of New York. How many children were there in
a classroom?

Mr. ALLISON. There is a little paper in there. It is built there for 99
I think and it is over 130 kids in there.

Senator FANNIN. Well, is this the rebuilt garage that you told me
about ?

Mr. ALLISON. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. How many in one class ?
Mr. ALLisoN. There is 60 in one.
SellatOr KENNEDY of New York. How many ?
Mr. ALLISON. Sixty in one of the big rooms and supposed to be 29. I

think that little piece of paper
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I see one that looks a little like home.
Mr. ALlISON. We have used about every resource that we could get

ahold of.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I do not understand why, when the

facilities are done as badly as this, why they haven't done something
about building another clasz,room.

Mr. ALLISON. I don't know. This is something that somebody has to
follow through on, the time has come. I think it is up to you two gentle-
men.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Is there anybody from the Bureau
here who can give us an answer to that?.

Senator FANNIN. I think you had told me, Governor, that you have
done everything but go on the warpath.

Mr. ALLIsoN. Yes, and we 'are ready to go on the warpath now.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Actually, is there anyone from the

Bureau of Indian Affairs here ? I can't believe
Mr. Louis Moxician. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. What is the reasonnothing has been

done .about the classrooms ?
Mr. MconcLE. The principal reasons, and I am talking for myself and

not as an official representative of the area director, is that the appro-
priations haven't been made for su.fficient construction in many places
m the Phoenix area,.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Has that been requested for here ?
Mr. MoNicLE. It has.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. By whom ?
Mr. MoNicLE. By the area and the construction committees on a pri-

ority basis. We have to think of the whole area, and of construction
neeas at many places.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Trace that through with me. What
happened when you came in and asked for a new facility to deal with
this kind of problem ?

Mr. MONICLE. We submit to the Washington office for the plant de-
sign and construction. They in turn have to place these on abureauwicle
priority basis because they will meet the needs or hope to mect the needs
of all areas and not just of Phoenix alone.

Senator Kimisr-Exa- of New York. What happened to this particular
one, do you know ?

Mr. MONICLE. It was dropped down, that's all I know.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Do you know where it was knocked

down ?
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Mr. MoNIGLE. No ; I do not.
Senator liENITEDT of New York. You know, those facilities, could

hardly be much worse than that.
Mr. MONICLE. I will agree. That building wasbuilt in 1934 and wo-1 '

comfortably hold about 25 students and not even that if you had pr
reading circles and such things as that in the classroom. I visited
school on a regular basis, I am in the branch of education, and it bo
30 and 35 regularly.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. I just think with all the problems
we have here at home, and the greatobviously from the testimony
this morningthe tremendous needs that exist here and that we
have seen elsewhere around the country with Indians and other
minority groups, it is a very strong arg-ument to ending the conflict that
now takes $30 billion a year.

Mr. ALLIsoN. One more thing I might point out in this area. We have
gone along and laid out 5 acres adjoimng to the west of this whole

ifacility. It s laid out there now, and we even have the sewer line there
and adjacent to that we built, I think it is 12 new homes, in a fancy way
there adjoining that, so it 'is a fancy place and we have got the land
laying nice, with the school laying there, and there is no reason that
they can't put that thing on there.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Those children can't possibly be
educated under these conditions. We are just kidding ourselves.

Mr. ALLISON. That is myI present that to you and I hope that youwill
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you, we will
SenatOT FANNIN. We will make recommendations.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Some of us are trying to do more

than that.
Senator FANNIN. I will aoree with that and I will assure Governor

Allison that we have alreasTy written to the BIA, and I have called
Mr. Bennett, and we are on our way, 'and I hope that we will have suc-
cess. I think that Governor Allison knows from the report I gave him
in my office just a few days ago that we are doing everything possible
to get you an improved situation.

enator KENNEDY of New York. I am in a different area.
Senator FANNIN. I was just trying to raise my own spirits in this

area.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I hope by the end of the day you

will support me.
Senator FANNIN. I am going to give you support for Indian

education.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Mr. Juan Sinyella is supposed to

be here and he is not here so we will now adjourn until 1 :30.

AFTERNOON SESSION

(The subcommittee resumed the hearing at 2
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Senator Fannin is here so we will

begin.
Mr. Filmore Carlos, President of the Salt River Community.
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STATEMENT OF FILMORE CARLOS, PRESIDENT, SALT RIVER
PIMA-MARICOPA INDIAN CO1VIMUNITY

Mr. CARLOS. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Filmore Carlos, I am chairman of the Salt River Pima-

Maricopa Community.
I would like to read my statement, if I may, just starting there with

point 1.
(1) We need our boarding schools as specialized high schools, not

as social reformatories. We also need our day schools, as specialized
elementary schools to help those of our children who have to catch up
with the modern world. Those who are socially able are already attend-
ing Mesa schools voluntarily.

(2) There are those children whose only nutritionally balanced meal
of the day is the school lunch, yet the public school district's policy is
that children who cannot pay for their lunches should work for them.
The result is that the child with, a drunken mother and an unlmown
father who goes to school without any breakfast must work for his
school lunch, but the fortunate child. with both parents and o-oes
to school with a full stomach and money in his pocket doesn't have
to work for his lunch. Strangely, the child already handicapped is the
one penalized.

(3) It is our hope that existing schools can be modified as a special
school to encompass kindergarten and grades 1 through 6. In addition
to well qualified classroom teachers the school should be staffed with
teacher-aids who could well be mothers of some of the children in
the school, who would take care of many of the routine housekeeping
chores, run errands, help the children with their seat work, et cetera,
freeina the teacher's time to provide more actual teaching per child.

(4) IThe ratio of aids to teachers should be at least 1 to 1. The
six or seven teachers involved should have the services of a full-time
clerk who can operate stencil machines, type notes to parents and take
care of many of the routine classroom administration chores.

(5) Inasmuch as the children whom this school would serve will
come from economically, culturally, emotionally deprived homes and
will have problems of adjustment as well as problems of learning,
the teaching staff should be large enough, yet it should not be neces-
sary, for classrooms to accommodate more than 20 students.

(6) Curriculum should be designed on a levels basis, rather than a
grade basis to consider the fact that some children learn in different
ways than others and, certainly, learn at far different rates. There
should be a provision for teaching Indian history especially as related
to the Pima and affiliated tribes.

(7) Services of guidance personnel and social workers should be
available on a continuing basis to children enrolled in the school and
their families for kindergarten. through the highest level taught.

(8) Classrooms should be designed and furnished with academic
areas and "doine areas. Many children served by this school are more
manually than verbally oriented, and provisions should be made for
introductory home economics and industrial art at the fifth and sixth
0.rade levels. Curriculum enrichment should include field trips to
points of interest around the area including places of Indian historical
significance. Funds should be budgeted for same. This will give

Q
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children leaving this school and entering the public schools reasonable
exposure to the society around them.

(9) With the ever increasing proficiency of health services, the chil-
dren of this conummity have perhaps the best medical and dental
attention of any group of chilclren in the State. Yet, standards of
personal hygiene and physical fitness are considerably lower as a gen-
eral rule for this community than for the surrounding areas. To com-
plement the health services received, the staff should include at least
one teacher who can provide health education classes at all levels, pro-
vide supervised recreation for the younger children, and a structured
program in physical hygiene and physical fitness which will ready
them to enter the athletic competition of the public school junior high
group.

(10) As a part of the administrative structure of this program, we
see a need for a qualified guidance person who can devote full time to
working with students from the community who are attending .col-
lege. The community more and more has a need for college trained
individuals but has not had a college graduate in over 30 years. Many
of our young people enter college without knowing what is expected
of them and many drop out after spending a year or more on campus
without receiving any acceptable college credit. Perhaps the services
of this person could also be used in conjunction with the education
committee's efforts in counseling; high school seniors to assure their
entry into a program of higher education which offers the best assur-
ance of success.

The administration of the tribal education program and the opera-
tion of the day school is not seen as a continuing BIA function. We
would see the procrram being developed under the overall guidance of
the tribal councir and the tribal ed.ucation committee, which would
function as a community school board being regponsible for setting
policies, hiring a qualified administratorprincipalteachers and
staff under contract funds made available by the BEA_ under the re-
sponsibilities delineated by law for educating Indian children. With-
in this climate of education more of our children and our young men
and women will be encouraged to secure an education and apply this
education to the needs of their community.

With the education program being operated by the community the
value of an education will continue to increase in the eyes of the peo-
ple, and the school with its professionally qualified persons will cease
to be seen by our young people a something reserved for non-Indians
who have historically given the Indian community the education
which they feel it needs.

By understanding the history of his tribe and the circumstances of
change, today's child can better adjust to the world beyond the circle
of friends, relatives, and activities to .which he is accustomed and in
broadening his outlook, acquire pride in his tribal heritage.. To be set
apart as an American Ind.ian is to be cherished unto success, not in
spite of it.

In reference to the foregoing I would be happy to try and answer
any questions that you may have alono- these 12 points enumerated.

SenatOr KENNEDY of New York. When you talk about community,
what size are you referring to ?

Mr. CA1MOS. I am talking about a school community
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Senator KENNEDY of New York. You say, "as a part of the adminis-
trative structure of this program, we see a need for a qualified guid-
ance person who can devote full time to working with students from
the community who are attending college. The community more and
more has a need for college trained individuals but has not had a
college graduate in over 30 years."

What do you mean there, how many people are you referring to ?
Mr. CARLOS. I am referring to a school population that enters the

public school at a rate of 600 to 700 students per year, of which
we have over and above that of 120 students in boarding school.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. And do you have any college
graduates ?

Mr. CARLOS. We haven't any except for one that was over 30 years
avo. We have many who start college but never finish.

L'Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you.
Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Filmore, on the reduction of Public Law 874 funds

you have had some problems, have you not ?
Mr. CARLOS. Yes, along those lines we also do have some .problems

because of the fact that they are now chaimeled through the State, and
the city of Mesa who is doing all the educating of our students does not
derive the full benefit of those funds.

Senator FANNIN. Well, I understand that you have had considerable
difficulty from the standpoint of the coordination of effort of the dif-
ferent Federal agencies, that there has been some problem with know-
ing just exactly where to apply for funds, how to utilize those funds,
where they overlap.

Mr. CARLOS. I think our problem has been that of the city adminis-
tration there really is a lack of understanding between the dities of
Scottsdale and/or Mesa and the community.

Senator FANNIN. Have you been able to straighten out the prob-
lems that existed because they did not work together ?

Mr. CARLOS. Yes. That has been straightened out and there is good
cooperation at this time. The school, the day school which will, I would
not wish to confuse with the city of Mesa public schools, the day school
we have taken over also more recently in the last couple months, under
contract, and it is being run entirely by the tribal education committee.

Senator FANNIN. What distances d.o the children travel, in other
words, they are bused into Mesa from what distances, the farthest
distance ?

Mr. CARLOS. I would suggest about 8 or 9 miles involved, a one-way
trip from the farthest point.

Senator FANNIN. A_re there any schools that are nearer to the
students ?

Mr. CARLOS. No, only the Lehigh School which is a public school
and closer to them than that particular community which is part of
our reservation but the larger portion of Salt River is more close to
Mesa than it is to Lehigh

Senator FANNIN. Thank you very much.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you verv much.
Senator FANNIN. I certainly commend you, Filroore, for what you

have been doing.
I have been very much aware, Senator Kennedy, of his activities

and it is remarkable what they have done in the past few years.
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Senator KENNEDY of New York. I think your suggestions are ex-
cellent and it will be very helpful to the committee. Thank you very
much.

Mr. CARLOS. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Doctor Roessel. Very pleased to

have you, Doctor. I am sorry, as you know, that I missed your school.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT ROESSEL, JR., DIRECTOR, THE ROUGH
ROCK DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL, ROUGH ROCK, ARIZ.

Dr. ROESSEL. Some later date you can make it., we hope the subcom-
mittee can. We will look forward to that.

Senator Kennedy, Senator Fannin, I first would like to enter into
the record two statements by the Navajo Social Action Group who
were at the meetino- last night but were unable to present them to the
subcommittee, so tliey asked that I present them at this time.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. They will be entered.
Dr. ROESSEL. I have a statement here that I will not follow. I would

like to make in my few minutes a few remarks about Indian educa-
tion and would like to begin by contrasting what I think are two ap-
proaches to Indian education, which became very evident yesterday
at the Navajo Education Conference.

Yesterday morning Mr. Zeller, who is Assistant Commissioner for
the Bureau of Indian Affairs for Education, and he explained what
he thought were some of the key needs in Indian education,
including a 10-month school year, competitive salary with public
schools salary increments based on graduate work, research evalua-
tion, cOst analysis, and so forth. I think that this is an approach to im-
proving Indian education. I would like to suggest that it not be the
only approach and perhaps is not even the most appropriate approach.

In the afternoon yesterday there was a talk by Dr. Carl Menning-er
of the Menninger Foundation and the Stone-Brannel Center in Chi-
cago. I think the approach he presented is an approach that I feel
has so much more to offer, 'and I personnally feel is much more in
keeping with the feelings of this subcommittee.

He spoke of parental involvement. He spoke of 'a sense of pride in
who you are. He spoke in a sense of identity. He spoke in terms of the
relationship between a child's education and a child's teacher with the
adult mental health of the individual. SO, he .pointed out that educa-
tion is far more than merely the possession of facts and figiures. It is
far more than merely more of the same, and I so strongly believe that
Indian education can only be changed if we do not cr clo own the route
of more of the same, but go down the route that both'mof you have stood
for so well, a total and complete change of Indian education a new
thrust, a new sense of direction, under a sense of urgency, ancIA think
that this is the reason I feel Indian people are so impressed and so
helpful with the work of this subcommittee.

In the last section of my testimony I would like to mention Rough
Rock, since the subcommittee was not able to visit it, and I am sorry
at the inconvenience and the misunderstanding that has grown out of
these canceled visits. The people at Rough Rock, and I spoke to two of
the school board members just a few minutes before I left Window
Rock to come here this afternoon, have neither bitterness nor anger.
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They are disappointed, perhaps not as much as I have been because I
looked so earnestly to the subcommittee coming to Rough Rock, but
there w'a..S no bitterness, there was no anaer, there was no butchered
sheep, you rnight say. The Committee at Rough Rock is presently, and
Annie Wauneka knows this, having hozhom, which is a blessing way,
which is a ceremony to bless the work, in this particular case the work
of the subcommittee, so it is something, I think that reflects the concern
of the Indian people for what this subcommittee is about to do and is
doing.

At Rough Rock I think we have an. interest in Indian education
that perhaps is more in tune with Dr. Mennino-.er's approach than
with this more of the same approach. We feelthe most important
lessons that Rough Rock can teach us are the lessons first of local con-
trol and community involvement, parental involvement, in the decision-
making, in the preparation of the curriculum, in all areas of the edu-
cation of the children and the development of total education pro-
()Tams for all people. This is something I think that is revolutionized
in Indian education. It is showing that Indian people, when gi ven
the right to be wrong, can make the kinds of decisions that people like
myself with doctor's-degrees couldn't begin to develop, couldn't begin
to understand, couldn't -begin to comprehend. We have a role to play,
those of us who are professionals, but it. is one of follow and expedit-
ing rather than leading, directino-, and controllino.

So, I feel one of the most impc&ant areaF that Rough Rock has to
teach in Indian education and perhaps in all American education, is
the importance of decisionmaking residing with the people served, and
the Navajo people and Indian people throughout this Nation have the
ability, regardless of their education, to direct and control the educa-
tion of their children and. the education of their community.

Our best programs at Rough Rock are programs not developed by
the experts but programs developed by the people at Rough Rock.
I concur completely with your feelings about boarding schools. I think
they are barbaric, I think they are terrible, and yet I operate a
boarding school. My job is to operate one at Rough Rock because we
don't have roads to have a day school. Hopefully, with money appro-
priated, we can beg:in to transfer boarding schools into day schools.
But, in any event, the program that the community developed in order
to tr3r to build the bridges between the home and the school and the
dormitory was the dormitory parent iprogram, where parents come
in t,nd live and sleep and play and love the children, and this is
somethhig that is trying to get away from the cold, sterile, clean atmos-
phere we have in so many 1)oarding schools that is so destructive to
the mental health and the future of Indian children.

The second area of significance at Rough Rock in my estimation, the
major area, is the area of culture identification. This was so eloquently
spoken of yesterday at the Navajo Education Conference by Dr.
Menninger, wherein he says that ail Americans, all people, must have
pride in who they are if they are going to make the kinds of contribu-
tioiLs they can make in this country, and that this country needs them
to make. And, at Rough Rock we teach the Navajo language in the
school and in the dormitory. We teach Navajo history, Na,vajo culture,
parent problems and programs of Indian people. So these children are
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not either or, either Americans or Indians, but they are both, and both
Americans and Indians are proud of both.

We have other programs. We have art, remedial reading, speech,
many of these things, but these aren't the important programs.
These aren't the essential programs in my way of thmking. I have said
that I do not think the solution of the problems the Indian faces lies
in more of the same. I think it involves the kinds of gut changes and
making Indian people, allowing Indian people to have the responsi-
bility for local control and encouraging cultural identification.

So, I think that many people will say the work of this subcommittee
is impossible, under the guidelines you have, and the restrictions you
have. But, I think that nothing is impossible. I think that if people
would have said a few years ago that Indian people should do what
they are doing now at Rough -Rock, it would have been considered
impossible.

would like to close with this little poem that I believe should be
a theme of this subcommittee. "Faith sees the invisible, believes the
incredible, and accomplishes the impossible."

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Have you had any problems with
Federal funds beino- available or allocated ?

Dr. ROESSEL. We'll, I think we are having a problem in the sense
with the limitation on 0E0 with the reduction of 0E0 funding, there
is this problem.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Has that been a practical problem ?
Dr. ROESSEL. Not up through this year ; no, sir.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. This is just what you anticipate

as far as the future?
Dr. ROESSEL. In terms of the coming year.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Have they told you yet what you

can expect ?
Dr. ROESSEL. They can only fund us perhaps at the 40-percent level

next year.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Forty percent of what?
Dr. ROESSEL. Of what they gave us this year.
Senator KENNEDY of New 'York. Will that cause you a great deal

of difficulty ?
Dr. ROESSEL. Well, it will, but we are trying to get money from pri-

vate foundations.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. From what I heard and from what

the Indians have done about the leadership you have provided, you
have done a marvelous job.

Dr. ROESSEL. We have a seven-member school board : one guy fin-
ished the third grade, six never went to school. They are the ones that
have done it.

Senator FANNIN. Dr. Roessel, of course I appreciate that you want
to give someone else credit, but I know that you have given the leader-
ship, the thinking that started this program and also the implementa-
tion of many of the different phases of activity that are involved.

What percentage of the parents are in a position to teach their
children the English language ?

Dr. ROESSEL. At Rough Rock our community has an approximate
population of 1,500 in a 900-square-mile area and of this we perhaps
have maybe 12 to 15 percent who speak some English.
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Senator FANNIN. Well, don't you feel that your experience with
this school proves that the parent participation, and the program that
you have had where the school board members are Indian citizens has
been something that in the future will not be so expensive? In other
words, this experiment, of course, was costly. At the same time what
we derived from it will prove that we can have parent partidipation
through the Indian school board members and perhaps have a better
education throughout without additional costs ?

Dr. R0E55EL. I think that there is a very real misunderstanding
with regard to Rough Rock that is held by many people, and that is,
they figure that we-have about twice the per student cost that other
schools have. I am talking now in terms of Bureau of Indian Affairs.
This is not so when you take the total number of people served by our
school. We have 360 children and a little less than 300 adults in
reaularly scheduled programs, so if you take that total figure and
divide that intz: +.1-le total amount of money you have you come out
with even less than wiiRt is usually- thouplit of, well, what is actually
contributed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs on a per capita basis. I
don't want to say, though, that the answer to Indian education is to
reduce expenditures.

Senator FANNIN. I am not saying that at all. feel that what we
want to do is to provide enough money to teach ou c youngsters as well
as they should be taught, to have a program of excellence for the
children. So I certainly am in agreement with you. But the cost now,
from the standpoint of the losses to the children, cannot be measured in
dollars and cents.

Dr. 20E55EL. Right.
Senator FANNIN. Nor can we measure the loss to the parents in

dollars and cents. So, that is why we have followed your suggesti(,ns
in many instances as to what needs to be done in order to have the pro-
aram successful at the Rough Rock school carried out in many other
areas.

Dr. R0E55EL. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. I think that this is going to mean a savings rather

than another expen,-0. and I feel confident that the results will be very
rew a rding.

So, I highly commend you for what you have done.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Just a few things, if you have

finished.
Senator FANNIN. Yes

'
I have.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Could this same kind of principle
be expanded, or would you advise expanding this, into high schools
and perhaps into colleges.

Dr. R0E5SEL. I think over 80 tribes sent representatives to Rough
Rock in the pel4iod of 18 months. Last week in a 4-day period we had
21 tribes. I think Indian people are interested in Rough Rock, and I
certainly would think that if Indian people want to expand the con-
cept of Rough Rock they should be allowed to do so. The Navajo
Tribe is interested in expanding this kind of a program to the high

ischool level. The Navajo Tribe s interested in expanding this kind
of a program to the community college level. Now, these are dreams,
but Rough Rock was a dream a few years ago and it has come true,
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so I would say very definitely that when and if Indian people wanted,
and I say they do, this sort of thing should be and can be expanded.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. My oldest child was planning to
come to work at Rough Rock this summer.

Dr. ROESSEL. We are hoping she will.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I have another question.
I have strong reservations about boarding schools. I don't want

to be misunderstood, 1 am not so concerned about older children but
for very young children who, particularly ag,ainst the will of their
parents, lose the identification association with their family and tribal
history, and. so forth. I personally think it is very damaging. Did Dr.
Menninger also talk about this ?

Dr. ROESSEL. He feels very strongly about this. I think if you would
have gotten him to talk he would have come over here, but the air was a
little too rough and he doesn't like to fly, period.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. I find that occasionally in Arizona
myself.

Senator FANNIN. We have the finest flying weather in. the world.
Dr. ROESSEL. I think that he very strongly feels, as you feel, about

boarding schools. I have heard him talk in regard to boarding schools,
and he uses words that are even stronger than the words you have
used.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you-, I will look forward to
talking to yrouo,gain,

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Bob.
Dr. ROESSEL. Thank you.
(The prepared statements of Mr. Roessel and the Salt River Pima-

Maricopa Indian community follow :)
PREPAaED STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT A. ROE:38EL, JR., DIRECTOR, ROUGH ROCK

DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL, ROUGH ROCK, Aarz.

In an earlier written statement submitted to the Subcommittee, we discussed
some of the major issues and problem. confronting Indian education. At this
time, I would like to take the opportrnity of discussing Rough Rock Demon-,
stration School and its dgnificance to Indian education. Through an unfortunate
set of circumstances, the proposed visit to the Demonstration School by the
Subcommittee has proved impossible. This is to be genuinely regretted inasmuch
as Rough Rock is to Indian education what America is to democracy.

The significance of Rough Rock to Indian education lies most intimately in
the area of Indian intereSt. No other experiment in Indian education has at-
tracted the imagination and sparked the hopes of Indian people from through-
out this nation as has Rough Rock. This statement was prepared on Thursday,
March 28th, so there were only four days in this week, yet during this four
days span of time, 21 different tribes sent representatives to Rough Rock and
there were 350 Indian visitors to the school as well as 150 non-Indian visitors.
This provides a slight indication of the interest Indians have in this school
and their interest in expanding the Rough Rock concept to meet needs on their
own reservations.

The question that must yet be answered with regard to Rough Rock is the
degree to which other tribes will he permitted to copy the Rough Rock approaCh
of total Indian control on their own reservations and in their own schools.
The Bureau Indian Affairs states it is presently developing a set of guide-
lines which any interested tribe can follow if it wishes to establish a locally
controlled school under a contract between the Bureau and the tribe or the
community.

Surely this guideline, when developed, is an essential step in making it possi-
ble for Rough Rock to make a most significant contribution of local cona-rol.

Rough Rock makes it clear that Indian people have the capacKy and the
Interest to direct, lead, and control their educational programs. However, money
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is being wasted at Rough Rock unless steps are taken to make it possible for
interested communities and tribes to acquire their own control over their own
schools.

It is indeed unfortunate many public schools on the Navaho Reservation feel
threatened by Rough Rock or at least are unwilling to adjust their programs
to what Navaho peop'e want and soon will demand. The answer to Indian edu-
cation, in my estimation, lies not in pressing for public schools nor for B.I.A.
schools but rather pressing for schools, whatever their organizational pattern,
which allow and provide for maximum Indian participation, involvement and
control. Schools that fail to respond to Indian people and persist in taking a
"father lmows best" attitude are only sowing the seeds of their own destruction.

Another lesson which Rough Rock teaches loud and clear is that Indian edu-
cation must be viewed far more broadly than merely the education of chil-
dren. Community development and the community school concept are integral
parts of the Rough Rock formula and as months go by, the school and the
School Board and commtmity increasingly expand and develop this area of
concern. This is not a new concept in Indian education since under John Collier's
leadership, community schools were built and operated during th 1930's. How-
ever, the extent of this interest and the nature of the programs developed far
exceed those operated and envisioned during the 1930's. One of the most gratify-
ing sights at Rough Rock is to see a room crowded with women learning ot
write their names, learning to drive an automobile, learning basic arithmetic
fundamentals, learning to speak same words of English, and learning what edu-
cation is all about. Rough Rock has truly demonstrated that nothing is im-
possible if one is willing to place responsibility and decision making upon the
shoulders of Indian people.

"Faith sees the invisible, believes the incredible and accolAplishes the im-
possible."

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE SALT RIVER PIMA-MARICOPA INDIAN COMMUNITY

The early Pima Indians were an agricultural people who developed an effective
system of irrigation canals and transformed the desert country around what
is now Phoenix, Arizona into a lush, productive farming community. They were
a proud people who successfully defended their crops, homes and families against
marauding bands.

The father spent much of his time with his sons teaching them the Pima way
of agriculture and the traditional responsibilities of men in the Tribe. They
learned from their elders the history of their people and their proud heritage.
While the Pima was a peace loving person, he was fierce and skilled in warfare.

The role held in early times by the Pima male and female has become con-
fused because of several factors. One of the first losses suffered by the Pima
people w'as the loss of their irrigation water. As the Federal government built
flood control and power structures on the reaches of the river. With the white
man's irrigation system new methods of farming were indicated and the old
ways changed slowly. In the transition period much of the productive land
reverted to desert growth. Many of the young Pima people left the reservation
at this time to attend the white man's schools, and did much to learn the ways of
the anglo.

The Christian religion was early embraced by the Pimas and this, in itself,
came at a period of economic and political developments which placed self-
protection and warfare of less importance. This reinforced the desire for chil-
dren to be educated in a new way of life.

The Pima has kept his language, he does not ordinarily use it in the presence
of non-Indians. We note that almost every Pima on the reservation speaks Pima,
but meeLings, even those restricted by interest or attendance to Pimas, are
conducted in English. The older Pimas are concerned that the language be re-
tained, but the younger members of the Tribe tind a greater expressic; of ab-
stract ideas in English. Modern education is needed to be a value by the
community.

During the 1930's, a few Salt River children attended (primarily) the Scotts-
dale Lublic schools. By 1948,1949 postwar crowding of these schools had reached
the point where the informal arrangements for Indians to 'attend them were
terminated. As a result, reservation residents started attending and identifying
with Mesa public schools. By 1954, the numbers had swelled to the point where
Johnson-O'Malley funds were requested. A rapid increase of Indian attendance
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in Mesa public schools followed, accompanied, naturally by a drop in 'attendance
in the Salt River clay school. At the time Salt River gained Agency status,
more than 280 children, eligible to attend the day school, were already going to
Mesa schools.

In July, 1962, when the Salt River Agency was formed, the operation of a
reservation day school was taken over us part of the total Agency administra-
tive responsibility. The Day School established in 1934, has undergone consider-
able modification both as a result of administrative action and because of com-
munity response to it. Originally both an elementary and a high school, it was
cut back to eight grades during World War II. In 1958, arrangements were
made with the Mesa Public School system to take over the eighth grade, 'and,
in May of 1962 the seventh grade was similarly dropped.

The new Agency's education policy generally became one of continuing to
facilitate the voluntary placement by reservation parents of additional chil-
dren into the Mesa schools. It was not until the summer of 1963, with the em-
ployment of a reservation principal, that a broad Agency education program
got underway. Beginning the fall semester, it became Agency policy that no
children living in the small portion of the reservation annexed (for adminis-
trative convenience) into the Mesa school district in the early 1940's would
be 'admitted into the day school's first grade. At the same time, a pre-school
program for 5-y.:2r-olds (using the services of qualified volunteer teacher and
funded by a charitable foundation and the Salt River Tribal Council) was
initiated to replace the long-established "beginners" room which six-year-olds
traditionally attended a year before starting the first grade.

The local kindergarten program described above was continued during the
1964-1965 school year. Beginning in the fall of 1965, an 0E0 funded pre-school
program attended by substantially all community 5-year-olds was initiated. So
successful was this program that the parents of 'all but two a? these youngsters
enrolled them directly into the first grade in the Mesa public schools.

As a corollary of encouraging parents to voluntarily send their children to
public school, the reservation principal initiated a comprehensive program (in
cooperation with Mesa school administrators) to facilitate the adjustment
of children into public schools; to encourage parents to actively take part in
school activities; to utilize the day school Zeachers to assist less experienced
Mesa teachers to understand the needs of Salt River Indian students; and to
act as an intermediary between the reservation and Mesa School District.

As a re:;,ult of negotiations, the total Indian community was taken into ,.he
Mesa Public School District, thus providing a legal basis for the admission of
the reservation children into public school. The sole BIA school on the reserva-
tion, Salt River Day School, has replaced its traditional Beginners room with
the 0E0 Headstart Program, thus eliminating the previous one-year retarda-
tion of Indian students. The seventh and eighth grades have also been elimi-
nated to make the transition point from BIA to public sci1001 equivalent to the
public school change from Elementary to Junior Hight School, which places
all of the children in a changed environment at the same time. All of the first
through sixth grade pupils have the choice of attending the BIA or the public
schools; over half of them now do so. All pupils above the sixth grade attend
public school except those sent to boarding schools for social reaSons.

There is no question of transferring the physical plant of the BIA Salt River
School to the Mesa School District, for it is at least a mile and a half from
the nearest non-Indian home and thus would remain a segregated school, even
though operated by' the school district, and no improvement over the present.
The present school building, with one quarter of its original classrooms, now
remodeled into DIA offices, readily lends itself to conversion to use as a much
needed community center.

The transition from BIA to public school was proceeding despite few objec-
tions by parents, until last year, when school guidance policy changed to "treat
the Indians like any other people". In other words, little effort was made to
assist the Indian children or parents in difficult situations with reaction outside
their previous experience. With reactions at both ends of the age scale, of 35
students entering the senior class in high school, only 16 graduated, and the
enrollment at the BIA school rose 25% over that anticipated, as the second
and thlisA graders fled back from public schools where they were not understood.

The trouble resulted from misunderstandings on both sides: non-enforcement
of the truancy laws ("if the parents won't bother to send their children, we're
certainly not going after them every day"), lack of school lunches ("no one told
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us we had to go to the school and sign a card"), more efficient routing of public
school buses ("why should my child walk a mile to his school's bus stop when
another school's bus runs right by our door?"). Three steps have been taken to
remedy the situation :

(1) The public school system has reorganized its Indian Guidance Office ; (2)
the Agency has submitted a Public Law 89-10 program for a guidance councilor
of its own; (3) the Tribal Education Committee has been given a contract to
act as intermediary between the reservation students and their parents and both
the BIA and public school systems, with the dual role of explaining the schools
to the parents and the Indian customs and psychology to the schools. The Com-
mittee will be both assisted and Advised by the guidance personnel to create a
spirit of involvement and participation.

There are many problems to be solved as transition continues, unless we are
merely encouraging more drop outs. The biggest single problem at present is the
difficulty in giving the rural reservation children an experience broad enough to
enable them to function in an urban middle-class school room.

In dealing with Indian education, there are two great groups of Indian chil-
dren, first, there are those whose families have been strong enough, or lucky
enough to have been able to adjust to the dominant white culture. These children
usually have parents who are capable of holding down permanent semi-skilled
jobs on which they can raise their families with the minimum necessities and
comforts of the white culture. These children have homes and family activities
that cempare reasonably well with those of their classmates at the public school.
These children are able to complete high school ; some even go on to a few years
of college.

The second group of children whose families have not adjusted to the white
culture. These children are less able to compete in public school curriculum than
are the ghetto children who are the object of the poverty programs, the civil
rights programs, and the urban renewal programs. This is more true because the
Indian children, unlike children of other ethnic groups, are expected to function
in a foreign language, English, and to adopt ways, behavior and attitudes, also
foreign. These children speak English only when they are in school. The activities
of the normal home lives of white children their age can bear no comparison.
They are fro:- two different worlds, yet the insistence is that they be taught
together, the st.ine things, in the same amount of time.

The Bureau regulations began requiring the use in its school, of state approved
texts, boarding school attendance was restricted to children with special social
or educational reasons for not living art home. Now, it has gotten to the point at
which the Indian Bureau is forcing children, irrespective of ability, to attend
public schools, and the boarding schools are reserved for extreme problem chil-
dren from like families. The needs of many of our Indian children can be met
by the public school system and some of our children will continue to need the
specialized services of Federal Indian boarding schools. There is a large group
of children for whom neither public school or boarding school has the socio-educa-
tional answer. These are the children who need a specialized school located in the
reServation community. The Salt River Day School, with adequate funding and
staff, can prepare these children to meet the challenge of the present day
education.

(1) We need our boardtag schools as specialized high schools, not as social re-
formatories. We also need our day schools, as specialized elementary schools to
help those of our children who have to eatch up with the modern world. Those
who are socially able are already attending public schools voluntarily.

(2) There are those children whose ouly nutritionally balanced meal of the
clay is the school lunch, yet the public school district's policy is that children
who cannot pay for their lunches should work for 1-em. The result is that the
child with a drunken mother and an unknowr father who goes to school without
any breakfast must work for his school lunch, but the fortunate child with both
parents and goes to school with a full stomach and money in his pocket doesn't
have to work for his lunch. Strangely, the child alreauy handicapped is the one
penalized.

(3) It is our hope that existing schools can be modified as special schools to
encompass kirdergarten and grades one through six. In addition to well qualified
classroom teachers the school should be staffed with teacher-aides who could well
be mothers of some of the children in the school, who would take care of many
of the routine housekeeping chores, run errands, help the children with their seat
work. etc., freeing the teachers time to provide more actual "teaching" per child.

(4) The ratio of aides to teachers should be art least one-to-one. The six or seven
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teachers involved should ha ve the services of a full time clerk who can operate
stencil machines, type notes to parents and take care of many of the routine
class room administration chores.

(5) Inasmuch as the children whom this school would serve will come from
economically, culturally, emotionally deprived homes and will have problems of
adjustment as well as problems of learning, the teaching staff should be large
enough, yet Ethould not be necessary, for class rooms to accommodate more than
twenty students.

(6) Curriculum should be designed on a levels basiS, rather than a grade basis
to consider the fact that some children learn in different wftys than others and,
certainly, learn at far different rates. There should be a provision for teaching
Indian history especially as related to the Pima and affiliated tribes.

(7 ) Services of guidance personnel and social workers should be available on
a continuing basis to children enrolled in the school and their families for ldmier-
garten through the highest level taught.

(8) Classrooms should be designed and furnished with academic areas and
"doing" areas. Many children served by this school are more manually than
verbally oriented, provisions should be made for introductory home economics and
industrial art 'at the fifth and sixth grade level.

(9) Curriculum enrichment should include field trips to points of interest
around the area including places of Indian historical significance planned and
funds budgeted for same. This will give children leaving this school and entering
the public schools reasonable exposure to the society surrounding them.

(10) With the ever increasing proficiency health services, the children of this
community have perhaps the best medical and dental attention of any group of
children in the state. Yet, standards of personal hygene and physical fitness are
considerably lower as a general rule for this community than for the surrounding
areas. To complement the health services received, the staff should include at
least one teacher who can provide health education classes at all levels, provide
supervised recreation for the younger children and a structured program in physi-
cal hygiene and physical fitness which will ready them to enter the athletic com-
petition of the public school junior high group.

(11) As a part of the administrative structure of this program, we see a
need for a qualified guidance person who can devote full time working with
students from the community who are attending college. The Community
more and more has a need for college trained individuals but has not had a
college graduate in over thirty years. Many of our young people enter col-
lege without knowing what is expected of them and many drop out after
spending a year or more on campus without receiving any acceptable college
credit. Perhaps the services of this person could also be used in conjunction
with the education committee's efforts in counseling high school seniors to assure
their e-try into a program of higher ,ciucation which offers the best assurance of
success.

(12) The administration of the Tribal Education program and the opera-
tion of the day school is not seen as a continuing BIA function. We would see
the program being developed under the overall guidance of the tribal council
and the tribal education committee, which would function as a community
school board being responsible for setting policies, hiring a qualified adminis-
trator (principal), teachers and staff ur der contract funds made available
by the BIA under the responsibilities delineated by law for educating Indian
children. Within this climate of education more of our children and our young
men and women will be enccuraged to secure an education and apply this edu-
cation to the needs of their community.

With the education program being operated by the community, the value of
an education will continue to increase in the eyes of the people, and the school
with its professionally qualified persons will cease to be seen by our young people
as something reserved for non-Indians who have historically given the Indian
community the education which they feel it needs.

By understanding the history of his Tribe and the circumstances of change,
today's child can better adjust to the world beyond the circle of friends, rela-
tives and activities to which he is accustomed and in broadening his outlook,
acquire pride in his Tribal heritage to be set apart as an American Indian is to
be cherished unto success, not in spite of it.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Mr. Hadley Thomas, the elemen-
tary principal of the Tuba City public schools.

89-101-69pt. 3-4
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STATEMENT OF HADLEY THOMAS, TIT.TIMENTARY PRINCIPAL,
TUBA CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, TUBA CiTY, ARIZ.

Mr. THOMAS. I have a prepared statement here. In order to save
some time perhaps I can just present certain parts of it.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. That's fine. However, if you wish,
your prepared statement will be placed in the record following your
test imony.

Mr. THOMAS. I think in any situation like this, in discussing the
education of Indian children, there are certain basic considerations
that perhaps should be brought out. I think one is education for what
and why.

In my opinion, I think perhaps we should be talking in terms
of how he should function as an educated person. This to me would
mean that he could function within his own culture as well as hav-
ing. a choice of functioning in other cultures.

'Senator KENNEDY of New York. Could you just give your back-
ground ? You are the principal of a public elementary school ?

Mr. THOMAS. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. And are they all Indian children
Mr. THOMAS. No ; we have about 90 percent Indian children and

about 10 percent who are not Indian.
I have been at Tuba City 8 years and it is a pliblic school.
Senator KENNEDY of New Yori Thank you. Would you. go ahead.
Mr. MOMAS. I think that if you take the basic assumption that

lwe are trying to prepare children, educate children to be func-
tional in the society he finds himself in, he is goina to have to func-
tion bilingually and biculturally. I think he wilr have to perform
within his own culture and within the culture that he choses to per-
form in. I think if you accept this, then there are certain things that
have to be part of his education experience and background.

I think within the framework of the educational systems in most
communities right now one of the things that is happening is that
your more academically successful student probably is going to leave
this area. I think your student who is not as academically success-
ful will probably remain to be your local leader and developer of the
commumty mores and culture where he lives. I think maybe then in
terms of programs or a basic type of program, then these things have
to be considered in this experience.

Now, as to----
Senator FANNIN. Would you feel that that is true if some of these

children come back as doctors or in professions or as teachers? Some
of them I know. How many of the Indian citizens do you have as
teachers?

Mr. THOMAS. Pardon?
Senator FANNIN. You have several Indian teachers. I was iust won

dering what percentage.
Mr. THOMAS. I think we have five.
Senator FANNIN. I was concerned from the standpoint of the op-

portimities the leaders have in the community. You have indicated
that the leaders then would leave the community.

Mr. THOMAS. Yes, I think this is a nationwide thing. You see, I am
comparing the reservation to a rural area. Of the Indian teachers we
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have basically we have one teacher who is from the local community,
even though there are Indian teachers from other communities.

Senator FANNIN. I am just wondering how many of your students
who will graduate from your school will go on to college and could be
prepared for teaching or for service or for whatever is needed in the
community ?

Mr. THOMAS. Well, I don't think there is any limitation on the num-
ber that could successfully complete a program who could return here
and rind employment since the community is growing. Of course, you
realize Tuba City is a more settled area than many of the outlying
areas, and when I am speaking- of community I am taking community
as a whole, like Red Lake, Tuba City, all of the different communities.
I think normally speaking there are going to be many people leaving
their local communities.

Senator FANNIN. I realize that, but I think it is evident we need
people in the service field. It is evident that at the schools we need
electricians, people who are not perhaps in the graduate professions
but are in professional work.

Mr. THOMAS. I would hope a program would include both aspects.
Senator FANNIN. Very good.
Mr. THOMAS. I think in talkino- about a bilino-ual or bicultural type

student there are some areas that could be pursued about which we
don't have a lot of answers concerning right now. One of these, I think,
is the concept of the bilingual school, where the early childhood educa-
tion is conducted in both languages. I think this is being done in dif-
ferent parts of the country, and it may have some promise in our own
particular situation.

I feel that maybe the whole area of social science could be devel-
oped further from the standpoint of putting a proper prospective, a
proper emphasis, on the Indian's place on the history and develop-
ment of the whole country, developing in him a national pride as an
Indian and as an American. I think the whole key and basis in having
the type of program to prepare a child for this is a definite contact, a
definite assimilation, a definite part of the community. I feel that
parents have to be involved, teachers have to be involved in the commu-
nity, and it has to be a cooperative type thing.

Several times today I have heard the testimony, of several groups
expressing how hard it is to get good teachers, to keep good teachers.
They need good teachers.

I think there should be some consideration of why this is true in
some areas. I think part of it is the type of situation, which teaehers
tend to work. Usually a teacher coming to an Indian community and
particularly on the Navajo and Holm Reservations, finds that the
quarters are in if xou want to call it, a separate comround, a separate
area. Thu housing is completely normally separated from the 'commu-
nity and it is difficult to get a cross communication going bywhere
the people live.

I think other things that affect good teachers staying and working
in these areas.are working conditions. I think they want the type of
situation in which they can pursue academic courses to increase their
salary, to have time off to do this sort of thMg. Most married teachers
want to become part of a place where they can buy a home, own some
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property and become part. of a community. At present I don't think this
is possible in the situation where we work.

I think if there was a possibility of more cooperative type programs
between tribal go v e rnm en t s, between the local organizations, the State
and Federal G overnment, with definite programs developed for the
benefit of the students, perhaps there wouldn't be a cross, or compe-
tition or diversion of effert in. many of the areas.

I realize that the things that I have suggested here aren't all-
inclusive. I have touched upon only a few of the highlights in the
areas where I think there needs to be some work and to build programs.

Senator FANNIN. One item I know that we Ciiscussed but I would
like to discuss it with you again. Have you attempted th work out a
program whereby you could have land available for homes ? Has
there been an endeavor in that regard ?

Mr. THOMAS. You are asking
Senator FANNIN. Yes, where you could lease or buy property,

where a person could buy property so the home could be possibly
financed on a long-term lease.

Mr. THOMAS. In Tuba City the only land I know of that you might
possibly get is private Indian land.

Senator FANNIN. It is Indian land I realize, but have you tried to
work out a program whereby land could be purchased for this need?

Mr. THOMAS. No, we have not.
Senator FANNIN. Don't you think it would be essential to tr :9. to.

work something out?
Mr. THOMAS. I think if would be o4L. great benefit, yes.
Senator FANNIN. Thai. is what I am concerned about. You speak of

cooperative endeavors, ,a here the community would work with the
ischool. Isn't it just as mportant that the BIA schools and the public

schools work together ? I think that the need is evident in your com-
munity, and I understand. I commend you for the splendid school
program that you have, but I am concerned because the same tax
dollars are furnishing both educational programs, and still we are not
lendina the cooperation that I think should be forthcoming.

Mr. 'n'THCOMAS. I would extend that further, Senator, in saying that
the tribe and the BIA and the public schools should work out joint
programs.

Senator FANNIN. I agree, but what I am trying to determine is why
hasn't this been done? Have you attempted to work on any programs
with the BIA ?

Mr. THOMAS. Not particularly in the classroom area. There are other
cooperative !areas where we work together.

Senator FANNIN. Well, I think this is essential and I hope that we
will try to bringthis about all over the country. I think we are losing

ia very valuable tem of opportunity if we do not follow through on
this proo-a.ram.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. I understand that you have devel-
oped some very imaginative educational programs to help Indian
children, particularly in the bilingual area. Have the officials from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs been working on that, studying what
you have done, to try to have it implemented in other schools?

Mr. THOMAS. We have had visitors from other schools. At the present
the closest association I would say we have is with the Dilcon School
which is to the north

5 2
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Senator KENNEDY of New York. Have the BfA officials come to
examine it to see how it works?

Mr. THOMAS. Only the local people.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. I think I am correct in saying that

Mr. Thomas has done an extraordinarily fine job.
Senator FANNIN. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. You would think that as long as

you have had some success it would be something- that the Bureau
of Indian Affairs would want to study to see if it could be put into
effect in some other districts. I am not asking for your comments,
that is just my comment.

Senator FANNIN. I feel that you have an opportunity to have a
model school program and I feel that you do have a very excellent
one, but at the same time we realized in visiting the school that there
are many needs there. For instance, we have discussed the mainte-
nance of the equipmentthis is a serious problem.. We need to over-
come some of the other problems that exist, but I feel that by the
coordination of effort and cooperating together we can do a great deal
more.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Are any of your programs going
to have to be eliminated, or cut back?

Mr. THOMAS. Not cut back in this sense, but we are definitely feel-
ing the cut back in Public Law 874 funds.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Public Law 874?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. What has that meant us a practical

matter ?
Mr. THOMAS. Twenty percent off the top of our budget.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. What have you had to eliminate

or cut back?
Mr. THOMAS. It doesn't mean we have to completelyeliminate them.

The elimination would come in the budget for the coming year.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Where will you cut hack?
Mr. THOMAS Well, in the general budget of the school.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. What you would have been able to

do or
Mr. THOMAS. This is what we are trying to figure out right now.

We are in the process of tryino- to figure this out.
Senator KENNEDY of New fork. Myquestion or your answer ?
You don't know yet what you are going to have to cut back?
Mr. THOMAS. Not at this point.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. T see. Would you let us know what

programs will have to be out back after you figure it out yourselves?
Write the committee a letter so we will know the effect of the budget
cut.

Senator FANNIN. Will it not be the supplementary programs that
you feel have gone forward and helped you considerably, aren't those
the ones that will have to be cut back ? You perhaps will not cut back
on the teacher proaram or the number of teachers or the salaries but
won't it be from the standpoint of the extra endeavors you were mak-
ino- to have an outstandino- school program?

Mr. THOMAS. I think basically these are decisions that have to be
made by the superintendent of the board right now in terms of the
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budcret I think they are working on this. I think there is definitely a
possibility that some of these programs will be affectth by this.

Senator FANNIN. That is regrettable because you have shown what
can be done, from the reports that we have received. You were going
forward quite well. It would be regrettable if you cannot continue.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Thank you, very much.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Thomas follows :)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HADLEY THOMAS, ELEMENTARY PRINCIPAL, TUBA CITY
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, TUBA CITY, ARIZ.

AN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE INDIAN STUDENT

It would seem that the basic assumption in considering programs for the
Indian student is that he deserves the best education possible. If you accept this
assumption, then "best education" should be further defined. It is generally as-
sumed that education prepares a student to take his place in society. Which so-
ciety are we preparing the Indian student to enterthe urban society, the rural
society, or the Indian society? It is apparent that not every Indian student will
move to the large city, or to a town, or enter college. Some students will want
to remain where they were raised, others will not. With these facts in mind
there has to be a dual consideration in the education of the Indian student. Per-
haps we can state that the best educAtion for the Indian student would be an
education which would make him a functioning bilingual, bicultural individual
who could participate in more than one society as needed. If this, then, is the
need of the Indian student, there are some approaches that can aid in this edu-
cation.

I. To become a functioning member of the Indian societythe student must
progress through stages of development in that society. This means that .he has
to live at home to participate. If he cannot live at home, then the elements of his
society must be brought to him. To make this possible, wherever the student
attends school there needs to be locai involvement in the educational process.
Curriculum must meet the needs of the local school for the particular community
and student personnel.

2. Background and experience vary greatly within any group of children. In
some communities those students who are academically successful will, through
education, leave and move into other areas. Those students who are less suc-
cessful academically will probably remain in the local community. If this is true,
then there should be different types of programs for the two groups. One pro-
gram should develop the type of academic skills that are essential for continued
education. The other program should help students become successful leaders
in the local community. Programs should be individualized as nearly as possible
in all situations.

3. A child in an Indian culture is usually allowed much freedom of choice and
participates in daily life with several adult members of his extended family.
Beginning school programs should be flexible enough to provide movement,
choices, and association with more than one adult. Some of these adults should
be from his own culture, and some from a different culture. A flexible proo.''ram
could provide an opportunity for the student to progress at his own rate.Aca-
demic achievement should not be governed by a set curriculum to be covered
in a given time.

4. If it is essential that the Indian student learn to function In Englishthen
this should receive major emphasis in the educational program. Teaching Eng-
lish to students who don't speak English requires special skills. Teachers who
work in this area should be qualified to do.so. The professional organization for
teachers in this field is TBSOL (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other
Languages). Perhaps this is the organization to contact for help in develop-
ing programs and establishing standards. Although the organization is new,
the membership contains people with vast experience in this field.

5. The concept of the bilingual school where students are taught initially in
both languages should be investigated thoroughly. There are several programs of
this nature in operation and these may be of real value. Such a program would
require trained teachers who speak the Native tongue and trained teachers
Who speak English to teach similar concepts.
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6. Social science programs should be developed to emphasize the proper per-
spective and placement of the Indian in the history of this country. Students
should develop pride in themselves and their country.

7. The basic educational program should be the major concern of the school.
The success of this program does not depend upon the number of students per
teacher or the square footage per pupil in classrooms. If the program requires
additional specialized teachers and different types of classroomsthen, they
should be provided.

The establishment of any good educational program requires qualified teachers
who are readily accessible to students. It is necessary that these teachers have
a degree of permanency in the community. There are several pertinent con-
siderations regarding teachers who move to isolated, culturally different
communities.

1. Contact with the members of the community is essential. Teachers need
to know local customs, history, leaders, parents, and to be involved in commu-
nity problems. Housing should be adequate without isolating the teacher from
the community. Teachers need to be able to associate with someone other than
teachers after the work day is over. If teachers on the reservations had the
opportunity to build or buy homes in the community, they would tend to become
more permanent members of that community.

2. If teachers are to create the special materials that are needed to make an
effective programthey need time 'and assistance. This assistance can be pro-
vided by members of the community serving as teacher aides.

3. School personnel from the superintendent to the classroom teacher should
meet the minimum standards for the state in which they work. All school per-
sonnel should have current state certification. Teachers shoula be involved in
professional organization sand should have a voice in curricui:m development
and policy making.

4. The school day should vary in length according to the age of the students
longer days for older children and shorter days for younger children.

5. Teachers should be free to fulfill academic requirements for degrees in
specialized areas. All teachers should be able to use periods when schools are
not in session to increase their professional skills. This should be rewarded
financially as Flu incentive to seek additional training. Teachers should be sent
to school for specialized training with the idea of filling a need for the local
school. Key nositions should be open to any person who demonstrates unusual
skill and ability for that type of position. When teachers enjoy working in a
school, become attached to students, and are able to buy homes, they are more
likely to become a part of the community.

Some other basic considerations are these :
1. Effective communication between community and school depends upon the

proximity of parents and the school officials who make policy decisions. To
develop this proximity, good roads umited distance bus routes, and realistic
educational district boundaries must e2dst.

2. Cooperative programs that benefit the students should be developed by the
state, local, tribal, and federal governments The total efforts of the various
agencies would then be channeled toward th, development of the best program
for the students.3. Parents who are involved in the edw_ational process are more likely to
accept the responsibility for the education, health, and well being of their
children.

4. School construction should be developed around school programs, anticipat-
ing future needs to enhance program innovation and long range planning.

5. The school should provide opportunities for all members ef a community
in the form of E dult night classes and vocational training. It s.hould be. the
center for cooperative community activity.

None of these suggestions for an Indian Education program has been
developed in detail. However it is felt that they are important considerations for
developing the best education possible for the Indian student.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Mr. Walter Carpenter.
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STATEMENT OF WALTER CARPENTER, SUPERINTENDENT, GANADO

PUBLIC SCHOOLS, GANADO, ARIZ.; ACCOMPANIED BY ERNEST
BECENTI, MEMBER, GALLUP-McKINLEY BOARD OF TRUSTEES,
GALLUP, N. MEX.; REBECCA DOTSON, GALLUP, N. MEX.; AND
ROBERT SCHMITT, SUPERINTENDENT, CORTEZ SCHOOL DISTRICT,
CORTEZ, COr)

Mr. CARPENTER. Since we are somewhat on tirne, and with the in-
dulgence of the Senators, I wonder if we could declare this to be the
seventh inning and everybody take a seventh inning stretch?

Senator KENNEDY of New York. If you want to. I am all right.
Mr. CARPENTER. If not, we will go ahead.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Will you identify yourself ?
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes, sir. I am the superintendent of the schools

of one of the Arizona schools on the Navajo Reservation. I have here
Mr. Ernest Becenti, a Navajo Indian, who is on the Gallup-McKinley
board of trustees, and Rebecca Dotson, both from New Mexico. I also
have the superintendent of the Cortez School District in Colorado, Mr.
Robert Schmitt.

We seem to have the only agency that hasn't been a whipping boy
in that we think we have some of the answers to educating the Indian
as well as the non-Indian child.

When we heard that this subcommit tee was to meet here, some 14
school districts and 14 superintendents met to formulate some state-
ments that we would like to pass on to you for your consideration.

We represent here today some 25,000 Indian youngsters who are
in the public schools of the three States. Priblic school educa-
tion for Indians per se is a relatively new thing in that prior to about
15 years ago there was very little schooling given to the Indian young-
sters on or off the reservation by the public schools. However, within
the last 10 years we have had approximately a 10-percent Indian
growth.

I think we are all aware of what the public school philosophy is;
that is, the best possible education for all youngsters and this more
nearly, I think, meets the needs of all the people. Ii7-e put into the
pubLc schools the Navajo child, a Spanish child, the colored child,
all into the same classroom, and it depends upon tlif law of the
State you are in whether or not Navajo or Hopi or miler tribal lan-

o-es are allowed to be spoken.-Generally speaking they do not use it in the clnp.,room of public
schools but neither do they frown on it if they use it on the play
ground and to and from schools by bus.

We don't have a quarre2 with an-y of the other types of education
croing on. However, we .v.rould like to get in our plug also for
additional funds under the various Federal laws that are presently
helping to fund our program. Among those I am sure you are aware
of the construction bill, Public Law 815, public bill 874, Johnson-
O'Malleywhich is the basic funding lawand, of course, recent
financial assistance under Public Law 8910, We think we have a more
typical type of education best needed as it was illustrated here by
our disregard or dislike, I should say, for young children to go to
'boarding schools. The public school, of course, is on a day basis, the
child living at home, the parents helping to educate the youngster in his
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native wayst if you please, bffid we have the parents and others in the
community involved. A good illustration of thel is Mr. Becenti here
who is an Indian and on the board of trustees of the Gallup-Mc-
Kinley County representing some 10,000 youngsters.

There are some inequalities in the program between the Bureau and
the pilblic schools, and I think that we need, as has very well been
pointed out here, more of a cooperative type thing.

I am mentioning just one for your consideration. When the Bureau
of Indian Affairs constructs a school they generally provide adequate
living quarters and the word adequate is always under quote. Whereas,
whenever the Office of Education construct: schools and calls the
shots on it, the quarters particularly are highly inadequate, and I
think we can document that in all three of the States.

Generally speaking, I think as I said before, the idea that the Indian
people become involved through the board of trustees, that they serve
on it, that they help in that way to make the rules and regulations that
crovern the school 7 and I think this is what Dr. Roe,ssel was trying to do
with the boarding schools concept to get the Indian to say in how the
school be run and not be dictated from higher up, whenever that might
be, either from the State or Federal level.

I would like to now turn the mike over to one of our Indian teach-
ers and let her say a word or two.

Mrs. DOTSON. No one has asked what kind of school the Navajo
child wants or the parents want and I feel that I know beeause I am
Navajo and a teacher. Most parents prefer the public school, and feel
that it seems to be one of the answers for their children because here
thcy mingle or comMgle with other people of different races or tribes
or whatever you want to call them.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Could yoi4 develop that a little
bit ?

MTS. DOTSON. What do you mean develop ?
:Senator KENNEDY of New York. What other aspects of it do you

think they want? You said nobody has spoken about what the Navajo
wants themselves or for the Navajo child.

Mrs. DOTSON. Well, I am sure that all the Navajo parents would like
to have their children at home and they would like for the schoolbus
to come nearer their hogan and take them to school and bring the
child home in the evening, and have their child at home rather than
have them at boarding schools. And the Navajo people feel that the
public school seems to do a better job than most schools like the
boarding school.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. What do you thinkneeds to be done
about the transition from the history and culture of the home to the'
public school system? Do you think more has to be done with that?

Mrs. DOTSON. Yes; I think so.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. In what way ?

Mrs. DOTSON. Well, if we had more day schools on the reservation,
the child would keep his heritage and his culture. Here he can
identify, whereas if he is in the yublic school he really doesn't know
where he belongs, whether he bal.Y:igs in this society or that society.
He never finds himself.

Senator KENNEDY of New York. Do you think that this is one of the
reasons we have such a high dropout rate ?
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Mrs 1)ItTh'')N. l'es: I do. And also. too, that the studentwhen he
conles into a puhlic s. think there are some teachers, not. all
icaellet who take o i,iterest. For instanee. I feel that I can give
eredi: ..n:y to one ..eac,ter which I didn't find until I was in the
seventh grade. She took an interest in me to the point where I could
beeome somet hing hat t here were other things than just going to
school or pla3 ng ba. or rubbing floors as they do sometimes in the
boardirsehools.

We deb need roads on the reservation for the Indian child to get
to the i .ub! ic school.

Senator Kr-Vxrny of New York. How far do the ebildren have to
walk sonietimes ?

\Irc 144.1.4)N. Well, sometimes 2 miles.
Senator Ki:xxr.nr of New York. To get to the bus?
Mrs I Nrr,41.. 'Co get to the ims: and until recently in onr tli4riet we

have -.MU' ehihlren going no mile:Q. we cut ,jint down to 19. miles when
our Nt-w Mexieo children could attend a tieli4001 in Arizona. This con-
cerns /nu- high school students, who go about miles. They have to
get up w full early.

Senator KEY:Nulty of New York. You mean huses thy went 50 Milet;
Mr!. 1 h rre.41x . Yes.
Senator K::N Novi of New York. I s./tw some children up in Utah

who ere t raveling 110 miles, I think, to school and walked 4 or 5 miles
to get to the hills.

Senator Fx!..Nt,. I wouhl itti4 like to ask this quetsion. You
!save talked about the community centers and the sehook where the
eltihlren could attend and still iive at home. You have mentioned
the roads. There is a tautly being made, and I hope that it will &Arlo**
.-ntirelv what we an want, that is that the community centers
could tie involvetl. Now, do you feel chat the Indnim people, the fami-
lies, would have a tendency to move near those eenters or near those
k -out !nullity renters whereby thee could have better facilities for the
childrett, not otdv from the statillpoint of education, of course that i*
the first requirement for the child, but also front the standpoint of
health toll care

Now, for instance, if we hit, had some eenters on the Navaho Reser-
vat ims when we hail this big stonn, we perhaps rout.] have saved some
lives. There is usually a nursing aide or someone who is qualified eon-
neeteil with the ist-hool to give emergeney treatmen when necessary,
unt 0 mealiral ttisatment, full medical treatment, its trrailaNe. Wouldn't
this he i good oiiireiti re I

Yes: I think you heard that from Annie Watsneka
when Ote ortentioned the faet that the little s.chool they had was
twits-11 .-Ditt. Well, many of the people lived 15, JO InCiesi away from thia
little t ratline store 'Ina the day school. They have moved their holm**
eloarr 'rt. Of ("mime their tatiefc, anti what have you, nre still In and I:1
miles Issek. hut they 441 ltave another hocan where they could &Kt and
rtay with their eltadren while they Itati to he in tht, tiay school We
woo in have public .chonl with 17 children there.

Senatne F_ioryttx. Thm ha rtbry eneouratrina, but looking forward
over the years, tleyeloping these roads anti theft, centiers., you feel that

ti oult: cotoe at lea't elope enough to sillier* the ehilalnrn
email attend Ow sehools daily t
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Mr. CARPENTER. Allow me. if you will, to expand on that, since I
ire-iit t hat very thing you are asking about.

Senator FANNIN. Well, Mr. Carpenter, why I asked was because I
had been told by some people that the Indian parents would not. want
co move and so we eould not accomplish tlns objective. We would
st ili need the boarding schools. Ws, of course, were hoping that looking
down the road we could have these community centers and have a
proper school program for the children, and we could give them the
sante schooling that. is being received in our cities and towns.

Mr. CAI:PEN-MR. Well, here again I have nothing but, the greatest
admirat ion for Mrs.. Wauneka-----she happens to live in our school dis-
t riet at ( ;a nadf was through her efforts 7 years ago that we built
a new school I don't mean to belabor this at the expense of my neighbor
St att.-. but the chool had 1.0 high schtol there. There was a mission

in t;annflo, as you probably know, but with only 28 voungs/frs
fl f,peratin.- i!! u eorner f the building which is three Classrooms.
We inaugurated a high solioolgrades nine throuh 7 years later
tlwre a rt youngsters in our public high school.

Senator FANNIN. I undersiand next year until title III, the Ele-
ment :try and Secondary Education Act, there is a provision whet-shy
the supplemental education centers can be financed up to a certain
point.

Mr. C.% iter....rza. Yes.
Senator IN. I lave you made any study of what you will do

in this regard
\Ir. A RPENTTR. Yes, sir. We are at the present time of course work-

ing with I suppose five or six different Federal grunts, and I am refer-
ring now tat my Own school di:a riet

Senator FAN xi N. Yes; that is why I am asking.
Mr. CA:mt.-rm. For example, we hare on the drawing board a new

plant under Public Law 815. We too are a great recipient of fidads,
lintr-i a third of million dollars of our a little over $1 million comet.

frtatt Public lAw 874 anti then another quarter of a million dollars
comes from the Johnson-O'Malley program. And, we supplement that
with titles I. II. and then eventually III.

`44citator Faxxix. SO :ou feel that you will have an educational pro-
grunt that will be lust as satisfactory for our Indian youngster* AR is

available for t item in many -if the cities and towns of ourcountr:,
Mr. C.uirievrea. Yes: I ire4 very definitely that after just 5 Ye.. wt

will be eNgible now, next year, after completing 5 vtars
tionarv period to be a memir of the North Ce n_tra. mocha PAO Of

Aecrraitat ion.
Senator FAx NE N. That is commendable.
St.itator li,'Kxxiter of New York. How much money dt- -%.1 receive

umler title I now,
Mr. Caarzwriza. $152.000 for our school district.
Senator Kax,netw of New Yoe . How many families do :,-ou have!
Mr. CARPENTER. A little over 2.000 families. We have a total enroll-

ment ii our school of 1,250, that is grades one through 1;?.. Eighty-five
percent ot the families in our area are under the poverty level.

Senator KILN MIXT of New York. How many families are OR Wel fare ?
Mr. Casrex-rwa. I would hesitate to answer that, I am not. sure.
Senator Kat4 Mien of New York. How did you use that money?
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Mr. CARTENTF.R. How did we use it ? Basically we provided teachers
aides, first of all, to take care of the routine nonprofessional duties
that the teachers always have a gripe about. We bought additional
materials. We are running a summer program basically in reading and
in teaching English as a second language and the recreation.

Incidently, we have had a lot of rapport from the Navajo tribal
police in keeping voung$ters out of problems. We have run this now
for 3 years and it 'has been what I consider most successful.

Those are some of the ways in which we have used the funds.
Senator FANNIN. In those 3 years have you any record of the drop-

out rate, what changes have come about in the dropout ritre or the
number or percentage of students graduating?

Mr. CAierzwrze. It. has gone up considerably. We-3 don't have any
statistics here at hand.

Senator FAxxxx. 10 percent, 20 percent--
Mr. CARPENTER. I would estimate 15 pereent.
Senator FANNIN. 15 percent more of the students are graduating?
Mr. Cititrzwrze. Are going on, yea.
Senator FANNIN. Fine.
Senator KENNEDY of New York. Anything else?
Mrs. DOTSON. I feel that a student that attends a public school has

a better chance of competing on a college levei too, and then also,
Senator Kentwdy, I heard von say vou had a list of names of those
who would help Indian children. "We would like to have that if
pow.ible for our high school.

Senator KENNIF/IT of New York. You mean students who would be
willing to hely '1

Mrs. Dorsox. Yes.
Senator Key MEDIr of New York. Do you many young people

volunteering from the universities who are willing to 'be'lp I
Mrs. DOTSON. Well, the only one I know is from Fort Collins, of

course it is a grant college, that would take Indian students in on
free tuition.

Senator KENNEDY' of New York. It is a good idea, I think, for the
various universities to take that on as a project. Universities in other
States have similar kinds of operations.

Senator FANNIN. Well, I would certainly praise the universio ies
in A rizona. Northern Arizona University is taking a lead in this re-
gard and is %-ery active. They do have a program that is going forward.
Arizona State University is also doing a great deal as is the Uni-
versity of Arizona, hut t do not think we are doing enough.

I agree with Senator Kennedy that we should encourage this par-
ticipation by the schools, through the students, to work with oils-
youngsters.

Senator KENXEDY of New York. That seems to me something the
students themselves could take on. This university ions dean? laut-h
in giving flo much leadership, but also we need individual students
to help these children. I think one for one could be very helpful.

MrP. Dorrsox. A Navajo (-hilt: who goes off to college has to depend
on the trihnl scholarship. His parents can't help him at all.

SOTIStor FANNIN. Maybe we can get some clubs organized for this
x.etz,v purpose.

senator Krxweny of New York. Thank you very much for your
fine testimony. That was very, very helpful.
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I hope some of the students who are here would take it upon them-
selves to organize some kind of projects that Senator Fannin and I
were talking about here. I think it would be very helpful and possibly
spread to some other universities. I think that is all of the witnesses
today so the subcommittee will adjourn its hearings.

If anybody has anything that they would like to submit to the sub-
committee, testimony you think would be helpful, send it in to us in
Washington over a period of the next several weeks, and we will have
it printed in the record.

We thank all of the witnesses. It has been a very informative day
for hearings and [ know it will be useful to us as we formulate some
legislation and also make some suggestions to the executive branch
of the Government for action. There is a lot of deficienc3r in this
field and there is a great deal that needs to be done by all of us, and
I hone we won't w a.4e any time.

Thank you very much.
At this point an the record I order printed all prepared statements

and other pertinent material submitted by persons unable to attend
the hearing.

(The materia referred to follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OW Hort. WILLIAM HUBCO, A STATE SENATOR Or Aszzoita.

AND CHAIRMAN, ARIZONA STATE EDUCATION COMMITTEE

There is no desire in the State of Arizona to deny educational advantages t4
every child regardless of race, color or creed. Within the confines of Indian
re--ervationa it has been difficult, however, for an Indian child to achieve equal
education opportunities because of conflicts between strte and federal juris-
dictions.

To fully understand this is to learn what has tranapired on Indian tribal lands
during' the last 100 years under federal stewardship. What was originally en-
visioned for the education of Indian children and what has occurred in their
behalf during most of this time is different from what is transpiring now under
the administration of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

There are erer increasing pressures out of Washington to saddle the Stote of
Arizona ultimately with the complete cost of educating the Indian child. And
tills is occurring despite the existence of treaties and mandates wherein the
Vnited State Government has made fun gnarantees for the education of Indian
wards and has historically undertaken the cost of educating them.

Education was originally accomplished by boarding schools located on or
near the reservation and by contract with off-reservation schools. Since the mid-
fifties when the State of Arizona was barely in the Indian education picture there
ban been marked departure in the posture of the state relative to paying Indian
ochool costs in reservation schools.

Arizona today is making an auspicious contribution to Indian education. It is
contributing $200 per child in ADA paymente for about 12,000 Indian children.
This denotes neither moral or legal responsibility for the edneadon of Indian
wards, on the reservation but simply a fact that this state is unalterably dedicated
to the proposition that proper education must come to the Indian child.

In Arizona the impact of this transfer is particularly severe in those local
school districts compriaed principally ot Indian lands. Approximately 27% of
the State a Arizona I. Indian reservation land, and there are a number of Ari-
zona school districrzi located on the Indian reservations which contain only a
small fraction of non-Iudlan lands.

Financing schoob operated by these districts is complicated by the fact that
all tribally owned lands, improvements sad propertiew on reservations are ex-
empt from taxation. For thin reason the tax hase for the support of schools on
reservations is narrow and the taxpayers are few in number. Improvements and
facilities on Indian lands, held under team or easement, and personal property
owned by non-Indians must bear the entire portion of taxes imposed on the
local taxpayer.
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By regulation and by interpretation of regulations, the federal government is
continuing to reduce its responsibility for Indian education and increase the bur-
den upon local taxpayers despite the lack of adequate tax base. Interpretations
which are reasonable as applied to school districts in an area with adequate
tax base become unreasonable when applied to a school district on the reserva-
tion with 90% Indian children and few taxpayers. Proposals now made by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Arizona Department of Public Instruction
would further erode federal responsibility and imposo drastic and unreasonable
burdens upon the local taxpayers.

It is the opinion and position of the State of Arizona that the Indian child
should have a proper and complete education to enable him to integrate into
American society but it is incumbent upon Arizona to press our demands that
the federal government assume the obligation of financing the education of our
Indian children in our public schools.

LOWER BarLe Stoux TRIBE,
Lower Brulc, B. Dak., April 23, 1968.

Him. Ron Eny F. KENNEDY.
Chairniaw, Subcommittee on Indian Education.,
U.S. Senate, Washingt on, D.C.

Mr DEAR SENATOR KEN N EDY : The enclosed statement of the Lower Brule
Sioux Tribe is being furnished to you for your study on Indian education.

We regret that, due to an office error, It was not presented at your recent hear-
ing in Pine Ridge, South Dakota. We sincerely hope you will consent to our
request that it be included as part of the record of testimony regarding Indian
education on South Dakota reservations.

The statetnent was compiled from testimony furnished by volunteer teachers
and other interested parties at a meeting of the Tribal education committee
March 26. 1968.

We deeply appreciate your concern with the problems of Ind.e.an education and
hope your study will result in better education for our people.

Very truly yours, KA.T Goa N EATS, CDR ncilsconian.

Enclosure.
PREPARED STATEM ENT OP LOWER BRULE SZOtrIt TRIBE, LOWER BRULE, S. I:YAK.

Elementary age school children (grades 1-8) on the Lower Brute Sioux In-
dian reservation receive education of questionable value under undesirable con-
ditions in a Bureau of Indian Affairs day school. Sub-standard teachers, au
inadequate building and the obsolete, irrelevant educational philosophy of the
Bureau contribute to a school system we believe is harmful to our children. Ele-
mentary education, or the lack of it, is in many cases directly related to the ex-
cessively high drop-catt rate of our high school yot +las.

Four teachers, one of whom is also the principal, are responsible for more
than 100 children enroUed in the Lower Brule school. Two grades are combined
in each of the school's four cla sarooms. (This outmoded school plan was con-
structed only five years ago at a cost of nearly $1 million and clearly demonstrates
the Bureau's backward thinking.)

In addition to the teachers, three aides have been hired with ESEA Title I
funds. (One of the aides, the janitors and the cooks are the only 1:ndians on the
school staff.)While the aides have assumed many of the teachers' classroom chores, leav-
ing more time for planning, it has made no difference in the teachers' approach.
Convinced that the students are "wild" and "different," the teachers depend on
rote and drill methods and spend most of their time trying to keep the etudents
quiet.The teachera know little about, and consider less, the cultural backgrounds
and homes o-f the children. All of the teachers are natives of tbe area, and
come into the Bureau eystem armed with all the non-Indian'si3rejudices common
in this state. In many cases it is obvious the teachers hold their students' In-
dia tutees against them.

In atiditiim to their prejudices and poor classroom approaches, the teachers
persist in violating explicit Bureau rules against verbal humiliation and cor-
poral punishment. Tongue lashings are common ; order is kept in the primary

6 2
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grade room with the threat, and often the reality, of a stick; frequently primary
grade children are forced to sit in a locked closet for punishment. School
becomes a terrifying experience as well as a waste of time.

These violations continue although the reservation principal from the Pierre
Agency has been personally notified at least twice of their occurrence. Parental
protests and personal confrontations with Bureau officials have had no effect,
although these abuses should end immediately.

The Tribal education committee, concerned about crowded conditions and
the school's high pupil-teacher ratio, drafted a resolution more than two months
ago requesting additional teachers and a full-time school principal. (A copy
is attached.) At that itme, the resolution was virtually ignored by the Pierre
Agency superintendent, and no action has been taken or, we believe, contemplated.
The superintendent's comment was that Bureau schools can provide only one
teacher for every 30 students, and the matter ended.

This reservation needs special education facilities perhaps even more than
school systems in non-Indian society. Many of our young children suffer severe
emotional problems and social maladjustment due to unstable or shattered fam-
ily situations. A few others are mentally retarded because of childhood illnesses
or birth defects. These children and their parents do not even have the benefit
of examinations by trained specialists, since the Bureau does not provide that
service here. Crowded classrooms make it impossible for them to get the individ-
ual attention and compassionate understanding they desperately need.

We recommend that provisions be made for special education so that a class
room and specially trained teachers will be available for these children.

The school curriculum is not planned to answer the needs of Indian childrea.
Textbooks of the non-Indian "Dick and Jane" variety are introduced at the
priiaary level and continue through the eight grades. Pride in their heritage is
not encouraged, since the students seldom hear anything about Indian culture
ar history. At the same time, they are discouraged from entering society off
the reservation since their non-Indian teachers demean, degrade and humiliate
them. To us, it seems the students are captive in a school where they are cut
off from their past and left without ft future.

We strongly recommend that the Bureau adopt a policy of mandatory and
intensive teacher orientation in Indian problems, culture and history. Perhaps
then Bureau schools will begin to provide what for so long they bare withheld
tools for living in the fast-paced and sometimes bewildering twentieth century.

Throughout its history, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has prevented the Indian
from menaging his own life, and this policy is evident in Bureau-run schools
on reservations. Without a local school board, our parents have no voice or
control over their childrens' education. Their only forum, the Parent-Teachers'
Association, has met once on this reservation since school began in September.

We recommend that the Bureau initiate a policy of establishing reservation
school boards to plan curriculum and policy for B-IA schools.

We believe that the conditions in our school are deplorable and should be
corrected immediately. We recommend that steps be taken to hire a full-time
principal, better trained teachers, and a special education teacher. We request
construction of more classrooms, separation of grades, and establishment of a
ki ndergarten.

We cannot expect support from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and therefore
we sincerely ,pe that your concern and interest will someday insure that
our children vTill receive the quality education which Is their right.

RESOLUTION NO. 68-01LONV ER BRIT LE SIOUX TRIBAL COU N CIL

REQ VEST ADDITION AL STAFF' AT LOW ER BRULE DAY SC OOL

Whereaa the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe after many years of inadequate school
facilities has finally acquired modern educational facilities at Lower Brule,
andWhereas the Tribe expected that with these new facilities their youth would
be given the hest education possible, and

Whereas this is not being accomplished because the school is understaffed
and as a result the children graduating from the eighth grade and entering
high school are not able to maintain the necessary grades because they have not
been adequately schooled through grade school, and

Whereas bemuse these students cannot make the grade in high school there
are many dropouts and few graduate from high scbool, and
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Whereas one of the reasons these students' educational level is not up to
par is because there is a definite need for additional staff at the Lower Brule
-Grade School, andWhereas the principal-teacher is not only responsible for teaching the 7th
and 8th grade but also has administrative responsibilities thus causing him
to neglect his teaching responsibiilties, and

Whereas the 1st and 2nd grades Izre combined under one teacher which does
not enable her to give the necessary attention to these beginners to properly
prepare them for the rest of their school years because of the large number of
students in these two grades, and

Whereas there is a definite need for a kindergarten to prepare the children
for first grade: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved to request, That the Bureau of Indian Affairs immediately alleviate
the situation at the Lower Brule Day School by furnishing additional teachers as
needed and an administrative assistant to the principal-teacher so that he can
devote his full time to teaching and the students graduating from the eighth
grade can be better prepared to enter high school and maintain the necessary
grade level so that they can graduate.

CERTIFICATION

The foregoing resolution was duly adopted by the Lower Brule Sioux Tribal
Council with quorum present in regular session on February 7, 1968, by the
affirmative vote of seven members with none opposing.

Attest :

JOYCE ESTES.

RICHARD THOMPSON,
Chairman, Lotoar Brake Siouay Tribal Council.

INDIAN EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF ARIZONA, COLORADO, ANL;
Nzw Mzxmo

The purpose of this report is to present the position of the public schools in
educating Indian children. It represents the viewpoints of the majority of the
public schools in Arizona, New Mexico, and Colorado.

These public schools are educating more Indian pupils than any other agency
in this area, including the Bureau of Indian Affairs. According to the Education
Departments of Arizona and New Mexico, the enrollment of Indian children
during the 1966-1967 school year was as follows :

Arizona New Mexico Total

Public schools' 13, 220 15,155 28, 375
Federal schools _ 16, 624 9, 522 26, 146
Mission and private schools 3, 000 3, 025 6, 025

r- I While complete statistics are not available from Colorado, it Is our understanding that the large majority of Indian
students in Colorado aro public school students.

The specific public schools at this hearing in Flagstaff represent 13,543 Indian
students.2 Since the public schools represent educationally the largest segment
of Indian children in this area, we sincerely hope that our position will influence
the future thinking of this committee.

We believe that the public schools have not received adequate financial assist-
ance in educating the Indian child. The role of the public school has been rela-

2 1966-1967 Enrollments of Public Schools Represented at Flagstaff Hearing of
March RO. 1968 :

Chinle, Ariz_ 1, 369
Ganado, Ariz- _,_ J..... 916
Window Rock. Ariz - _,- ..4 1 , 498
Gallup-McKinley County, N. Mex _1- 5, SOO
Central Consolidated. N. Mex ..., -__.- 2, 700
Dulce Schools, __. Mex 531
Montezuma-Cortez, Colo 1_ _._ 280

Total_ - 14, 074
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tively a recent one. rrinrIly, the reason was the inaccessibility of the Indian
child to the public 14chool. Now better roads, more adequate transportation
facilities, and federal assistance have enabled the public schools to assume the
education of greater numbers of Iudian children in their districts. During the
last fifteen years in New Mexico, the enrollment of Indian children eligible for
Johnson O'Malley aid in public schools has increased ten-fold.* The public schools
feel that this is their proper function. We feel that these increases reflect the
attitude of Indian parents: that they want their children educated in public
schools.

In this regard, we believe that the public school offers the proper environment
for the Indian child. Much is made, and properly so, of the fact that the Indian
child must adapt to modern society while preserving the best of his Indian
heritage. We feel that he can best achieve this acculturation by .living at home
and being transported to school. We feel that the advantages of an Indian home
life coupled with advantages of a multi-cultural, racially-integrated school life
as offered by the public school will solve this difficulty. OUT nation's history has
repeatedly manifested the public school's success in racial assimilation in the
pastIt is here also that the Indian parent may truly have a voice in determining
the kind of education his child shall have. In our districts, Indian patrons are
serving on boards of education in substantial numbers. We believe that conditions
vary from district to district, that flexibility in programming must be developed
to answer the needs of the Indian child, and that these needs will best be met,
as our unique American system of educational control has proved repeatedly, by
community schools under local boards of education. As one superintendent puts
it :

"The creation of public schools in local communities on the reservation provided
the opportunity for the people to share in the creation of programs and to dis-
play personal and community pride in the accomplishments of Navajo students.
Particularly those accomplishments in the extra curricular activities such as
athletics, music and arts and crafts where individual and team performance
is readily identified with individual pupils. Since World War II, the Navajo
serviceman returning to the reservation following military service has exerted
considerable influence on the educational philosophy of the Navajo people. To
the ex-serviceman, the need is apparent for education of all Navajo youth. Also
obvious is the need for Indian children on the reservation to increase contacts
with the non-Indian on or around the reservation in order to better understand
the socio-economic system in which he must eventually work and/or live. Public
schools, completely integrated, provided the first opportunity for the Navajo
student to move in this direction."

Several problems exist which are hampering the efforts of the public school.
These are both jurisdictional problems and financial problenis. The jurisdictional
problems concern the right to educate the Indian child.

The BIA schools and the public schools are beginning to compete for the Indian
child. Public school bus routes pass BIA schools and large BIA schools are now
being built close to large population centers within our districts. These large
BIA sehoolssuch as Toyei, Pt. Wingate, and Chuskaiare slow in reaching
enrollment capacity while the public schools are struggling :13ong using portable
classrooms because of time lags deriving from the inadequate provisions of PL
815. Further, as the large schools are concentrated, the public schools have been
requested to take over small, uneconomical BIA schools. Although expenditure
comparisons between tile public schools and the BIA are not available, we invite
comparison by enclosing the financial structures of our districts in an appendix
to this report.

Another sizable problem area is the inadequate federal financing for the public
schools. The public schools have obtained federal assistance through the federal
impact laws, PL 815 and PI. 874, Which were not specifically designed for Indian

3 Growth of Johnson-O'Malley Pupils in New Mexico:
Year Enrollment A.D.A. Year Enrollment A.D.A.

1952-53 1,347 1,186 1960-61 7,148 6,687
1953-54 , 4 1961-82_ 7,380 6,771
1954-55 2; 141 1,837 1962-63 8,166 7,378
1955-56 2,260 1,923 1963-64 8,706 7,942
1956-57 3,869 3,195 1964-65 9,154 8,330
1957-58 4,407 3,977 1965-66 9,774 8,849
1958-59 5.264 4,673 1966-67.. 10,687 9,704
1959-60- b, 240 5,738

89-101 0-69pt. 3 15
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education. Rightly so, where as much aas 96 percent of the land within a district
may be federal, tfiese laws stand in lieu of local taxation and have enabled public
schools to build and operate schools for Indian children. With the supplemental
assistance of the Johnson O'Malley Act, we have partially coped with the influx
of Indian students. With the advent of other federal aid programs, which are
largely categorical in nature, the public schools have been able to add special pro-
grams such a.] kindergarten, language centers, and other projects of a special
nature too numerous to mention. Worthwhile as these programs are, they are
beginning to endanger the general federal aid laws so vital to the basic education
of the Indian child. Also detrimental to us have been the large special appropria-
tions which the Bureau of Indian Aff.- '74 has had to construct and operate these
large facilities.

At the same time, state legislatures, desperate in their search for additional
finances, are threatening the existence of PE 874 and Johnson O'Malley. Both
Arizona and New Mexico are contemplating financial foundation programs which
take credit for these federal funds before state funds are distributed.

The public schools must have immediate relief from these dangers. As the
agencies of education which are educating the largest number of Indian children
in this three state area, we strongly urge the following measures :

A. At present PL 874 has been reduced by 20 percent for this fiscal year
and 30 percent for the coming fiscal year. This legislation is vital to public
school operation. We strongly urge the supplemental appropriation (1111-
bright Amendment) be approved. In addition, it is imperative that the
Aspinall Amendment to Section 2 concerning deductions for other federal
payments be implemented.

B. PL 815 building funds are currently frozen by the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation due to presidential directives. These must be released and liberalized
to allow public schools to keep pace with increased Indian enrollment.

C. Amendments must be written into PL 874 which will prevent states from
taking credit for FL 874 in state distribution formulas. These deductions
violate the intent of this law and seriously hamper the efforts of districts to
meet the special needs of the Indian child.

The following long range measures must also be implemented :
A. The interest of the federal government to solve problems in Indian

education must be redirected to give public schools a larger and a greater
influence. At present, almost all influence lies with the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. Even the administration of the one specific Indian law to public
schools, Johnson O'Malley, is directed through them. The Indian Education
Divisions of the Education Department of Arizona and New Mexico are
salaried by the BIA and subject to their approval. We feel that direct grants
should be made from this act to the State Education Departments which
would enable them to employ, strengthen, and direct the Indian Divisions
solely oriented to public school needs.

B. National legislation must be enacted which will make direct allotments
to public school districts for educating Indian children.

C An in-depth study of the role of the public schools in Indian Education
should be undertaken by the BIA, public school administrators, and State
Departments of Education which win adequately insure the proper repre-
sentation and financing of Indian education in public schools.

D. Every effort must be made to finance and expand road building on :lie
reservations which will promote the continued expansion of public schools
while allowing the children to live at home.

We respectfully submit this report for your consideration.
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EDucATIoN CON PICRENTCZ. WINDOW ROCK, ARIZ., MARCH 30, 1968

ADDRESS BY SENAToR ROBERT T. KENNEDY, CHAIRMAN, U.S. SENATE, INDIAN
EDuCATION suscomairrrEa

"Ya-Ta-Hay"! (Greetings)
I am honored that you lhave invited me to participate in what is

widely recognized as one of the most important annual events in the
field of Tndian educationthe Navajo Education Conference.

It is special privilege to be able to be a part of not only your con-
ference but also the centennial celebration of the Navajo peoplethe
largest Indian tribe in the United States and one of the most
distinguished.
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I would like to express my Appreciation to Mr. Raymond Nakai,
chairman of the Navajo Travel ( ounril, Mr. Allen Yazzi, chairman
of the education committee and all members of the Navajo Tribe who
invited me to speak this evening and I might add, had the patience
and courtesy to extend the date several weeks. As you know, the Senate
was voting f at the civil rights legislation at the previously scheduled
time for thix conference. It was impenttive that I be present to assist
in thepramtge of a Arong hill which would be of direct benefit. to all
minority groups in the country.

Since that orig:inal date I have declared my candidacy for the Presi-
dency of the irnited States. This was a very difficult. decision to make
but a decision that I felt was imperative and one to which I am totally
committed.

I regret that the demands of my campaign have made it necessary
to cancel my visit to one of the outstandling schools in the country
the Rough Rock Demonstration Schoolas well as the opportunity to

isit with many of you throughout the reservation. As soon as time
permits I look forward to the opportunity ef becoming better ac-
quainted with the Navajo people, visiting your schools, and discussing
youriwoblems and aspirations for the future.

It has been my privilege in recent months to serve as chairman of a
special subconsmatee which is charged with the responsibility of in-
quiring into thequality and effectiveness of educatonal programs for
Indian children in our !Cation.

Let me say at. the outset that my personal observations of the prob-
lems of Indian education huve been greatly aided by my close associa-
tion in the subcommittee with its senior minority memberSenator
Paul Fannin of Arizona. Senator Fannin has lon,g been interested in
the problems of the American Indian both as a Governor of Arizona
and as U.S. Senator and has worked diligently, to find new solutions
to those problems. I find myself in wholehearted concurrence with the
observations he has just put beforetiox.

Based on my experiences and rvations gathered from the field
work and hearings of the subcommittee I have become increasingly
convinced that the top priority, for improving Indian education lies
in a bold new statement of policy coupled with the commitment and
resources necessary to carry it out. I recently stated what I felt our
policy should be when I Testified before the Senate Subcommittee on
Indian Affairs in support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 11. This
resolution recommends a comprehensive "new national Indian policy,"
and a complete repuitiation of the ill-conceived and harmful termina-
tion policy we have inherited from the 1950's. What should be the new
policy for Indian education?

I am convinced that the Federal Government has a moral and legal
commitment to provide not just an educational program, not just an
average educational program, but an educational program unsurpassed
in its excellence and e ectiveness for as many Indian children as can
be properly considered within the Federal Government's direct or in-
direct responsibility. Dr. Carl Marburg_ 2, recently the Assistant Com-
missioner of Education for the Bureau of Indian Affairs, stated the
goal well during his brief period of service. The BIA should be run-
ning an educational system second to noneor as he put itexemplary
in the fullest sense of the word. We are a long way from accomplishing
this goal, but I fully agree with his stated objective.
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I would go even further than this and say that if our present prac-
tice of moving Indian children into riblic school districts as rapidly
as possible is to continue then the Federal Government should bear
a substantially larger burden than it presently assumes for seeing that
the public school programs are adequately staffed ani financed to
permit effective and exemplary educational programs. I am concerned
that too often in the past, out of ideological fervor for "State respon-
sibility," out of a concern for lowering Federal expenditures anal de-
manding "rapid assimilation whatever the cost," we have forgotten or
simply overlooked the fate of the Indian child. This is not to suggest
that I am opposed to the concepts of integrated education and State
responsibility. It does suggest that the real test is educational per-
formance and the ultimate responsibility for historical, legal, and
moral reasons lies with the Federal Government.. I do not think we
have lived up to that responsibility nor have we provided viable options
to Indian parents and children.

What does this policy imply in terms of programs?
I. A major effort to develop more effective preservice and inservice

for teachers and administrators.
2. Substantial upgrading of teacher recruitment practicesfor ex-

ample I was distressed to find out that the BIA has been generally
unsuccessful in attracting Peace Corps returnees to BIA teaching
positions.

3. The developmenng
outstanding teachers and administrators in BIA
t of model environments and incentives for at-

tracting and holdi
schools. The teacher turnover rate is a very serious problem in schools
serving Indian children and Federal bureaucracy is at its worst in
undermining initiative, imagination, candor, and professionalism. The
fundamental importance of attracting and holding outstanding teach-
ers and administrators throughout the Federal school s,em leads
me to recommend that a major study be undertaken by leal experts
to thoroughly study the present system and recommend how this goal
can be accomplished.

4. The whole area of pupil personnel services has been greatly no-
glected by schools serving Indian children due to a lack of adequate
funding. 'Yet this is an area of great need. There must be a very sub-
stantial expansion of personnel and programs in the areas of special
education guidance and counseling, and psychological services.

5. Model prevocational and vocational training programs should be
developed at the secondary and postsecondary levels, and there should
be innovative programs deman ing the best of students and aiming
at the job market of the future ? not the past.

6. Major upgrading of skills and competence in the teaching of
English as a second language and bilingual educational progr,ms.
More attention should also be given to the other side of the coin
teaching Navajo as a second language to school personnel on the
Navajo reservation. I understand that a Mr. Gossen of Northern Ari-
zona University has recently published a very fine self-instructional
text entitled "Navajo Made Easier". It would seem to me that this or
somethmg comparable would be a must for all school personnel on the
reservatian.

7. A general strengthening and up.ding of all academic pro-
grams utilizing the best educational tw...iques and innovations avail-
ablefor examplebehavioral programing, individualized instruc-
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tion, team teaching, nongrading, and all of the new curriculum mate-
rials.

8. A substantial investment, should be made in sophisticated research
and development activities serving a number of experimental pro-
grams and schools. Part of this can best. be done by contracting with
outside agencies, but it. is essential for Indian schools to be thoroughly
self-critical, self-evolving institutions. This requires local expertise
with widespread participation.

9. Major efforts should be made to involve Indian adults and com-
munities in the work of and control over the schools. There is a great
danger here that this can too easily be done on a token or patronizing
basis. Rough Rock School has proven its point in this regard and
should serve as a model for all Indian schools to study and emulate.

10. Of singular importance, an all out effort is needed to give
proper recognition to the Indian child's cultural background and skills
in the curriculum of t.he schools.

These constitute a few of the program implications that follow
from a new statement of policy. I am certain that all of you in the
audience could add additional recommendationsbut of course, this
is exactly what is needed. No one knows better the inadequacies of the
present system than the dedicated personnel who are frustrated by it.
But we too seldom ask for their ideas or listen when they are given.

None of these suggestions I have made are particularly new ororigi-
nal. I am sure that man3r of them have been voiced before. But, far
too often in the past our rhetoric has failed to materialize; high sound-
ing words have masked unpleasant realities; lack of nerve. imagina-
tion, and resources has undermined our vision, and new programshave
withered before fruition because of lack of adequate funding.

I am not suggesting that considerable progress has not been made
in providing better schools and educational programs for Indian chil-
dren. I know of no group in the United States that has fought harder
or longer, or with greater tenacity and forbearance for strong and
effective educational p ms for their children than the Navajo
people. I applaud yourreVrts and your accomplishments. linere else
can one find a Rough Rock Demontration School or a stronger tribal
commitment to high.er education for their youth. Given the limitations
on tribal income, the Navajo tribal scholarship program is one of the
finest in the countrT. I would also support and encourage your efforts
to extend the exciting innovations of the Rough Rock School to the
high school level and beyond that to your vision of a Navajo community
college. These are exactly the kinds of initiative and imagination that
a new Indian education policy calls for.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs is also to be commended for its sub-
stantial efforts to develop effective "Teaching English As a Second
Language" program across the Navajo Reservation. Also, the in-
creasing emphasis being placed on upgrading in-service training of
professional personnel and the development of new social studies ma-
terials which, will permit the Navajo children to understand and ap-
preciate their own culture, history, tribal government, and contempo-
rary reservation problems. These are ind.eed important steps in the
right directionbut I am sure that we would all agree that we
are 3ust beginning to think about quality in Indian education and
exemplary is still just a word, not a reality. And this is understand-
able when we remember that as late as 1950 nearly 60 percent of
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Navajo school-age children were out of schooland even today,
am told, there are several thousand children who are not attending
school, or have no school to attend. Equally discouraging is tbe fact
that almost 60 percent of all Navajo scholarship students never survive
their first year of college. The problem has always been one of quantity,
of catching up, of insufficient funds and long-neglected needs. Can we
look forward to the day when every school serving Navajo children
is a model school like Rough Rock where people from around the
world will come to visit and learn ? Is that too much to ask ? I think
not.

Having discussed the need for a bold new policy, some of its program
implications, and some of the important first steps that have been
taken on the Navajo Reservation, I would like to now consider two
problem areas that I consider to be major stumbling blocks to the
accomplishment of these goals.

The first area of concern has to do with the problems associated
with boarding schools. There has been considerable inisunderstanding
or misinformation about my concern and the concern of the subcom-
mittee in this matter. This is indeed unfortunate. It is far too im-
portant a problem to be misunderstood or cast aside. Let me return
to the record of our initial hearings in Washington to clarify my
concern. Dr. Dan O'Connell, a psychiatrist from Harvard University,
who has spent a considerable amount of time investigating the prob-
lems of Indian boarding schools, established several important points
in his testimony-

1. There are approximately 9,000 Indian children 9 years of age and
under in boarding schools.

2. That almost 8,000 of these children are Navajo children.
3. That to a large extent this is due to a lack of roads on the

reservation.
4. That Navajo parents do not necessarily oppose boarding schools

for their children but really have no choice when they do feel the
schools are unsatisfactory.

5. That there is almost universal agreement in the field of develop-
mental psychology that early separation of a child from the family
unit is a iestructive influence.

6. That family relationships are more complex and more important
to an Indian child than in white society, and crucial to his development
of a sense of identity. Thus separation from the family is potentially
even more traumatic and emotionally destructive.

7. That boarding schools as they presently exist are totally inade-
quate as a substitute for parents and familyand even with very
substantial improvements can never be an adequate substitute for a
home and family.

The painful reality of this problem was brought forcefully to my
attention by a very perceptive letter which I received from a teacher
in one of the large boarding schools for elementary age Navajo chil-
dren. I would like to quote at some length from the letter. It states
that the boarding school is undoubtedly less expensive and more readily
controlled than a large number of small day schools, and offers the
students advantages such as a good diet and health and sanitation
facilitieshowever the problems it creates are vast, widely recognized,
often bemoaned, but little has been done to eliminate them. The letter
points out that most children in BIA boarding schools only see their
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parents on occasional weekends, if that often. At these times parents
are "allowed to check out their childrenif the child's conduct in
school warrants it." If the child has been a "problem"for example
has run awayparents are not allowed to take him until he has
"learned his lesson." The letter points to an example where two young
boys froze to death while running away from a boarding school trying
to get to their home-50 miles away.

What is the result when children are taken away from their homes
for 9 months a year, from age 6 onward? The letter suggests family
ties are severely strained and often dissolvedeven brothers and sisters
in the same boarding school rarely get to see each other, due to dormi-
tory, class, and dining hall arrang-ements. The children become alien-
ated from their relatives, their culture, and much-admired traditional
Navajo skills (legends, sandpaintings, rug weaving) and ultimately
alienated from th.emselv es.

The letter goes on to point out that a number of factors militate
against ameliorating the trauma and lonelinessfor example the size
and impersonality of the school itselfsome as large as 1,200 ele-
mentary children in one institutionand the laek of overnight guest
facilities for parents who would like to visit their childrenand in
some instances lack of any encouragement on the part of the school
for parental visitation.

The letter pinpoints the dormitory guidance program as the most
serious deficiency in the whole boarding school system "for these
people are in charge of the children 16 hours a day, 7 days a week."
Yet they are understaffed, underprogramed, undersupervised, and
overextended. Each dormitory has only one teacher, and it is extremely
difficult to find suitable personnel for these crucial demanding posi-
tions. Yet even the finest teacher could accomplish little, when they
are responsible for 150 children. There is usually an aide on duty with
the teacher but with trying to mend clothes, supply linens, check roll,
keep order, fill out forms, prepare children for meals, bathing, school
work, and bed there is little time to do more than keep the walls from
being pulled down. How could this possibly take the place of the
personal attention, affection, and training that the children would
have received at home ?

Perhaps the most poignant statement of all is the author's personal
reaction to the childrenthey grasp most hungrily at any attention
shown them ; they are starved for affection-4unless you have lived
with them over a period of time, and see the loneliness and the monot-
ony of the daily routine, you cannot appreciate the tragedy of it all !

"Because of the shortftge of personnel there is a pronounced tend-
ency to herd rather than to guide. The boys and girls are yelled at,
bossed around, chased here and there, told and untolcl, until it is almost

iimpossible for them to do anything on their own nitiativeexcept
of course run away."

It should be minted out that the author of the letter is not blaming
anyone; in fact, he is extremely sympathetic to the plight of the
dormitory personnel. In addition, the letter suggests a number of
sensible improvements and alternatives. I have been informed by our
subcommittee staff that the letter has been read by other teachers in
similar boarding schools on the reservation who have found it to be
equally perceptive and true in terms of their experiences. I doubt if
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there is anyone in this room who would consider the boarding school
for young children a satisfactory situation.

The BIA has brought to our attention that about 90 percent of the
children in these boarding schools live within a distance of 25 miles
or less from the school. If the problem is lack of roads, then we should
build the roads if roads are not feasible because of rugged terrain,
then we should develop communities around schools. Again, I would
suggest that. there is much to be learned from the Rough Rock School
and applied throughout thu reservation. Why not Indian parents
living in every dormitory ? Why not adult education activities in
everyschool ? Why not Indian -parents enriching the curriculum with
Navajo crafts and cultural activities ? Why not community develop-
ment dimensions and programs for every school ? Why not guest facili-
ties for Indian parents? Or to go one step further, why not cottage
dormitories for 30 children plus an apartment for an Indian family ?

My personal feeling is that the best answer lies in providing the
necesbary roads coupled with integrated planning for community
development which will permit day schools to operate successfully,.
But meanwhile much can be done and should be done to improve the
large boarding schools.

Another area of subcommittee concern is the off reservation board-
ing school where many Navajo students are placed because of social,
family, or personal problems; or often because a public school could
not reach them or meet their special needs. The names are familiar
to all of you :

Chemowa Indian School, Oregon, 1880.
Chilocco Indian School, Oklahoma 1884.
Albuquerque Indian School, New Mexico, 1886.
Stewart Indian School, Nevada, 1890.

And there are others. These schools were oriemally set up to turn
Indian boys and girls into white peoplequicklyoften brutally
the-y rarely succeeded in their purpose but they were clearly successful
in doing great damage to the children. Today these same schools serve
a different purpose but, in too many instances damage is still being
done.

Two highly competent witnesses testified in our initial hearing's in
Washington that a high percentage of the students enter these schools
with serious problems, but that virtually nothing is done to cope with
the problems let alone correct them. In many instances the problems
get worse rather than better. As one witness put it these schools are
"dumping grounds" for problem children and serve largely a custodial
function. This is clearly a very unsatisfactory situation that demands
substantial improvement: I. ca a't believe that Indian parents would ap-
prove of such schools if they were aware of these problems, or if they
were consulted, or had a choice. -

Underlying the problems of both boarding school situations lies
a truth fundamental to the success of the whole cultui.-41 transaction we
call Indian education. There was a very important but generally un-
noticed finding buried in the massive Equal Education Opportunity
Study publish.ed in 1966. The study found that Indian students more
than any other minority, group believe themselves to be "below aver-
age" in intelligence and 'by the time they reach the 12th grade have the
poorest self-concept of any group tested. The long-range effect o f
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this educational failure is dramatically pointed out in a research
project conducted by the University of Arizona. The study found that
on one large Indian reservation in Arizona "the most unstable and
undependable young Indian men in the job market were those who
could. use English well, those who have extended exposure to schools
and vocational programs, and those who comprehend the meaning of
Anglo values."

Dr. John Bryde, and Dr. Bernard Spikla in their research studies
of Sioux Indian adolescents, go behind the statistics to point out the
severe clash of cultural value systems and how this is directly related
to poor academic performance, emotional instability, and the cross-
over phenomena. What can we conclude from these and othel.- research
findings. It has been best summarized by Dr. William Kelly of the
University of Arizona. He states :

The problem is biculturalism and neither the Indians nor Federal agencies,
nor anyone are really, understands the problem.

This would appear to be the heart of the matter if we are truly con-
cerned with effective educational programs. It will take a much greater
effort on the part of all of us, a much greater depth of understanding,
if we are to succeed.

The majority of American Indians are reaching for their own v3r-
sion of American life and this very definitely does not include the
repudiation of their Indian heritage and it does not include assimila-
tion. The great challenge of Indian education is to find the way to
help each Indian student find his own version of American life that
will make it possible for him to meet the challenges and changes of
life with versatility and grace. This is a grand and exciting and ter-
ribly important challengeI wish you the best in your endeavors.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
PUBLIC HEALTH SE.RVICE,
INDIAN HEALTH AREA OFFICE,
Phoenix, Ariz., February 23, 1968.

Mr. JOHN L. GRAY,
Professional Staff Member, Senate Subcommittee on Indian Elducation, Wash-

ington, D.C.
DEAR MR. GRAY : It was indeed a pleasure to meet you, albeit for such a brief

time, here in Phoenix at the Tribal Leaders Health Conference last week. It
certainly came as a great shot in the arm for me to know that the Senate Sub-
eommittee on Indian Education views favorably a mental health approach to the
problems so many of our Indian citizens are facing.

As you may know, the position of Mental Health Program Officer for Phoenix
Area of the Division of Indian Health is still in its infancy. I was appointed as
the first member of the team in September, following my residency in Psychiatry.
So, as you might guess, I'm still very much in the process of getting my feet wet
with the problems, even though I'm not quite dry behind the ears from my own
training. Be that as it may, this is proving to be one of the most challenging
experiences of my life.

As of January I have completed my first tour of the 1.1. service units and
reservations and most of the BIA. schools covered by the Phoenix Area. Office.
After reviewing the Mental, Health situations in these various Places, discussing
the problems with Hospital and Field Health staff and Tribal Health officials, I
have come to the tentative conclusion that the needs and problems of each unit
are quite unique. True, there are certain common themes such as -problems
related to alcohol anki family disintegration, Poverty and social deprivation.
However, there are reservationa where suicide and impulse disorders are far
more common than on other recervations. The cultural factors play a major role
in mental health programing.
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Therefore, I am inclined not to develop an area-wide mental health program,
but to encourage the development of mental health programing at the Reserva-
tion level, with technical assistance from an Area multidisciplined Mental Health
team.

I am committed to the concept of Indian Involvement and I am trying to lay
the groundwork at the grass roots level for such a development to emerge. Here
is a situation where the Indian needs to guide and advise me as to planning for
his own improved mental health. The mental health team can provide the techni-
cal assistance and coordination. It is also zny belief that there are right now on
reservation a handful of sensitive, psychologically minded, insightful Indian
people who could be trained in Mental Health concepts who could be the right
arm of a professional Mental Health team at the grass roots level. They could be
taught to recognize early signs of emotional pathology and to make appropriate
referrals, to utilize the principle of acute crises intervention in dealing with
disturbed individuals and their families, to provide supportive therapy under
supervsion to appropriate disturbed individuals, to provide leadership or support
to community-based programs on alcoholism and family disintegration.

The problems the Indians are facing are immense, as 7'311 are well aware. But
I have a strong belief in the integrity of Indian people, if we can only take
carefully planned steps to encourage their own participation in their own
planning for the future.

By Jub 1968 I hope to add a psychiatric social worker, psychologist and
mental health nurse to the Area team and, sometime later, an anthropologist.
Also in the Area plans is a proposal for Indian Mental Health workers as I
described above. This has not been approved and budgeted at headquarters as
yet, but I'm keeping my fingers crossed. If I can't get these positions funded I'll
try to get them through other means. I think the tribes may be willing to sponsor
such workers on certain reservations, but this would take time and funds which
most do not have.

Concerning Indiaa educatio. let me say first that there are persons here far
more knowledgeable than I am on the subject, since I am really a newcomer to
the Public Health Service, and I have requested some of the persons to submit
to you their ideas in writing. Howevrr, I would like TO share some general im-
pressions.The whole concept of Indian Boarding Schools and their efEect has been a
highly controversial issue historically. My colleague, Dr. Bergman in Window
Rock, has written a fascinating and, I believe, accurate appraisal of the situa-
tion of the Indian Boarding School. His report was presented at the Conference
of the American Academy of Pediatrics Committee on Indian Health, May 15-16.
1967, in Silver Spring, Maryland. I don't think I could formulate the problem any
better.

The ultimate fate of the boarding school will probably hang in the balance
for some years to. come. In the meantime the situation existing today is critical.
The boarding school can no longer be run under the pretense that one is providing
an educational opportunity to the reservation Indian where no other facility
exists. It is quite clear we are dealing with a group of Indian children who have
been referred from a Reservation to a boarding school because of one of a
number of social and psychological problems. True, there is a certain, percentage
of students who are coming to boarding schools primarily because there are no
educational secondary schools available on Reservationbut this number is
diminishing every year. At the Phoenix Indian School alone, for example; out
of an enrollment of approximately 1,000 students, over 200 come from broken
homes. Five hundred and eighty students are considered.academically retarded.
There are at least 60 students enrolled where there exfsts a serious family drink-
ing problem. From September to December of 1967 there were 16 reported cases
of serious glue sniffing. The school is often pressured into accepting students with
a history of juvenile delinquency and overt emotional disturbance.

With this great change in the profile of the student body there has not been a
concomitant change in staffing skilled workers or training existing personnel to
cope with these problems.

The situation has reached crisis proportions. In the case of Phoenix list:Ilan
School the Administration and Public Health Service have joined forces in del el-
oping a Mental Health Steering Council of which I am a member. We are cur-
rently in the process of setting up the guidelines for an .across-the-board re-
evaluation of the educational, health 'and school environment, with positive
steps to better meet the needs of the Indian students. There is great need for
skilled, sensitive workers, especially in the schools to work with students, as
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well as professional mental health workers back on the reservation to potentiate
the helping people at the community level. Enclosed is the first report of the
Committee. At present we are working on the Mental Health In-Service Educa-
tion program for the Phoenix Indian School and Public Health Service staff
working with students.

The other BIA boarding schools in the Phoenix Area have very similar prob-
lems. I have submitted a proposal to headquarters for funding of a Mental
Health team at Sherman Institute in Riverside, California. I feel they are ready
for the team, and there are presently highly qualified individuals in the area
available to fill the positions called for on the Mental Health team. If Public
Health Service or BIA cannot fund the team I will try other foundations or
agencies as necessary.

I am eagerly looking forward to the Senate Subcommittee report on Indian
Education and for their knowledgeable guidance as to future planning in areas
of Indian education.If there are specific issues you or the committee desire to be clarified or
expanded, please let me know. If I cannot adequately provide the necessarY
information 1 will find the source who does.

Thank you for this opportunity to share some of my early impressions and
plans with you.

Most sincerely, ANTHONY E. ELITE, M.D.,
Mental Health. Program. Officer.

REPORT OF AD Hoc JOINT SUB-COMMITTEE ON MENTAL HEALTH

77,1embers : N. Kalajan, Chr., A. Castiglia, K. Calloway, J. Chapman, A. Elite,
M.D., B. Friedman, R. Orilla, C. MacMillan.

A series of situations in the Phoenix Indian School indicated a growing Mental
Health problem among the students. Concommitant with this, a need for improved
joint working relationship between the Phoenix Indian School and Public Health
Service was apparent. A letter from James Kilgore, M.D., contract Psychiatrist,
indicating some solutions to the problems, stimulated a meeting of representatives
of the two ager zies on Jan. 22, 14/68. The above committee was appointed by
Superintendent Wallace with the approval of Mr. Flood, as a result of this
meeting.

The Ad Hoc committee met three timesJanuary 29th, Feb. 5th and Feb. 12th.
The meeting discussions centered largely around identifying the mental health
problems in the school, categorizing them, and recommending priorities for action.

The committee also felt that an authoritative statement on School Mental
Health could provide a frame of reference for all concerned, and may help to give
needed direction in this significam- effort. The following ideas are suggested as
baselines for philosophy :

From "School Health Dducation," Third Edition, by Delbert Oberteuffer, Ph. D.,
page 360 :

"A PSYCHOLOGICALIP.7 'HEALTHY' ENVIRONMENT

"The emotional health of pupils is fiff::..cted by every aspect of their school
system, including the general philosophy of the school, preparation of the cur-
riculums, selection and appointments of teachers, and procedures related to
supervision, discipline, promotion, and grade placement. A child-centered cur-
riculum in which the native interests and needs of learners are guiding factors
in determining content is more likely to be productive of well-adjusted children
than one in which the content is determined by 'college boards' or other ex-
traneous standards. A school in which the students feel at home, as if they were a
part of it rather than merely forced to attend classes.in the building, one in which
there is mutual respect and a friendly attitule between staff and students, has
this healthy atmosphere. The system of discipline, of rules and regulations govern-
ing student conduct, must be eminently fair and intelligent, and its formation
participated in by students, if possible."

From "Mental Health In Schools," prepared 2ointly by the Association of State
and Territorial Health Officers, the Association of State and Territorial Mental
Health Authorities, and the Council of Chief State School Officers; Washington,
D.C., 1966:"Mental Health practices and procedures should be an integral part of the
current school health and educational programs. The school should examine in
dr,pth, its internal policies, communications, and personnel practices*and their
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hapset on the mental health aspects of the health and educational programs.
Becanse schools influence mental health either adversely or constructively, it isurgent that they define their role in bringing mental health concepts andperrices into the health and educational programs. The universality of the
srbool experience. Its duration, and its importance to children and youth require
that the mental health implications of the school health and educational processes
be examined carettall,v."
.4 Psrsisal

'The need to reappraise the curriculum for students with special problems ; to
have a snore individualized approach, not necessarily with the goal of a diploma,but more in keeping with the students' intrests, abilities and potential for
growth.

Need to reappraise the dormitory program with regard to objectives, desired
outcome. and proposed ways to achieve them.Need to retool our educational approach, to better meet the needs of the
Isdian students ; to structure new approaches along with existing oneet in
working with teochere. staff and students to enable the school to do a better job
for students.

Need to appraise the total school health program, with particular emphasis
on implications for mental health education and services.
losservice education

Need to help school and PERS staffs to uuderstand the meaning of the difficult
situatioos that arise so that more satisfying action can be taken in regard to them.

Need for all staffs to understand the normal growth and development as well as
the problem* of adolescents.Need to provide staff witi ismierstanding of how the mind works and why,
eapecially with regard to adolesec-ryi.s.

Need to provide staff with understanding of the tribal cultural differences as
represented in the student population.

Need for staff to study and understand the relationship of cultural backgroundfactors to students' attitudes toward discipline.Need to explore and understand the specific problems of students, such as
drinking, indifference to educational objectives, to -school rules, etc.
Staff expansion

Need for full-time school Social Service Worker.
Need for additional academic faculty skilled in special education ; the need

in indicated by the many factors demanding intensive work with students, such
as academic retardation, social problems, etc. In general, measurement of teacher-
pupil ratio should not be made by the same standards.used in regular high school
situations.

Need for additional professionally trained counsellors in the. Guidance Depart-
mentNeed for dormitory personnel as may be indicated by a reappraisal of the
dormitory program.
Health aereioca .

Need to idantif7, deline and improve health services to students. .Need to improve intra and interagency communications relating to -health
11111PwvIIMM,Need to identify students with emotional problems and refer them to a Mental'
Health Team for evaluation.Need to explore a different type of .stafting in the school Clinic, for. early detec-
tion of emotional and psychiatric disturbances. .

Misoeikoneova

mazrzrzcsrloze or NEED8

1.Need frOr organisation of a school health steering coniteii. -

Need for student involvement in health programming and in- health irroblemsolving (posaibly Indicating the need for formation of a student ,health com-.
mittee).mod to appraise ihe problems :pooled by oft-reservation, lioarding..chool at,
tendance as they may relate to the mental healtliof students:

1111110011113101131DATION5 /Mit pazoarr &CT1O ar Tura .4.pizim8xlvz ,CO4iigirrizz
In view of the many problems enumerated herein, and recognizing the ladk of-

feasibility of approaching all of them at once, the committee members suggest
the following programs for action now : (In order of priority : )

1. Organize a school health steering council.

13
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2. Develop plans for and implement, a Mental Health In-Service Education
program for all PIS and PHS staff having to do with students.

3. Employ a full-time School Mental Health Team.
4. Plan and implement a Pilot Program for a selected, limited number of stu-

dents with emotional problems.
Special Project : Mental Health Team tor Sherman Institute.
The mental health problems facing the Indian Bording Schools are obvious.

Psychological disabilities have been well documented by Paxton IQ studies. So-
ciological disabilities which include family disruption compoundt-11 by boarding
school life ; language barriers, culture conflicts, and color handicaps are major
problem areas barely handled in any meaningful way by the School staff. Edu-
catonal and vocational disabilities likewise characterize a large portion of the
student body.The results of these problem areas are ineffective education, high dropout rate,
behavioral and psychiatric disorders and vocational failures.

Because of Sherman's unique location and various community and university
resources and because of the positive staff and administrative attitudes to ex-
plore new avenues and improve their techniques in dealing with these prob-
lems, I propose that a mental health team be created to undertake the follow-
ing tasks :1. More meaningful evaluation of the students.

2. Treatment when necessary.
3. Referral when necessary.
4. Coordination with referral agencies.
5. Coordination with home environment.
6. 1n-service training of Bureau of Milan Affairs and Public Health Serv-

ice school staff.
7. Case conferences.
8. Research and development.

In order to fulfill the functions called for by these tasks, the following mem-
bers of the mental health team are needed :
1. Consultant psychiatrist, and director, mental health program : (two-

fifths time) $1,200 per month, 10 months $12, 000
2. Clinical psychologist, full time, salary $15,000 per month, 10 months- 15, 000
3. Psychiatric social worker. full time, salary $1,100 per month, 12

months 13, 200
4. Administrative secretary (GS-6?) full time, salary, $675 per month_ 8, 100
5. Senior stenographic clerk (GS-4?), full time, salary $575 per month 6, 900

Total salaries 55, 200
Operations : furniture, approx. 20 to 25 percent of salaries ; office supplies 13, 800

Total 69, 000

89-101 0-69---pt.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALLEN D. ',LAZNE; CHAIRMAN, NAVAJO TRILAL EDUCATION

COMMrFIEE, FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ.

I would like to preface my remarks to this Sub-Committee with an expression
of appreciation for the interest of its members in American Indians and their
education. For a number of years I have served as Chairman of the Education
Committee of the Navajo Tribal Council and I have long felt the need for such
interest.

Today, I would like to briefly review the membership and functions of the
Navajo Tribal Education Committee and some of the needs and accomplishments
of Navajo Education as seen by this Committee.

As you might know, the Education Committee is appointed by the NavaJo
Tribal Council and its five members are all councilmen. The main job of the
Education Committee is to serve as a connecting link between the Navajo Tribal
Council and educational agencies serving Navajo youth. Also, the Education
Committee conceives its job as providing leadership to the Federal, public, and
parochial agencies in identifying the needs of Navajo youth.

The Education Committee appreciates the importance of this task when it
considers that the median age of the reservation population is about 17 years.
Thus, programs being provided this age group are of key importance.

In early 1966, tbe Navajo Area of the Bureau of Indian Affairs was formed. At
this time, the Education Committee met with representatives of the New Navajo
Area to consider the direction that Navajo Education should take. From the dis-
cussions that ensued, the Education Committee selected four goals for Navajo
Education. These goals are :

1. To attack the unique problems of Indian students by the provision of
unique programs suited to the needs of these students, such as the E8L
Program-2. To seek maximum feasible involvement of parents and tribal leaders in
the education program.

3. To develop a public informatton program which reflects Progress made
on a continuing basis.

4. To endeavor to assist in any way possible so that full utilization can
be made of resources, including the Economic Opportunity Act, Public
Law 89-10, and other similar programs which can benefit the Indian people.

The Committee feels that significant progress has been made in meeting these
geals in the past two years-

First, and of key importance, the last two years have seen the involvement of
parents and tribal leaders reach a new high. The Education Committee set aside
special days during the school year for honoring parents and tribal leaders. Special
programs are planned at the schools on these days to recognize parents and tribal
leaders and show the importance of their involvement every day. During the past
tviro years,,with Education Committee guidance, 9 out of 10 Federal schools have
formed boards of education which are playing an increasing role in school affairs.

Fdrther, the Educatiori Committee has encouraged all in Navajo Education to
utilize public information media to tell the "Navajo Education Story" with par-
ticular reference to the accomplishments of the students. Each year, the Educa-
tion Committee sponsors an annual youth conference where the accomplishments
of the students are dramatized.

One means the Education Committee employs to effect coardination of agencies
serving Navajo students is through an annual Navajo Education Cenference of
two or three days duration it sponsors. Through this, programs Underway are, re-
viewed and concerted action sought. Th, Committee also enlists the aid and sup-
Port of all agencies in the "badk . to school"' campaign it sponsor* each fail to
encourage all Navajo 'students to continue their eduCation.

The Oommittee endeavors to get all agencies to develop relevant or appropriate
instructiOnal programs particularly suited to the needs of Navajo youth. Public
Law 89-10, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, has been of much
assistance on this.

Through this Act, all public and Federal schools have, fOr the first time, been
able to fund projects which give particular attention to the problems'encountered
by Navajo youth.

To illustrate the effects of this Act, Pederal schools have been able to. enlist the
assistance of leading colleges and universities In:planning and -,develtyping an
English as-a-second-language program in,all,gederal,classrJoms on the reserva-
tion. This is of-Maiked assistance. to the 9; tont of 10 Navajo students Who Come
to. school sneaking only' Navi(i. Further, through-a Conttact -with a nearby mi-

.
.

,

. . ,
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versity Navajo social studies units are being developed which will help the stu-
dents appreciate their rich heritage and develop a positive concept of self which
will lead to future accomplishments.

The Education Committee is pleased with the progress being made and hope
that PL 89-10 funds continue to be available to schools serving Navajo students.

The Committee is also pleased with the demonstration school established two
years ago at Rough Rock, Arizona. We feel that this school has been successful
in identifying staff members needed at alI schools for commanity and parental
liaison work, and. ways that the role of the Board of Education can be enlarged.
We feel that the national attention given this school has been of much benefit
to Navajo Education. This school is jointly sponsored by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Office of Economic Opportunky, and the Navajo Tribe.

Now to some needs--
The concern of this Senate Subcommittee, that it is necessary for students

young and old to attend boarding schools, is shared. In fact, this has been a
concern of long standing on the Navajo Reservation and with the Education
Committee.

This concern has led to an attempt to utilize all possible opportunities for stu-
dents to attend school on a day basis. Some progress has been made on this. In
1952, only 2,579 Navajo students attended public and Federal Day schools. In
1967, most of the over 17,000 Navajo students in public schools attended on a
day basis, and about 1,000 students attended Federal schools on a day basis.
This shows that some progress has been made.

In conclusion, this survey tends to reveal that students, now in boarding schools
are generally from the most isolated and most sparsely populated areas of the
reservation. In order to be serviceable, roads constructed would need to be hard
surfaced so that it would be usable throughout the year. Road building efforts
short of this in the past have been, at best, of temporary value.

At the same time, it is recognized that a main need of the reservation is the
devolpment of economic opportunity. It is believed that the provision of economic
opportunity would do much to break the poverty cycle and eliminate some of the
main disadvantages Navajo people face when compared with the general popu-
lation.

It is felt that a "key ingredient" in the making possible of economic oppor-
tunity is the development of a master road system for the reservation which
could lead to industrialization and urbanization. Experience has shown that as
paved roads are established, people tend to move up to ,the road making day
school attendance possibl& ,

In the meantime, through the parental involvement program, we are endeav-
oring to encourage parents to visit their children in boarding schools -and take
them home on weekend& We will continue in *our efforts to 'de thi&

Distinguished Committee Members, I guess the main need, of all' agencies
serving Navajo students is more fund& Funds' to hire more well-trained people
and funds to extend the reach of the schools ftirther intO.the community. Also,
we need More higher education funds from'all sources' to Make education beyond
the high school a reality for the increasing nuMber Of Navajo 'high school

g The' Ele.adsti'lrt Prograin which the Onifi_ce._of!.NpairEtjuno ityEgogrnornitc kOsspporatucet3;
has carried on
real' difference b tate your effortr oni',our
will help.

Finally, , We, appree
ithis -CoMmittee. I haveYou have my thanks of t the 'Chance to' aPPear befor:he .

some additional information I' Would liketo submit for

Senator RoBFAT F. KENNEDY,

Senator PAUL J. FANNIN,
Senate: Subootwinittee'onIndian.Eduoation,
Senate Office Bailding; Vashinfiton; D:Oz ,

atiokimitt,EN . ,
: _The current' national mteicest in Indian ducatio is l g o tr-

thahope of th0 Nava* SOciar Action Group, 'it group:Of NR.vajos inter-
estedqn affeeting changeis in the-areas Of Navajo health, edncatiOn'and welfare,

NAVAJO SOCIAL ACTION GRObP,
Fart Defiance, Ariz.,'March 28-9:1968.
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that appropriate action will be carried out as a result of the hearings being held
by the Senate Sub-Committee on Indian Education. The Navajo Social Action
Group wishes to present the following problems and recommendations regarding
Navajo Education.

Outstanding progress has been realized in Navajo Education during the last
ten years. However, considering the recent national progress, education for
Navajos grossly is inadequate.
Boarding school problems

Most Navajo children attend boarding schools located considerable distances
from their homes. Boarding schools are perhaps the most undesirable way to
educate normal Indian children, but boarding schools are presently the only
community educational resource on the Navajo reservation. Boarding schools
are necessary at the present time because : there are few all-weather roads to
transport children to public schools, families live in rural areas far from popula-
tion centers; there are few urban communities whel e housing and other services
are available for those who wish to live close to public schools; there are few
family social. services and income maintenance programs for needy families who
must care for small children ; there is a lack of employment opportunities and
there is a lack of special community services for children with special problems
due to parental neglect, delinquency and mental retardation. Because these com-
munity services normally available to other people are inaccessible to the Navajo
people, boarding schools are necessary for the education of our children. We are
continually aware of the many negative experiences that affect young people in
boarding schools. We trust that the Committee will deal with these problems
further in its hearings.
Reoommendations to improve boarding schools

1. Present Navajo Education Programs must be adequately funded, imxnedi-
ately if reasonable standard.s are to be developed.

2. There must be a reasonable ratio of child care staff to care for the children
when they are not attending classes. A proper ratio would be one parental
substitute or dorm attendant to fifteen children instead of the ratio of one to
fifty which exists in many Indian boarding schools today.

3. All child care staff should _receive special training on a continual in-service
basia Child care staff should also receive continuous professional supervision
and consultation.

4. Special programs shoUld be developed to identify the ,enormous variety of
special problems experienced by boarding school children. Special treatment and
education programs should be available to meet their needs.

3. Parents and the school staff must be allied and involved with the child's
development through mutual interest in community meetings, continuous cor-
respondence, and visits to the parents home by school staff familiar with the
child's development.

6. Children must be dealt with on an individual basis in the educational and
social asPects of their boarding sctool experience. They must be given the oppor-
tunity and help to express their desires, fears and successes.

7. Family social services should be expanded and improved so that families
with special needs can )9 helped to provide adequate homes for boarding,school
children. Many children are imMobilized by ,their anxieties over the -welfare of
their families at home.

8. Navajo culture and history shOuld be an integral part of the children's
boarding school curriculum.. Navajos who are skilled in folklere and traditions
should be a part of the scboe,l 'staff.

9. Cottage dorinitories, _with children_ varying ages living in a family atmos-
phere, should replace the militarY-barracks-like dormitories no* used.' Husband
and wife teams could be employed to care for. these Children -so they- can help
develop healthy:soCial and emotionaltattitudes.

10. More cOnmiunitY, boarding.schools ehOtdd be patterned, after the .Rough
Rock Demonstration SehOol., Comninnity Scheel boardii should have real . au-
thority to "direct the adMiniStration Of the school rather thin to function iii a
vague advisorY role. ,

Recommendations for public schools
Public geboels Could-'pOssiblY become the beat form of education-tor 'Navajo

students'if the aehooli'had'high and-progressive Standards and if the eommimity
and5Parents'Were actively' in-volved in the School programa If` the public' school

89-101
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program is inadequate, and the parents are dealt with in a rude or indifferent
manner, the public school retards education and creates additional tensions in the
community.

1. Public schools should develop programs to help the drop-outs and children
with special social family problems. Professional, trained staff should be em-
ployed as counselors and social workers so that the child's problems at home
can be related to his educational problems. In many progressive areas of the
country, school social workers have been employed to meet these important
ne adg.

2. Indian children should not be isolated into special groups, labeled, and
stereotyped by the educators. Children should not be made to feel helpless be-
cause they are Indians are because they have special needs. Discretion should
be exercised in the proper use of Johnson-O'Malley Hot Lunch Program, clothing
programs, or in the training of sanitation and health habits. Children receiving
welfare benefits should be treated equally.

3. Parents must be respected and included in all levels of their children's
education.

4. Navajo culture and hirtory should be included in every phase of the cur-
riculum and should always be treated respectfully. Significant events in Navajo
history should receive the same stature and treatment as given to St. Patrick's
Day or Columbus Day.

5. There should be emphasis placed on ungraded teaching similar to those
methods used in many progressive public schcols rather than placing children
in "slow groups" or "dummy groups" from which a child seldom emerges through-
out his brief educational experience.

6. Special federal and state programs must be developed and funded to meet
the special educational needs of Indian children in public schools.. Present fed-
eral programs should continue so that local schools will be able to maintain and
improve their present programs and develop new programs to meet the total
educational needs of Indian students.

Although our recommendations may be brief and incomplete, it is the hope of
the Navajo Social Action Group that these recommendations will assist the Sen-
ate Sub-CoMmittee on Indian Education in their evaluation Of the problems and
needs of Indian students. The time is short for many Indian students. Soon they
will be entering adult life as parents and workers. Indian education must be
changed and improved now, so that every child will have an equal opportunity
to attain fulfillment as an American citizen of Indian heritage.

SincerelY yours,
Mrs ELLOUIBE DE GROAT, Chairman.

THE NAVAJO SOCIAL ACTION GROUP,
Fort Defiance, Ariz., April 4,1968.

Hon. ROBERT F. KENNEDY,
Chairman,Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education;
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. .

GENTLEMEN The most vital, force the people Of' the United States cah give to
the American Indians, is an education--,an education of exCeilenee. We Navajos
recognize this and desire the best that the Anglo-American society-has to oirer
our patterns of life.

We want a sYstem of' education which *ill help Us learn' to seek truthS.' We
want a system of education which will not , degrade our ancient Navajo' waYs.
We desire a system which Will teach us to solve our own Probleins, to, teach:us
self-reliance, to giVe-us back our self-respeet'

The present Bureau of Indian Affairs School system functions';.basically as it
has ten to twenty years ago. ,Tet our population' has inerecised, our Problems
have becOrde more coMplek. The- pergomiel' of _the BIA 'Are' generally sympathetic
with.onr troubles but 'Can usually do 1itt16' to Cut throukh the '"'shacklink jungles
of red-taix 'and Bureau- ,

Our hope is that needed changes will come through the wiadoni 'and' guidance
of our country's leaders. , , . ,

It frightens us that we have become so dependent Upon_ the, Bureau for ,our
edaCation. It" behOoy,eslaid to PaY, attention to 'those omit:011s §igns white4 indicate
that . this systeia of education: seeins 'to be ,"eranking,,oRe, , too, many,, alienated
Indian yOuths; in' eonflict between the old and the new *ays. We 'ha;ie been
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taught to be ashamed of "our heathen past," our "illiterate ways," and our
"unsanitary mode of living."

As a person primarily interested in the social-psychological makeup of many
of my contemporaries, I am most hopeful that a study will be made of the
effects of boarding school life on our Navajo personality. As a former boarding
school student, through personal observations, I am becoming increasingly con-
vinced that boarding school systems have wrought havoc on the personality
formation of the Navajo people, en masse. Why are there are so many signs of
terrible emotional upheavalshigh incidence of alcoholism, the astronomical
rise of youthful suicide cases, juvenile delinquency, and other crime rates?

First, may I advocate the following :
1. Personalize the educational approach of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
(a) Increase the ratio of dormitory personnel to the children. It presently is a

ratio of 1 to 50 children. How can any child during his tender years ever attain
the loving warmth of someone interested in his welfare? Our children go to
school nine months out of the year. They are deprived of full adult warmth and
support during those school months. It is no wonder tt at the rebellion of our
Indian youth to authority has become even more pronounced in recent years:

(b) De-institutionalize dormitory livingthis can,.be done, for example, by
planning more privacy into the existing facilities. Freedom should be given staff
and children to inculcate warmer touches in the dormitories. This may seem
to be of trivial importance, yet there is such an obvious vacuum of personal
touches, that the observer cannot help but understand why hundreds of Navajos,
going through "the process," have not "done so well."

(c) Provide full professional school social work, psychological and psychiat-
ric care to any student who requires diagnosis and treatment of emotional prob-
lems. These professionals with well-trained anthropologists could also help in
the in-service training of school personnel, besides helping t-1 span the bridges
between school, community, and parents. They should be given full authority to
recommend and:enact Bureau policies which may be hampering healthy person-
ality and intellectual growth.

(d) Enforce a more vigorous and compulsory training program for the child
care staff. Most of the native personnel have been reared in the more rigid school
systems of the paat. They have had noother models to pattern after, consequently,
many still portray' rigid,- aloof perionalities, cold to the needs of the young chil-
dren. Child growth and 'deVelopment pkinciples are sorely lacking' in the inter-
relationship of children With dormitory personnel. Full utilization should be mdde
of the regional univeraities and technical-centeitin, developing high standititIs in
the in-serviCe training Of the NaVajo dokinitory persOfinel.

(a) Enforce "cultural.' sensitiVitk" Workshops particularly fOr the native
personnel. They are in daily Contact With the Xavajo.children. Their attitudes of
the Navajo culture have grave impact upOn the Children, The Navajo staff
should be' helped to understand; and respect tbe tradition:4 Of the Navajo people.
To enCOurage hatred of the Navajo Ways only fOatera Self-degradation among our
People. These wOrkshops. Should be of the higheit Calibre Of instrUet.ori, keenly
concerned in the anielioration Of the Indian PeoPle:

2. Lift the standards of classroom instructions.
(o) , Introduee a vigorouS and synthetized appreciation',for ',Navajo history,

art, philiosePhy, and iralues; into the Bureau-schooLcUrricula. With'ialt the latest
data in 'the human Stiences; Certainly, highlY;.,professiOnal. planning specialists
should take adyantage (gall this knowAior":and deYeleti,eiceelle*e in the claSs-
rooni currieuluin. '; .; , ,

(b.) Endourage the establishment 'of classroOM- InstrOtiOn for the, mentally
gifted Navajo children. Theie 'ClaSiroOn is ShOfild bCitaught by. .`the meat 'en-
thusiastic, highest qualified instructors. There ViaUld 1*,aonieltYpe of; stimuli for
these gifterChildren. With professional 'gUldince;theSe,yOnngsteks'ean' learn to
'apPreciate the beau!ties'.9f the. N.Wtra-R.0 way.P;'.and With . th6.Jearn41':atillity to
solve prOblezns, :peiti,ps; they can prOvfcle':ftitdre cleadeOhip __and inOiration in
develoPing a: great NaVajo,. soCiety: .

(p) EnCOurage *idespread' deYelotiment of, apeciat.eduCation Classe'S*S.r. the
slow learning and handicaPPed child. Perhaps; 'yvith.'vrasdoni 'and enCouragetnent,

;these phildren can, be' helped ,to .blossom into' contributing **bet* Of 'our Ociety,
.irOt hnidernS :to the tai-Payeris. .r,

'the'therotstandards of tfieVdikAttOial OyOte*s -

ThOrkshotild be`..esitablished:edneationati.eseareli 'centers on our ReaerVa-
tion: If thisfla Unfeasible;the:BureauShenid.cOntriet OriVersitieS ttn d .other
teChnleal centers ',to 661-Ve Sonie'of the pre/hieing of indian'ecineation. Theise centers

.r
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should coordinate the development of audio-visual techniques, research projects,
publications of papers vital to Indian education, and/or new techniques in lan-
guage development.

( b) The Bureau should establish at least twa educational demonstration cen-
ters such as the Rough Rock Demonstration School. These should be placed in
two other strategic locations, to show and teach our adult Navajos the great
potentials of education.

4. Community services.
(a) To succeed, the educational systems must actively involve Navajo parents

in the processes of education. The Navajo people must be helped to learn inde-
pendence. The Bureau personnel must make every effort to involve parents in
those decisions effecting Navajo Children. This has not been done in the past
because of the need to rush "illiterate" Navajos into the millstream of education :
"It took too much time to truly involve the Navajo parents." We cannot afford,
as a democratic society, to foster paternalism, among any group of people. Educa-
tion must become a responsibility of the parents again. The schools must return
to the parents and to the communities.

These are only a few recommendations which I hope will be helpful to the
Senate Sub-Committee on Navajo Indian Education. My hope is that the Com-
mittee will be successful in instigating needed improvements for the education of
my people.

Sincerely yours,
GLORIA J. EMERSON,

Member, Navajo Social Action. Group.

LETTER FROM A BOARDING SCHOOL TEACHER

TuilAFeCbrrruT ltlz,arY''Ai7,1968*
Senator ROBERT F. KENNEDY,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Dkka SENATOR : I hope that some of the thoUghts and observations in this letter
may be of some USe in your coming insPection and Study of the Navajo. reierva-
tion. First, I had better admit, that I am a BIA peen .( that Is, teacher) and tgo
can't or at any rate don't want to sound as if I can perceive'er: understand the total
picture of:problems and progress- On:the reservationI have billy beet heretWo
yearS, and have only' experienced the preblein here:in a ihnited Manner..

However, two years is long :enoUgh for ohiiierytttionta tO be: inade and,oPinions
formed, on the little I haVe ekrierienced, here at the lOcalleVel, and Ns might
in turn help provide .you With. some InSight; Or at leaSt one person's, feelings, On
what is ofisn't. hapPening. Tins can at tithe§ be, yaluablet fOr here id'the leyel at
whieli the- successea and' failUres Of People and' Prograina Can.' be mest hOneatly
asseased,.after all the prOmotorS and diselaiMers have Made all the SPeeehes and
put forth all the ideas; This IS the-Pldee at whiCh reality *Om in, nnd it is Often
not pleasant to face.

I realize, of course, that your 'COncern' Covers. Mank itiPeCtS of the :fife here
and the 'Problems are in.'dozens of area*, It Makes /Or difficulty in; Seleeting one
as being, the: Meet Heivelier, prejudiCed. I :feel "that many of the
problems and'ansWerS. lie Withinthe reservatiOn ScheolS;

I've only had eiPerienee in teaching:here at -the Tuba bitY Boarding SchoOl.
But I've seen enough here and at schools that,I've yisited, and talked ,with enotigh
people froth different Placed teiCerne'to Somehopefullj, accurate+LCOneldsiOns. I
hope they Prove to'be.valict,' and'uSefuf..;

One mujor PrObleM;of CoUrie, is 'the boarding,:acheet Pei :Se.'AlthOugh Vie idea
of a boarding :sehool, which draWk in' Students frOnt a -bread area, 'Is 'undoubtedly
lesa extienaiyeland",More:,readily 'COntrollect, than a large:,iMMber Of *all day
schoOlS, and offers 'the 'stUdentii'adsiantaged such Ua a goOddiet 'and health and
sanitation facilities, ,the problems, that it:preatek are Yatit,f and :,require; SeltitionS.
The' Problents are Often reetigniZed; and' are', ofte#' beninaned; tiat little hag: been
done;theihnihate theni. One of`theeeltidiStanCefroM

In an age and 'area WhiCh need lbeal"caniintinitY:Intereat,..iniiii*enient and
understanding, in which .we ,are Opposed, to be building and thaintithibit
harmeny between cultures, we iind,Many,sehaols at' snehAiStanCeiffrOM the hOmes
Of the Student's,: that, MeaningfUl eentaCt,is diffieult te-,40 4.'aiie.Thet4e. dis-
tanee§ Make ine*Uiugia relationship:4'; Or even -mere:Visiting; 'a SeYere hardahiP.
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(For example, the two young boys who froze to deat,b while running away from a
boarding school were trying to get to their homesfifty miles away.) The lack of
transportation and the ruggedness of the terrain compounded the problem.

As a result, most children on the reservation starting at age six, only see their
parents on occasional weekends, if that often. At these times parents are usually
"allowed to check out their childrenif the child's conduct in school warrants it,
in the opinion of the school administration. If he has, been a "problem" (e.g. has
run away) paren,ts are often not allowed to take him until he has "learned his
lesson". This may take up to a month to accomplish. This may tend to cut down on
runaways, but it would seem that we should work toward eliminating the cause,
rather than punishing the results.

However, these are often the lucky children. I have no evidence of this, except
the word of teachers who are directly involved, but I have been told of schools
(e.g. Toadlena Boarding School) at which parents are not allowed to check their
children out on weekends, in order to eliminate runaways, (except .for emer-
gencies).

When children are taken from their homes for nine months a year, from age
six onward, family ties a,:e severly strained, and often dissolved. Even brothers
and sisters in the same boarding school rarely see each other, due to dorroitorY
situations, class and dining hrll arrangements. The children become estranged
from relatives, culture and much-admired taaditional skills. (For example few
of my students have been able to learn the art of rug-weaving, or are familiar
with Navajo legends, and sandpaintings. )

Yet, this could almost be understood if we were replacing it with something
strong .on which they could build a new life. We are not.. We may be providing
some opportunities for academic trainingbut that is. all we are doing.

For example, my OWI) school, the Tuba Olty Boarding School is the largest on
the reservation, housing 1200 elementary students. This alone creates immense
problems. I don't believe any public school system in the countrY would tolerate
an elementary school of this size, for the simple reason that the individual
student would be lost in the crowd. We have them here, not only. for an ordinary
school day, but twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, nine months a year.

The problems of properly running any institution of this size are ewrrmous
be it hospital, prison or, whatever. However, when we are involved in what is
actually the home situation of young children from another culture, we had
best do everything possible to provide a secure, pleasant, 'stable and enlightening
environment for them. We aren't.

For instance, if day schools are not possible, could we. not at least provide
some overnight guest facilities for parents who would like to visit their chil-
dren? Nothing elaborate or expensive would be ,necessarya hogan would suf-.
lice and could be put together easily by Navajos in the vicinity..0r, a small frame
building might be constructed.

Yet, as far as I know, this is not done anywhere. This might tend to make
the school more of a Navajo school,. and less a white erhool for Navajos.

There. are many other ways in .which the Schools Could serve. For instance,
they could be opened in the evening, to provide training,, or format courses, or
just things of interest, to the 'people. Areas which require inetruction,,- such, as
English, or writing, could be, taught by the teachers theMselves. In many de-
pressed areas, teachers earn extra money by such professional means. Why not
here? Also, many talented Navajos .might wish to earn extra :money by con-
ducting courses in the 'weaving of quality rugs, or .111 teaching oral English to
the, people. Consumer and health education could be included, with field trips to
make them meaningful. The poSsthilities are. endless. Iret nothing is being, done
in this area. .

The academie program -could also be; improved. It shotild be realized that
the Navajos are a pragmatic people. Perhaps. courgeS which reflect this..could
be offered to make school more importantand zore. lindergtandable .in their
eyes. Classes in ship, agrienkare and native crafts : would -be greeted ,with. fair
greater .enthusiasm and .unclerstanding than the :-typical; curriculum arouses.

(Thisidea doesn't set well. with.many ofthe "old.handst' among the, adminis-
tratorsteachers from, my own schoolagricultural niajorshave. been: turned
down, in .requesting -vermission f-to, :initiate programs o t.f ;this sor. The ,reasons
given .being, ) we . are not training, them to be rural dwellerswe are:urbanizing
them ; b) they .can do these things In certain.; secondary, schools ; c) .there iSn't
enough .water. However : a), they . are rural .people.;. b): they are not made;aware
of all the possibilities of:Secondary schools, and. without earlier experience,- inter-
est and ability Will be liinited. and c) you should see tale water that conies .from
the myriad of sprinklers in town from spring through the fall.
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If the opportunity arises, look into the "typical" (as opposed to "showplace")
schools. You will see how the limited curriculum is hindering us. (I must admit
my direct supervisor is very interested in this areabut personnel and funds
along with policylimit her.)

However, no matter how lacking our program may appear to .be, we always
manage to consider the academic department to be high quality when we cora-
pare ourselves with our dormitory counterpart, the "guidance" department.
Herein lies the most serious deficiency of the entire boarding school system, for
these people are in charge of the children sixteen hours a day, seven days a week,
yet they are understaffed, under-programmed, under-supervised and over-ex-
tended. For example, each dormitory has only one teacher, and it is extremely
difficult to find suitable personnel for these crucial, eemanding positiors. Yet,
even the finest teachers could accomplish little, when they are working with 150
children of a different culture, and are responsible for their care and welfare
seveirdays a week.

Of course, there are aids working with the teachersusually two, but occa-
sionally only one on duty at a time. However, what with trying to mend clothes,
supply linens, check roll, keep order, fill out forms prepare ,children for meals.
bathing, school and bed, there is little time to do more than keep the walls from
being pulled down. There is nothing to take the place of the homes they have left
behind, or the personal interest and training they would have received from
their families. The social relationships and interaction which .iAings about stabil-
ity and contentment are denied them.

Even an effecthe guidance program could not replace that. But the truth is,
we don't have an effective guidance program, only a "maintenance" program,
due to the shortages of guidance personnel, funding and planning. This accounts
for the high degree of regimented confusion that abounds after the school day
ends. Vast blocks of time are filled with boredom or meaningless activity. There
are no learning activities, and few recreational or craft areas being worked in.

The children search eveLywhere for somethingthey grasp most hungrily at
any attention shown them, or to any straw, that might offer escape from boredom.
You can't help but see it in their faces when you visit the dorms Of the younger
children. At the older boy's dormitories, they are used to the conditions--you
can see that too. They no longer expect anything meaningful from anyone:Many
have lost the ability ta'accept anything past the material level; even when it is
offered. Unless you lived with them over a period of time, and see the loneliness
and the monotony of the daily routine, you cannot appreciate the tragedy of it
but it's there.

Yet, even if the guidance department were consistently able to do what they
set out to do, it would be something. However, basic things are- often neglected.
Many children will "slip by" without showering, or washing 'their single pair
of socks, until the odor makes it obvious. Toothbrushes are lost by October or
November, or worn out, and that's the end of it. NO one has time to check to
see if they've been replaced, or even notice if they are miSsing. Shoes are worn
after they are coming apart. Often, dirty clothes will be worn until clean ones
are available. Boys get 'a "zip" haircut from anyone who has a spare minute,
regardless of their wishes; or of Navajo tradition. (And what -haircuts !) Girls
wash their long hair with bars at soap, for lack of shampoo. Stealing in the dorms

Because of the shortage of Personnel, there is a' tendencya pronounced
tendencytO "herd" rather than guide: The 'boYs and' girls are yelled at, bosSed
around;chased here and there, told and' untold, until it is almost impossible for
them to attempt to do anything on their own initiativeexcepti of course, to run
away. The guidance people definitely need help !

It should be adequately staffed,'and provided for, and have welt planned
programs in order to live up to its name (for example, each dorm might have
three teachers or more, instead of only one)... We'might thew reduce the necessity
of 'the child's having to run away to his own culture,tto receive the personal
attention he craves. Until then, perhaps tliese' -"prolonged absences" ,could be
viewed as necessary for emotional'itability "andrOecurity, 'rather than froWned
upon. Perhaps traveling ,specialists could help in the tranisition'Of making 'BIA
schools into Navajo sehools. Perhaps they 'could 'beconie centers-' of community
interest; instead of -white refugeesin- the Indian world:These; of course; are only
suggestions, but it would 'be nice to see ,someone begin to do something.

Finally, please don'tbother to send this letter on to the BIA, as r wrote you last
year and the letter came 'back- "down the line" to the Weal -level, and the Very
people involved in some of the situations described here evalnated themselves
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and their programs. The only thing that came out of that were some dark days
for me, and a label as a trouble-maker.

I'd like to, someday, be able to work my way up to a position where I could
change thingsthat would be hard to do if I'm on my superiors "s" (for special!)
list, so, as a young troublemaker working bis way up to being a bigger and better
one, I'm askingdon't rock my personal little boat !

Thanks Por Your interest.

LETTER FROM A BOARDING SCHOOL COUNSELOR

- OCTOBER 17, 1068.
Mr. Rom* SENNEby,
Area Personnel Ofilcer, Navajo Area Office,
Gallup, N. Mew.

DEAR SIR : I know that I might be putting my job somewhat in jeopardy by
writing this letter, but I feel that as a concerned and conscientious person, I. am
morally bound to express opposition to certain of the malpractices that . appear
to permeate the B.I.A. organization. Before I give vent to my criticisms, I would
like to emphasize that I want more than anything else in the world right now to
remain on the reservation, to learn something about Indian culture, and to make
as positive a contribution as I. am capable of making toward, the improvement of
the lives of a neglected people.

To begin with, I was instructed to report to Gallup for orientation for -my
present position on September 2. After driving to Gallup from. Indiana on August
28, I was tord that my reporting day was wrongno offices were to be open on
the 2nd (Labor Day) ; so I was instructed to stay around until the 3rd of
September. No one even apologized for this inconvenience, and it was assumed, I
suppose, that as a prospective employee I.would be glad to -do anything that was
expected of me. ,

I have completed six years of. college training and am qualifiedat least in the
sense of certiflution and credentialsto teach many social studies courses, PM,-
chologY, Phys. ed., health, and recreation, or to serve as a guidance:counselor. At
the graduate level, I am certified in guidance, psychology,, and physed.I am
presently working toward a doctorate in psYchological services ;at Indiana State
University. MY teaching experience includes tour years of public. school teaching
in Evansville, Indiana, and two years in the Peace Corps in.,Africa.,

I have presented , the above background. sketch to help support .my. contention
that your hiring practices are somewhat.misleading or unjusteitherby circum-
stance or design. ,When I applied to work' on the reservation, I requested that I
be considered for a job in guidance, but I indicated 'that I..would be willing
to, teach or to serve ,41/1 a ,recreational leader. 'Regardless: of which of the: three
positions I. was to be asked to fulfill, I anticipated; Working _as a In ofessional
person. -Your office 'finally, confirmed my .positionlas ,guidance _counselor; 4t.. mis-
nomer with extensive practical implications.

My job is nominally that of dormitory director:If that, were really my lob; I
could be extremely-satisfied; that is, if I could works &reasonable amountOf time
and could incorporate some of ,my -owni ideas .into my.work, I ,would.be:satiailed,
even though, the .job .is neither-what 1,requested nor what I wish te do. But, in
fact, my job is not that of dormitory, director ;..and there is, absolutely ino oppor-
tunity for,a creative approach tot:he job.

After five Weeks of work, the following are significant ,and.Salient =facts: that
I believe your office should.ponder:5I'',."'.: ;;. ,' -'

1. I have worketbfrom 10-7.16 hours a,day'every work day-since I havebeen here.
Although I. should have, had -eight .days oft during' that-time, there wereonly three
days that I Was actually, free.. On- the other ',days' off; it was.absoltitely -essential
to work ,part-time -because, of personnel. shortages: The vork-time which I refer
to does not include oneminuteOt coundeling or ot planning. -Bather, it consists
of retrieving 4vvolsa disgusting .army.concepti.(30%,-40%.h)f time)3' supervis-
ing housekeeping and other work details (about 30% of time), bankr,i,cr, (5%-
10% of time), meetings (5%-10% of time), and general service boy--no what-
ever is asked of you around campus(10% to 20% of time). To work willingly
and creatively beyond the call of duty is professionalism, but to be compelled to
do routinized chores that-in no way relates to one's professional standing is a
despicable form of exploitation.

2. By being cast into the roles of "Awol" retriever, housecleaning supervisor,
and chief disciplinarian, I have relinquished the possibility of establishing the
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t7Ile or rapport which is necessary in a positive counseling situaton. In fact, I
help to reinforce the Indian skepticism of the white man whom the Indian might
rIllbtly regard as lacking in understanding and concern for others.

To be compelled to confront students in very negative situations most of the
time I. educationally and psychologically indefensible, but to undergo such situa-
tions fatigued and irritable has to be the most ludicrous interaction imaginable
in the name of education.

IL I am no maverick who stands alone in dissent. During my short stay here
up until now of only five weeks, I have heard an incredibly large number of
people reverberate the same grievances. ( I refer to people who were employed
as counselors or who had friends working in that capacity.) Furthermore, my
only restraint in writing this letter was the fact that so many others voiced their
complaints to no avail. If the reports are true that little is done in the upper
echelons of the ILIA. to correct such widespread injustice, I would like to confess
that I will use the B.I.A. for as long as I canuntil I am dismissedas a means
of helping me to attempt to do some constructive work, but my concept of the
organimtion will be that of unconcern and incompetence incarnate.

I would also like to draw B.LA. attention to the fact that, from my very short
experience, it appears that dormitory-life for Indian youngsters may be on the
threshold of serving as a highly worthwhileexperience for them. The only obstacle
blocking the breakthrough is the inadequate number of personnel. Though the
aids. Indian dormitory staff, are often irritable and fatigued, many of them are
probably respected as much as any other adults in the lives of the students. Fur-
thermore, many of the aids are highly ealented in areasdancing. crafts, etc.,
which are highly regarded by the youngsters. But, again, the aids have such a
multitude of tasks to perform and are spread so thin that few have an opportunity
to fully utilise their special skills. I maintain that with but few additions in
personnel, a truly remarkable transition could occur.

Many of the problems delineated above could be solved by an increase in funds,
and it would be easy to say that because Congress fails to appropriate sufficient
funds, we are impotent in bringing about desired change. But if weevery
worker in the organisationare worth our salt, we would make every effort to
inform both the public and other governmental organizations of how close we are
to doing great good but how. dismally we may be failing.

May be failing? How do we verify what we believe to be success. At some
schoolsmine being one--owe do not even have a person to conduct follow-up
studies to find out how the graduates view their school experience. Where do
tibey go? What problems do they experience both on and off the reset -.ration?
Mae formal education in the present mode helped them to better cope with some
oe their problems? Or has it created problems? What recommendations do grad-
uates have for improving the schoolprogram?

Could the B. L A. schools become perfect replicas of middle-class schools in-
tim doeninant society without serving in the least the needs of the Indian youth?
Could B. L A. school dormitories reflect perfectly the values of the dominant
society and still be abhorred abodes to the Indian children? How many socio-
logical and anthropological studies will it take to convince us of the necessity
to consider and respect the peculiar 'values of those with whom we work if a
positive and lasting impact is to be made? We owe it to ourselves and to the

.Indian to research what la presently being done so that we might appraise
and reappraise the direction we are heading

I recommend the following as points worth pondering if upgrading the dignity
and Inman of the B. L A. Is desired :

I. Strive to be honest and candid in recruiting prospective personnel.
2. Create job situations wherein professional employees aretreated as such.
& Conduct follow-up studies on Indian students to discern how well B L A.

schools are helping these students to prepare for the future. '

I would appreciate very much a reply in which you either defend the practices
I consider uWust or attack what you might consider hypercriticalness on my part.
If I am assured that I have evoked a Yponse, the letter will not have been
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written in vain. Any time and effort you might expend in reading this letter is
very much appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

P.S.I have not elaborated on minor grievances such as having to pay to
install a business phone in my home and having to pay to chaperone students
during entertainment they pursue. An almost infinite number of petty grievances
could be listed.

P.P.S.Is the B. I. A. concerned that there exists such a high turnover of
personnel in some positions? Does the organization oftentimes lose highly dedi-
cated and talented people? Is there concern over why these people leave? Is there
an attempt to rectify almost universal complaints?

BOARDING SCHOOLS AND PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF INDIAN CHILDREN

(Paper presented by Dr. Robert L. Bergman to the May 15-16, 1967
Meeting of the American Academy of Pediatrics Gommittee on
Indian Health).

Recently, I., was consulted by a Navajo man who will soon receive his Ph. D.
in nuclear physics. He described to me some of his experiences in the course of
his education which started when he was nine in a Bureau of Indian Affairs
boarding school. At that time, he spoke no English, and since most of the people
in the school spoke no Navajo, he became confused. He remained confused for
some time. In fact, he told me, "I never, did figure out just what had happened to
me until about my third year of college." This. man ,is unusually intelligent and
it seems likely that many normal boarding school students never figure the ex-
perience ont at all, and tragically few of them 'ever approach the success in
education that this man has achieved.

For the past year I hhve been the psychiatrist for the Window Rock Sub-Area
of the Division of Indian Health, which is responsible for health services in the
Navajo Indian Reservation. In the course of the year I have seen many,students
who are very puzzled and often distressed by their.school experiences, and I have
consulted with many boarding school staff members .who have been almost
equally puzzled and distressed by their students. There is little, question that
the problems of the boarding reehools are very serious, and they effect a large
number of children. ,Of the 152,000 American Indian schoolchildren, 30,000 are
Navajo. The future of the 110,000 member Navajo Tribe depends in large part
on what happens to these children.

There is a tendency among people recently arriving on the reservation, visiting
briefly, or simply hearing about conditions there, to look for .a culprit. It seems
obvious to them that the only possible explanation for, the bad state of ,affairs is
that those in charge have, been bard-hearted or incomPetent.,This approach has
the advantage of prOviding ;an easy exPlanation for a difficult question and a
simple solution for what on closer examination apPears almost an insoluble
problem. The problem, in fact, is to find some *ay in which children ean be Pre-
pared for a life which is totally different from the one in ,Which their basic cul-
ture developed, to do thisimMediately, flea reasonable cost, and: in'an area where
few trained professionals careAolive. ,

One solution that is often Suggested is that the boarding , schools should not be
used and that all young students should bp allowed to li-Ve at jiOnio kia attend
day schools. To deplore the prevalence of- bCoarfilUg'scheolhAs tO beat a beaten
horsebut not a dead one. There has been a tendency to try, to ignore sortie of the
problems of boarding sehools because they' are gradually being, replaced: :This
seems to me a very ,short-sighted policy since the, boarding schOols Will be with
us for slime tipie to conie. They, exist in the forin bflarge, new, more or less well-
built structures whese abandonment Would, be difficUlt fiscally and politically.
There are many children 'for ,whom day school ati,encranee: is 'Impractieal for
geographic and Social' reasons.:There,.are many, areaa, wheredall-weather roads
.whieh could, be. Used by hehoOl bUses are Ai:inexistent, and many, faMilieS;for
whom social welfare in the form of free housing and food for their children has

' become a necessity. Blank Other chiich.*en" 110 Placed:in boarding achOolhhecause
their'families havehecOme -so disrupted and disorganized-that it is felt they are
better off in,an inatitution. Whether pils:would be so if there were Work done to
helP held such families together I am not sure, but at the present time there are
not the resources of money or raanpoyeerjo do this rehabilitative work.
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It seems to me that the boarding schools will be around for a long time to
come and it is necessary therefore to examine what they are like, what their
effects are and what could improve them.

Recently a Navajo registered nurse at one of our health centers invited
several of her co-workers to the puberty rites of one of her daughters. After
the ceremony there was a party and one of the non-Navajo nurses from the
health center found herself in the midst of a large group of Navajo people
talking rapidly to one another in Navajo. She was anxious and confused by
her lack of understanding of what was being said and of the social situation
in general. When she asked one of her Navajo friends to interpret, she was
told, "Now you know how we felt when we started boarding school."

I have been trying to learn Navajo, and find it a very difficult language.
It seems reasonable to assume that for a Navajo-speaking child, English is
equally difficult, yet these children are expected to come to a large, strange,
crowded institution and manage in an almost totally English-speaking environ-
ment. Their position is more or less the same as ours would be if we .were to
be suddenly enrolled in Moscow University and expected to learn astronomy
in classes taught in Russian. Elsewhere when children are expected to learn
a second language, reading, writing, and arithmetic are taught in their native
language, and concurrently they are instructed in the other language. It would
seem logical to do this with Indian children, and to start teaching in English
only when the children haye a reasonable mastery of the language. Submerging
the students in English from the first is now so long established a custom
however, that it is rarely even questioned.

Adults are sometimes taught foreign languages by the so called "immersion
method" but they have different capacities from the children and they are
not usually dealing at the same time with the problem of extreme homesickness.

The situation could be materially improved if the children were able to use
their own language in their free hours, but this is not usually the case. On
the theory that "if the children are allowed to talk Navajo, they won't bother
to learn English", native language is usually forbidden.

I was speaking not long ago at a staff meeting of one of the larger Navajo
boarding schools, when I was asked about a child whom I had previously
examined and found to be psychotic. Given our lack of resources for placing
such children, it seemed likely for the present at least that he would remain
in the boarding school. I suggested that life could be made more pleasant for
the child and he could possibly be reached, if someone were to devote some
of his time to activities alone with this particular student. I also suggested
what seemed too obvious to suggest, that whoever did this Should be Navajo-
speaking since the child was not English-speaking. One of the dormitory at-
tendants raised her hand and commented, "but that would be contrary to the
Teaching English as a Second LEinguage Program". Now,, the Teaching English
as a Second Language Program is an attempt to teach language in a systematic
way. To allow the children to speak Navajo and even to speak NaVajo to them
is not, striCtly speaking, contrary to the tenets of the program at all. However,
as things are in the boarding schools, this is how it Often works out. The
children are "encouraged to speak English as muCh aS possible" in the dormi-
tory. This encouragement is to be given by the so-called instructional aides,
the dormitory attendant& The instrubtional aides are the loWest MeMbers of
the boarding school hierarchya .ParadoX 'since psychologically they are' the
most important. Every instructional aide _Whet has his 'own. hest 'interests at
heart wants to appear competent tO his superior's, and' therefore his' encobrage-
ment of the children to speak English should be successful. 'When the ilistrue
tional aide's supervisor comes around the children should,be speaking English .
therefore the old custom- of children being punished' for speaking Navajo is

In the world of the boarding school not only' ihe Navajo language but almost
all things Navajo are rated very loW. The children are 'frequently' told not to
be like their parents and are 'often- admpnished against following the traditions
of their People. One xniddle-aged woman told me that ihe iivent to school in the
days when few Indian children were enrolled and she went more Or less 'against
the wishes of her parent& She 'had been eager to go to schOol and did well in
her first two years, but then left suddenly. I don't believe. 'that the sehool
knew the 'reason 'for her leaving but she told it to me.' Her teacher one day
was angry 'at the lazinese of the clasa and said, '"If jou *ant, td live in" a hogan
for the rest of your life just don't bother to study". Since'this woman 'definitely
did want to live in a hogan-for theen of her life, she Ieft school. There Are
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other bizarre cousequences of this system. In my consultations with school
personnel I ofteu encounter instructional aides who pretend not to speak Navajo.
They have become so convinced that speaking Navajo is a bad thing to do, that
they often wen't admit that they can. The children learn that what they say in
Navajo is effectively kept secret from the authorities even if one of the
Navajo-speaking members of the staff hears them, because the Navajo staff
member will be too ashamed of having understood to tell anyone.

It is '.zather unfair to criticize the work of the instructional aides since
these people are given an utterly impossible job. There are generally between
60 and 80 students perU dormitory attendant on duty at any one time. Often
someone will be away from work and the student ratio rises to 210 students
per instructional aide. This ratio of staff to student implies that nethine, more
is expected than that the children be controlled. The students are children
niore or less permanently away from their families. Ideally, the school should
provide them with a surrogate parent.

The explanation for this situation is probably that when the schoola were
being planned, the lives of, the children outside.the classroom were not considered
important, and the system has ossified as originally set up. I have been struck
by hearing the plans for enriching the boarding School programs under federal
financing. Only one, of the plans that I have heard provides for increasing the
number of instructional aides. One school which has the.usual -ratio, has applied
for a grant to buy a motion picture projector for every classroom.

The lack of concern for the basic needs Of the children as best expressed
by the small ,number of dormitory staff, is evident in many other aspects of
dormitory life. In the main, there is little or no encouragement of-the children
to confide in the school personnel. The instructional aides "of a number of
schools are told that they are not qualified to do counseling and that 'all such
problems should be referred to their superiors. This puts them in a difficult
position. If they should find the time to talk with an individual child and the
child comes to them in tears for comfort, they are not sure that they Won't .get
in trouble for overstepping the limits of their position by trying to help him,
and they are sure that they should not attempt to comfort him in the language
of his parents. Many of the aides doubtless are aware of the faults of this
system, but as the lowest ranking, most easiii, replaced members of the school
staff they are net in a very good position to do anything about it There are
of Course many exceptions and- some schools encourage instructional aides to
try to be snhstitute parent& , On the other hand staff and "students somtimes
get each other into treuble 'if they, try to develop a personal relationship. I
recently heard of an incident in Which a school employee invited several girls
to come to her qnarters and make" fry bread; a traditional Navajo food.- All
concerned were reprimanded for-the violation of' school rule&

The lack of parents or parent substitutes lea:yea-the children with few oppor-
tunities for identifying with any adult, except in a negative way: They see
that the Navajo employees of the schools generallt, are low in status and are
not much respected by the powers that be, and this does net help their own- feel-
ing of self-esteem. 'There is little chance to' learn by, observation how one maY
live in the Angle World.

The somewhat limited social opportunities of the bearding -high" school give
the adolescent .itudents fe* protected ways of exploting_bcor-girl relationshipp
The-Sexes are 'pretty well kept separate most of the time, and even: caaual con-
tact between them is looked on- With soMe:stiSpicion bY 'school offiCiali 'anxious
about possible Scandal. A hostile, rebelliduS 'attitude develotie 'in' the students
and they, make their own, opportunities away from the potential help Of'adults.
Many'students'make a very abrupt transition' tFoin ,no dating' at all to sneaking
out to drink and make loVe.

The schools not Onty limit the social order within their oWn walls, brit often
display a rather poor understanding :of _the 'IUdian society surrounding' them.
On one occasion, the mother of 'one sehool'child'anki the'aunt cif **eral others
game to visit their School. The 'nieces and nePtiews *ere :not allowed- to Visit
beCanse they were net the wornan'S own children. ThikdecisiOn wag made'desPite
the fact that the _Navajo soCietY,regardS sUab relatiunfibiPle 1Msost as'elase as
direct ones.

The physical structure of the schools also seems to indicate that the students'
life outside of the classroom is- unimportant Dormitories are usually large bar-
rack-like structures With' no prevision for privacY, and' usnallYs"no Spaed that is
each individuara'to control' as he sees fit Only..,oecasionallY is there.opPcirtunitY
for the children to decide on the decoration of any of their:living simce.
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The description of conditions that I have given i a composite and emphasizes
what I feel to be worst about the schools. There probably is no school that has all
of the faults I have described and there are two exceptional schools with which
I am acquainted that have very few of them. In the main however, I believe
this to be a fairly accurate account of what the boarding schools are like in the
Southwest, where most of them are, and from what has been written.about them,
I think it is reasonable tO assume that many of the schools elsewhere are sim-
ilar. With the amounts of time and money available for them I don't see how
they can be very different.

In addition to understnnding the conditions in the boarding schools, we must
try to evaluate their effe . ts on the students. This task is made complex by the
usual difficulties of collecting and analYzing data on personality, and in addition,
by the fact that these children not only are being sent to .boarding-Sehools but
also to an alien culture. This 'I suspect would cause thein trouble no matter how
good the schools. . . .

In his book, Childhood and fiooletie Erik ErikSon has analYzed the Situation
of Sioux children entering boarding school and hasShoWn'-hoW'pookly their-early
training Meshes with their sphOoling, the child-tearinepiiictices of Indian peoples
evolved to 'suit 'a life no longer eicistent. The eX-Perienees Of the firat fiVe years of
life are Well suited to begin the forniation of .a SenSe of identitras a meinber
of extended faMily and'a tribe, and the-personalitY of the Indian. child id Shaped
to suit the old customs of his people. Since'the coordination betWeen child-rearing
practices and the adult way of life IS tin Unconeciouis and automatic meehanism,
even parents who desire their Children to beceme'lieculturated are likely to con-
tinue the parental behavier that feels normal'to them: ...

When a six-year-old Indian Child conies te School he 'is auddenly placed in a
society for which his PresiouS,' experience ;..4nits him poorly. This divertence pro-
duces difficulties that are Usually, looked on as signs of backWairdneas, poor
motivation, or of spoiling by the parents: These are regarded aS deficienCies in
the child, au attitude not, lost on him, and are_ Utually dealt with bY semi-
disciplinary measures: The reactiOn of the schools plus' the, inadequate minaber
of people to work with the child, so complicate matters, that it is almost 'inme.i-
sible to sort out the original culture cOnfilet from secondary` trOnbled.' FOr the
most part, the sehools have .not Made any great efferts to leseen these problems
of cultural. confliet. One..major exception to that stateMent is the Reugh Reek
Demonstration School on. the NaVajo ReserVation, Where heliiing'.the children to
find personal ansWers t6 this ConfliCt is one of the Major goals. This School is
still so new that it is net yet dine to eVainate the succeSii of tWe effort.

In, addition tO problenis of chlthial difference, nianY 'boardingi,Seheel Students
have the bfirden 61 being.froM diaruPted hoMes. Many:Children ake enrolled for
this reason. AlthoUgh it is inipoesible to be pure abOnt What Canses. What; it is
important tO inyeetigate the troubles ,of the students Of the boarding schools,
because even ifreenditIons in the schools are Mit the canses, the sehliols tire still
going to haie to .iind solAtiOns for' the problenia,

Others *hi.._,have gthdied the Indlin ich601S,-particularly Robert ,X4eon and
Thaddeus Krush,28 have written`that there is an unusuallY high' inCidence of ono-
t'..onal disturbance, among the students. I have not made awe eYstematic' StudY,
and my' ideaS are merely iMpreselons, bnC.X.'hitre 'Seen indiyithially well 6ver a
.hundred children kroni boarding schools, 1.,hgye ilaifed a lituilher'of FiChOOIS, and
I have ,treated and otherwise talked With`;many`grfonateS of jildien: boarding
scheols. I helieVe that, there IS' a 640413,Caiiiij increds4d .1116i:fence* "ein:QtPrjnal
disorder. .

"`"" "
Leon hits written that it is theChIldren"frOu poor honie:1),who,A*4ct..badlY.to

the stress of being idithea in a beardineschoa it the age;of six. I AgFee.: It seeins
that eeme children reach the; age ofcsix so contklent and capable that they cordd
nianage 411104 4.11YIN'aiere- Many , other efiliciim;are*qie..*Alnerabie, and ,though
tiiey niikht be. -all. right ,itt they,rini tiviiKe in 'the seheels.

The trouhle takei 1*-ify fOr*s; I ao *IOC think, that .1 044 ii`kreiter....irieldOice of
psYchOsiS ihan 'in, an urhjtn taiddie digs' trpilatiOn, inid,'Ythiti 'Would Seem
coneonant With ithegtinerally acCebited idea' that these devere illnesdeS:have their
roots in the el6Perienceis -of infanCy and iirfiereditY. ton the tither'. litt.n4,,hha*ior.

- lErIkson, E Childhood and Society, Tew'York. Norton.,1950.
2 Iieitn. R. : Mentia,./ieeIth Considerations-4n the _Indian Boarding,School. Projfrata.
3 Krush T Biork 3 Sindell; P. ; Nelle, J : 'Borne Thouahta On the "POisiation of Per-

so:nal-Ur Disordertiidy of ' an Indian Boaidinv EleboOl t Population; AnteriocOt-eroarnal "of
Psychiatry, 122 ppe. 868,-876 (Fe11.1966).
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disorders do seem to occur very frequently. These might better be called problems
of lack of behavior. The majority of the children who are referred to me are sent
because of the suspicion of mental regradation. Some, of course, are mentally
retarded, but many seem mainly, to have developed a pattern of passive resistance
to the school. Often these children have managed to learn almost nothing in
several years of school and yet can perform non-scholastic tasksespecially
traditional Navajo onesat a very high level.

In the wintertime, children sitting around the hogan often entertain them-
selves by making string figuresa traditional pastime similar to cat's-cradle. It
is surprising how often supposedly mentally dedcient children can rapidly go
through a large repertoire of string figures, each of which has coat me hours of
effort to master. These children show considerable skill in reasoning in non:-
scholastic areas, but in school seem hopeless. For the past two years there has
been a pilot project in special education in one of the Navajo schools. Many
children thought to be mentally retarded have suddenly blossomed under a
regime of added individual attention, and. have movedhack up to grade and hack
into regular schools.

Not only are there children who learn almost nothing, but the bulk of the
children seem to learn excessively slowly. Almost all of the Navajo students are
below grade. In part, this is due to the fact that they had to learn English before
going on to the normal curriculum, but even in later grades, among children with
a fair mastery of English, the achievement levels are not good. It has been
reported from reservations where the children mainly speak English at home
that there is a point in early adolescence where the students suddenly
dip below, the national. norms, and this is observable among the Navajos as well.
I am not .at all sure of the explanation for this phenomenon, butI believe that
one of the reasons for it is that the children constitute & kind of low achievement
culture, where-resistance to learning is -expected and good performance frowned
upon. Certainly, _in high -school there seems to be .growing tendency towards
delinquent behavior. In many schools, it more acceptable to one's classmates to
sniff .glue and gasoline .and to drink, than to get good gradea

am often struck: by the difference between the children I see in the schools
and the patients On the pediatric wards. .In school, the children often seem
abnormally subdued and sometimes even apathetic, but in the hospital, wherethe
main difference is 'the much greater; individual- attention and .conseauent laclv of
regimentation; the patients are more 'active, spontaneous and-trusting.

I think that. many of the ;children feel a. great antagonism between themselves
and the schools and' resolve it by concluding that there is something wrong either
with them or with the schools. Certainly the attempt by many schools tO down-
grade the customs ?with which the stndents 'identify closely, could leave them
with no 'other choices. Faced with the, alternative& of believing :their parents
right or the -.school. righte most Children 'choose their parents, especially if the
parents are affectionate and-theSehoOl imconcerned. :The studente then -often go
either the route' of depression and Withdrawal-Or :of -resistance-and, delitiqUency.

Since the schools iusuallY maintain fairly strict centrol;-: the',delinquency is
often of a particularly circumspect -sort ;I- MIS ;also fits-- the traditional! 'Navajo
high evaluation of :cunning. Krush,--, in -his' Work at the Flandrean School;tound
the adolescents. ,particularly adept at 'seeming to' go along with whet:never wag
in charge at the .inoment, without haying Much real personal convictimras to
what I was :iright or ; wrong.,1 I; :have 'seen ; many Auch.;children, -:om Ithes: Navajo
Reservation.. -1-;

( t;

Giroup hostility is often -:directed at -scapegOats.-In a. situation ',Where')large
groups- of children, are 'constantly together with rigidi butz.not Very2cloae4adult
auterviSion,- opportunities.' ifOr teasingTare particularly great regularly See
depressed, s : masoehistic ;children Who , have, la sPecial4 Proclivity.,..forr being ,baited;:
and the baiting is often extreme. Children with phySical deformitiesr, areittliso .
often badly treated 'by -that classmate4,- and there,',is little the Nputninnbered
dormitory staff'ettn,do abOutit, -,ic r

: Children, with Seizures %are in:,-an even :worse Seizures -;:are -cause
for alarm and disgust among traditional Nayajos. They are thought to be Caused
by...incest .0X; haunting,hr. the .idea,di., and are sometimes taken, as a sign.that -the
affected .person is a witch. Children.,,with seizures are usually stigMatized and
ostthclied, -but 'thek'ean dilif Offen do itilk-ettick::,Many Of,thep.ileari;tiat:gie
attacks frighten the ,other, childrea,,,SCVmuch Jthit theY caik-fbe ised as a w'eap6it-
They then develop a large stock ofpseudoseigures with WhiCh-::theSICan sOinez

times dominate the,life of,t,b4ir_ dormitoiy: I once atiehdeg- a ebiterance'Obilt
one girl, who besides her 'grand Mil -seiznieir, Which Were Well dticnniented
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clinically, had other attacks which the school called "her running seizures."
When aggravated, she would being to yell and run madly about the room. When
she did, the other sixty girls in the dormitory would all run out the doors. I
asked the dormitory attendants what they did, and one answered, "We hide in
the closet."

Among the young adults who are the first generation of Navajos in which the
majority went to school, there are many severe problems. The problems that
occur with excessive frequency are ones involving the breakdown of social con-
trol : drunkenness, child neglect, and drunken and reckless driving. Alarming
numbers of people have lapsed into an alienated, apathetic life marked by epi-
sodes of delinquency and irresponsibility. It is not uncommon to find several
children under the age of fire left alone for several days while their parents are
in town drinking. Data on such problems in the past are nonexistent, but most
Navajos and others who have been around the reservation for many years agree
that the incidence is increasing. I have encountered many mothers who takti the
attitude that they should not have to be burdened with their children and that
the hospital or some other institution should care for them. It seems a reasonable
hypothesis that their having been placed by their own parents in an iMpersonal
institution contributes to such attitudes, and it is noticeable that the boarding
schools provide children and adolescents with little or no opportunity to take
care of other children or even of themselves.

Further, in former times, old people were the ones mainly responsible for
social control. It was customary for an uncle or a grandfather to go to a young
person and tell him quietly that he was doing wrong and that people were talking
about hhn. Many people seem to have been educated out of their respect for old
people without learning any consistent Internal controls to replace it. Admittedly
my outlook is biased by the fact that I mainly see people in trouble, but I have
had the benefit of talking with a number of people who have devoted great efforts
to these problems and of seeing their. work. The suggestions that follow are my
own but derive from ideas of others. I am particularly indebted to Dr. Robert
Roessel of the Rough Rock Demonstration School, Mr. Wayne Holm, of the Rock
Point Boarding School, and Mrs. Ellouise DeGroat of the Gallup Indian Hospital.

The most basic need, I think, is to recognize that the life of the boarding school
student outside the classroom is more important than his formal education, and
that if the children are to grow up successfully, away from their parents, some
substitute must be provided. Programs, stemming from this recognition will be
costly and will require educating those concerned into a new approach because
with present attitudes, increased money will be spent for teaching equipment
rather than on people. ,

Dormitory personnel must be increased by a factor of about four, which would
provide one attendant on duty per fifteen to twenty children. The dormitory
attendants' importance must .be recognized so that their morale, ,their freedom
of action, and their nstatus in the eyes of the children will improve. It would ,be
best if the dormitory personnel knew the children, ,were:familiar with the ways
of their ,families, and spoke their native language. There nis -no supply of such
people with any particular training- for the task, and such a supply, must be
created by hiring Indian people and training them. This could- be accomplished
by also hiring experienced child care workers:as dormitory supervisors and in-
service educator& For example, people-with experience in residential treatment
centers might serve in such supervisory:and training: capacities., They -would be
particularly qualified for the work because if they came from good institutions
they would have learned what it is. most <important <for , anyone .Working- in a
boarding school to learn, namely, to examine his nown. attitudes .and behavior in
order, to understand and reach,children. The work ofBettelheim.6 6- 7 and_Redl 9

seems particularly applicable to- the situation,Of the Indian children in boarding
schools

With larger, better prepared-dormitory staffs, -the schools could become less
regimented and much more helpful in easing the strain now felt most by tb-'
children alone between old ways and new. Greater respect and attention to

Bettetheimil B Lov0,18, Not. JlitteughThe Treatmeixt-:0;Betotiottatir,Dieturbed.- ChiV
drab New York Free Press,,1955.

,Bettelheim,: B Truant8 ": Frani tifel7.7ho 'Rehcibpitotion. Of. p4etianaily ';p:istarbed
Childrefi,'New 'York; Free'Prese",'1955." ".

Bettelheim',".14;, Training 'the, Child +Care:Worker,'AnierioanYJOurnar, Of Orthopiychiatry;
29(2) :Iva: 256.7205, 1958., , , . , .; ..! , , ,

. E.; Red' F. : Ohildren,Who Hate, New.York, Free Preset_ .1951. ;,: .

t.e1tedf,' Wifier We Deal With chiZdren; New; york; Free:Press, 1960.:
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ways would almost certainly have the effect of lessening the children's task of
modifying their identities to fit modern needs.

I would like to suggest certain rearrangements of school distribution. I think
that on-reservation high schools should be changed to elementary schools and off-
reservation elementary schools to high schools. With the increased eelmentary
school space on reservation, more young children could go to boarding schools
close to home. Where it is possible, true community s,:hools should be created. The
Parents should be made a real part of the school program, which can only happen
in addition to their being invited to visit as is now done, facilities are created for
them to stay with their children when on visits. More important, their suggestions
for the conduct of their children's education should, be solicited and listened to.
They should be encouraged to take their Children home overnight or for weekends
as often as possible.

In a community school, children would be with their neighbors and relatives,
and the school could, take advantage of the added comfort derived from being
with people by arranging to have siblings or friends sleep in adjacent beds. Older
children could be encouraged to help out Younger ones to the'benefit of both.

As new dormitories are constructed, they should have smaller rooms with -more
privacy, allow for the children to have some territory under their individual con-
trol, and include living quarters for house parents.

What then of the high schools? I think that-with an improvement in elemen-
tary education, the children would be well prepared to cope with off-reservation
life, and that there would be, considerable benefit in intergrating them into Ilrban
public schools. There are now dormitories in a number of off-reservation com-
munities, but these are large under-staffed institutions, where the student's -in-
tegration into the public schools begins with his first class in the morning and
ends immediately after his last one in the afternoon..If small, scattered, well-
staffed dormitories could be constructed in various towns'and clties, the students
could really become a part of the communities. Integration would break up some
of the low achievement, delinquent culture now common in the Indian high
schools and could do more ,than any' class Work fo show the adoleicents -what
kinds of lives are possible in the outside world. It would probably greatly reduce
the occurrence of the now common problem of high school graduate's ,with only
the haziest idea of what college is for or what it is like ,

Since F1,-9 few jobs are easily, observed, by a boarding school child, it would be a
good thing if imaginative voCational counseling were to be begun early. It is
hard for an adolescent to give immediate pleasures for the-sake of hiS education
if he- has no ability to, picture himself in a .pleasant position in the future as a
result of his, present sacrifice.; -

There recently has been an effort to add more cOunselors to, the irtaiirs of some
of the larger. schools. I think that -it would be -more economigaI to 15ring such
trained people directly into the general dormitory,,program in ordertoiraprove it
rather than to expect them to, solve the children's problems- through, limited
psychotherapy thatdoes not reach the immediate causes of trouble. ,

For more. disturbed children, special facilities, need totibe., created. ;There ,are
currently ,few classes for handicapped,ehildren, -,none, for especially gifted ones,
and: none for the- psychotic.; The needs in. this aTea Are obvious.

Finally, in, aspects of :the 13rogram, there :must be, an understimdill& 'and
respect of Indian history ,and tradition.. Perhaps.-IrAian students someday will .
not confuse, as several of :my patients have, auch<ciates,,aa for example; the.sur-
render of: the Navajos, to the _ELS: Army. and :the -signing ,of the Declaration. of
Independence. , -.; t -:;;:'

` I, realize, that it..ls presumptuous:of ,me to say_all this when: I ,have not had to.:
struggle with .these problems ancIwhen,- giveuxthe :conditions, under which: they1
have-had to work, the -Bureau of -Indian ,Affairs Branch of.!Education, has. done ;
better than might fairly have been:expecte& What I have been trying-to point out;
however, is that we have still along way to- vo:IMuch,moce needs; to:;be done to
educate their children if the Indian. people-are to)survive' and prosper
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A SECOND REPORT ON THE PROBLEMS OF BOARDING SCHOOLS

(By Robert L. Bergman, M.D.)
(Paper presented at the May 1968 meeting of the American Acad-
emy of Pediatrics Indian Health Committee.)

One year ago, I had the privilege of speaking with you on the subject of
the problem.s of Indian boarding school students. Since that time, I have had
the opportunitY of observing the schools and their students more intensiVely
than before. The Navajo Area Mental Health Program:1 has been expanding
and we have tried to make the needs of children .our first busineSs. We have ,
consulted with a nuMber of Schoels, one continuously, and We have exarained
and treated several hundred, school children. Unfortunately, greater ,informa-
don dees not insure clearer understanding and 'it 'soMetimes seema that, we
understood more when we knew 'leas. HoWever, two things are quite clear
to Me: There are many able people working hard to impreve Indian edueition,
and the problem is so serious and difficult that much More *ill be -needed from
all of us before the situation of the Indian boarding schcol students beConies
easier.

Unfortunately, the boarding schools have continued to be the Subjeet of,angry
debate. Many Public figures have attacked them bitterlY and these attacks
have understandably stimulated an energetic defense from within and without
the BUrean of Indian Affairs. The trouble is that the Opponents of the system
rarely offer alternatives other than the unrealistic one of abolishing the
boarding schools, and that the defenders often fail to take the opiportunity
the attacks present to acknowledge the serionsnes4 of ,the problem and ask for
tlie, additional help=7-financial and otherwiseneeded to cope With it.

I have beconie Obsessed with one aspect of' 'the problem : The inadeqUate
staffing of: dormitories. This subjeet appeals ito Me because it .aPpears crucial
and at the same tline relatively Concrete and-SIMPle.'RecentlY,' Secretary of the
Interior Udall said in la televigien interview, "Fifteen' years age, we had a
crash program to get many children into' schOol. 'Neeessarily sOme of the
methods used Were harsh aS far as the humaty result ivaS 'coneerned, . but a
child in a boarding school is better Offthan a 'child-not in School at all."

One Of the Problems`of large' inatitntiOnsi Is their'inertia: When 'it Was neces-
sary in the years after -World War II, to' .Suddenly Make -Sehooling available
to vast iniinbers of 'children; 'I ani -Sure that ..inany makeshifts *ere adopted.' -
Some of tlieni haVe neier been abandoned. 'I snspect that When staffing patterns
were developed, the attitude of those making the plans was 'that'Vve could get
by with sinall nninberS Of'dorinitOry personnel 'for 'af ShortAime and' that as
the crises'eased;'IMProVemeiitS Conld` be Made.: What rhaPpene' too often in such
situationS though'sis'that a ''-niakeShift- beetkines a perinanent state Of affairs.
The governfrient does:not like tO'lltiCreaSe its-expenditures; and the uSual line
of thinking with- those who'- Make -bndgeti IS; "They say -thinga' are 'going all,
light as they. are ; 'therefOre-we- do--not have' to :increase the nuMbers 'of per-
sonnel." Last. Year the Indian Healthidanimittee of' the 'American Aeademr of
1:"..cliatrics recommended that, there should be,onVdOcrunitoty: attendant on ,duty
per 15- children. The ratio has reMained.:apprOximately one-"to. sixty .or 'Seventy,
and 'this Often 'becoiries Mneh --Worse Vihen, sonieetie da tab-sent from *rork:'-''

The Shortage 3 of dorniitory'PerSonner*Ouldabeibad,enbugh even if the : instruc-
done 'aides ,cinild; devote their -fi211,4time,-to!the': care Of lehildrer4-:btit= as things-
are they must devote much of their time to housekeeping. It seemato;Inecthat,
no Matter- what 4Other,imPriivements !are made in the boarding Schdol prograin,
the Children will be. redeiving-lnadequate :care'4is long:as the,- OnlY, Parents, 'or
parent tiibstitutei':they knoW: for'-',Most: of ,:the.year,ate -.Overworked instrue-
tiOnal -aides whOm= they 'Share withf. 60 other;children.'

IDespite the obviousness of ellildren'S need for'paxents'or Adequate ,substitutes,
little seems-to ibe doneto;' provide them- tri' the hbarding "Schooli. The >results- Of
this failure is alarming. Some of them, such as the high incidence of enuresis
among children who are not enuretic at home, are obtruSive. Others are less
noticeable but probably more serious. Many children are referred to us be-
cause of suspected mental retardation. Most Of them are retarded exc'ept
educationally, and when we get to know them, it becomes apparent that they
feel that school is not for them. There has been no one to encourage them in their
work, and the regimentation that is a necessity in a large, understaffed institu-
tion has convinced many of them either that the school is opposed to their needs
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or that they are not adequate to satisfy the demands that the school makes
on them. In addition to the children who are doing an -absolutely unacceptablework, there are many who are getting by but doing much less than they are
capable of. The general achievement level of the boarding school studenUt isdisturbingly low. I am sure there are many reasons for them not to do better,
but it is my impression that the most important of them is that they lack the
help of individual adults in their emotional and intellectual growth.

Any group of children would have trouble under these conditions, and, I think,Indian children have even more trouble than otherS might. For most of ns,
school was a._ natural and expected development in 'auk lives. We kneW we
would go and when we got there, it was- not' terribly unlike What we had knoWn
before. For most children.; the implicit and explicit lessons we learned lu school
only confirmed and extended our identities 'and values. On the other hand, Many
of the children who axe introduced to boarding schoole eaCh year find.themselves
in so strange and confusing an environment that they are forced to reconeider
most of their ideas of how one goes= about the busineSs of living. The physical
environment and the goals they are expected to adopt are strange And illogical
in terms of their past experience. To many of the beginner Students, the schoOl
appears to be opposed to their most baste ideas of who they are and what theyshould do. They are forced to decide either that the school is right and they
are wrong, .or that they are right and that the school' is wrong and. a dangerous
enemy:to be resisted. .

If there were only people to pay attention to this crisis in each child and helP
him with it, the situation would be far more manageable. If' the children found
reasSuring adults with whom they could identify and with when" they could
share their worries, they would still have a hard time, but they would be much
more likely to decide that school was a good place for them and that they' were
good enough for school. 49 things are, the children arrive in great number%
all at once, and: the instructional aides have all they can do to see to it that
their physical necessities are met:- All, too often even now, the children find
that they are not supposed to speak the only litnguage they know, and thattheir way of life is not only vastly-different frOm the 'school's, but that it is
poorly thought of by. the people who are now caring for them.

As time goes on, the,children do'get to know their- instructional aides, but are
not able to bp close,to them'because they share-them with totymany 'others. Only
an exceptionaW energetic and :efficient aide has the time tO do Much in the
way of advising, reassuring or even of simply befriending children; and then he
must pick which. child- to spend time with. In :makinethig 'difilcUlt 'choice the
aides naturally tend to I work with the children- who' conie around 'or who,' by
being noticeably -in-trouble,, ask,..for. help. The Children -who in their loneliness
and discouragement seclude themselves are easily Miesed when nol One hag Mtich
time to look out :for them., For mostof the'ehildren-there is:no significant adult
to admire and model themselves ; no one tO,Please by coining back frOni. Class
with a good .grade.on a test-or with a, neW skill tO' show 'off..

The children come to: depend on, themselves, ancreach other, -and even becOine
alienated from_ the world of their. , parents: .Many of .---the "addleacent and pre-
adolescent children Isee . believe that their, Old way of -life- is poor; but they
have .only vague .ideas of :what would' be:- better. The Schools have succeeded in
convincing them that some thingS are not good, for- them:;; but nat in,'helping them:
to find what is good:,,for then& The: schocil does 'not ;feeltilke:-a friend to",them,,,
and in -many_ cases-we find :that :they .are More-guided by their need-to'Oppoeie it
than by any wish, to . succeed .on: its teems: -The children no lOngerl feeling 'xiaspeet
for the teachings,of, the ,home and feeling a definite : dittrust of' the schoOlc
their: guidance.. from .the Values', of their clasgmateg;'' ancl; in 'many 'cages the
group pressure. is :toward: delinquency, or:at lesegt -toward passive, reSistance. We
have enetamtered a-number of studentS who:=:have felt under Pressure:t0-dO'Their
classwork badly or at least mot too well.

The :problem. Of children, an& schools, ,vOining,into consistent opposition, is
certainly not :restricted Ito the. Indian ,Schoola, but in': many cases: it: -is serious
with them, and I believe will continue unlessJmore, 'adequate clorMitorcare Its
given to the children. The defenderstof.- the Indian.bOarding '-sehoola ,have some-
times pointed:tout that,many xpper class children are sent-to boarding ,sohOol and
that'in some caseszthigie:considered,,,a privilPge: -Private,boarding schoola:Pregent
an =interesting,contrast to% the:7:131A: "systeml :In !Most cases, there' ,aret ninny ... more
peoplerrespOnsible: iNor caring:for the children 'outside -Of class, Ahere is t
crucial 441frerence in thetattitude- of thechildren:and the schocl peraionnell towards:
one another:' Even :in ;rather strictiand represEitve 'private, boarding 'schOole, the
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children feel that they and their families are every bit the equale if not the
superiors of those running the school. If the rules seem oppressive, the natural
reaction of the students is to rebelliously consider the school to be in the wrong.
It is probably a rare experience for upper class boarding school students to betold that their parents' way of life is a disgrace. The Indian boarding school
students, on the other hand, arre told directly or indirectly that the school and
its personnel are their superiors, and that if they don't fit in well they are at
fault.

Obviously hiring more instructional aides will not automatically solve these
problems, but it is hard to see how. they can be solved without doing so. The
suggestion we recently heard from the Bureau of Pupil-PersonlIel Services that
what needs to be done is to hire more psychologists, social workers, and other
professionals does not seem adequate. Even if many of these people could be
recruited, their task would be to try to correct the results of a bad situation,
which itself would remain unchanged. Attempts by people In these new posi-
tions to redirect the work of the dormitory staff of the schools, would be
severely limited by the shortages of personnel. If, on the other hand, they try
to follow traditional methods of individual therapy or casework, they will be
able to reach only a small portion of the students who need help, and they will
be hampered by being outside the situation in which the problems arise.

With the same money that would be necessary to hire a force of professionals,
a more effective force of paraprofessionals could be recruited. It is often difficult
to find good professionals who are eager to go to:live in remote-areas. There are
lots of potential good dormitory attendants living near the schools already.
think that in many ways these people would be more valuable than professionals
from outside the community. The local people know the children, their language
and their ways, and the children, trust them more readily than they do non--
Indians whose language and behavior is strange to them. To 'hire more pro-
fessionals without noticeably increasing -the numbers of instructional aides,
would perpetuate a bad situation which we of the mental health program 'along
with many others have been , trying hard to correct. There is an unfortunate
tradition of self-doubt among the aides. 'Often in the past, and occasionally in
the present they have been told that they are not qualified to 'counsel' the
children. The result has been that many aides avoid trying to help children
in trouble when they could do an excellent job. Hiring professional coungelors
without helping the aides to have more time to work with the children would
be another effective step, in convincing the =aides that they are Supposed to
be drill sergeants ,and- floor -polishers but not substitute parents.

If we want the .children ,to feel that the Schools think they are important
individuals who ,deserve and will 'get- good care, the staffing of the schools
will ,have to bechanged. The situation as' it now is, tells; the' children 'that
they Should turn themselves, off outside -the classroom and make no trouble.
A good example is the case of_ night care. 'a -particularly difficult time
for many children, particularly for those; away from ;home. It 'is a time 'of
nightmare and sleeplessness for many, and 'yet it is standard practice to have
one night attendant per 150 or_more .children -and to relegate the -least Capable
people to this important job. NighL attendants indeed are paid "even less than
instructional aides, and there is almost never any chance tor .them to know
anything, about the children . when .they should be helping: ,In the past when
I have , talked .about, this -problem, ,I .have been told' by School personnel that
nothhig Arkucili -happens at night 'but they, :hear this from thez:night. attendants
who .generally aren't ,around '-when !needed, and I hear about: the troubles' that
do, come up, from boarding- school children who are =my' patients. -

In the course of our work- with= the schools overi the past twoi yearsP we haVe
had many chances ,:to meet with..groups of .instructional-, aides and 'teacherL
counselors dn a number- of schools. These' meetings have,been at least instructive
to us and I think they have had some value ,for 'the _schools.' One. ,project- in
particular_ has been interesting,Jandl,may ,be e ii example of what -would be a
way of helping the aidew to:make the ,most of nr-kir -opportunities of counselling
the childrenwhich I. hope will be comingo

Tat-at December, pr.:William 'Benham; Assistant , Area Director for 'Educa,-
tion, of :the ;Navajo :Area of the B.IA, gave .us the opportunity to =set up& pilot
project- for;increasing the- skills "of-tthe, guidance-staff of a boarding school. Me'
arranged_that. members of the edUCation staff-should; be able to work with us,'
and, throughout the project 'we have; bad the benefit7 of the' helP of a number.
of .the staff Imembers of Dr.: Benham's office; as well -as that of-:Mr.' Ernest
Magnuson, Superintendent of Erducation I for the Fort' DefianceAgency, 'and
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members of his staff. The school chosen for the project was the Teyel Elementary
School, and all of the people working there have been most helpful to us.

We decided to attempt intensive consultation with the entire staff of the
guidance department. The consultants were Mr. Magnuson, four BIA Educa-
tional Specialists, and seven members of the Mental Health team. The group
was divided into six pairs, all but one of which had one BIA and one PHS
member, and each pair of consultants conducted weekly meetings with a group
of eight to ten instructional aides and teacher-counselors. Most groups met
sixteen times. The members of the groups were told that we were meeting in
order to help them to find ways of solving psychological problems pretiented by
their children, and that we would try to do this by having free discassions of
any cases, specific problems or other topics the grouP wanted io bring up. We
were initially worried that the aides would be reticent about discuSsing problems,
and were greatly pleased to find that in the main they were not. Many interesting
cases were presented and followed from week to week, and a number-Of general
problemS were examined and possible solutions discussed before and' after they,
were tried. We were pleased to see that racist of the members of the grouPs- seemed
enthusiastic about the meetings, and were moved to try out ne* approaches to
old tasks. Though it !s impossible to know in this field precisely1What causes
what, it seemed to w -that the meetings 'Were helpful to- the-individual students
whose cases were followed, and that the meetings stimulated thought and inno-
vation on the part-of the guidance staff. What might be most important is that
the very existence of the program reinforced- the aides' belief that' counseling
is their most important job and that they should work on their own initiative.

The meetings were of course helpful to 'the consultants in increasing our
understanding of boarding school problems. The groups developed ideas of things
that should be done,' some Of which have already been tried and some of which
require changes beyond the Scope of one school. It became clear that people were
not talking to one another enough. Often questions Were-raised about a child's
behavibr in the classroom and nOne of the members of the guidance department
knew anything. about it, because 'they hadn't talked with' any of the members
of the academic department. We encouraged the aides to visit the claSsrooms
and to exchange information about their children With the teachers, End- we also
suggested that the children's grades be sent tc the dormitory Staff, Since, -in
the main, they 'had ha kno*ledge of how. the' Students were' doing aeadelnically.
Informal talki increised but it: seeins!,likelY 'that''only 'Seine' formal structure
for consultation' between dePartinents will make`a--Permanent difference. We
thought 'that our'meetingi shoWed that disenasiOn of the problems of the school
athong those direetlir coneerned Produded sreater Understanding -even without
artY Special gUidinee froth the consultants, and- think that we" haVe demon-
stiated the 'mine- Of open disdniisiOn *at problerds _among the staff on a
regular' and, fOrmal basis. SUch 'ineetings WoUld' be 'Valuable in any schbOl and
do not require outside help.' We 'believe thatOur- teelinfqne: can-be Of *sine in
the training 'Of- instructional aides''and' that it 'Can 'be,.inore fielPful' than -any
forthal CoUrse cenduCted aWay-froin!:the'bOardirig 'Schools: 1-'

We learned that in a number of 'caSeS, 'trouble Cain& up -with a 'Child' ifter;he
had been, Moved= to a neW group Or' after favorite aide' was nioved:rAt tithes
we 'siiggested mOVei, but When the children log`t a group- Or a' singl&person -Who !
had been' impOrtatit to tthein;ibeeange'Of' a 'reb4ttniiiition' undertaken fdr.radmin2
istrative reasorts,,there Seemed' t lie`erbiible.- We suggested that good relation-
ships should be, preserved wherever possible, eTen when adminigtrtively: incOn-

Running await' from' §chbol very 'frequent itopic of disCnOisiOn;'
nimiber of ideas abont -it' develeped..In Soine cases,: running aWasi4eerith nornial
though undesirable beliaVior:SOme of the,Children Seared siMplY td-be'asierting'
their independence.or denionstratirigtheir strenkth and abilltk bY ding what haS
beCome' a real- -eustoniv; just 'as'it I§ custordary'fOr Children 'in ak'licheo&to ditch
schocn.''at leak once dir tWICe lh a-lifetinie. In oper caSes;children seethed-V-95e
esdaping froth purdslimenVfOr'sonie Misbehavior, and we' ilaW that inlanedlate'and
brief diseiplinarS, Measures Wouldl be guPerior tdidelit*ede or drawn Ont dieesk in;
avoiding thii -and ;other Problems:' 'Often' 'children 'Were runnink
up on trouble thek: feared''VirasIi 'deb*: on thete 'ands' lir; *eii-erat ease*qt oteoved
effective to' eticonrage*uden;t§ itO'41§cti'sk- their ,Worrii4i 'abdut'hifinie W/th'itheir
aides,or teaCher bdunSeldre-,and.for 'Mein td'be taken'tor-a:Vi:§it'hothe
dairy: In getterarwe,foinid.thiit nitelklgreater'khoWledie Of the 7thildi*Ii'ii'lforties
and Canaille§ iWneeded and Nitie hofe that in the fUtUre' inbre stalftinielindPniore
vehicles 'Wilt be available for Making heine:ViSits: ,' '
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Knowledge of the family proved to be very important in another type of run-
ning away. We encountered a number of boys and girls who remained at home
for days or weeks after running away. When the aides visited they found that
the parents were distrustful of the school and not at all convinced that their
children should be there. Sometimes the children had run away because they
wanted to miss an exam or because they were embarrassed by having been caught
in some kind of trouble. Then they would tell their parents that the aides were
beating them up. The parents not having a very high opinion of the school to
begin with, believed them and indignantly kept them at home. We found that
many of the children who ran away and were otherwise poor students came from
families with a low regard for the school. Visits from aides who were obviously
intelligent and devoted to the students helped, but the problem seems to call for
broader measures.

The bad opinion that many Indian families have of the boarding schools is
partly realistic. They know of the inadequate staffing of the dormitories and the
tzeubles that result, and as this situation improves so will the opinion that the
community forms of the schools. In addition, many parents remember the days
when life was much harder in the schools; when speaking Navajo was never
allowed, and punishments were often arbitrary and severe. Sometimes these con-
ditions still persist and word of them spreads more rapidly than of the improve-
ment that has been taking place. In general, the people have insufficient contact
with the schools and do not feel a proper sense of possession about them.

Theoretically, parents are welcome in the schools, but not all staff members
welcome them, and many parents are too shy to come without a great effort
being made to invite them. At the Rock Point School, a special.program for par-
ents is provided every Friday afternoon when families come to take their children
home for the weekend. Such efforts, if more widespread, could be a great help
in convincing parents that their children are well. off In school.

Another valuable step for improving the schools' relations with their com-
munities and for improving the schools themselves, is to give the communities
more voice in their administration. This trend is now in its painful beginning
stage. Local chapters of the Navajo tribe are being consulted more and more
and they are being encouraged to form education committees, where there were
none before. This is a tricky business. Two opposite tendencies often appear
and defeat the purpose of such community boards. On the one hand, they can be
treated as pleasant and entertaining display pieces without any real power. Tf
they are treated this way no good comes of it either as a public relations effort or
as an effort to find ways of running the school better. On the other hand, giving
community groups authority but no guidance can be even more disastrous. I sus-
pect that when this happens it is due to hostility, conscious or unconscious, to the
notion of giving communities any power at all. Basically the reasoning is, "We'll
give them authority if you want us to, and watch what a mess they make of it."
Unlike most large institutions, the BIA schools are not used to citizen. boards.

Such groups elsewhere depend on the professional staff of their institutions
to educate them and inform them on the technical details of their work, 'but they
can and do exercise great authority in policy setting and hiring .and firing. At
the Rough Rock Demonstration School, where there is a school board of this
kind, the community bas shown its ability to safeguard the school against mak-
ing serious mistakes, to suggest new and valuable programs and to improve old
ones. In addition, the parents of the students are proud of the school, and sup-
port it in ananY uraYa-

The dormitory parent program that has been tried at several schools is promis-
ing as a solution to several problems. In this plan, parents from the. neighbor-
hood of the school are employed temporarily in the dormitoriea It is a partial
remedy to the lack of dormitory personnel, and any, help in' that direction is
welcome. It gives greater Impetus to the idea that the schools should provide
substitute parents, and it brings the school and the community closer together.
The parents who have taken part in the prograin have seen not. On11;37 -what is
good about the schools but they also have a new appreciation of how difficult the
school's job is. Some of the aides in our program at Teyel were very pleased to
see what a hard time some afthe dormitory parents had after these same parents
had complained about the aides tor not working hard enough.

One a the most difficult problems that came up in , onr disctisstons. at Teyel
wail the need fOr special education. Our experience suggests that there are about
the same, percentage of retarded and sferiously emotionally. disturbed children
among the Navajo as among the population at. large. This fact presents serious
difficulty, however, because the classes fiw such children are 'not ,nearly large
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enough to fill the need. The regular schools are faced with a difficult choice
whenever they deal with this kind of student. They must decide to take some
of the already inadequate time for care of the normal children and devote it to a
single individual or they must neglect the real needs of a child who could be
helped, and hope that he will get by somehow. Usually, the situation deteriorates
to the point where the student is excluded from school and sent home because
there is so special class to send him to.

Two years ago, Mrs. Frances Bontzen of the Washington Office of the BIA
Branch of Education, conducted an excellent pilot project for finding and edu-
cating retarded children. A sample population was screened and the childreu
who were found to be in need of special education were provided it by classes
at the Teec Nos Pas Boarding -School. Many of the children were enabled to re-
turn to regular classes after only one year The project and the report which
it produced are models of intelligence and the efficient use of limited funds.

It was hoped that the pilot project would serve as a_ model for screening all
the school children in the BIA schools of the Navajo area, and that similar
classes could be started in other parts of the reservation_ The Public Health
Service provided the medical portions of the screening done in the original
project and we were eager to cooperate in this way again. Mrs. Bontzen did a
great deal of advance work for screening the children in the Tube City Agency,
but unfortunately, the funds that were to be available for this work were cut
and finally, Mrs. Bontzen was called away from the work she had started so
that she would be available for administrative assistance in Washington. It is
my understanding that the screening will be continued, though without Mrs.
Bontzen to provide her intelligent guidance and unique experience, and that
no funds are going to be available to set up more classes. It seems to me that
Mrs. Bontzen's withdrawal from this project is an example of putting adminis-
trative convenience ahead of the needs of the children.

The needs of the children are easy to neglect in any institution that deals with
them. Children are small, not always very influential in the community, and are
immature, and so it is easy to blame them if they are dissatisfied or in trouble.
Budgets, job position descriptions, and incident reports are much easier for us to
see in the ,course of our administrative work, but if our whole big structure
of schools and hospitals is to have any use at all, we must keep our eyes on
what is best for the children.It seems to me that this need is particularly great in Indian _education. Not
only are we dealing with children but With children who are faCed with making
a jump from one way of life to another. If the children are to learn anything,
they must feel confident that they have been entrusted to people who want to
take good care of them and who have the ability and the time to do so. I think
thig is the most important job in edncation Half of mankind must make the
same Jump as our Indian students if we, are ever to get out of the trouble we
are in everywhere in the world, and the world watches us to see how much help
we can be to our own American children who come from another culture. We
will never succeed without great effort and we will never succeed if we try. to
fit the. children into some preselected cultural niche of .our choosing: But by
valuing each child and providing good care for him we Can help him to want to
learn what he needs to learn and to become the kind of person that he-himself
finds is best for him to be; so that he can make his own unique contribution to
humanity.
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INNOVATIONS IN INDIAN EDUCATION, TUBA CITY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
TUBA CITY, ARIZ.

(By Hadley Thomas)
The faculty and administrators of the Tuba City Elementary

School, feeling dissatisfaction with the way traditional teaching
methods met student needs, decided to make changes in the school
program, the curriculum, and the school's organization. They felt
that the proper changes would enable them to handle their important
problems better, and that by changing the old patterns of their activi-
ties and the content of their curriculum, they could teach the
individual student more effectively.

BASIC PROBLEMS

Many of the students have a limited background in the use of English, and
very different social and cultural experiences from those of most English-speak-
ing children. Consequently, the school needs grouping in more subject content
areas than just reading; for example, in arithmetic, science, social studies, and
spelling. Many of the Indian students need adult help at all times, even with
what are usually independent types of activities.

Teacher strengths in different areas and special skills were going unused, and
the teacher had to spend too much time in duties of a routine, noneducational
nature ; duties such as making lunch reports, filling out registers, supervising
yard activities, and grading papers. Specialized teaching materials for develop-
ing pupil skill in oral English were needed, but the teachers lacked time for
preparing them.Closer home-school relations for many Indian students were needed ; but the
teachers did not feel they could visit the homes of some students, and the parents
would not come to the school.

Families of the students needed a better understanding of the school's health
program, .and the nurse needed to be able to go to the homes of pupils who had
problems in regard to health.

THE REORGANIZATION

It was decided to go into a team teaching program in the first three grades,
with two teachers and a teacher aide to work with each group of fifty to fifty-
five students in a double-room area.

Funds to put up a building for such a program were not available. Conse-
quently, it was necessary to remodel the existing facilities to create the double-
room areas required. This was done by removing the partitions between two
adjacent classrooms ; cabinets were built for diViders, and special audio-visual
equipment was purchased for each unit.

This remodeling gave a basic space of 24 feet by 62 feet for each team to
teach in. Half of each such area is used for large grtrip instruction. The other
half is divided by a book case and cabinets into two equal-sized small areas for
small group instruction.

The large area of ,the unit has space to seat all students assigned to the team.
The teacher aide usually works in this portion of the room, helping children with
their independent activities, while the teachers work with selected groups in the
small areas.Each teacher on the team takes a group of children, from one to as many
as twenty-five, into one of the small areas. There she works with that group
according to the children's needs.

Thus, <he new room organization permits the student to receive individual
attention at all times. In the small group areas they receive individual atten-
tion from the teacher and the instruction suited to their needs. In the large
group areas, they work independently but receive help and support from the
teacher aide. The children are, consequently, constantly given the opportunity
to learn at their own speed and level.The teachers can now group the students for all subjects and activities in
optimum-sized groups and in any one of the special areas for instruction. The
teachers themselves can teach in the areas of their strength. One teacher may
work in language arts while the other member of the team teaches science and
arithmetic.

,
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Since the teachers are relieved of non-instructional duties by the aides' taking
of the roll, grading of papers, making out of reports, running off of ditto work,
etc., the teachers have time for more thorough preparation of each day's work
and for overall planning to achieve the long range goals of the system.

The most important aspect of the team teaching unit is the daily planning,
which is done by the teachers of a team and their aide. During the planning
period, each member of the team plans her activities for the coming day so that
each person knows what is expected of her and how it relates to the work
of the others. The materials that will be needed for the following day are
planned for and prepared so that the work will go smoothly and effectively.
Teacher time is thus planned to be used in full, and the aide can take students
to the library or the cafeteria, handle yard duty, set up visual aids equip-
ment or supervise students doing independent work as needed.

With three persons functioning simultaneously, the three areas of the team
teaching classroom are used to the full. Each area is equipped with visual
aid screens and blackout curtains for the use of a lemm movie projector, a
35mm filmstrip projector, and an Smm movie projector. These visual aids are
to te found in each team-teaching classroom. There is also a tape recorder,
a record player, and a language consolette in each team's room.

UNGRADED ROOMS

There are always a few students in each grade level who give no indication of
academic progress during the school year. These students from the first, second,
and third grades were identified by the teachers, the nurse, the principal, and
by means of tests and were then placed in special, nongraded classes. In each
class there were twenty-five to twenty-seven students, one teacher, and one
teacher aide. The students were given a special program of studies. Those who
made normal progress academically for a year Under this arrangement were
returned to regular teaching units at the end of the year.

Several of the students chosen for nongraded classes received psychological
evaluations in an attempt to identify those with learning problems. The earlier
the identification in a student's life, the better.

HOME VISITOR AIDES

In addition to classroom teacher aides, home visitor aides were employed by
the school. They make home-school contact with the traditional Indian families
by visiting homes, taking teachers to visit the parents, and bringing parents to
the school.

By their work, they have opened an avenue of communication that did not
exist before. Many parents who have come to school with the aides (both men)
had never been to the school. Teachers, with the aides, visited homes that had
never had a teacher in them. Parents feel that they now have a voice in the
school, a voice which they lacked before. Similarly, the teachers feel that they
can reach families quite inaccessible before.

NURSE'S AIDE

The school nurse needed someone who spoke Navajo to help her with the
school health program ; so a nurse's aide was employed. She helps to interpret
health concepts to students, to families, and to the community at large. She also
assists the nurse in the school office by caring for sores, cuts and scratches, etc.

MATERIALS PREPARATION CENT=

Because many of the materials needed for the new program are of a very spe-
cial nature, they are not readily available from commercial sources. This Means
that tbe teachers themselves must develop the materials and need a special
room with equipment for materials preparation. The use of aides for non-teach-
ing duties gives the teachers time for the preparation of materials.

The materials preparation center was originally a teacher's lounge and store-
room. The room now contains a darkroom, a tape production room, and a gen-
eral production area, where there are duplicating machines, laminating machines,
and typewriters. The center is used solely for producing materials needed in the
classroom.

10 7
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LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER

In order to supplement programs, a film library, a filmstrip library, and varied
resources materials were incorporated into the elementary school library. The
teachers can now go to this one place to get all films, filmstrips, transparencies,
pictures, reference books, language tapes, records, professional books, and chil-
dren's books for any unit in a subject field.

A librarian aide was employed to gather unit materials, check out books to
the students, and care for the center. She works closely with the teacher and
teacher aides.

COMMUNICATION CENTER

This center was planned to meet the needs of the students in oral English.
They require much oral drill, hearing the teacher, having her hear them, and
hearing themselves. The communications center is a 36 station language labora-
tory with multiple programming devices and visual projectors. This equipment
permits visual presentation in conjunction with the use of tapes. Classes are
scheduled to use the center daily.

RESULTS OF THE REORGANIZATION

The present organization has produced the following disCernible benefits :
The students in team units get constant individual help from an adult.
Small group instruction is -presented in a number of subject areas rather than

just in. reading.Teachers, being freed of non-teaching duties. now concentrate on teaching.
There is strong daily planning in the team units.
The student receives instruction, from more than one teacher, in the teacher's

areas of special strength.
The student, through daily association with three adults, identifies with at

last one, if not all at them.
Test results show good academic growth in different areas. More students

in each grade level are closer to the national norm on standardized achieve-
ment tests.Attendance is higher than in any previous year. Students don't want to miss
school.Children with special learning problems are being identified methodically, at
an earlier age.

There are closer home-school relationships. More teitchers are visiting student
bomes, and more Indian parents are coming to the schooL

Teachers are making specialized teaching materials, such as filmstrips, slides,
language tapes, pictures, etc., and are using them in their teaching.

Resource materials are being used more effectively in daily programs.
For more detailed information write to: Tuba Oitzr Elementary School, Tuba

City, Arizona 86045.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MANPOWER
PROGRAMS FOR INDIANS

(A paper delivered at the "."Zational (onference on Manpower Pro-
grams for Indians, held iv. 2%.:ansas City, Missouri, February 16, 1967
by William H. Kelly, Dh-vctor, Bureau of Ethnic Research,. Depart-
ment of Anthropology, University Of Arizona, Tucson.)

It has been my experience in Arisiona that if you want a job you can get special
attention and special senrices from the Arizona State Employment (Mice by iden-
tifying yourself as an Indian.' Whoever you talk to will bend over backwards and
even break some rules to put you to viork.

One of the men most highly respected by Indians in Arizona was Zames Roark.
in all the years he served.as head of the Arizona Employment Office, I never knew
him to miss an opportunity to, attend a meeting or a conference on Indian affairs.
Indian leaders paid attention to what he had to say because he understood. their
special problems. and because he was both realistic and sympathetic. Charles A.
Boyle and his department heads have inherited and carried forwardthis tradi-
tion, and I do not doubt that this holds true in other states since it has obviously
been the policy of the United States Employment Service to make an extra effort
where Indians are concerned.
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It is my assignment to speak of some social and cultural considerations in the
development of manpower programs for Indians. I am taking the liberty, there-
fore, of addressing myself to some problems that lie behind the employment office
contact experience with Indian workers.

'First, I am going to suggest that the Bureau of Indian Affairs' use and inter-
pretation of the word "unemployed", and their approach to the "unemployment
problem" thus conceived, has obscured some fundamental problems of Indian
adjustment.The Bureau of Indian Affairs, for many years, has talked of the "unemployed"
as being all those Indians under their jurisdiction who are not disabled, not in
school or in an institution, or who do not work during most weeks and months of
the year. Under this system of classification, perhaps half of the adult male Indian
population can bp assed as unemployed. And when a man is declared to be un-
employed, the thing to do is to put him to work, and the way to put him to work
is to develop irrigation systems and cattle ranges on the reservations, or to re-
locate him in some city where wage work is available or, most recently, to push
programs of resources development and industrial development on and near In-
dian land. Such programs reach only the elite and the steady workers.

The whole business is heartwarming, thoroughly American, acceptable to Con-
gress, but not much help to the Indians. This is because economic solutions have
been applied to a problem which is basically social and psychological.

There are three broad classes of adult Indians : (1) The elite. The relatively
small number who are well adjusted, educated, and fully employed. (2) The work-
ers. Well over half the total male population 14 years of age and older. This group
includes the full time workers, the part workers -and, at any given time, the rela-
tively few who are unemployed. (3) The idle. This group far outnumbers the
unemployed and include, along with some of the "workers", the chronically
underemployed.Although the Indian situation represents special problems, the two main groups
above, the "workers" and the "idle", are well recognized in the United States
Census and Bureau of Labor Statistics reports. When the U.S.E.S. designates a
person as being unemployed they mean by this that he is, as measured by objec-
tive criteria, looking for work and willing and able to work. The concept is thus
a measure of the economy and not of the psychological or social condition of the

This is not the case with the Indian Service. It would appear that through a
semantic device, by calling something "unemployment" when it is not .unemploy-
ment, they have swept their real problems under the rug and out of sight. The
Bureau of Indian Affairs devotes a significant share of its tinie, talents and
money on programs designed to create work for Indlans who are not in the labor
force. I know of no single program designed specifically to deal with the enor-
mously complex problems of the "idle" segment of the Indian population.

According to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, from 40 to 50 percent of American
Indians are "unemployed". The following statement is from a speech delivered
in Chicago in February, 1964 by the former Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Dr.
Philleo Nash: "Let me tell you how poor Indians are : Unemployment on the
reservations runs between 40 and 50 percentseven or eight times the national
average". In testimony before the Subtorninittee on Employment and Manpower.
of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of the United States Senate in
1963, the Bureau of Indian Affairs filed the following statement: "Because it
would be' unrealistic to measure the need for emPloyment on the reservations
by the number of Indians actively seeking worit without success, the Bureau
has used another definition of unemPloyment. Our estimates of unemployment are
based on labor force estimates that incIndes all Indians of working age who are
neither unemployed because of physical -or mental handicaps nor unavailable
for employment because of enrollment in school, of family responlibilittes, or of
early retirement. The resulting survey, the first td be madft:simultaneouslY of
all reservations, indicated a labor force of about 120,000, slightlY More than
half of whose members were employed. Half of the employment, in. turn, was of
temporary nature".Not 50 percent, not 30 percent, not even ten percent of the Indians in the
United States are unemployed. This does not mean that the Indians are not in
trouble. They are in plenty of trouble, but the descriptive worda are idleness and
social maladjustmentMy statement needs support. In the 1960 U.S.. Census, slightly more than nine
percent of 163,337 Indian males in this country were designated as being un-
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employed.2 In the same census slightly more than seven percent of the Papago
and Pima Indian males of southern Arizona 'were defined as unemployed. In a
1964 study of Papago employment conducted by the Bureau of Ethnic Research
of the University of Arizona, less than four percent of Papago males were found
to be unemployed. The small percentage of unemployed found in our study re-
sults, I am sure, from the special care we took to -determine whether or not a
man was actually in or out of the labor force for a given period_

This is the magnitude-9, 7, and 4 percentof an economic problem that can
and should be met by economic measures.The segment of the Indian population in social and psychological trouble is
materially larger. In the same 1960 census 'report, 23 percent of all Indian males
were tabulated as being outside the labor force and not in school or in an in-
stitution. These are the idle and the physically and mentally disabled_ The 1964
Papago survey records 26 percent of adult males in this category of whom 14
percent were idle and 12 percent disabled or over age.2 This is the highest per-
centage of idle men found in any ethnic group in this country.

There are two principal classes of Indian males who are listed as "idle" in any
employment surveyone class diminishing and the other expanding. The dimi-
nishing group, mostly reservation 'residents, is made up of the less acculturated
men who are attempting to live by Indian valnes in the face of rapid economic
change. They are reasonably well adjusted, spend a great deal of time in social
and ceremonial activities, and scrounge a living from their kinsmen and neigh-
bors, and by engaging in occasional farm work, or running a few head of cattle.

The expanding group is made up of the men who are torn between Indian
values and the Indian way of life and the demands of modern avenues for self
employment or wage work. They live on and off the reservations, seek work only
sporadically, drink too much and at the wrong time, and come and go with little
regard for their family and community responsibilities. The .psychological nature
of the situation in which these maladjusted men find themselves has been pointed
out by Jack Waddell as follows :

". . . the most unstable and undependable . . were those who could use English
well, those who have extended exposure to schools and vocational programs, and
those who comprehended the meaning of certain Anglo values. These seem to be
among those most prone to job-jumping and voluntary unemployment. Much of
it can be attributed to age and an unreadiness to feel obliged to settle down, but
much of the behavior can be explained in terms of dissonance or the inability
to articulate the understanding they have of Anglo cultural values with a suffi-
cient motivation to implement these values." a

I have said not one thing that is not known, explicitly or implicitly, to the field
men of the United States Employment Service. To my knowledge they .have
taken these factors into account and have pcdd special attention to the task of
moving their Indian clients into the labor force. Work with Indians obviously
emphasizes unusual placement measures and, even more, the testing, counseling,
vocational training, and job development aspects- of the Employment Service
operation.But this is not enough, and there is little. or nothing that I know about that
the U.S.E.S. can do about it. The majority of American Indians, obviously, are
reaching for their.own, yersion of .4mer1can.life and this very definitely does not
include the repudiation of their Indian-heritage and it does not include assimila-
tion.If we aCcept this fact, and the fact Of maladjuStinent that seems to stem from
a refusal to assimilate, the problem of the American Indian is-placed in an entirely
new p4rspective. The problem )s bictilturalism and neither the Indians nor
fedekal agencies, nor anyone else weally; understand the flrst thing, about .thisproblem. To become. bilingual is no great task. Neither is lt difficult to be
bicultural 'when the two: cultnres traCe toa comMon source, Such as the Judeo-
Ohristian tradition. The- Wilienit task Li to live simultaneously with parts and
places of two. entirely different sets of cognitive orientations and values. For
example : you learn in one culture that man and nature are One, and that, man
must learn to live with nature. In the next culture you learn that Man. and
nature are worlds apart, and that man must dominate nature. In..: One culture

1. U.S. Cenatla of Population, 19606 Non-White Population by Race, U.S. Government
Printing Ofliee. Washinton, 1968.Harland Padfield, Employment Study. unpublished manuscript, Bureau of
Ethnic Research, Universi of Arisona., Tucson.Zack Waddell. Adapta on of Papas* Workers to Off-Reservation Occupations, Ph. D.Dissertation, Universaty of Arisona. 1966.
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you learn that the supernatural is both good and evil and that the supernatural
gives and withdraws health, crops and fertility. In the next culture you learn that
germs cause disease, hybrid corn seed determines the amount of a crop, and
that a little pill controls fertility. I could go on without end. But it does not end
for the Indian. The problem of reconciliation goes on every day and every hour,
and even the most sophisticated Indian is forever battling for co-nitive control
and for a sense of unity in the universe, and especially in the unrverse of social
relations, which you and I take for granted and to which we never give a
thought.The results is confusion, bewilderment, discouragement and anger. The Indian,
in fact, being unaware of the causes of his difficulty, escapes the pressure through
idleness, erratic work habits, alcoholism and apathy.

When one culture in the bicultural mix is as dominant as the Anglo culture,
a byproduct of the loss of cognitive control is a negative self image. Only within
the last year or two has this problem been attacked in any organized fashion,
and, I predict, the work will be a forerunner to studies and experiments aimed
at methods for securing a normal bicultural adjustment

The programs I refer to have been established by Robert Roessel in a new ex-
perimental school at Rough Rock on the Navajo Reservation and Father John
F. Bryde in an equally new program at the Pine Ridge Mission School in the
Sioux country of South Dakota.At Rough Rock, the Bureau of Indian Affairs in association with the Office of
Economic Opportunity, is :_,ermittiztg Dr. Roessel to create a revolutionary school
and community development programa. Thc. philosophy of this school is that it is
possible to teach Indians to live in dignity as Indians while participating in, and
enjoying the benefits of, the American economic system. Indian leaders teach the
history and folklore of Navajo life. Indian values and the Navajo language are
taught side by side with the ABC's and the new math. Indian children are taught
that the Indian way, however outmoded, is worthy in its own right and not
the shabby product of ignorant primitives as most Americans view it. The:
school board is composed of five Navajo Indians who, having personal experience
with biculturalism, may have the perspective that will help Dr_ Roessel frame
a curriculum that will not destroy the cognitive control these youngsters pos-
sessed when they entered the first grade.

Dr. Roessel and Father Bryde may or may not be on the right track from the
point of view of psychological theory. At least they are trying to get at the root of
the problem of Indian employment. The U.S.E.S. knowing the differences between
Indians and non-Indians, because they work with both, could help clarify the
Indian problem and perhaps lend its weight toward an all-out attack on Indian
idleness which, I contend, is a normal response to the abnormal situation in
which the Indians find themselves.

Senator KENNEDY of New -York. The Special Subcommittee on
Indian Education will be in recess.

(Whereupon, the subcommittee recessed at 3 p.m. subject to recon-
vene at the call of the Chair.)
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This book is dedicated to .cvery
man, woman and youth who
would seek to make this world
a better place for all mankind
to live in; and to Ed Morrow,
an educator with heart, who
died trying.
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CHAPTER 3

The Problems of
Apache Youth in School

FOR MORE THAN TEN YEARS, Apache students living on the
San Carlos Reservation have been exposed to rthree majo;
types of school systems: federal, public, and mission schools,
with separate schools operating independently within each
system.

I. Public Schools:
a): Globe School District. (serving the San Carlos com-

munity) (206)*
1) East Globe ElementaryApaches attending grades

5 and 6
2) Hil1 Street Jr. HighApaches attending grades

7 and 8 -

3) Globe High SchoolApaches attending grades
9f1-12 ,

b) Ft. Thomas School District (servingthe Bylas com-
,,munitY) (121)

1) Ft. Thomas Elementary- Apaches attending
grafieS 1-6 <

2) -Ft. .Tho_mas. Jr; HiglAiAP4 -kligh.P0100,1-7-74.1m0.e,s,
attending_grades 7712 _, -

) Rice. School;,- District._ f(serVingL *he ,5an ,Carkis
,(59)

1) Rice., l'ublic School-7-Ap-achesz A ingttend; grades 4-4

*The . figures in.() , denoting Apache student ,enrollnient, :were
conipMd` "during" the *inter of the 1959-60 schota Yen* -from-Cut:rent'
school records. These figures varied throughout the school year,because'
(4-.33#47-yeaP4Flanger,f-J,..; ,-
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II. Federal Schools:
a) Reservation Day Schools: (426)

1) San Carlos Day SchoolApachcs attending grades
Beginners-4
2) Bylas Day SchoolApaches attending grades Be-
ginners-4

b) Off-Reservation Boarding Schools: (184)
1) Phoenix Indian SchoolApaches eligible to at-

tend grades 7-12
2) Stewart Indian SchoolApaches eligible to attend
tend grades 7-12
3) Theodore Roosevelt Boarding SchoolApaches

'eligible to attend grades 1-8
4) Sherman InstituteApaches eligible to attend

grades 1-12
III. Mission Schools:

a) Reservation Day Schools (152)
1) Peridot Lutheran Mission Schoolteaching grades

1-12
2) Bylas Lutheran Mission S.Schoolteing grades

1-12
b) Off-Reservation Boarding Schools (65)

1), East Fork Lutheran Mission Schoolteaching
grades' 1-12
2), St. John's Catholic Mission School teaching

girades 5-12
3) Southwest Indian School (Glendale Mission

'SChool)teaching grades. 1-12',
The federal reservation day schools- weie-owned and op-

erated iby- the stureAU df Ihdiãh Affairs, Branch of Education.
The local reservation principatimaintained an offfce at the San
Carlos BIA Agen)cy-and',Ituidtiiined as 'if- kink/ =Of schb61 'super-
intendent, overseeing the programs of ea-ChAndiiidual federal
school on-the reiervation. Titese iohltiols; Ono dabh. at San Car-
los and Bylas at the time, were separately staffed with-a- school
pkindipal; 'ekchers, 4 icust§clians;::bas diiver#,;; ahd ,nciieferia
workers: L 4.,

Tribal law required all Apache children -it) "enter .s'ehbol
at least by the age of six. At this, age, most enrolled in the two
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federal reservation day schools, where "Beginners" classes were
held to teach the non-English-speaking Apache children some
rudiments of English, and to acquaint them with the basic
patterns of school life. After the fourth grade, however, stu-
dents were transported each day to the off-reservation public
schools at Globe or Ft. Thomas, or they were sent directly to
any one of a number of federal boarding schools, far from the
reservation environs.

One of the primary responsibilities of the reservation
principal was to select eligible Apache students for boarding
schools. At San Carlos the applications, usually submitted by
the family of each child, had to have the approval of the BIA
socisl worker, the reservation principal, and the agency superin-
tendent- Briefly summarized, the criteria for the selection of
boarding school enrollees was stated as follows:
Education ("Atari*:

1) no other school is available
2) where special vocational or preparatory courses are

necessary
3) scholastically retarded students, or those with severe

bilingual problems
spew Criteria:

1) neglected or relected children
2) children from inadequate home environments
3) children with extreme behavior problems
4) children whose health is jeopardizeci hy the Ellness of

household members
(Bureau of Indian Affairs 1956:2)

Each federal boarding school had its own special ed-
ucation programs, ranging from the academic to tha more
vocational aspects of training. Each was run by a separate
administrative and teaching staff, and operated independently
from reservation directives. Coordination between the federal
boarding schools and the federal reservation education system
was managed through annual conferences of school admin-
ktratoes, and supervised through the Washington and regional
area calms. Most of the federal boarding schools provided
academie and vocational training up through the twelfth grade.

Upon fulfillment of the fourth grade requirements, how-

00.14 0 00 - pt. I - It
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ever, most Apache youngsters remained at home, to be trans-
ported daily to the off-reservation public schools. At the time
of this study, these schools were owned and operated by the
local district tax payers, who lived off the reservation, and
who were for the most part non-Indians. The schools functioned
after the pattern of many Arizona public schools, with elected
school boards (all non-Indians in 1961) functioning independ-
ently from any reservation authority. Criticism from BIA
officials, however, was usually keenly attended to because the
overwhelming m3jority of funds for the support of the Apache
children in the pul3lic schools came as a result of federal leg-
islation, ovet which higher DIA echelons had some influence.

Globe ubli Schonds provided a part-time guidance coun-
selor for India= EPA dents. It was his job to help with the
adjustment of the Indian students into the school routine by
providing extra attention and extra assistance when necessary.
At Ft. Thomas, the smaller of the two public school systems,
the high school principal devoted a part of his time to the
problems ¶ the Indian students to make up for the lack of a
special c- .nselor.

Remadial reading courses were established in both school
programs and many Apaches were encouraged to take them.
Federal subsidies provided free lunches to ail Indian students
in public school, but high school Indian students had to pur-
chase their own books and supplies as did all non-Indians.
However, assistance from a variety of sources was usually
found for needy cases through the cooperation of public, fed-
eral, and tribal agencies.

The mission schools had another education program of
their own. In addition to the day schools at By las and Peridot,
the Lutherans also maintained a boarding school at East Fork
on the Ft. Apache Reservation. Catholic Apaches wishing to
send their children to a paroc: school usually sent them to
St. John's Indian School in LaN.....en, Arizona, for there were
no Catholic mission day schools on the San Carlos Reserva-
tion. At the time of this study, however, hopes were high
among parishioners that a school would ba built in the fore-
seeable future.

Contact between the misska_ schools and the other two
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school _systems was limited. The strict policy of church and
state separation prohibited federal aid to the mission school
program, even to the extent that needy mission students found
it difficult to get assistance for books and clothing. As federal
aid to public education increased over the years, Apache par-
ents found it advantageous to transfer their children from the
mission schools in order to get money for educational expenses.

In the spring of 1958, prior to this study, the San Carlos
tribal chairman appointed his newly elected vice-chairman to
head the tribal education committee. By this action it was
hoped that new impetus would be given to what BIA officials
saw as a growing Apache interest in the education of their
people.* It was the purpose of this committee to:

1) encourage parental interest in education by acting as
a sounding-board for complaints and providing useful
assistance, e.g., educational loans

2) sponsor constructive extra-curricular activities for
Apache students, and other educational projects, e.g.,
local newspaper

3) help coordinate different programs of educationa!
aid to parents and children, e.g., Save the Children
Federation

4) inform agencies of control, such as the tribal council,
BIA educ Ation offices, public schools, etc., of the
people's needs.

5) inform the people of new programs, regulations, and
benefits provided for educational purposes by the
controlling agencies

The Apache tribal council also provided the services of
one or more juvenile officers to combat truancy and delin-
quency and to counsel with parents and students experiencing
educational difficulties. Scnce their appointment to this position
was generally based upon an ability to get along with children
and a position of high regard among Apaches and Anglos
alike, these officers were frequently called upon to assist in
matters where the normal Anglo channels of communication
had failed.

This completes a review of the major components in the
*From a conversation with the BIA reservation superintendent.
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program of Apache .education.* A critical analysis of their
contributions to this program will come later in a more specific
discussion of problems and underlying causes. The following
section will deal with some of the indices that were used in
this study to measure the relative successor failureof
Apache students to respond to formal education as it was pre-
sented between 1959 and 1961.

School Enrollment, 1949-1961
Available recordst for this twelve year period indicated

that the enrollment of Apache school-age children remained
well above the 90% mark. From this standpoint, at least, it
can be said that the school program had been successful in
reaching out into nearly every household on the reservation.
This was not true twenty or thirty years ago when many Apache
parents hid their children from the school disciplinary officer
who came to take them away to boarding school.

This high rate of school enrollment among Apache chil-
dren was due to at least two factors, revealed from the obser-
vations and interviews of this study:

1) There was a growing willingness on the part of most
Apache parents to have their children enrolled in
school; and

2) there was a persistent effort on the part of Anglo and
Indian reservation officiais to see that the streets were
kept free of delinquent Exhool children.

The greater part of the small minority of unenrolled
Apache school-age children was found to consist Primarily of
drop-outs, for whom school work had become such an impossi-
bility that much of the academic year was lost and would have
to be repeated.

int should be noted here that the tiny Rice Pvblic Schodl at San
Carlos has been omitted from this discussion. This is because At played
a rather insignificant role in the education of Apaches. It was ti school
maintained primarily for the convenience of San Carlos BIA agency
personnel, who did not care to send their grammar school children into
Globe because of the lonf bus ride each day. BIA personnel were not
allowed to enroll their children in the 'ocal federal school. Rice School
at Gilson Wash was finally closed down in 1961 when San Carlos Day
School was turned into a cooperative federal-public school.

tCombined BIA Agency and project reports.
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Attitudes toward the enrollment of Beginners (pre-first
graders) were indicative of the overall feeling on the part of
Apache parents and school officials about school enrollment.
In 1960 it was rare indeed to find a primary school-age Apache
child roaming freely out of school for any length of time. More
frequently than not, such an occurence happened through an
oversight or error in the agency records rather than through
intentional resistance on the part of the parents. As soon as
the error was discovered, it was swiftly corrected and the child
was enrolled in school. Thus, by keeping in contact with res-
ervation families through the variety of tribal, BIA, and U.S.
Public Health services, and by maintaining an up-to-date census
record of the total population, school officials were able to
keep close tabs on all potential students.

Most Apache children, however, upon reaching school
age, seldom got the chance to play hooky. Many Apache par-
ents sought to enroll their children as soon as possible, and
for some the six year age limit for Beginners in federal schools
was frequently a source of aggravation. These parents pre-
ferred to have their children begin this pre-primary grade at
five years, the same age as non-Indian children. In fact, this
observer interviewed some parents who felt so strongly about
this that they made a special effort to enroll their five year olds
in public and mission schools where limited facilities made
admission difficult, rather than in the large federal reservation
day schools where most Apache children began their education.

With Apaches involved in three separate systems of edu-
cation, it is important to compare the trends in enrollment for
each of the systems in order to understand where some of the
primary school problems existed. As can be seen from the
above chart, the relative proportions of Apache enrollment in
public, federal, and mission schools changed considerably dur-
ing the twelve year period from 1949 to 1961.

Whereas in 1949 the great majority of Apache students
(69.3% ) were attending federally operated day and boarding
schooLs, the proportion of Apaches in both federal and public
schools was almost equal by 1959, ten years later. Mission
school enrollment increased only slightly between the years
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San Carlos Apaches in Public, Federal
And Mission Schools, 1949-1961
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1949 to 1954, but this period did witness a tremendous shift
in enrollment between the federal and public schools, as the
federal reservation day schools liquidated their upper grades
and the children moved into public off-reservation day schools
primarily at Globe and Ft. Thomas. Between 1954 and 1959,
the enrollment in federal schools continued to dncline as the
public school rolls increased, until by I959as has been
mentionedtheir respective shares of the entire student popu-
lation were almost equal. The mission schools reached their
peak in 1956 with 28.8% of the total, but after 1957 they
experienced a sharp reduction in students- The enrollment in
public schools also declined after 1959, as federal school en-
rollment increased.

The principal factors influencing these trends appeared
to be circumstantial rather than preferential as far as Apaches
were concerned. In the 1950's federal policies towards Indians,
as previously stated in Chapter 1, were in favor of assimilating
all Indians into the greater Anglo society. The situation de-
scribed by the twelve year survey presented here shows a clear
example of the implementation of these policies.

Between 1949 and 1953 the Bureau of Indian Affairs
decided to close down its community high schools at By las
and San Carlos in favor of the integration policies of Wash-
ington lawmakers. Since integration could not be achieved to
any notable extent within reservation boundaries because there
w-fre so few White children living there, the off-reservation
public school systems at Globe and Ft. Thomas were requested
to accept Apache students. Money provided by the Johnson-
O'Malley Act of 1936 was used to help the public schools
offset their increased expenses brought on by this sudden rise
in enrollment.*

Between 1953 and 1955 a further step was taken to in--
crease the proportion of Apaches in public schools, when the
7th and 8th grades at San Carlos and Bylas were eliminated.
Finally, in 1957, the 5th and 6th grades were closed out and
sent to off-reservation public schools. From that year until

*For a complete discussion of the Johnson-O'Malley Act provi-
sions, see the report of the Arizona Commission of Indian Affairs,
Federal and State Participation in Indian Education, 1961-1962, Phoe-
nix, pp. 14-18.
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1961, only the first five years of schoolBeginners through
4th graderemained active on the reservation at By las and
San Carlos in the federal day schools.

Although the mission schools never achieved more than
28% of the total student enrollment during the twelve year
period, they did experience a decline after 1956. There is
reason to believe that this decline can be attributed in part
to the rising influence of the Pentacostal churches at that time.
As the popularity of this new kind of religion grew, the older
reservation missions, sponsored by the Lutherans and the Cath-
olics, began to lose their parishioners. Support of the mission
schools was costly, since they did not enjoy federal and state
assistance. Lutheran mission policymakers finally decided that
only the children of their most loyal parishioners could attend
the mission schools, and as a result, some students were com-
pelled to go elsewhere.

It would be misleading to conclude from the high enroll-
ment figures stated that school enrollment per se was no longer
a problem for the San Carlos Apaches. An analysis of attend-
ance records (see below) showed that mid-year transfers were
prevalent throughout the entire program. This was discovered
when efforts to compile complete individual student attendance
records for the 1959-60 school year were thwarted by so many
incomplete school records. For example, a child would enroll
in one day school in September, then transfer to boarding
school in November. After the Christmas holidays, his name
might again show up on the rolls of the previous day school,
whereperhaps--he would finish out the year.

This erratic migration of students was enough to disrupt
a sizeable number of individual student attendance records,
but no exact figure could be determined for transfers alone.
Nevertheless, for whatever the reasontransfers, dropouts, or
data errorsit can be said that during the 1959-60 school
year, 392 out of 1174 students enrolled in day schoolsadid not
complete their year's study at the school in which they were
originally enrolled.*

The observations of the author, while working with school
Apache enrollment figures for 1959-60 are listed in ( ) on pages

24, 25 and 26.

-.1 2 3
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officials in various capacities, tended to support the statistical
evidence above. Several times each week, the reservation prin-
cipal was confronted by some unhappy parent or student seek-
ing a transfer from one school to another. Parents having
disciplinary problems with their children at home would seek
to have them sent to boarding school. Students experiencing
difficulty in adjusting to one school would ask to be sent to
another. Families seeking employment off the reservation,
wherever and whenever it was available, would take their chil-
dren with them. Mid-year transfers were not only indicative
of student problems, but the high rate of such transfers was
also a recognizable factor in contributing to the failure of many
to meet the expected academic standards for educational
progress.

Daily Attendance in School
By their very nature boarding schools tended to eliminate

any attendance problems. Apache teen-agers enrolled in such
schools had little opportunity to play hooky in such a highly
controlled environment where teachers, supervisors and a va-
riety of counselors and attendants were continually watching
over their students. The few who did manage to elude super-
vision, or who openly defied it, were swiftly and firmly repri-
manded. Thus, the discussion of Apache teen-age attendance
will be based primarily on public high school records.*

Public school officials at Globe and Ft. Thomas kept
monthly attendance records for Apache students primarily
because of the nded to present daily enrollment totals each year
to the federal government for cost reimbursement through the
Johnson-O'Malley program. From these materials, the research
staff of this study compiled individual student attendance rec-
ords for every Apache enrolled 150 days or more in the same
school during the 1959-60 school year. Interviews with teach-
ers and school officials assisted in the formulation of an
"attendance scale" to which the completed individual rec-

The small number of Apache teen-age students attending the
massson day schools does not warrant the inclusion of their figures in
the data presented here, nor will their exclusion in any way change the
validity of the findings.
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ords could be applied. This scale consisted of the following
categories:

1) Perfect Attendance: 0.0% absence for the year
2) Good Attendance: 0.1-4.9% absence for the year, or

up to 1 day's absence every 4 weeks
3) Fair Attendance: 5.0-9.9% absence for the year, or

up to 2 days' absence every 4 weeks
4) Danger Zone: 10.0-14.9% absence for the year, or

up to 3 days' absence every 4 weeks
5) Poor Attendance: 15.0-19.9% absence for the year,

or up to 1 day's absence every week
6) Inadequate Attendance for Normal Scholastic Prog-

ress: includes all categories of 20% absence for the
year or higher. Most students missing 1 day a week
from school or more were considered unlikely to be
able to keep up with the rest of the class in school.

At Globe High School, the records showed that 68% of
the enrolled (150 days or more) Apache students had either
"Fair" or "Good" attendance records, while the remaining
32% had records falling in categories 4, 5, and 6, indicating
definite attendance problems. At Ft. Thomas High School,
meanwhile, only 47% of the enrolled Apache students had
records in the upper three categories. The remaining 53% were
missing school to a degree beyond what most teachers and
administrators considered to be adequate for normal academic
progress.

School officialsboth Indian and non-Indian--blamed the
higher absence rate among By las teen-agers primarily on the
accessability of liquor in the Geronimo area, just between By las
and Ft. Thomas. More than likely, a combination of factors
contributed to the problem: 1) reduced recreational facilities
within the By las community resulting from the loss of the
local day school facilities, 2) a greater degree of poverty in
By las than in San Carlos (although this was apparent, it has
yet to be actually proven), and 3) the easy accessibility of
liquor to both adults and minors.

By lumping the records of the Apaches from both schools,
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it can be seen that 42.5% of public high school Apaches missed
2 days or more out of e% -.:ry 20 days of classes: 17.5% missed
2-3 days out of every 20, 9% missed 3-4 days, and 12%
missed 4-5 days. Eight per cent of the Apache students at Ft.
Thomas High School (none from Globe) missed more than
one fourth of the entire academic year. It is also important to
note that the enrollment of Apaches in government boarding
schools reached an all-time high in 1959-60. This meant that
a sizable number of problem cases had been removed from the
reservation; had they been in public school, the attendance
records for the year would very likely have been much worse.

The extent of the teen-age Apache attendance problem
in the off-reservation public schools must also be considered
in the light of other factors:

1) Apache high school students in the main were not
habitual attendance problems as some school officials
at the time believed they were. No less than 67.2%
of these students had adequate attendance for the
year. A few even had perfect attendance records at
Ft. Thomas High School. The problem, then, was not
one of rampant proportions: it was limited to an
unmistakable core of "repezAters," whose problems
were such that they caused the continual interruption
of schooling by incurring a high rate of absenteeism.

2) Additional attendance data showed definite trends in
the rate of absenteeism. In the on-reservation govern-
ment day schools for example, where the majority (ap-
prox. 340 in 1959-60) of Apache youngsters obtained
their schooling up through the fourth grade, as much
at 76% of the students had adequate attendance for
the year. Some 36 students, in fast, had perfect at-
tendance records. Those Apachc-s in the public
schools, however, the majority of whom were in
grades 5 through 8, had the smallest percentage of
adequate attendance (56% ) for the year.

When used in conjunction with the interview and scholas-
tic data, these differing percentages revealed some understand-
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ing of the intensity of school and personal-social Apache
problems at different academic and age levels. It seemed
evident that those Apache students leaving the reservation day
schools to enter grades 5, 6, 7, and 8 at Globe and Ft. Thomas
experienced considerable difficulty in adjusting socially and
academically to the new, integrated public school system. These
problems, combined with their own adolescent growing pains
made them the most susceptible to absenteeism.

At the high school level, many of these students con-
tinued to suffer from the problems compounded in the lower
grades, and theh attendance records were indicative of these
difficulties in the presence .of a more demanding curriculum.
Sources in the literature also tend to support this interpreta-
tion (Zintz 1960:75 and Boyce 1960:5).

During .the interviews with high school Apache students,
specific questions were asked about the transition between the
on-reservation BIA schools and the public schools. The an-
swers varied. Some students said that they did not like going
to the public schools at first because they, felt very much in
the minority. The non-Indian students appeared cold and un-
friendly, and the teachers seemed to pay more attention to
the non-Indians.

Other Apache hi.-f.h schoolS students admitted that the
sudden change was quite a shock at first, primarily because
the classwork was much harder, the competition was greater,
and homework was required for the first time. These Apache
students had no complaints about their non7Indian peers, other
than the fact that they wer tough competitors.

All of the high school Interviewees remarked about the
sudden increase in the educational demands from their teachers
when first entering the public schools, but -some claimed that
they becanie accustomed ti) it. Their greatest difficulty, they
said, was communication. Not only was it hard to keep up with
the pace of the teacher's instructions, but some recalled having
difficulty understanding the chatter of their fellow classmates
on the playground. This discouraged a number of Apaches
from making a greater effort to learn English.. During reCess,
many stayed with groups of their own kind and -spoke Apache,

7
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total student population but they required a far greater pro-
portion of coumeling time, for communication was frequently
&Mask and good rappon was hard to achieve. Tbc problem
seemed not so much onc of language as of values and ideas, as
shell as a basic lack of mutual understanding between the
students, their sweat, and dime in charge of tbe eduTation
program Out of these families a number of characterigk
"types einerged_
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provided in school for the needs of every child, coupled with
the basic conviction that no teacher or school administrator
could possibly have the concern for an ailing Apache child
the way its mother could, gave most Apache parents ample
cause for keeping a sick child home from school. Even among
parents who openly professed the importance of education, this
strong, protective feeling about their children predomb.sted.
Considering the high &oh rate among Indian children until
a kw years ago, particularly among infants,* Apache parents
miWst well have had good reason to be so concerned (Goodwin
1442: 453).

11111SIMINIMANDINOS AS A CAW* POI AIMIENTIOSM

Again and again simple misunderstardinp were found to
be responsible for absenteeism. A high sc:sool teen-ager, for
example, might come home vac afternoon with a problem,
perhaps a request of some sort from the school. Since in most
Apche families, children were not asked about their daily
acdvities--and few voluntoesod information on their own.--abe
problem might not come to light until the next morning viten
it was time to paper* for school. Then the student would %oice

bitter complaint aping the school and beg to be kept et
home tor fear of punishment by some teacher or administrator.
Unable to cope with the problem at such short notice, et per-
haps usable to endentaed fully, ttc puttied pasta, fearing
kw the safety of the child, kept the es None.

Couseefing with the parent asks child teveakd is almost
may care a rather limited undemanding of the facts surround-
ing the incident and, on the rut of the parent, an even more
Ikulied undrestaeding of rchaol proceduive and policies in
seral. thiato- she incomplete or distorted information that
the child hal so oar was all thug the parent had oss which
to hire his or her decision. The modem may have avisendcr-
mood the teacher% meat, or the teacher may have miuseder-
mood the IIINclest's ream tor bevies difficulty in MMus thud
segnem. This sabundustandlas wee farther complicated whoa
presented se the Wolverine parents by the stedset; assd

*Indian hears sem* ia eakilt110% woe ITS par MOO
Wilt US- Pellidaiss Awls ware 2$ per 1000 Meths
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situation resulted which was sufficient for at least one day's

absence, and possibly more if not attended to that day.

A prompt clearing of the confusion through the aid and

diplomacy of the tribal juvenile officer seldom failed to get the

child back in school immediately. Often Walter problems of a

similar nature were avoided because of the brief learning ex-

perience provided the parent through a counseling session.

NU OROS Or SHAMS AIM WHOM ONCIPUNI ON MISENTINSN

lr was not unusual to find an Apache child at home be-

cause an unhappy incident in school had caused him to feel
embarrassed and ashamed. Such incidents created highly emo-
tional situations necessitating the most sensitive handling on
the part ot the counselor or intermediary. They occurred most
frequently in the integrated public schools, where old racial
antagonisan and poor family-school communications tended
to complicate and distort the real issues at hand. The inevitable
misundentandinp were difficult to iron out under such con-
ditions, and as often as not the outcome would find the angry
and humiliated parents insisting on transferral ot their child
to another school. The following actual incident should help
to illustrate this discussion.

Emily Alberta (fictitious name) was progressing in public
school, until one day she was sent home with the report that
she had lim in her hair. Her family was quite embarrassed, and

Emily was scrubbed %well and scot back to school. Again she

maraud home with a notice of the same complaint. Only this

time she was told not to return to school until she bad rid
bendf of all the lice.

The parents were incensed, and reported the incident to
the reservation principal and the social worker. Emily refined

to bark to school under any drcumgances, and her parents

were strongly in sympathy. Several phone calls clarified the
problem, and a Public Health Nurse was seat to tbe home to
eradicate die sou= of the girl's reinfection.

le a week's time, after much coaxing, the Abates finally

agreed so seed Emily beck to school. She returned home once

non with word from the school nurse, dainties that these
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were "indications" of lice still in her hair. An examination by
the PHS doctor refuted this claim, and the reservation principal
unleashed a vigorous protest against thc public school officials.
No amount of apologies, however could soften the hearts of
Emily's irate parents, and in a short time she was sent away
to boarding school.

A thorough investigation of the causcs behind unfortunate
incidents like this one brought to light factors which created
the conditions fostering misunderstandings Anto teachers and
school administrators were generally ignorant of Apache dis-
ciplinary methodsin fact, many believed that Apache parents
did not discipline their children at alland unknowingly used
their own methods of reprimand, shaming the Apache student,
sometimes before the eyes of his classnuites. This left the
student open to ridicule and disapproval, particularly from
non-Indian peers.

Traditionally, public disapproval and ridicule have been
used by Apaches as strong corrective measures he 'len-agers
and adults alike: measures which were "feared and avoided
above eiPerything" (Goodwin 1942:459). The use of such
methods by school personnel tor minor infractions was con-
sidered by Apaches to be unjustly harsh and discriminatory.

Anglo teachers, insensitive or ignorant of the competition
between Apache and non-Apache students (with the former
usually feeling somewhat imferior), would create emotional
cries that often hindered Apache student; in their efforts to
adjust to the integrated school program.

SIMON AS A PACTOlt IN MUMMA

By plotting the monthly rate of absenteeism, it was dis-
covered that at certain times of the school year Apache students
were more prone to absenteeism than at other times. September,
October, January, and March had the highe$t incidence ci
absences, while December, February, April, and May had the
lowest. Investigation, not entirely conclusive, pointed to the
following probable causes:

1) September and October found Apache students experi-
encing their most difficult period of adjustment to the new year
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of class routine, new teachers, perhaps higher levels of work,

and perhaps a new school altogether. Homesickness was felt

most strongly during this time.
2) By November and December most students had set-

tled down to their routine of schoolwork, and newly-made
friendships eased the pangs of homc ' ;less.

3) In January some students, havulg enjoyed their Christ-

mas vacation, refused to return to school on a regular basis.

Faced with semester exams, some maee an effort to drop out

of school entirely.
4) February saw the beginning of the new semester with

some of the more serious attendance offenders either in boarding

school or out of school entirely.
5) With the coming of warm, spring-like weather in

March, hooky-playing at times got quite out of hand; but by

April and May this was under control.
6) Illness was most prevalent during du; months of

October, January, and March.
11010LASTIC PROBLEMS AS A FACTOR IN ABSENTSEIS:*

Along with the above factors influencing the annual rate
of absenteeism among Apache studentsfamily environment,
inners, poor communications and misunderstandings, school

disciplinary practices, and time of yearscholastic difficulties
cleated problems which often led to reluctance on the part of
some Apaches to stay in school. This was a particularly influ-

ential factor at the higher grade levels where the school work

was more demanding and the work loads were heavier. Many
Apaches at these grade levels were in the integrated public
whookk, and competing academically with non-Indians having
a background of cultural experiences more in line with the
curriculum of the public school system accentuated many of
their scholastic problems.

Academic Achievement in School
In measuring the scholastic achievement of teen-age

Apache students, a number of criteria were used: intelligence
tests comparing Indians with non-Indians, a comparison of
Indian and non-Indian grade averages, the incidence of Apache
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age-grade lag in the upper grade levels, social promotions in
the public schools, and the Apache teen-age drop-out rate.

Before discussing any one of these criteria, however, a
few remarks regarding the various techniques used are in order.

In a project of this size it was impossible to investigate
all the phascs of the program of education for Apaches on
the basis of the total school population. The data had to be
gathered in areas where it was most feasible and at times when
it best suited the convenience of each individual school. For
each of the criteria discussed below, however, a sample of
adequate size was obtained, involving approximately 100 stu-
dents or more. Nearly all of the data were gathered during
the 1959-60 school year from the records of teen-age Indian
and non-Indian students in grades five through twelve.

A COMPARISON OP INDIAN AND NON-INDIAN P.O. SCORES

In the spring of 1960, a battery of Lorge-Thorndike In-
telligence Tests was given to the pupils in all grade levels at
the Ft. Thomas Schools. An analysis of these results was made
by Louis C. Bernardoni and his staff at the Department of
Public Instruction, Division of Indian Education of the State
of Arizona. The following is a summary of the major points
of Bernardoni's findings.

The Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests have been stand-
ardized for communities of varying socio-economic levels, and
are adaptable to conditions where low socio-economic status
has prevasled throughout the background of the subjects, a
factor which made these tests seem to be favorably suited to
most of the students at Ft. Thomas. Since the tests yielded
both a verbal and non-verbal I.Q., it was possible to see if any
differences existed between those separate performance cate-
gories that might help in evaluating the abilities of Apache
students in both verbal and non-verbal tasks.

The studentsboth Indian and non-Indianwere grouped
by grades 1-3, 4-6, and 7-12, in accordance with the design of
the test. If it can be assumed that all of the students 'under-
stood the instructions and were properly motivated in their
performance, then we can regard the following aspects of the
data with some validity. For the purposes of this study, the
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Indian classmates. In the sixth grade this margin was somewhat
reduced.

Additiooal information from the records at East Globe
Elementary School made this writer wonder if the grade-point
averages were telling the whole story. Alongside some a the
students' grades was found the nmation: "social promotion."
When asked to clarify the interpretation of this term, the school
principal stated:

In our school a teacher will give a student a social pro-
motion to the next grade if be has Wei to pass the
academic requirements for his present grade, but has
reached an age where retention is no longer beneficial
to the student or his classmates.

(from a personal conversation with principal)
At the end of the 1959-60 school year, the records showed

that no less than 44.4% of the Apache fifth graders at East
Globe Elementary were socially promoted to grade 6, and
60.0% of the Apache sixth graders were socially promoted to
grade 7. In line with the quotation above, it can be said that
over 50% of the Apache pupils in those classes were over-age
and unable to fulfill the required work for their respective
grades.

One wonders how many of these social promotions oc-
curred unrecorded in other grades and schools. One point,
however, seems certain: Students promoted primarily on the
basis of age rather than academic achievement must have found
the following year's demands even more frustrating to cope
with. Without substantial remedial assistance, these cumula-
tive deficiencies would grow from year to year to cause Apaches
to fall farther behind academically and farther away from any
hopes of graduation.

TSUI DROP-OUT RAM AMONG APRCHR TERN-AOIRII

Perhaps one of the most difficult things for which to ob-
tain accurate data was the actual drop-out rate for Apache
teen-agers. First of all, when did a student become a drop-out?
Considered on the basis of withdrawal only, there were hun-
dreds of Apache drop-outs, for there was never an end to un-

446
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authorized mid-year withdrawals. Immediate follow-ups of such
withdrawals by local reservation authorities werv undoubtedly
responsible for preventing many actual drop-out cases among
Apache teen-agers, since a large portion were eventually trans-
ferred to other schools (see pp. 42-43).

A student was generally considered a true drop-out after
every effort to return him to school had failed and Ire remained
out of school for at least a year. Such students were usually
near or past the legal age of 18, when the tribal compulsory
education laws no longer applied. The methods of keeping
drop-out records on the reservation were not very accurate,
how-iver, and it was difficult to tell each year what the actual
drop- mit rate was. Any individual case might remain on the
list for several years until he was forgotten.

From the records maintained by the staff of this project,
some 86 Apaches were identified as drop-outs in 1959-60, but
less than haN that number had actually withdrawn from school
in that same year. Their reasons for withdrawal from school
were many, some of which b we already been touched upon:
lack of family support, discouragement about school, marriage,
a family need at home, illness, unwed and with child, etc. Of
the 86 drop-outs, 50 were girls and 36 were boys. Most of the
girls had gotten married. Very few of the boys had succeeded
in finding even part-time work. Usually they roamed about
their home communities in groups socializing and drinking and
occasionally getting into trouble.

It was very evident to this writer, however, that the actual
drop-out rate should hove been higher, considering the low
academic achievement of some Apaches in school. In spite of
the efforts of school administrators and tribal officials, some
students had mentally and emotionally withdrawn from the
existing efforts to educate them, even though they were physi-
cally in sttendance at school (see page 47).

POST-HIOH SCHOOL IHROUMINT Of APACHES IN COLUMNS AHD
ISAINSHO SCHOOLS

In 1961, Clarence Wesley (1961:4), Chairman of the
San Carlos Apache Tribe, reported that: "In recent years no
Indian from the San Carlos Apache reservation has graduated
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from college, though several have started." While this state-
ment is not entirely correct (see page 23) it does bespeak a
situation that has serious consequences for the entire tribe.

There are very few college trained or skilled Apaches
available to manage tribal affairs. The extremely small minority
of Apache high school graduates entering college over the past
decade have produced virtually no graduates outside of a
mission school teacher or two and possibly a business college
graduate. The numbers in vocational schools have been larger,
but many graduates were unable to return to the reservation
to put their training to use because of the lack of local em-
ployment opportunities. In a word, there have been relatively
few Apaches trained beyond high school to meet the pro-
fessional needs of the reservation; and of the few trained, it
seems only a small minority were able to apply their skills to
the needs of their people.

Presented below are the figures from the BIA San Carlos
Agency annual school census moods for the period 1949-1961.

Table 9. San Carlos Apaches Enrolled in Colleges and
Vocational Schools, 11'49-1961

lona Yew limenniens in Callege
linnsemons

veseasnal Scheels
1949-50 2 24
195041 5 20
195142 1 10
1952-53 2 1

195344 1 6
1954-55 10 a
195546 14
1956-57 12 12
1957-58 4 19
195849 6 16
1959-60 7 16
1960.61 5 11

A break-down of these figures was obtained for the 1959-
60 school year, showing ihat in the vocational schools 9 were
taking training in welding, 3 were learning to be barbers, 3
ware enrolled in nursing programs, and one was in a hospital
studying x-ray technology. Of the 7 in college for that year,
4 were training to be office clerks, one was studying business
administration, ono was learning animal husbandry, and one
was preparing for elementary trading.

OD-101 0 - 49 - pt. - 1$ L,, I. /48
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Considering that the main economic resources on the
San Carlos Reservation were cattle, lumber, and subsistence
farming, there would not have been much use for the talents
of 9 welders and 3 barbers. The rest could have fitted into the
economy at the time, but possIbly as much as half of the total
group would have had to look for employment elsewhere in
order to apply their acquired trades. On the other hand, very
little was being done to mect the growing demands of an ex-
panding reservation community which would require teachers,
business managers, health and welfare personnel, lawyers and
judges, carpenters and plumbers, mechanics, electricians, agri-
cultural specialists, engineers, and other professionally trained
personnel. Such positions existed on the San Carlos Reserva-
tion, but for the most part were held by non-Apache personnel.

Looking towards a brighter future, the tribal council
sougF.i. to develop new sources of economic gain and employ-
ment: touyilm, light industry, better housing, roads, and com-
munications; but in, turning to their own manpower resources,
there were very few with adequate training who could taxe
on such responsibilities. Apparently matters had not substan-
tially improved by 1964, if the co_nrideLtial Survey of the
San Carlos Reservation (Arizona Commission of IndiLn Af-
fairs 1964b) is accurate. In February of that year only five
Apaches were reported to be in college, and another five in
vocational schools. March, 1964, employment figures were no
less discouraging. Full-time positions held by Apaches working
on the reservation numbered only 80:

40 for the tribal council and tribal enterprises
20 for the Bureau of Indian Affairs
15 for other state or federal agencies
5 in agriculture

(Arizona Commission of Indian Affairs 1964b)

The facts and figures presented thus far in this chapter
might lead one to ask a number of questions. In wiiat way
did cultural differences, home and community conditions, and
school policies contribute to the failures of Apache tecn-agers
in school? To what extent did personal motivation become
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Involved wadi academic achievement for young Apaches? Was
aloof dm only problem area tor them students? Could Apache
mem have helped to a .oid some ot these problems?

Sawa of die allnliefil so these questions have already been
samilamod, but the major burden of probing into the factors
61101111101( these questions and answers, will be left up to
MOW 4.

0.60
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CHAPTER 4

Factors Affecting the
Education of Apache Youth
erlIE DISCUSSION OF FACTORS contributing to the academic
and personal problems of Apache teen-agers will be divided
into three main parts: 1) problems stemming from the com-
munity, 2) problems stemming from the family, and 3) prob-
lems stemming from the education program. Before getting into
the first of these topics, however, a sample of case histories
illustrating some of the more significant problems and their
underlying causes, as described by the data presented in the
last chapter will be reviewed. Interviews and personal records
from school and agency files were used to compile more than
30 detailed case histories, from which the four presented here
were selected.

CASE HISTORY NO. 1: "DANNY"*
Danny was born in 1944, the illegitimate son of his unwed

Apache mother and Anglo father. He never saw his father,
but he did vaguely remember the man his mother married short-
ly after Danny was born. He was a Navajo. When his mother
went off to live with her Navajo husband, Danny was left be-
hind at San Carlos to be raised by his maternal grandparents.
Once in a great while Danny's grandparents were visited by
his mother and her husband, but he did not care for either of
them and was glad they had left him at San Carlos. Although
his grandparents were old and nearly blind, they showed their
love for him; and even as a little boy, he felt responsible in
caring for them.

The home that Danny shared with his grandparents was
*All names presented in the four case histories below are fictitious.
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a small wooden frame house with a single room 12' x 14' located
on a barren plot of ground at Gilson Wash. There was no gas
or electricity, and water came from an outdoor tap. Heating
and cooking was done on a wood stove. They had no car, and
getting around to the store, the church, and the hospital took
many hours of walking. Out of the small pension Danny's
grandfather received, they purchased the barest essentials.
Sometimes when this was not enough the local welfare agent
helped them out

Danny attended a variety of schools before entering the
school program at Globe. He attended the local mission school,
the government school at San Carlos, and for brief periods
two public schools. His attendance was good, according to the
records, and his teachers spoke highly of him. They said he
was "quick to learn," "speaks English well sad bice[d] num-
bers," and that he was a "top student in class" when he was
in the siath grade at San Carlos. But when Danny entered the
seventh grade in Globe the record of his achievements fell.

At Globe Junior High Danny did so poorly the first year
that he was conditionally promoted to the eighth grade. In the
eighth grade his marks improved slightly, but still he got mostly
4's. Danny' explained his problem basically in these- terms.

,

1) When he left the' reterVation Indian school and entered
the integrated publiC schoOV he realiZed he wai -far behind
the nOn-Indiani` in his ClaiS.; 'It took hirh'it-greatitdeal of effort
to Catch up and to try, and :Iceep'ilip with' the others. '

2) There Wa:s no- enCipqragenient to study at` hoMe. There
was m fact, Ind place tor "Study. he *seldaik. stUdied at

not
his ,dicores were ,

.!;/, pi7f2r,

_f i .
,
be

,
,*-Otit Ore to

around with,!tho: other) bas.,, ; z

,-t-t,.i -r , .0
-.1.1gougpoutx.DaTpcq. AittepSaliCe *OS excelleA't

and achieNeinent test scorei'iir .a '?
was higher than oth A iinPPA.RVPatqraiMag9", C9441i

er pap es. 196Q, iicarevei rn-
,

, - _r
rne _e tom Oilson Wash' with it

fiailhiis*iid.hayiligi. died
'ainiOtt Niat Ie.' `eR4.4, the result of xcessiVe
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mutual drinking. and was rushed to the hospitaL The Pima
man was banished from the Apache reservation by tribal
authorities.

By now Danny had made friends with his high school
music teacher, Mr. Donald, who had befriended the boy on
numerous occasions. When the crisis at Danny's home occurred,
it upset the boy greatly, and the local authorities agreed to
permit Danny to live with the Donald family in Globe. Danny
worried about his grandparents, but the DonaIds took lihn to
visit them often. He also visited his mother at the hospital,
but this he soon stopped. Mr. Donald said it depressed Danny
greatly each time.

Danny's grades finally began to show signs of improve-
ment. A simply inquiry brought a rather enthusiastic response:
"Man, you should see what I have now," he said. "I've got
my own room, my own desk, my own lamp, and everything!
We even have a set of encyclopedias in the house, and I usc
it all the time. Sometimes when I don't want to study they
(the Donalds) make me study. They push MC into it!" Dan-
ny's tone evinced his approval.

Danny liked the attention the Donald* were showing him
"Whenever I, have a problem, I Just go to [Mr. Donald] and
he helps me." He never had a father or maternal uncle to turn
to before. Other Apaches shunned him because he was a "half-
breed" and not one of them. It hurt him at first, but_ he did
not seem to resent this, as much as one might shave expected.
In fact, he felt sorry for the other' Apache children. They
seldom: disausied their personal liVet Vith their parents, he
said, and their parents did not inquire. Schoel Matters ',Fere
almost never Mentioned Unless ak child was sjck. 61.!the parents
-aren't interested in their ..c.hOreli tationaliXed "They
don't care what their kids do theite;li theM",.`bsiroU 'Can AO ant
inid *kilt its 'a ca*bOy, it doeSief Maitie The3r: 'dont 'ease if. . .

their-kidS do well 'in'Sehoolcor 'nOt."
It aid*its ncit lone 'before the b on s adopted Da4iy. e

*ent less often to., the reservation and worked- in Globe during
the suinniers. He e-ven started dating an Anglo girt afier ,the
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Dona lds had pacified nes parents. Donald felt that adult Anglo:
were far mope prejudiced than their children. Apache students
resentee. iminny's behavior and rejected his frienckhip, but he

not seem to care any more.
CAM !WOW NO. lb maNtr"

Best was the oldest boy and fourth in a line of eleven
children. }iris father was the son of an early Apache scout who,
while in the service of Captain Crawford during the late 1800's,
aided in the capture of Geronimo, and was later assigned to
guard the fallen leader in his eastern prison camp in Okla-
homa. In 1960 the family lived in pleasant surroundings at
Seven-Mile Wash, in a better-than-average thme-room frame
house, as well as two additional houses. The grounds were
well kept, and the family enjoyed electricity, running water,
and the use of radios, a washing machine, and two pick-up
trucks. Bert's father was a steady, reliable worker, holding a
rather prominent position in community health services. He
had the equivalent of an eighth-grade education, but was con-
sidered by his employers to have learned far more through his

own personal efforts since the time of his school training.
Bert's parents were strongly education-oriented. He and

his brothers and sisters all had excellent attendance records
throughout their school careers. Nearly all had average or
better than average achievement records, and one of Bert's
older sisters even went on to junior collegei but she found it
quite difficult. Their home life was exceptionally stable and
harmonious in spite of the size of The familya. result of the
father's firm discipline and strong.sense,of family, responsibility.

Bert stayed. hi Intlian schoblaruntil he: was. in:the seventh
grade. Then.he started attendingschool at Globe. He said-, That

the transition- for him was very 'hard. For Ther.first time he :had
to do homework, and 'his .parents provided: a-place : for him
to study at home.. His marks were very, poor That: year and. ,
his attendance was far, below.;his -average.: for The other years.
The non-Indians,t he said, were hart ;to .compete with and he _

found English difficult.. i.-r-
Bert, was promoted tol the eighth -grade-, and, when .his

154
Ilk
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work did not improve, he was granted a "social promotion"
to grade 9. He took remedial English his freshman year in
high school but failed it along with general math, business, and
world geography. He was held back at the end of the year,
and after taking over some of these courses, was allowed to
become a sophomore in 1960. His grades remained poor and
it was obvious from the interviews that he was discouraged.
His father, in fact, had expressed deep concern rbout the boy's
future. He blamed Bert's troubles on a newly acquired interest
in girls, and he made formidable efforts at breaking up all
possible romances, convinced that only firm discipline would
get the boy's mind back on his education, "where it should be."
But all of Bert's problems were not female, and the following
incident, revealed at an interview, illustrates a rather frequent
occurrence among Apache students in school.

During an interview Bert announced one day that he
was going to fail biology. The class had been assigned a semes-
ter project, and Bert had chosen to write a 7,500 word paper
on radiation biology. He picked this topic because it had
sounded interesting,to him, but when he learned how complex
a subject it was, he: knew he could not handle it. Two weeks
later he asked to have, his topic changed, but the instructor
refused. Now, the day, before it was due, Bert had not written'
a single word. ,

A ;subsequent -inquiry revealed that had Bert, made an
attempt at cothpletinghis project, he might liavolptissed the
course, but he had not diiscussed this' possibility at the dine
with his instructor: He had also failed to approteh Lthe Thdinn
student counselor with his problem and, in fact,', appeared to
be ignorant 'of the nian's.function':in"the school proge. BerV
had 'not mentibncid,alwoid Of,,:his;. dilemma to: hie patents:

When asked- it he- ever donfided-in other& eoneerning thisl
own personal4matters;;Bert ',replied -that 11'6- soinetime's *anted
to talk to, someone 41bout such things' -very iinuch, but he kfieW
of no one in whorl), she siciotild;Confidegille did Inot'talkto hisl'
parents becanse he was certain they would; motnunderstatid.'
His: good pal, Hany,:. wasi itt quiet 'fellow' and' they seldOrn talked
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about personal matters; so Bert kept most things to himself.
If a guy went around with a girl, he said, most (Apache) peo-
ple said they should get married. It was hard to go dating like
the white boys and Mexicans. There was really no one a guy
could confide in, and he just did not "have the guts" to ask
people for help.

When told that he would probably have to take biology
over again, Bert replied smiling "Oh, I don't mind. It's one
of my favorite subjects." Later he added, "I'm gonna be 18
this August. Maybe I'll just quit an' stay around home like
the other guys."

CASE HISTORY HO. 3: "LYDIA"
Lydia lived in By las, and in 1960 attended the seventh

grade class at Ft. Thomas. Her father had been a part-time
laborer all his life, except when he was an Army scout in 1928.
Both her father and her mother had been previously married
and had large families.

According to the local welfare worker, Lydia's parents
had never really maintained a stable home for thzIr children.
The family income had for yewrs been sporadic and 'Seldom
sufficient to meet the barestneeds. They were often dependent
on welfare and assistance from relatives, and the 'children had
to be "farmed-out" whenever one or both parents were 'jailed
for drunkenness. When sober they. talked about education, but
they seemed to prefer to send their children Off to- boarding
school where .others:.could take cares of thetask. .Nearlyu all
of Lydia's older sisters were married noir, bat the:rest ,of 'her
siblings- were still in school as, she :was, Making failing grades
and showing poor attendance.. Their rife togetherPas,- a family
was to "live and,shift"0._(sociaVWorker) Ircim .one 4-ay:to Abe:
next.

In 1960 Lydia htid `to .borrow xdotheS'In order to go to
school. With.< .no ,homecto go vto each imighti-oshe rwould: .;tfi-un
aroli147 as ,

Apaches: c.would- say, I,going from,..;htilise fto2thausei
w4h friewlssome.,of,rwhorn were in Aheysame'plight
andwithrthe,,groupa 0g boys,whordared,tol disobey the:curfeWt
Sometimes: Lydia would staywith an ..; older sister bup her

<1 r; ;II-,
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sister's husband was out of work most of the time, and occa-
sionally he spent some time in jail. She claimed she saw little
of her parents.

Lydia said she liked school but found it very hard. Her
father and her sister wanted her to stay in school. She said
she liked her father because he bought her clothes now and
then, but her mother wanted her to quit school because she
was ashamed of what people were saying about Lydia's night-
time habits. Lydia did not like her mother and tried to ignore
what she said. She said her mother never did anything for her.
Lydia preferred to be with her two girl friends most of the
time, even though they teased her when the other Apaches did.
But they were the only two girls she could talk to, she said.

Lydia was two years over the Apache age norm for her
grade. Her marks were mostly failures, and her teachers com-
plained that she was a "complete blank" in class, never re-
sponding to anything they said or tried to do. She seldom spoke
to Anglos and stayed mostly with other Indian students. She
was accused by her teachers of not caring about school and
having no pride in her appearance. She was known to drink
whenever she could obtain liquor, and sometimes after drink-
ing too much she would go to the homes of friends for food
and shelter.

As Might be expected, Lydia had very little to say about
her own future. She said if she could not, stay in- school, she
would simply "stay at home"wherever that might be. She
admitted, though, that there was nothing for her to do at home.
Probing deeper than this only provoked a sad and silent re-
sponse, a response that answered no questions, but succeeded
nearly always in zurtailing any further. discuss;on.

CASE' HISTORY NO., 4: "JEW,'

Jed was the third oldest boy out of nine -children. His
father was a high school graduate and a promhient 'tribal leader
from Bylas, active in politics, law, and' church functions. His'
mother was a quiet, unassuming Woman; devoted to-hers fam-'
ily. They had a larger ,than average home of- brick- construction
with most household conveniences. In recent years up to 1960

1c7
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the family enjoyed a steady income and an exceptional degree
of harmonious stability, in spite of the father's occasional
political battles.

Jed's academic achievement over the years was excep-
tional. In the seventh grade at Ft. Thomas his lowest grade
was a 3 (1 is excellent) in geography. In the eighth grade
his marks were mostly l's and 2's. His lowest mark in the ninth -
grade was a 3 + in history. In the tenth grade at Ft. Thomas
he had nearly a 1 average in all of his "solid" courses. His
lowest grade in the eleventh grade was a 2. Jed managed a
straight 1.0 grade-point average in English since the eighth
grade! His total attendance record was excellent. Among In-
dians and non-Indians, Jed was considered by his teachers to
be an outstanding student, both intelligent and very diligent.

Jed was aware of his accomplishments and did not hesi-
tate to discuss them with the author, although he was never
boastful. He attributed his success to plain hard work. He said
he studied in school and at home every day, even though some
of the other Apache students' chided him for it. He blamed
the failures of many Apaches in school on the fact that they
gave up too easily when in competition with non-Indians. Jed
seemed convinced that many Apaches could do as well as he
if only they would put aside their defeatist attitude and work
harder' at their studies. .

This was one reason why Jed did s not pal around with
other Apache boys. He felt that their interests differed from
his. They only, wanted to "fool around" and had no interest
in school or the future. They had, as he put it, "nothing to
offer" him. Jed's best pal was a scholarly Mexican boy from
whom he learned Spanish and better English. In(Spite of ,the
resentment expresse4 by his Apache peers,- Jed remarked Icon-,
fidently, "I can handle myself. I'm not afraid of what-they say."

gthers were also aware,- of Jed's exceptional standards, -

and it:was usually, easy for,him to find a job during, vacation'
perioas., His relations, with _his .family seemed good, although'
he preferred to confide more in, an_older sister or his.mother t,
than-with his father. The only thing he would i say about his
father was to admit that 'he gave Jed ,money when needed.

458
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When Jed announced to his parents his desire to become a
lawyer, he was disappointed that his father, at least, had no
comment to make and no encouragement to offer. What, then,
did motivate Ted to.work so hard at his studies?

Jed unhesitatingly replied that he was in heated competi-
tion with the non-Indian students in his school. They were out
to beat him, he asserted, butqle was not going to let them get
ahead of him. He. realized how much bard work had accom-
plished, and (he was determined to stay on the top of the heap.
Much of the time during each interview was spent discussing
his plans for college and the many opportunities ,available for
scholarships.

The above, case, histories represent a very small sample of
the many, many similar cases encountered by the author and
his research .team during the.two and one-half year period of
the study. .The incidents andy views described are merely
tended to illustrate some of the more typical findings revealed
through hundreds of personal interviews with parents, teachers,
community service officers, and students, in_ order that the
reader might visualize more clearly the relationship between
the problems of, Apache ,teen-agers in, school /and those ex-
perienced at home on the,reservation.

"Danny" ancli "Lydia" represent those Apache youngsters
with poor home and family backgroundsa4ack of terental
love (although Danny at least had' his grandparents) and re-
sponsible tare, economic instability*, and moral depravity where
parental guidance and discipline -should. have .prevailed. But
Danny's outlook and academic achievement did not' parallel "
Lydia's. t>

For ,one thing, DannY was boy and ,in'.Apache scitiety`
he could imovelabout 'more;freely than Lydia, with'less :to fear
froni public criticism.1`11thnnin7 aioun& at ninht" wat 'a criti-
cism lathless tonsequential'foi boys tthan''fOr Apache,cgiils.
Eydiai livastssocially, "brandedn as Vadoigirl, and= even though ,
people ,miglat Admit rthat sheyWas:'not4entirely toiblamellbr4ier )`
situatiOno mothers oUdthertboystland girls had/ alreatbi "blatk4
balled? her,its an undesirable gonipanion foiltheir`OWn"childkdm'
Her :chances ;of eventuallyiniarrying ilitoL al good-local-t.fainily
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were seriously limited, if not altogether lost. Apache boys,
on the other hand, involved in the same activities when youths,
would sooner or later be pardoned because of the prevailing
attitude among Apaches that "boys will be boys."'

Although Danny spoke of himself as an Apache, he real-
ized that his half-white heritage (his physical appearance was
predominantly Caucasian) would always be a barrier to his
complete acceptance by Apaches. This enabled him to rational-
ize more easily any rejection that he experienced, for he could
not blame himself for the folly of his parents. The fact that An-
gloshis adopted parents in particularwere willing to accept
him gave him an opportunity to develop new interests, goals,
and values. His new home, ,with its relatively luxurious sur-
roundings and facilities, and more importantly, the abundance
of close personal attention received from his new parents, gave
Danny a new sense of personal worth and pride. It afforded
him an opportunity tor achieve success, as defined by his Anglo
parents, and in so doing, to please those for whom he now
had a strong feeling of affection and responsibility.

Lydia was not so fortunate. There was. really very little
hope for her to regain all that nshe had lost as.. long as she re-
mained among her. people. This is not to say that being adopted
into an Anglo family like Danny would be the besf solution
for all such teen-agers, but rather that aS long ,as Lydia re-
mained in Was, she would always have the stigma of her
wayward youth, a serious obstacle for her or any Apache -girl
4 her predicament. As it:-was, she had little in life to look
forward to and consequently less cakise to:strive for iniprove-

c
7-

*A 'more"- stiikirig kexample: Of this phendthinoh oicurield 'when a
teen-age Apache girl Nap; one., night.;zaped byl, a , half. dozen Apache
youths. The boys were later biought before the local tribal. magistrate
on charges; initiated 'by. the ',1girl's,patents:Iiiit the' boys* familieltbrought
counter-charges aga4at the, girl. ,The hearing -PT0vede. A114( eYeJkAough
the girl willingly tot into the' bOYS' ear "to go for ,a ride," 'she was
forcibly, molested by= the ,f-cildor (boYalwhii oVerPOweied her. The- boyS'
parents, however, charged I tliat she Aya% a ,,"bad 'girl! for being_ ouV at
night and agreeing to go With ,the boyi..T.Ae hearing ended with,t1r judlAe
sentencing thed girl to a -lain fliis3jait -and, '-'zitioizing' lief for being, an
ey,kinfluence in the ,community.,,T4e jboysiyverejelease4,-into thei cus-
tody Of their Parents ad& told riot" to associate with, such ,bad
(Patmee11959-1961d;' 209-211) : ; ' .

1
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ment, though under the circumstances improvement would have
been exceedingly difficult. There were, regrettably, a great
many Apache teen-age girls in Lydia's category.

Both "Jed" and "Bert" had stable home lives, with
Apache fathers of notable community rank and peisonal
achievement. There were also older brothers and sisters in
both families who had attained comparatively good high
school records and were now holding steady .jobs. On the sur-
face, at least, it appeared that both boys had equal opportuni-
ties for personal academic advancement, arid yet their respective
views towards the future and records of success 'were entirely
different. Why?

Personality differences are clearly evident when comparing
these two boys, although it is difficult to determine at this point
whether the differences in personality contributed to the 'dif-
ferences in achievement, or vice versa. Jed expressed persona/
confidence, strong motivation, and even aggressiveness, a rather
atypical trait for Apache teen-agers in general. Bert, cm the
other hand, \yrs rather timid in front of Anglos, showed very
little self-confidence about his ability to improve in school,
and had the more common Apaclw-student tendency to retreat
from problems, rather than to attempt a partial success or
to ask for aid.

Although Jed was not accepted by Anglos in the same
manner as Danny was, his attitudes and achievements were
clearly,recognized by his teachers and non-Indian peers. He
preferred thig kind of recognitioni to recognition- from other
Apache boys; many,of whom sCbri2ed his "White man's ways."'
Instead of retreating from competition, Jed regarded it as a
means to obtain,personal satisfaction., His closest friend, a
Mexican boy;=yiag, his Stautrhest difimpetitor.,r3; 1

Bdth Bert since:childhood -been strongly en--
couraged by thOrtamilies-to "get a:good education... For some-
reason, Boit lad, failed to .irespond -,!to the oPportunities

1:!Y 11.0.'fOni.!7:; Pnfor0'4nat.#1y;'aVailable,that.! Out& haile: been
used.fto ,evaluate-,*rany ,-differenees

.aptItude of the two boys, for it would(lave, been-difficult Ito.

1.61
s,
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necestida bow much of the results was attributable to differ-
ences la individual English language abilities.

Den acted discouraged, as if he had already "tossed in
dos !tower and resigned himself to whatever fate had in store
ibt NM Jed, however, was definitely goal-oriented. He wanted
to be a lawyer. Even more he perhaps wanted to prove to others
den an Apaches were not "dumb" and "lazy," and that with
psolitesd efforts, be could equal or even better his Anglo
emapetitors in a world of their own design.

reefers Within the Community Environment
IICONOMIC PROBLEMS

Ewa( in this report (see pp. 20-21) some effort was
made so point out the serious unemployment problem existing
ea Ilse San Carlos Apache Reservation. It is a problem that was
eassfelly studied by the Stanford Research Institute in 1954
(1Ibabikek, et al.), that also prevailed on the reservation during
do wind of this study from 1959-61, and that still persists
(Adman Commission of Indian Attain 1964b).

limb widespread Apache unemployment has come about
as tfin meek of a number of factors:

a) PO-scale development of the reservation economic
sisonmea MB not been achieved. Enterprises such as mining

imwecale farming have died out, and timber harvesting
has been extremely limited due to the inaccessibility of much
el the forested areas (Robison et al. 1954: 129-131). Leasing
aosttracts, and power and water problems have plagued efforts

SD Mai* light industry. Tourism is growing, but heavy in-
vestor:as we necessary to make good roads into the higher
monatain aseas, which are more suitable for camping, huntipg,,
and fishing. Cattle-raising has been the) tribe's chief industry,
but even that has not been developed to its most lucrative.

belts:
Ibus it becomes evident that, through the years, tra-

ditional values have operated to prevent the 'San Carlos
keen becoming aware of a necessary shift in work habits,
Orientation to kin, and sociability if a successful cattle-

. 6 2
I
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enterprise is to develop. In place of sustained work and
thrift, which ,alone can contribute capital for present and
future needs, they retain a traditional work pattern based
on periodic and irregular activity. Instead of stressing in-
dividual enterprise and responsibility for personal needs
within a narrow family unit, they emphasize voluntary
cooperation and the sharing of surplus within extended
kin groups. And, when isolation on the range is essential
to future benefits, they are prone to 'remain within com-
fortable range of neighbors and kin:San Carlos Apache
values are in direct opposition to the demands of the
market economy (Getty 1961-62: 185).

b) During the period of this study it was observed that
individual commercial enterprises among Apaches were rather
rare. Commercial enterprising throvghout the reservation),was
dominated by tribal interests, managed by tribal employees,
and directed by council authority. According to the 1964 San
Carlos Survey only '40 to, 45 Apaches were employed by the
combined Tribal Council and Tribal 'Enterprise systeni (Arizona
Commission of Indian Affairs (1964b). Individual commercial
enterprises were usually discouraged by the dearth of individual
capital resources, and the unavailability of loani for such pnr-
poses: Some tribal leaders admitted, that the 'tribal enterprise
system itself defeated potential individual enterprises by the
very -fact that it was such an overpowering competitor with
strong political backing..This was, in Pare a result of the fact
that the tribal council budget came-primarily from the 'income
proCured through, tribal, enterprises.

c) As-his 'als'eadii: been Mentioned (see pp 66-69), -the
lack of sUitable oEduPational training among Apaehes 'greatly
reduced'the nUmbet Of pOssible-,job'holdeis On the reserVation.,
and nol=APaChes had tO be bionght In to fulfill -mist 'skilled
Ind technical positions.')

d) Apaches, on the whole, were opposed to moving off
the reservation to procure-jobs.,.Efforts, in the ,past 40 relocate
Apaches,never fully succeeded,(Parmee 1961:'L24-25) in spite
of tribal efforts tO encourage this' program' (Arizona COMMis-
sion of Indian Affairs .1.964b)'.. Apaches preferred -living in
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their own communities, regardless of the economic depriva-
tions, to living isolated in distant non-Indian communities
(Parmee 1959-1961a: 127435).

Although there are no family economic surveys known to
this author for the San Carlos Apaches, one can safely sur-
mise from the data presented thus far that family poverty among
these people was not uncommon. The effects of this upon the
individual families and the lives of each family member will
be discussed later; here the concern is the reservation com-
munity as a whole.

Many Apaches were in the position of supporting three
governments out of their income taxes:. federal, state1 and
tribal. A low income and a large family, spared Many from
doling out funds to the first two governments, but since about
1960-all cattle sales were taxed 21/2 % to help defray tribal
council-costs. Many Apaches opposed,the passage of this bill,
but at the-time the council Was desperately in need 'of addi-
tional funds.

'In recent years the Apache tribal council continualbi strug-
gled to 'keep its budget in, the black. Caught between the desire
to enact new programs for the improvement of reservation
conditions and the threat of economic bankruptcy,, the .:tribal,
council nearly every .year fonnd ftself :dependent :upon ;,alien
sources for support of its proginnis. 'Federal 'agencies :Suet ,as
the BIA and US. Public Health; Service' spent' millions din tfie
San Carlos ReservatiOn within the past' dedade, to provide'
multitude of community Senaces: Welfatange
and agricultural ithprovement, education; hoipitat'care; water
and sanitation, diseaie =controt: etc. State ;Welfari services' also'
were at work on the reservation, and private ?`clifiritable or-
ganizations' each year 'lent., their financial" support to youth
projects .and ,individual needy, families:

In the field of 'eduCation5 the' ApaChe tribe had'for years
been almost entirely' dependenti up`Orithe BIA -for'-financial 'aid'
and technical assistance:,-Conse4nelitlY, APaChes''had vetylittle
to say about the design and operation of their school programs.
Requests, by tribal leaders for _improvements in, the sdhools
were' contlinnally; held lir abeyande ty 4deial;:regulations,,fiscal

89-101 0 7 69 - pt. 3 - 14
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policies, and the opinions of BIA officials.* Even many of the

basic goals of the program were of Anglo rather than Apache
origin, and most decisions concerning operational or policy

changes were entirely in the hands of the BIA.
Such conditions caused tribal leaders to appear impotent

in the eyes of their people and they caused the people to harbor
resentment towards the federal government, or Anglos in gen-
eral, for what was felt to be social and political suppression
(Parmee 1959-1961a: 241-245). Equally unfortunate was the
fact that continued depen&ncy of this sort produced apathy
and ignorance among the Apache people, of the kind brought
to light during the discussion of causes for absenteeism above
(see pp. 47-50). Unable to think of the program as their own,
many Apaches merely paid it a kind of lip-service, that was
neither uncooperative nor affirmative. As a result of this atti-
tude, attempts at community-school activities (PTA organiza-
tions and the like) often failed. The sole exception to this was
the tribal education committee.

This tribally-appointed voluntary committee, whose func-
tions have already 1-cen described on page 38, was, at the time
a this study, a partial success. Taking its various functions
point-by-point:

a) It provided educational loans for needy students, but
the funds were very limited (a revolving fund of less -than
$6,000), and usually the committee had a very difficult time
getting loans, returned and keeping political influences from
creeping into, application approvals. The Committee also heard
many complaints from parents against the school program, but
seldom could facilitate any reciprocal action without the con-
sent of the BIA.

b) Community projects such as sporting events, the local
newspaper, summer camp programs, and _,scouting activities
were usually sponsored by the. tribal education committee, but
its very limited funds; derived at the time solely, from its own
resources, hindered 1.the committee from4 taking, Much more

*For example, pre-school classes for 5 year . olds, more on-reseiya-
don day schools, language specialists, etc. (Wesley 1961: 44).
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than a kind of diplomatic role in any of the larger projects.
c) The committee aided in the disbursement of private

welfare funds to families with needy school children. Very
often the degree of committee influence or popularity with the
people was directly proportionate to the extent of its control
over potential welfare resources.

d) The tribal education committee acted as a very
important liason service between the common people and edu-
cational officialdom in the various separate school systems.
It also, providedwhen funds or borrowed transportation per-
mittedmany Apache parents with the opportunity to visit
their children in distant schools. Occasionally Apache high
school students were taken to visit a variety of colleges and
training schools.

Some Apaches and Anglos laughed at this committee,
pointing out its numerous. weaknesses and informalities; but
it was, in fact, at that time the most significant recent attempt
on the part of Apaches to initiate some degree of constructive,
active participation in a program of vital importance to their
future social and economic progress.*

,

SOCIAL PROBLEMS

Unlike many rural American communities that thrive in
an atmosphere of PTA's, church and fsocial clubs, civic com-
mittees, and adult-sponsored youthi activities, Apaches found
it difficult to establish .enough volunteer citizenship aid to meet
growing community needs. Attempts by some to organize civic
support in this manner failed numerous timet.during the period
of this study.

In San Carlos, for example, unsuccessful attempts were
made from thne to lime to organize a PTA group including
l'3oth Anglo and Apache parents. Anglos blamedit on 4PaCI e
parental apathy. Apaches, said it was, because, Anglos dominated
all of the meetings and that the group ihad no influence with
the agencies oPerating 'the 'schOol piOgram. The' tribal education

: *Fran a PersOnai letter the author. to'Mart;in Mull, Chairrnan;
San Carlos Apache Trilie,c-March' 8,1062.
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committee, they said, at least had the ear of the council and
was run by Apache leaders (Parmee 1959-1961a: 23-24).

In -(1960, however, there were other tribally-appointed
committees that did not function as effectively as the education
committee, which met at least once every,month and had year-
round projects under way. A great deal depended upor_ the
individual leadership of the committees, and although some of
it was very weak, few Apaches were willing to openly criticize
the councilmen who were in charge. The fact was, some
Apaches did not understand this Anglo-Ainerican concept of
civic and committee leadership,'and for this reason hesitated
to take active command of their assigned positions (Parmee
1959-1961a: 94-95).

Even among the few citizens' groups that did exist at
San Carlos during the time of this study (i.e., women's hospital
auxiliary, Boy Scouts, church parish clubs)', cooperative 'actiYi-
ties seldom occurred and inter-group channels of 'communica-
tion were very weak or-non-existent.

The management of law and order on the San, Carlos
Apache Reservation was a major responsibility of the tribal
council. Each year it involved the largest council expenditure,
which included the salariescif Atiaehe judges, jailers, police-
men and juYenile officers, plus all' of, their.,,operationil and
vehicular: expenses: From ,the' -many. interviews 'with resery-a-1
tion , officials, families, 'anct,tribal.11eaders, it Was ievident'ithat
alcoholism and' it& concurrent .'side-effects; compriged ',one',,of
the greatest law and,order problethe for the: Sans Carlos. Apaches
(Parmee: 1959-1961a:136,38) : As' Will; be seev fromo the stm-
mary of court records below, juveniles (ages 10-17-years)! is
well as- adults' were affected.

In June' 'Of 1959, 'a 'sulirey of 'juvenile-eoart3ricorili;*ai
made CoVering the periOd Of June ihikingh
1959.* The is suminiri:cif-theie

=
Ontot more ihin`00%; of ill jnyeniles, prrested, 269k

Were-16-year-olds, 25% 'weie- 17-year-olds, 25% were 15-
year-olds and 14% were 14-year7olds.. The reinaining SW. or

age iron& 10
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b) April, May, June, July, August, and December had
the highest rate ,of arrests, averaging 27 cases 'per month.

c) The range of charges for arrest ran as followi:
disorderly conduct, drunkenness,

disobedience* 55%
curfew violation 7%

assault '6%
canrying a concealed weapon -0%
=theft 5%
=smoking, failure to go to school, running away

from home, traffic violation, illicit cohabitation, ,

vandalism, resisting arrest, escape, -from : jail,
and parole violation each less tb.an 5,%

d) Out of 180 recorded court decisions, 90, juveniles_
were given probation, 76 were given jail terms ranging from,
10 to more than 120 days, an& 14, were given ,into , parental
custody. Appeals from parents, or relatives often released chil-,,
dren before the completion of ,their terms, but, it ,viass, the policyl
of the tribal court to, keep each juvenile ,sentenced..to -jaiL, at
least a few days in his cefl in, order to -"teacktim la lesson"
(Pannee 19594961a: 80, ;; ,

Var,ious types, ot,social pressuresilderivede Irony, remnants
of traditional Apache customs and Jbeliefs, frequentlye,caused
families and individuals to. , become --,discouragedWhent.trying
to , modernize or,improve their ,home,pr-, personal:conditions.
More traditionally-priented.Apachesiwould accuse.,suCh -people,
of being ,traitors to ;their -Ood,given,.pultureiand becoming like:
"Whites!.7 If the ,aee,W4.1 :wPF.P atrail se4Sit41Te:t9 s1.4eh ,eritiCigns
they scu,netiTes left file r,e§q,rv,a0on, or ge.tvPi MP, thgir desires
forWO.derni*int (ParTee.b 159-1901a:-

In Chapter,2, t (see Mgtt",24)- ,114$,:b,%en; shown iho_.W.4tauch ,
pressures exipted., on many, resekvations, ,inhibitirtm attempts at
Per.Sogal achieNTPICIlt:;4amplig''stgdetitts,l,asiNva a.% aciAllts--,Aottkif
"Danny!"..allajed!' ,hacllapParentlY lett the'.0-41&-ftlf such repri71-4
mands. Some Apaches, in fact, were convinced that,these social
pressures were responsible inmart for tire Iow,,nurnber of Apache

__*This charge was primarily used1 against,. juveniles..t who had , been
drinking, causing disorder, and illegally procuring liquor C1
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college graduates and trained Apache reservation employees
(Parmee 1959-1961a: 95). Understandably, however, not all
Apaches heeded these sanctions.

POLITICAL PROBLEMS

On most reservations as in many non-Indian communities,
economic power and political power went hand-in-hand. The
San Carlos Reservation was no exception. Agencies like the
BIA and Public Health Service were permitted no part in tribal
politics; but, by the mere fact of their economic tiotential, they
acted as powerftil governing forces on the reservation. The
Apache tribal council, On the other hand, aS was 'pointed out
earlier.in the discussion, of cornmunity economic problems, was
often fruitrated in its efforts to legislate 'new programs or
changes in existing ones because of its own iconomic impotence
and its consequent dependency on alien assistance.

To the average Apache reservation inhabitant this gave
not only the feeling of being dominated and of being forced
into a way of life not of his own 'choosing, but it- also had the
demoralizing effect of making him feel helpless 'and inferior
as he *atched his elected leaders make often fiitile -demands
upon alien people directed by unknown or, incothprehensible
laws and regulatiohs originated in a place cailed "Washington."*

Many Apaches today have ,very meager knowledge of' the
basic principles and- designs of deniociatic community goVern-
ment. Although 'their' traditional kormg Of7'sticialr' and pOlitical
organization' have long ago been changed, little 'has been done
to teach them the fundamental tenets --of the new forms of g6v-
ernment. As a renult, some' Apache '. leaders today' are 'not
informed adequately so that they "can- fUnction effecti'vely as
legislative representatives of their "oivn local Itliitriati.-'This 'hag
its-Zeleterious effects urion,the, pe6Plwas a whole.%

In!. 1960-61 ;i foi:; example; nearly; every Wpache inter-W.6416d
wai. highly 'Critical iit,his=toundil. Typical,:c6inffients"'included:
The' couricirs 'activitiesf 'are -iusiect;: omitithe'g ,1 it ai3peari dis

*For' Et better undeistanding of this'Phenomenim'the reader is'ad-
vised to study the implementation of the San Carlos and Bylas school
conversion program as- described in, the field, LOG on 'pages 230-309,
(Parmee 1959-1961a). ) ,
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interested in its own people; some leaders are self-centered;
it doesn't do anything; it is often helpless in times of need (Par-
mee 1959-196lb: 27-29). This was more than ordinary belly-
aching. It was the result of a continual lack of opportunities
for the Apache people to participate in democratic government.
It reflected public disfavor over the few local district meetings
and the many closed council sessions; over the little effort to
inform the public of the "hows" and "whys" of government
operations, neW prograii* and changes in long-standing poli-
cies; and over much high level manipulation (Parinee 1959-
1961a: 237-246, 254-256, 272-272a).

Factors Within the Family Environment'
WIDESPREAD POVERTY.

At the time of this study, federal, state, and private welfare
programs on the San Carlos Reservation spent great sums of
money to alleviate the extremely low or non-existent iacomes of
hundreds of Apache families.* The largest of these programs
was operated by the local BIA welfare department. Not all
Apaches agreed with the manner in which this program func-
tioned, however. Criticism was /chiefly aimed at the apparent
lack of constructive operational. 'goals and case records, which
resulted in a rather arbitrary disbursement of funds (Parmee
1959-1961a: 154-157). There were also no apparent provi-
sions in the program for the eventual reduction in welfare

r

dependency among Apaches. This writer, for exathple, observed
no efforts being made to aisist families in the efficient manage-
ment of their available incomes, even though it was, clearly
obvious that such assistance would .11ave holpethmany cases.

AlVhile much of the existing, poverty 'on the 'San Carlos
Reservation was the result of deflated cattle indoines and 'high-
er costs of living;tas well at' wide4oread-'ineiiiiiloYment, ni#ny
families beCame welfaie cases 'PeihaPs'iaorie011an *e0is4rY
becaxise of poor 'financial Planning'. nincifried hrefa;ly cdebts
through unwise buying an tlie -Ovei-eidension 'of 'theii Creditsir

-

*Regrettably, no per-capita or,total 2annual expenditure figures were
available, but nearly all boarding_2school children came from welfare
recipients. Elderly folks were gen6rlly xin welfare.
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at the local stores. The following actual case study will illus-
trate some of the demoralizing effects experienced by many
Apache families through the excessive use of credit resources
and public welfare.

,,The ."A" :family .was once financially :solvent.:_ They
handled most . of.their purchaSing through .one.i9rtwo, of

1

.;

the ,1.ocal traders..Who, conVeniently ,m4naged, Most . of the
.faiingy's finanCial''affairS. Mrs.- '"A" Went.'tO 'the traders'
storeS and bought what she needed., When Mr. "A" re=
ceived his Cattle' Check twiCe: eaeh- Year: lie Shiriply *04;
to each trader and paid Off his ,entire'
aware ,of what his-vmoney :yvas. spent::for..-,:fle usually, was
able to CoVer the bill and that Was all that Concerned
him. He felt pretty tgOtod; ih'fact, -because at times there
,was some -cath. left 'over: -for pocket Money,''Or Perhaps

new:;.carl'or pickup. OCCasionally,, when Mr.':,"A's"
bill. was VeryL:high and there was not going ; to be:-much-

.pocket money:. leftr.over,-, :he simply informed the !tribal.
-. office to,:.have his checkAutned Over to Ahe stores. -(this

,usually _happened:-..With at bill, at:some:I large store_,likethe.,,,'...
,Tribal Store) a_44 , jhis,. -sway ,not
making the:trans,actioU,himself.,-

,The -farmj* M:anaged:.*rell, until the iirices .Of-
cattle"ifiditiiee.There. was a dialight' and the galei kha'd

-t .i3ogli:oOned.;:', Then: 'Came"' the 'When '"A"'.''
could; niee'ldfiter7Pay!,Off'-`ag-,-inanY''Of3hi'6
before; rand 1 his);Credit

the family's :JStYle; be-Cat/I-setithey were
;_..used:,,tozmdckIreer,zsPending; andmin..lact;'-it.ttook then.'
,:sometime_Ao adjust. ;to, situation: :,IsTowe, they had ac-
cum4ateci-,:Auc4
-0FgasCAP9P.VP:777-1P,* the -LAIFFleFA WeKe 49NP4,i-Vi'tqlk#4_11
the:, '4.9i:*''fanill?s, credliLMOre,..,and more, ,and,-.requested,,

010.4.44.-be .NOPPLP14,--fro" "
'113`efOr-e-gtime t.the' bills were paid' off. -1-Froni :thiS thne
on, Mr. "A" was lucky to even see . one Of hig-lifdifiiine'
checks';f,AnuthlesS, have f:theopleasUre-rof'iOWnin'

-;ye' 1.1bitter:
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As the. years passed, Mr. S'A's" family grew, and
his needs increasedas did his billsbut, his income
from cattle did not. He' worked part-time now to help
out a bit, but there simply was not much work he could
do on the reservation: His relationship with: the traders
was no longer very friendly, and he and this :wife' had to
fight fort every: penny of credit they :could get. _Sometimes
they even: :tried trading elsewhere, but the other,Araders
on the reserVation knew the. "A". family's' situation and
saw that they were poor. credit risks:; Their, requests were
gracefully. turned. aside.

Then Mr. "A"' lokt hii part-time -job.' It seemed as
'if Mir. '"A" and his family-Were to face-Starvation. The
little ;help they formerly received from1Mrs. '"A"s" rela-
tives was /IOW tinned -driwn because they ,were,becoming
toto imiCh of a' burden: There were arguments; aiitt a few
fightsand tliat ended-that. Mi. '.`A" cursed the 'stinginess
of!MrS: "A's" "folks' and the two 'families 'refused to' speak
TO -one 'ancithei4:` The orie WhbfelvwOrsVofai1 was Mrs.

A," Who Was ashamed- ofitheir -helpleesneis and sorry
for' the rift between' -their; faMilies. r:

"A" !"--vented more r `4af his anger on the I traders
whO stoically reCeived his abuse but offered hiin no fur-

- titer creditrEach knew he had5alreadY given :in fto Mr.
"A" more' than' wat',goOdYfor; either party.':-Mrf' "A" even
made a plea<to; the tribal vouncil for - a= thorse, or? a:tractor

.Ite could"- do sk:orkie tarniing3to help With, his_ family's
needs for loOd--1-butrtherV,Ihe-talso 4ieededr[seed,.,fertilizer,
-etc.?, fetC: The'coUncil wastunablertotshelpohim. Mr. "A"
retUrned' h6me very dejectid 'Wondering-I-what good the
council was if it could not help

Mr. "A's" econornic problernsi-Afirially-Jreached a cli-
nak *hen die:lieWschtocill-y0iibegaii.,,Thelchildrenmeeded

')neW shoes, 1ieses, ilevis, Jatkets;: etc;:..ahdr
simply =did *Ot -haVe therlfundetoi cOver theSeinevirritems.
Mifi-:"Ar *Wok-n:1VA Mrs. AfAm thravshe would hilive.to- pay a
Visit to theNVelfare Office and aik fitileastItorrinewotclothes.

.& r Mts:-`-`A":vriasighot VëtrehappyXaboutAhisljecauselshe had
L1liflj thatiit Nivawnott-easy to convince-that vt`Welfare lady"

;.-that'help-,waistieededandbes-i- she ,Was aibit!ashamed
ito have:to sit withtiall.those) otherk
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room, hearing their-gossip about others, and knowing that
they would gossip about her as soon as she had gone.
Mrs. "A" had never cared to associate with them before,
and now it seemed they were all in the same predicament.

It was a bit of a strugglewith the embarrassments,
the languatte problems, and -allbut Mrs. "A" finally
managed to get sornef help from welfare. She even man-
aged to get a couple of the older children off to boarding
school. They usually kept the food bills -so high and were
getting a bit hard to handle, anyway, she thought. But
Mrs. "A" was sorry to have to send the, oldest girl away.
She had become a real companion now that the family
was no longer on sus-th good terms with her relatives.
Mr. "A" appeared to be _getting more and more de-
spondent, more bitter and quite complaining. He could
not find a job and soon . got tired of sitting , around the
house listening to the children make noises and Mrs.
"A's" incessant chatter. He knew, she was unhappy, about
the fight with her relatives and having to .accept wel-
fare, but -there did not seem ,to be much, he could do
about it. To him, it seemed like a dirty deal all the way

.= _around: no more ,herd, no jobs, and- the traders turning
= their backsr"whenever ,they, saw (him coming. Sometimes

it all made him so, mad and-disgusted that he would leave
his home, and go off to-visit with somP of the other men
who were- hanging -around like him. Some of ,!-them had
the same hard-luck stories he had,,to1ell, so at -least they
were sympathetic company. Once in a,while if anyone had
a few extra dollars, they, even went over, :to thekboOtleggers
-and bought a few bottles of "brew.r_IR_ Wasc ,sognething
to do, anyway.,

--11The 4ollowing iyeat% Ms,1,,`,A" tried, to send off two
more:_of-the Tolder. children Wboar,ding school, T ,hut he
Nvas ... told, .that -the-schooli ; were all fAlled np... These two

.,now,had to go, to public =school. Mrs. ?9*:"-was.:xe.a113r: glad.
She -did hot .care, to ,be 'separated from,,her children, even
though -Mr: .:,.!.Ar did mot -seem, to mind - it in .-4,tic least.
During ,the first;week, -of -public ,schoolfit ,?seemed as if
everfythingwas-,-going to -work _ out-,=qujte-,twell,-,nfor the
kids5.,seemed (tO- enjoy,_thbiri, new- experience:;!.The: delight
was shortzlived;- however,c f 'or ,one 'day öneof .the children

at-A7a
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brought home a bill for books and supplies. The other
mid he needed a special kind of gym shoes.

The children were afraid to go back to school with-
out the money so they stayed home for the next few days
while Mr. "A" went to see the chairman of the education
committee and the reservation principal. He did not trust
his wife in this important matter, and besides, he felt
it was about time he gave those people a piece of his
mind and told them what he thought of their education
program. He did, too. He told them that he was a high
school graduate. He was not uneducated like "some of
these Indians around here." He even learned a trade.
But what good did it do him? He had no job, no money.
His wife had to ask for welfare. His children needed new
clothes, they wanted more meat to eatand that public
school had the nerve to ask him for $12 for books and
$6 for special gym shoes! What kind of a gym did they
have down there, anyway, that his boy had to have
special shoes to walk on it? That must be for rich people,
for white people! What happened to our own high school?
Everything was better then.

But Mr. "A" did not return home dissatisfied. The
chairman of the education- committee 'talked the Credit
manager into letting Mr. "A" have enough credit to buy
the gym shoes and some more food besides-, and the
reservation principal called the public school and asked
them to waive the costs of the books. They reluctantly
complied. During the next few months when- Mr. "A"
received a dividend check for, porno special V.A. benefits,
be and Mrs. "A" kept it a secret even from their friends,
and then went out and spent it as they pleased. It was
a long time since they had had the pleasure of such free-
dom. Tbe =editors couict ',scratch -ftir tthe MOneynt as far
as Mr. "A" was icopcerned. They controlled all of, his
cattle income by no*, anyway; he lamented:1'

Mr. "A" and "his : friends- coMplained Vehementli
when the tribal council tried to 'pais a bill for income
taxes on cattle sales, but it went through. Some 'political
machine, that council, Mr. "A" and his Mends 'thought.
There was no doubt in their Iininds that it- Was._in Cahoots
with the trading enterprises and the püblió schools to

174
3
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exploit unfortunate Indians like themselves. They agreed
such things deserved as little of their support as possible
(taken from Parmee 1959-1961c: 11-17).

The ability to plan an efficient family budget is, not an
inherent characteristic among any people. It is a learned be-
havior; and many people the world over, even in countries
where thrift is a matter 'of national pride, find it difficult to
effectively assimilate this behavior. So much more difficult was
it then for Apaches, who, less than four generations ago, "had
been a subsistence-oriented group, operating on a seasonal
basis, placing little value on thrift or on sustained labor
throughout the year. . . [after which] being placed on the
reservation, most of the Indians lived almost thirty years on
rations provided by the United States Government" (Getty
1961-62: 185).

When, in addition, one considers the tradition of eco-
nomic inter-dependence within extended family and clan
relations (see pp. 25-26); as well as the apparent absence of
opportunities to leark 'about new forms of family economics,
it is of little wonder that many Apaches were inexperienced
and inept in the art of budgeting. Coupled with generally low
incomes and large numbers of children, such conditions caused
many Apache families to be hard pressed for school clothes,
book.s ,and supplies, and, adequate household facilities for home-
work and study. It seems altogether possible that existing wel-
fare services on the San Carlos Reservation may perpetuate the
economic dePendency of Apacli --- families 'unless changes are
made in some of its funddmental pkactices.

.....,-

sREa.goowil --TRAwrioNAL meAcm FAMILY; RELATIONS

In Chapter ,2 the imnificanCe og: the traditional Apacheou r _ ..
gotah system ,of family autliocfity and Inter-depersidency has
alreadybeen diseiissed, at some. tlenith. ,,The present dipinte-
gration of this_ socio-ecoUomic Institution was evidenced by
the literature .(Icaut 1957:, 84; Marinsek( 1960: 37-38). and

. J

illustrAeci by. solT,le' Of the data -regarding-Jamily economics
(the case of the _t."A" family). 1.W addition to;the obvious ma-
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terial effects produced by such changes, it was apparent from
much of the interview data that Apache methods of child-
rearingparticularly at the teen-age levelhad changed con-
siderably in form, if not in function.

It was interesting to note that while Apache parents fre-
quently criticized teachers and school officials for reprimanding
Apache children in class, many of the same parents used
almost identical methods of disciplinenot within the tradi-
tional setting of the gotah or household, but in the setting of
the tribal court system modeled after Anglo-American patterns
of jurisprudence. It was not unccmmon for a parent experienc-
ing difficulty in disciplining a teen-age child ,to c-call upon the
tribal court to deal firmly with the youth, even if it meant
issuing a jail term. The judge would comply; then when it was
thought that the child had served long enough to have "learned
a lesson," he was released into the custody of his parents
(Parmee 1959-1961a: 80, 82).

The traditional element of public ridicule entered into
this picture at the juvenile court hearing when parents of ac-
cused children were asked to, testify against them before the
entire courtroom assemblage, including judges, police officers,
and other arrested youths and their parents. The following
actual court incident will help to illustrate this form of behavior:

The mother was asked to testify against her daugh-
ters. This she did will' no restraint. I don't know what
she said but frequently the two girls would, glance at their
mother with rather hurt expressions on their faces, and
once in a while rthey. would look at-the floor and shake
their heads negatively. Both girls were quite nervous and
one was on the verge of crying, but she tried hard not to.

. Both were neatly dressed and sat close to one an-
other. When the sentence was paised, the orie girl nearly
burst into tears, but after a few words from her sister
(who seemer"' older) she snbsided. At. one time the older
sister 'even made the YoUnger one smile. There 'was ob-
vioui comradeihiP here`'and mutual iupport.

After 'giving\ testiniony, the mother simply turned
her back on the two girls and walked out the door. They
looked after her with blank expressions. Then,' after the

,1.1A6`
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hearing the girls walked away towards the prison to-
gether, arm-in-arm (Parmee 1959-1961a: 83).
Parental rejection of the two sisters was evident in the

above case, but it appeared to be off-set somewhat by sibling
"esprit de corps." In some cases, however, the parents seemed
almost vengeful by the severity of their testimonies. As one
Apache court employee put it:

Often when the mother comes into court to testify
against her daughter, she tries to be mean and says all
sorts of things so her daughter won't disobey again. This
morning, that mother told the judge all of her daughter's
private affairs; what boyfriends she had, how shb acts,
and all kinds of things like that in order to embarrass
the girl. That's not right. Those are private matters. Those
are family matters which should not be discussed here
in court in front of all these people. The daughter tries
hard not to cry though (Parmee 1959-1961a: - p. 84).
Apache court discipline was also used for drop-outs and

for children delinquent in school. In fact, during the spring
of 1959, when teen-age drop-outs bad become particularly
prevalent, the tribal education committee agreed to place the
full responsibility for this problem in the hands of the tribal
judge, who promptly announced that he would put the parents
as well as the students in, jail if they reftised to comply with
school attendance regulations (Parmee 1959-1961 a: 71-74).

Opinions regarding the constructive effectiveness of this
system of discipline varied greatly at the time. Some Apache
leaders agreed with it whole-heartedly, as the decision of the
education committee indicated. Most Anglos felt it was a cruel
and rather unconstructive way to deal with adolescents, pre-
dicting that it would have serious harmful' effects on their
personalities.*

This last view appeared quite plausgale, When considering
the many juvenile cases in whick it was evident that .current
values, behavior patterns, and institutions had failed to ade-
quately replace their earlier traditional forms; failed for parents

t

*Opinions expressed primarily by school administrators and the
local welfare worker.
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as well as children, but primarily for the children who were
expected to endure these conflicts and still return to school
each day with minds at ease, eager to assimilate the teachings
of an alien culture.

Factors Within the Program of
Formal Education

SPECIAL NEEDS OF APACHES AT PRIMARY GRADE LEVELS
INADEQUATELY MET BY SCHOOLS

As a starting point for the discussion of this topic, the
author again cites the words of the recent former chairman of
the San Carlos Apache Tribe:

. . . I suspect our schools are not beginning to tackle
adequately the basic difficulties of languagethe simple
problem of coinmunicationof understanding and being
understoodwhich confronts on all sides, the non-ac-
culturated Indian child as he gets further along in school
where both ideas and vocabulary become increasingly
complex. I suspect that this failure to comprehend on
the part of the Indian child accounts in large measure
for the lessening of interest and enthusiasm for school,
which I am told begins for Indian children along about
the fifth grade (Wesley 1961: 4).
The findings of this study indeed bear out the suspicions

of Wesley quoted above. With the project office located at the
San Carlos federal day school for several months, the author
had many opportunities to observe the methods used in teach-
ing Apache elementary students. All of the teachers at that
time, even the most dedicated ones, lacked special language
training to aid their Apache-speaking pupils. Even those teach-
ers working with the Beginners' classes OA vhich nearly every
enrolled pupil knew almost no English a1. the start) admitted
that what they themselves lacked in training, they had to make
do with ingenuity. Teachers' meetings were seldom held and
virtually no assistance was given to the teachers durinq the
school year.

As the youngest Apache students moved from grade to
grade, their difficulties with language compounded as the work

17.8
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became more demanding. Competition at the Indian -schools
was relatively light, however, since most of the teachers were
taught that Indians disliked compctition, although occasionally
favors or prizes were won by high achievers. Low achievers
were made to feel as good as the rest even though the teacher
had little time to spend giving them remedial work.

Some teachers solved the problem by dividing up the
classes into various ability groups for reading, arithmetic, and
other subjects. In one of the classes where this author did
some substitute teaching, there were no less tha4 five such
groups for reading and arithmetic. 'It was extrernely difficult
to keep four of the groups actively working while testing the
recitation of the fifth group. Many were left to idle away
their tithe after compling desk assignments. Statements
made by the reservation principal at that time supported these
observations.

. . Some of this lack of interest and progress in learning
is definitely the teachers' fault. Every time I walk into a
class up hereand I do mean it has been the same every
single timeI come in and find at least 50% of the
students drawing pictures or just wasting time. And I've
done this dozens of times, and it has always been the
same. I think a lot of those kids are just passing the time
of day (Parmee 1959-1961a: 188).
Charges and' counter-charges kept shifting the blame for

the slow academic progress of .Apache students in the reserva-
tion day schools. Teachers. blamed it on the lack of proper
teaching aids and classes .that were too large for the amount of
remedial work- needed by the student's.* Another BIA edu-
cator of rank returned much of the fault to the teachers, some
of whom, he said, had a "very poor" knowledge of correct
English. In confirmati:m of his argument he 'recalled matching
one teacher. make grammatical errors in nialess,than eight out
of ten' sentence's that had been written on the 'blackboard for,
students to copy (Parmee 1959-1961a: 1-87).

To what extent were Apache students entering the public

*At. San Carlos Day, School , thc classes averaged between 25 and
35 students' in 1960. -
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schools after the fourth grade actually retarded? A Globe
grammar school official stated that most entering Apache pupils
were ill-prepared for pub/ic school work. Their knowledge of
English was so poor that it was difficult to teach them anything
new. Although remedial reading courses were offered in the
Globe and Ft. Thomas schools, many Apaches apparently re-
fused to take advantage of them (Parmee 1959-1961a: 196).

The inadequate preparation of Apache teen-age students
in the higher grade levels was evident to some degree from
their low grade-point averages and the extent of the age-grade
lag in grades 4 through 12. One further attempt was made in
1961 to test the validity of these findings after the project staff
fell heir to a considerable body of materials from one of the
federal reservation school fourth grade classes; the materials
consisted of the pupils' entire year's work in art, mathematics,
spelling, theme-writing, English grammar, geography and
science.

This material was brought for analysis and appraisal to
the 1961 Workshop for Teachers of Bilingual Students, at the
University of Arizona. Three public school teachers of the
intermediary grade level (grades 4-6) spent several hours re-
viewing the work of every, pupil, and came up with the fol-
lowing conclusions concerning both the extent of the students'
scholastic progress and the nature of the tez.cher's techniques
for instruction.

The performance of the class
a) The students with the lowest achievement test scores

appeared to be "down-right illiterate," responding in a manner
that was "far, below the fourth grade level."

b) Those students with the highest achievement test
scores produced work that might be considered to be on a
par with average, non-Indian public school studerkts, but they
would probably find it difficult to compete in next year's fifth
grade public school class, where the competition would be
greater and the work somewhat more advanced.

c) Many of the middle-ranking students of this class did
work that was far below the normal fourth grade level, especially

89-101 0 - 89 - pt. 3 - 15
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in English and mathematics. Some of their work indicated only
a first grade arithmetic concept level.

d) Much of the work of the class showed "great numbers
of errors, which indicated either a real lack of understanding
of fundamental concepts, or carelessness from poor motiva-
tion, or both." Many of the pupils "obviously did not compre-
hend or try to follow the teacher's instructions on worksheets
and tests."

e) According to the standard performance indicated by
these materials, the evaluation committee decided that the class
as a whole was "poorly prepared for fifth grade public school
work."

An evaluation of the teacher's techniques
The panel of three public school teaChers 'admitted that

they were being highly critical of the .teacher's techniques, -by
basing their judgment on the recommended standards of teach-
ing, which are for any :teacher difficult to follow Precisely.
They also admitted that this was not entirely an equitable
appraisal because it was based priMarily on the written-Work
in class only, and not on the Oral and illustrative Wiiik that
presumably cOmpletnented the former in tha' .claisiooni. In
spite of these shortCOmings, sonie interesting insights were
revealed' by the panel':

a) Judging by the written material that was'presented to
the class throughout the year, the teacher seemed to be "lost,
groping around, and having great- 'difficulty in cOping with his
pupils' academic problems."'

..b) His methods seemed' inConsistents, unimaginative; and
often confusing to the pupil; -on the Whole, poor planning. Was'

evident.
c)' !None of the.' tests or papers.!thowed any corrections:

of the errors that were made in great: numbers:- ;1='

d) Some of the tests that Were' given -tci the pupils con-
tained languart errors' that, were made' by the 4eacheil- on the
whole, the work that the.- teacher' had prepared for !his:felass,

was sloppy. .
,

0) No apparent attempt had- been 'made .by the teaeher-
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to insist on following instructionsor, if he did, there was no
nOticeable improvement throughout the year.

f) Many of the work sheets that were Made up for the
class were so poorly worded that their instructions were
unclear.

g) According to the available material, no apparent ef-
fort was made on the part of the teacher to encourage his
pupils to express themselves in terms of elements from their
&Nil' cultural background. .

From these statements, made by experienced teachers of
the fourth grade level, one could conclude that thit partiCular
class of pupils was poorly prepared to meet the demands :of
the integrated class in public school the following year. by
the end of the year, many were not even capable of doing
fourth grade work and their teacher was apparently.. unable
to cope with the serious problem of academic retardation that
faced him The outlook for his pupils' success in the higher
grade levels appeared rather dim, indeed:.

DEFICIENCIES IN THE EDUCAT1011 r ROGRAM -AT'. THE JUNIOR AND .

SENIOR HIGH 'SCHOOL LEVELS

As can be seen from the enrollment figures presented
earlier in this report, the BIA San Cartos Agency wai increas-
ingly successful in its efforts to enroll Apaches in boarding
school. Between 1918 and 1961, federal boqrding schOol
rollment expanded 11.3 per 'cent, Until., It in uded more than
16896 Of, the total student populatio# on lie 'reservation. While
tome agency officials (i.e, the reserVation principal, and the
social worker) acClaimed this' as': an achievernent, one Area
Office administrator expreised-.coner-rn and disapproval:

_9 realize only too well.,that home conditions on the
San Carlos Iteservation are as bad as you could find
anywhere, but there are altogether too- manY. 4Pacties
being sent tiO boardingrschool." . r:

It was this person's opinion...ihat the federal board-
. . .

ing schools were, ,sa blessing" to many unfortunate, youna-
stars: from poor, hOnies; but sueh schoolt were not.. the
panacea fcir all the ills Of Apache yonneaters. It WOuld
be better, he said, to have more of them living at. home,

182
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attending public school in the normal fashion with the
availability of a stronger guidance program to help those
who are having serious difficulties. 1-3 concluded by say-
ing that the primary field for the solu don of the educa-
tional problems at San Carlos was right on the reservation
itself (Parmee 1959-1961b, 211-212).
Public school officials expressed an even dimmer view

of local agency policies regarding boarding school enrollment.
One administrator went so far as to say that Apaches should
quit seeking "the easy way out" by going to all-Indian board-
ing schools, ,and should instead learn to "cut the mustard" in
the public schools along with everyone else (Parmee, 1959-
1961b: 215).

Basically, the three chief criticisms agains! the boarding
school program were:

a) Apaches in bourding schools were isolated from non-
Indians, socially as well as competitively. This isolation would
eventually prolong the process of integration into Anglo so-
ciety, which non-Apaches felt was a desirable thing (see above,
page 7). Even some tribal officials agreed that school'integra-
tion was an essential factor in the improvement of Apache
education. (Wesley 1961: 5).

b) None of the public school people interviewed felt
that the.

.
academic standards at the boarding schools were as

high as those of the average public day school. The then chair-
man of the tribal education committee alSO ,expresied the view
that boarding sehaol training was inadequate to meet the
requirements for college preparatory training.*

c) One shortcoming in the boarding school program,
criticized at various times by Apadie leaders, is the lack of
special facilities for the emotionally-disturbed Indian child
(Wesley' 1961: 6-7). Each year found teen-agers with serious
personal problems being dismissed from public, mission, and
even boarding- schools. They returned to the reservaSion to
generally poor home conditions and no future fOr which to
live. Most of these students soon wound up in jail*, incurring
on occasiori lengthy Sentences, when instead they needed psy-

Personal conversation with the author.
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chiatric care and a more constructive environment (Parmee
1959-1961a: 24, 59-60).

At the time of this study in 1960, most Apache teen-
agers were attending public schools; and, as already seen from
the analysis of school records, many were in serious academic
trouble. Aside from the various existing personal and home
environmental factors over which the schools had no control,
there were factors in the public school program itself which
obstructed the successful education of Apaches. It should be
stated at the outset, however, that the public schools were not
entirely to blame for these deficiencies. A part of the fault
lay with those who maneuvered the change-over from reser-
vation Indian schools to public schools: namely, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs and Apache leaders, who supported the plan
without raising serious objections to its shortcomings.

Although the change-over described on pages 41-42 had
begun and ended long before this study began, there was ample
evidence from the interviews with school officials indicating that
prior to the arrival of the first large influx of Apache students
after, 1949 no significant preparation had been made in the way
of extra remedial facilities, curriculum, adjustments, or teacher
orientation (Scoggins 1959: 64). As one school administrator
put it:

We first knew about it three months before school
got out That was in the .spring. In the fall of that year
we had them in our schools. There wasn't any prepara-
tionother than physical and financial*made for the
change-over. It happened all at once (Parmee 1959-
1961a: 199).
Considering the inadequacies in the program of the on-

reservation gowrnment schools, it is not difficult to understand
the extreme handicaps many Apaches must bave felt in the
public school education program without any of ,the provisions
mentioned above. Even by 1960, nearly ten years afier the
first large group of Apaches had entered the public high schools,
little had been achieved in the way of devising special aca-

*Referring to enlargement of the physical plant and staff, and
establishment of Johnson-O'Malley support.

89-101 0 - 89 - pt. 3 - 18
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demic programs for the Indian students beyond the limited
acceleration of remedial reading facilities (Parmee 1959-1961a:
196).

Instead of tribal, BIA, and public school cooperation in
a planned program that might have aided Apache youngsters
with the transition from federal to public schools, the public
schools were aioparently left on their own to make the best of it
Some did by putting Apaches in so-called "slow-groups" (Par-
mee '1959-1961a: 197-198), and by granting social promo-
tions to a large number. At Globe the guidance counselor was
expected to allot half his working time to Indian student prob-
lems,. vhile at Ft. Thomas the school superintendent-prhicipal;
made himself available at all timeS for, such purposes.*

In spite of the available counseling services in Vie publia
schools, the standard _methods for evaluating the nature and
extent of Apache personal and academic -problems and the
techniques for- meakuring individual Apaahe pOtentials and
interests seemed quite inadequate. BernardonrS findings, de-;
scribed on pages 56-59, at least showed the shOrtcothings and'
pitfalla inherent 'in tests like the Lorge-Thoindike keriei, when.'
using them to cOMpare Indians 'With non-Indiani .(Bernardoni
1960: 11):Where langbage-differsliceS Made coMprehension of
the test difficult for the student and the lack of a double set of
known cultural standards obstructed.1 the testor's, 'comparison of
the responses, :such devibes could .only be partially successful in
achieving the goals: for which ,they), were intended.'

It was also eiiident at the time lof this study lhat sothe of
the- Sahools, and especially :the BIA agency, Were .not-main-
taining adequate records for the purpose of- periOdkdly 'eval-
uating., the students! . progress and the program* effectiveness.
All of the data suniMarles presented thus-Lfari with ,the excep-
tion of the.,,school enrollment'figures and-the, Lorge-Thorndike

*The *::,idafica'cOiiiis4::ri'iii GlObe `rep'uted tO ha;:re ipeni very-
little time doing-any:counseling at all ;'(Parmee -1959-1961a: 196-197)1. 7
In fact, he liimsegitdmitted.to.,the author once lhat. very few Indian
students (boys 'in* particalar) 'ever Caine to himi'with protOms [notes
from case, hi4toryl-of "Bear). This perhaps explaing..in part'why
Apache students like "Bea" eid not even know of the_ counsdor's....
services- :-21- t
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test results, were collected and organized by the project staff.
Although each student had his individual record file at the
school ho was currently attending, the author knew of no efforts
en the part of school administrators to compile such records
into periodic summaries for the purposes of trend evaluations*
(Plumes: 1959-1961b: 1-6).

At times k appeared that school staff evaluations of
Apaches expressed more of personal views and impressions
than validated findings. A brief sample of collected comments
should suffice to illustrate this point:

They [Apaches] could work as well as other students
W they would get out of their I-don't-care attitudes (pub-
lic school teachers) (Parmee 1959-1961a: 193).

Apaches are one of thc smartest Indian trilms in the
Southwest, and aho one of thc most hostile, most stub-
born, and meanest. . . They are a bit lazy, too (public
school employee) Perm= 1959-1961a: 213-214).

The trouble is, these [Apache] people don't want
education. They think it's pohon. They hold ceremonies
away year to do away with all the evils their kids have
picked up in school! (reservation school principal)
(Crumrinsi 1959: 29).

Apaches are at the bottosn of the barrel as far as
Indians go. They are the dumbest and worst off economi-
cally. They donut want to be educated, and they don't
waist to get out from under the government (pubLc school
comnelor) (Crumeine 1959. 40).
it would have been difficult to estimate how many non-

Apache cahoot personnel shared these views, but it was plain
emough to see dui prejudice was not restricted, to any one
school or ocicupational level. Some at these views among public
school people remained beam.) few ever came on the reser-
will= to see things for thesiftelves. Out of the few who did,
ems went back with their suspicious even more strongly con-
gealed than belloseor so they said,

*The syserd of ova yeses total absences by tbe Bytas school prin-
- gum Om ante anassottna karma.

1 6
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CONFLICTS ARISING OUT OF THE ORIENTATION OF THE EDUCATION PROGRAM

Thus far, much has been said about the lack of Apache
participation in the operation of the education program. This
alien management of a key reservation development program
did not permit Apaches to guide the fate of their own future,
nor did it provide them with the opportunities for learning
how to do so (Wesley 1961: 7). Apaches resented being de-
nied this privilege and did what they could to fight against it
(Parmee 1959-1961a: 230-309).

A second fundamental criticism that Apache leaders
expressed agair and again in opposition to the education pro-
gram evolved evut of a conflict of basic goals for the program.

I A Rlize the fact that there are people who talk
about intcwrati-m, assimilation, acculturation, first class
citizenship, etc. But you know the American Indians have
something different that was bestowed upon them by the
grace of God, such as our songs, tribal dances, arts and
crafts, our religion, games and stories. Some of these are
fast '.sappearing and my question is: are we going to
con ). ue to lose these precious gifts through this process
of education or becoming White men? Or should we con-
tinue to identify ourselves as Indians, which to me is
no disgrace. (Wesley 1961: 7).
The "people" Wesley referred to were the administrators

of agencies managing Indian affairs, school officials, and off-
reservation politicians. It v,:ls these people, who by means of
their economic and political power and their educational ad-
vantage held the fate of many reservation programs in their
hands. Directing.programs of integration to facilitate the earliest
possible assimilation of Indians into the larger American cul-
ture was a primary orientation of their thoughts and actions.

This orientation was expressed in their public speeches
(Head 1960: 24), in their cgrams of relocation, public
school integration (Parmee 195 I -)61a: 197, 301), and tribal
government, and in their day-to-day dealings with Indians
(Pannee 1959-1961a: 301). Tribal leaders like Annie Waune-
ka (1963) and Clarence Wesley (1:61) tended to react
negatively to Ulis imposed Ano arieatation of Indian pro-
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grams, as did many of their followers, even though they worked
hard to bring such programs to their respective reservations.
Thus, while they feared that the implementation of these pro-
grams might on the one hand accelerate the extinction of Indian
culture, they also could not deny the fact that formal educa-
tion was a key factor in solving existing social and economic
problems, by raising the educational standards of their people.

Apache teen-agers did not express the same fears as the
older generation. From the many student interviews and case
histories, like those presented in this study, it was evident that
some were not so concerned about the futurenot even their
own, much less dr; future of their whole tribe. On the other
hand, others, such as "Jed," felt they could be educated and
still remain Apache. To them "Apache" had a different mean-
ing from that of the "old folks." It was less characterized per-
haps by ancient ceremonials, mythology, and socio-religious
customs, but it meant "Apache" nevertheless, and its principal
features were clearly modern. As the new-generation Apache
tribal chairman descdbed it:

If we have better housing, health, better jobs on the
reservation, does this mean that we won't be Indians any-
more? No, it doesn't. If an Indian wants to be an Indian
he can be one all of his life. You don't forget your Indian
upbringing easily, even when you have the highest edu-
cation (Mull 1963: 30-31).
Older, more tradition-oriented Apaches like Wesley failed

tc see things quite this way. Much of their lives' efforts were
spent in trying to preserve the man) unique traditional aspects
of Apache culture that were "bestowed upon them by the
grace of God" (Wesley 1961: 7). Less educated Apaches,
however, could not always, like Wesley, see the positive as
well as the negative effects of education, and their resistance
to many programs of modernization directly influenced the
lives of their children, for it made understanding difficult be-
tween the young and the old, and added further to the already
staggering proportions of existing teen-age prohlems.
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CHAPTER 5

Relevant Issues and
Observations

THE PROGRAM OF EDUCATION for San Carlos Apaches, repre-
sented in the main by federal and public education agencies
during 1959-1961, failed to achieve its stated objectives of
educating and integrating Apache children for the mainstream
of American life because it was not a community-wide pro-
gram a academic and fundamental education, designed to
meet the specific local needs of all age groups in the Apache
society. As such, it ignored the importance of the relationship
between each child and the family-community environment in
which he was raised.

The existing program sought to teach only the younger
generations of Apaches in the hope that they would eventually
acquire the same values, literacy, and job-skills as the non-
Indians. Lacking in adequate counseling and remedial services
for most handicapped Apache students, however, the program
was unable to overcome some of the most basic academic
problems.

Meanwhile, those responsible for the program impeded
the efforts of the schools even further by negleing to give
Apache parents and leaden the opportunity to raise their own
educational standards. This would have required a special
program of fundamental lucation and encouragement of more
active participation in community affairs. This sort of prepara-
tion would have enabled many adults to function more effec-
tively in support of their children and the program as a awhole,
a role which they were expected to fulfill.

At a now famous conference of educators and anthro-
pologists, Bernard Siegel (1955: 38-49) discussed the basic

108
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channels througt. which "explicit culture" reaches the child
in the modem American community.

Channel I: Educational Institutions
1) In the academic community the form and meaning of

transmitted material enter this channel through the teachers
of teachers.

2) The teachers and administrators of the community
schools determine what enters the school system itself in ac-
cordance with their own values and motivations.

Channel IL Peer Groups and Cliques
1) Hese the most constant and consistent kinds of action

patterns and attitudes are instilled, providing influences that
will often override school and family teachings.

2) Participation in peer groups and cliques is often an
index of unsatisfied needs or frustations felt within the school
system.

Channel The Home
1) The hierarchy of values, beliefs, and behavior patterns

of parents are usually reinforced by kinsmen and family friends.
At San Carlos, it seemed that the last two channels

peer groups and home influenceswere not regarded by local
educators as potentially constructive sources of Apache edu-
cation; hence, there was no attempt to adapt and include them
as a part of the formal educative process. On the contrary,
efforts were made to remove young Apaches from their home
and peer-group environments by sending as many as possible
to the federal and mission boarding schools. Except, perhaps,
for a few extreme "skid-row" cases, this attempt to divorce
students from distinctive Apache ways developed in the reser-
vation milieu did not succeed. As long as there existed an
Apache reservation, there lived an Apache people with a dis-
tinct Apache language and heritage and a way of life that could
be attributed solely to them. To the overwhelming majority
of Indians born and raised in this place, it was "home" in
every known sense of the word. In spite of the poverty, social
ills, and political conflicts that prevailed there, it was never-
theless the only spot on the globe that belonged undisputedly
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to the Apaches, and it symbolized for many their past, present,
and promise of a future.

By refusing to accept family and community influences as
a part of thc education of Apache teen-agers, the program
initiated by the Whites became a nrijor source of confusion and
frustration, rather than one of motivation and learning. At
home on the reservation, many children were taught to re-
spect traditional beliefs and taboos, to learn theik native tongue,
and to behave in the manner of their ciders. In school, these
same children were being compeileee to learn English and
were scolded for speaking Apache. TLey were being exposed
to books that depicted their ancestors as thieves and mur-
derers, while the White man was shown as the highest achieve-
ment of civilization. In school, these same teen-agers were
told that the environment of their hoznetheir reservation
was corruptive and degrading, and opposed to progress. Such
was the prevailing atmosphere of learning.

From the very start of his schooling, the average Apache
child suffered handicaps: the deprivations of his home life
(i.e., poverty, drinking, illiteracy. socio-cultural disintegration)
and the incompatibilities of his unique heritage with the domi-
nant Anglo culture (i.e., language, values, beliefs). The schools
were for the most part unprepared to assist the Apache child
in overcoming these handicaps. Adequate remedial training
was lacking, counseling services were weak and ineffective in
handling the often unique Apache problems, and much of the
orientation of the program was at odds with the goals and
needs expressed by the Apache people.

In most cases, as the student moved on from grade to
grade, finally entering into the integrated public school system,
the academic, social, and financial demands sharply increased.
Apaches had to compete with Anglos, who were more intel-
lectually motivated and sccially aggressive, and whose ethnic
background more directly coincided with the school curriculum
and disciplinary methods. Off the reservation in a less secure
environment of limited social acceptance, particularly within
the peer-group structure, Apaches were faced with the addi-
tional problem of adjusting to the question of their social
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identity and of accepting the values and behavior patterns
established within each status ascribed.

Many of the Apache students interviewed at the time of
this study soon realized, after entering the off-reservation public
schools, that the patterns had long since been established. Their
cultural differences were now more pronounced than ever in
the mixed ethnic environment. Not only were appearances,
interests, and overt mannerisms different, language discrep-
ancies made even casual communication with Anglos some-
what difficult. Consequently, Apache children sought and
quickly found security within their own Apache cliques.

In the classrooms Anglo-Apache differences reached their
extremes. As the complexity of the curriculum mounted from
grade level to grade level, the intensity of the problems wors-
ened for the Apaches. Some were shuffled into retarded classes,
while others were merely passed along with social promotions.
Although no oneAnglo or Apacheever openly admitted
it, it was difficult to hide the fact that the Apaches comprised
the major portion of the school problem cases.

While educators, tribal leader, and elders urged Apache
teen-agers to meet the growing challenges of the future through
higher education, for many the task became increasingly fu-
tile. In the midst of these frustrations, some students simply
withdrew into themselves and retired from the scene, first
mentally, then physically. Then they were marked as drop-outs.
Others sought support from the limited sources available to
them: the ixer group, the family or elders, and outside agencies
or acquaintances.

The Apache teen-age peer group could offer very little in
the way of constructive support for school problems, for it con-
sisted primarily of other frustrated students experiencing basi-
cally the same problems. They could offer sympathy and
comradeship through clique or gang activities (i.e., walking
around at night, drinking, mischief-making at ceremonials,
etc.), and by expounding the rejection of academic goals as
being "White" and not "Apache." Those students not willing
to accept these negative values and the related philosophy of
despair risked being branded as "White" and losing many peer
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friends. A rare few, like "Danny" and "Jed," mustered the
courage to break away from their peers, but they had by then
found outside sources of support to rely on.

A chief source of support for the Apache teen-ager might
have been the family or elders, but in a great number of cases
this potential source had not been prepared for the responsi-
bilities that now were imposed upon it by the modern educa-
tional system. The educators, who so ardently implored the
support of Apache parents and in fact depended heavily upon
them, had made no provisions to teach parents how to comply
with thiqr responsibilities. The school system had even ignored
their mquests for assistance and their desire to share in the
task of running the program.

Neglecting to give Apache parents and tribal leaders an
active role in the design and operation of their community
education system not only gave rise to a bitter resentment
among much of the adult population (which was then passed
on to many students), but it also left many cooperative parents
and elders helpless in sharing the burdens of their children.
As the traditional extended family system of mutual support
deteriorated, more and more of the burden of raising children
fell upon the shoulders of the parents. But as the children
proceeded up the academic ladder, there grew a kind of pro-
gressive alienation between the two generations that made
parental assistance increasingly unattainable. This alienation
was primarily the result of the vast discrepancy in educational
and experiential backgrounds between the students and adults,
and it succeeded in compounding the frustrations of both
groups as they struggled with the problems of their swiftly
changing environment.

Considering, then, the spread and severity of personal,
family, and community problems among the San Carlos
Apaches, it is not difficult to understand why so many teen-
agers were failing in school, taking to drink, and feeling de-
spondent and apathetic about their future career possibilities.
Unable to help each other, Apache students and parents were
frequently dependent upon outside sources for assistance. While
this procedure did at times avert a family crisis, the sources
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were in the author's opinion far too inadequate to cope with
the majority of day-to-day minor crises that occurred, which
frequently grew into insoluble d.i:aunas. While teachers often
expressed a certain degree of sympathy for their Apache stu-
dents, they generally had little contact or experience with
reservation life, and they were at a loss as to how to assist.

As mentioned earlier, the extent of counseling services for
both Apache students and parents was quite meager in 1960,
and the few individuals involved could not begin to attack the
root causes of the problems discussed above. Neither could the
principal, the school counselor, nor the tribal juvenile officer
begin to bridge the gap left by years of neglect in such areas
as adult education and local community management.

At the conclusion of the study it -was evident that certain
actions seemed warranted in order to bring about significant
improvement in the education of San Carlos Apaches. Such
actions might include:

1) an intensive community-wide training program to
improve adult educational standards and increase adult under-
standing of community problems and prov.ams in order to
qualify more Apaches for participation in local education and
development projects;

2) On-the-job training programs and special courses for
all Apache political leaders and officials to assist them in im-
proving the performance of their assigned duties, and to help
them comprehend more fully the fundamentals of modern
community government;

3) improved and increased relationships between the
schools and Apache families and community groups to expand
their share of participation in the program and to increase
the knowledge of school teachers and administrators about
Apache culture, motivations, and problems;

4) improved and expanded guidance and rehabilitation
services for students and their families with programs involv-
ing drinking, marital conflicts, child-rearing, school work, etc.,
as well as the exploration of better methods for measuring
Apache student potentials and defining problems.

5) increased remedial training for Apaches in school with

19 4
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serious language handicaps and retardation in other academic
subject areas; the use of remedial summer school sessions with
Apache adults as volunteer instructors; procedure allowing
Apache "Beginners" to enroll in regular school sessions at the
age of five years;

6) a selection of courses on Apache culture and history
in the curriculum of education for Apache youngsters in order
to acquaint them with their past heritage and to dispel exist-
ing distortions of fact resulting from years of prejudice;

7) expanded student summer employment, exploring the
possibilities of apprenticeship programs in job skills applicable
to reservation employinent needs;

8) and finally, the establishment of a new policy pre-
vailing over all others throughout the direction and operation
of the program of t-Alucation for Apaches: The only manner
of achieving a successful program is by seeing to it that it is
designed to meet specific needs, to include active Apache par-
ticipation in every phase, and to have as its ultimate goal, a
stronger, healthier, and more self-sustaining Apache reserva-
tion community with a progressive citizenry.

As anthropologist Margaret Mead once wrote:
If the new education is to fill the place of the old,

it has to cover all areas of living. Native education in-
cluded growing-up; it gave instruction in inter-personal
relationships, soil conservation, and ways of making a
living. The task of fundamental education is to cover
the whole of living. In addition, it is to teach not only
new ways, but the need and incentive for new ways
(Mead, et al. 1955: 253).

With the new conception of education as covering
all areas of living came the recognition of society as the
unit to be educated (Mead, et al. 1955: 254).

Education is needed in all these areas to cope with
and repair the destruction already introduced; and beyond
this, to make it possible for the people if they choose,
to take their place in the community of nations, and to
talm advantage of the progress of science and technology
in improving their standard of living (Mead, et al. 1955:
253).
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A Review of Developments Since 1961
In 1966, the author toured the San Carlos Reservation

and adjacent areas to interview local education officials. From
their comments it was evident that some significant changes
had occurred in certain phases of the program of education for
Apaches.

Shortly after the conclusion of the project, the By las
federal day school was closed down and all the By las school-
aged children (except for those in boarding and mission
schools) were bussed into the newly-expanded public school
facilities at Ft. Thomas. In an effort to cope with some of the
special needs of this increased Apache enrollmentApache
bcudents now comprise between 75% and 80% of the total
student bodyFt. Thomas educators introduced new methods
of testing ane evaluation. Out of this evolved a program of
non-graded classes for students between grade levels 1 through
8. A much stronger emphasis was placed upon reading through-
out the Ft. Thomas program, and new facilities in the form of
a reading lab and a resource center were added. Specialized
training for teachers through a project sponsored by the Kel-
logg Foundation with the University of Arizona also helped
the staff at Ft. Thomas to strengthen their approach to the
solution of educational problems.

Globe Public Schools, meanwhile, made an attempt to
improve their guidance program with the establishment of a
full-thne Indian counselor.

At San Carlos the Bureau of Indian Affairs is gradually
phasing out its day school program, converting the facilities
into a local public school system called Rice School District.
Apache children are now permitted to enter kindergarten at
the age of 5 years, and steps are being taken to reduce the
size of classes to 25 students. Regular staff meetings and
special orientation projects for San Carlos teachers are also
helping to improve teacher prepar-Aness for coping with
Apache student problems. A remedial reading program has
also been started at San Carlos, and with the help of Public
Law 89-10 under the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965, adult education classes have begun. Thus far
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(May, 1966), the curriculum appears to be limited to primarily
academic subjects, such as English, mathematics, reading, etc.
and the enrollment is quite small.

After the appointment of an Apache Community Action
Program Director in early 1966, the number of Apaches in-
volved in community development work on the reservation
has increased considerably. A PTA has also been under way
at San Carlos during the last two years, with approximately
90 paid members, mostly Apaches (according to a statement
by th,-; Reservation Principal). An Apache housewife was
elected chairman in 1966. In both Ft. Thomas and Rice Public
School districts, Apaches have been elected to serve on the
local school boards, a milestone in the history of Apache
education.

In spite of the new developments described above, it was
apparent from the interviews with school officials that many
of the fundamental problems in Apache education still exist.
Surveys by school officials revealed the majority of Apache
students in the .intermediate grade levels (5, 6, and 7) to be
two to four years below the normal reading standards for their
grades. Social promotions are still prevalent as are drop-outs
and transfers. In one school, teachers identified 160 out of
approximately 450 enrolled Apaches as exceedingly unre-
sponsive to the teachers' efforts in class. The categories of
suggested problems under which these students were listed
included: withdrawn, may need psychiatric help, retardation,
may need specialized education. Inadequate academic prepara-
tion in the primary grades- was still cited as a major, cause of
academic problems at the higher grade levels.

Social and economic problems affecting the education of
Apache youngsters, and stemming-primarily from inadequacies
within the family and community environment, apparently con-
tinue to justify a proportionately, high enrollment of Apaches
in the boarding schools. In -1966, at least 25%. out- of a total
tribal enrollment of 1,800 pupils was sent away to boarding
school, according to a local BIA official., Poverty, drinking,
and broken homes were ghten as some of the- primary problems
for these Apache children. Another school vfficial said he was


